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TLW. 'rUU.S'mm C AiU'nes
OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR ADVANCED
SUPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY APPUCATION -- PHASE I
J.R. Kerr and J.F. Hakim
Convair Division ot General Dynamics
SUMMARY
_tum c,mq, osite mam'kls have the p,mmtisl of s/SnJficantly red_'-
Jz_ the w_Sht of fu_u-z _ akcraft structm_ However. lmpknm_ta-
d t_ material into vehick mmge is coming, mr upon demomm-a_ |t_ air-
wbm ,_z.d to t__ _ msht _ my/tin-
mint.. Tin pt_mm-y obj_'tive of this mmurcb wu to atablish the t_empe_
tm-m_ _ .rod __ oe five cbu._ oe h_ tempmtum
compo_te mt_l_ to _ ti_ sui_ fa" _tv_ced ,mpe_e_ te_.
emlol_ coemkk_tioL The systems studi_ mu B/E, G/E, B/PI, G/PI, _d B/AL
T_ to_ _hat were _ m _e ecmp_te 8ystmme mn b_d_ _
mm_mi _ _ _. _d _ _vh_nm_ttl and
Pt.m zol u. _me wosmmmrJudedU. b._ _m_m,+,mdcm+ ck+_
-.+,,-tim: md -" tJn qr_ taxi I_t shmktioe _ uP tJmm._ 10,000
d cmmk_ az_ar.. _ It _ t_ effort up to _.000
fat_ md romp tests _ t_ compo_te mtm-l_ and fo_ma
umd to _ the t_ coe_litions for t_ _ _mer_ (100 ad _00 horns,
_ at t_mp_.at_._ The _ service his_ _ m per.
f_wd _ emerate mm_t amdyw modd data. _1 to _t t_ _ kvek _
tim effect _ 10,000- ,rod SO.OOO-im_ simulated _ fl_ht swvi_
residmd i=_xrt_ _ t_ _ The _mmd _ _d the m_
mqzzm_ an, eo,_urrmt with _ _ _ rests. The lO,O00-&_
Pimse I lzz'tion of tl_ prolpmn im bsm _. TI_ consid_bk quantity
of data tha_ have been obtained m present_l in th/s _pcrt.
|_
_t"
$_'TION 1
INTI_ON
A_tely o_ year _'tE the _t/On d the Un/t_ States SupeNonk _ Pro-
slam. the Nat/omd Ammaut/cs and Space Admini_t/oa h_it/ated tim Advanced Superso¢Sc
Technok_ tAST) Prosram. TIw nm of the AST _ whkh started/n 1972. m subee-
quently _ to Supmo_ Cru_ A/rcr_ _ ISCAP0. and mzz rmmt_y
to Supers_ Cru/_ Resmrch (SCR}.The ovmn object/vu of this _ram w_
L
b.
C.
To provide the data needed to asses tim avtromzental and _ impacts ou the
Un_d St_t_ of print," tnd m pm_kr, f_ for_Sn supem_ _ _
To provide 8 gmxl technkal be_s for any future _ that may be given by the
United Stat_ to the developm_t of an environmentally acceptabb and eeonomicany
v_ conmm_ sup_ _zz_z.t.
A block dia_rsm sbowi_ tl_ structm of tbs _ is g/van Jn Figure 1-1. Tbs scope _ _
pro_ _ded _ _t b,_ syst_ ,tud_ _l r._ foUow_ _
SCR PROPULSION
SCR STRATOSPHERIC EMISSIONS IMPACT
SCR STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS
SCR AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
SCR STABILITY AND CONTROL
T_ w_k be_s _d on _ w_ do_ und_ _ _ and _ d_/_md me
SCR p_ One of _ primsry soils int__ and gaterkl8 area was to_
_ _ and _=blkh a da_ bs_ f_ _ _mp_m _ _ _mmi _d d_
slons may be made in the futare tw_rdins the _ of tlme ma_iak _ _ _ _
__ lh4ma_ m_h._ w_ p_ml _ _ b_ of _ h_h tz_m_l
r_,ta_ to devatzd tin--tun, stud o¢_ mvironnmmd fac_ _ be/nS invut/Sat_ and.
from t/z_ to tin_ add/tio_ _ and t_ m _ added to t_ t/me-t_qmture-
smm/nvest/_t/on, wh_ is sclmtuled to continue into the mid 1900's. Inf_matkm on the
effects of ion_t/me cyclic exposure to the _ and io,,ds rewesmtat/ve of loft/me
SUlm_onk cruise aL_ndt service for compo_ mt_kls of inta_st was not avaikbk in 197_
an_ as a _ th/s prc_Fam to g_rat_ _eh-infcrmation was initia_d in 1973. A _nge of
beseUne _ wes _ f_" representatives of five _ materisk systems:
boron/epoxy, sraphit_epoxy, b,_z_polyimkk, sra_ and boron/ahm_um. Lo_
term exposures out to 10,000 hours have now been completed in static thermal environmmts
and in ones that simultaneously combine _ thermal hist_e_ and mechanksl load
histories. Material behavior during these exposures and the post_.xposure residual property
tests provide exposure effects and reveal material cle_zchtion mechan/sms.
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fSECTION 2
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM
Y
The pneral objective of this study is to assess the suitability of advanced filamentary rein-
forced composite materials for future supersonic cruise aircraft s .l_uctur_. The study has two
phases. The first includes all material property determinations and asin s simulation expom]res
up through 10,000 hours. The second continues these tests to S0,000 hour_
Figure 2-1 is a schematic diagram, that shows the principal elements of this wodL The baseline
propez1:/es are typical mechanical properties for each of the composites, and these
are generated in sufficient detail so that any changes in them due to repeated loading and the_
real or environmental aging could be measured and reported. Fatigue life is measured before
and after various load and temperature historieL The materials' _eep behavior is measured
early in the program in order to fully evaluate filamentary composites of this typ_ The aging
characteristics of the material are measured at various temperature_ A limited study of
moisture exposure effects is included for the resin matrix materialL However, with this excep-
tion. moisture effects have been dehlmmtely avoided by use of standard bakeout'procodm_
prior to the various tests conducted during the progran_ The added coets of including
moisture effects to each of the test areas was beyond the scope of the overall prvgran_
The changes in baseline tensile, notched tensile, compreqsive, shear, fatigue, and fracture prop-
erties that occur during times out to 50,000 hours are being measured for environmental and
thermal aging condll,hms, as well as random cyclic loadlng with cyclic temperature variations.
t-
mA,_U_
PROI_mES
ACCEUE_TED
SERVlC£
TESTUlE
MATERIALS
dEING
A,_ESSEO
• G/E
• 8/AI
es_lq
t
I
FATIGUE
CREEP
Ftgvm :[-1 T_me-Xemwn_re-Stm_ _w=binmm of c,_.__ w.m_loi.
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IThese latter tests are intended to simulate conditions experienced in a lower wing surface dur-
ing supersonic flight and, hence, consist almost entirely of tensile loads. For the same reason
the majority of the residual property specimens are tested in tension As _ be discussed
later, the failure modes and degradation mechanisms for the various exposure t_ests were found
•to be primarily matrix dominated, and, consequently, a greater percentage of compressive,
shear, and transverse tensile tests would have been prefen'ed.
In order to provide a device capable of simulating supersonic flight conditions of load and
temperature, a machine was built that would be capable of not only random loading and
temperature variat_m but could test a large number of specimens at the same time. It is
desirable that the apparatus I_ .... -. _ommodate a large number of test specimens because
of the expected dam scatter associated with advanced composites. The machine must also be
-capable of operating for 1o_ periods of time with little malntemmce and monitoring and be
designed in such a manner as to possess adequate safeguards against either over_ding or
overheating the specime_
Several assumptions are made to define the loading spsctrun_ The mission profile and loads
were obtained from refe_mce 1. These data were also used for the study descrfl_] in reference
2. The life of a supersonk airplane is assumed to consist of 25,000 flights of two hours duration
each. For this work, each flight is assumed to be an "operational flight" as defined in reference
I. Each flight consists of a 10-minute climb, a 90-minute cruise, a 20-minute descent, and a
single landing load. The number of loads per flight and the number of loads in each of the
segnmnte are modeled after the reference I load sequence. However, the loads are ramiomlzed
such thatallthe loadsexpectedtooccurin25,000flightsareincluded.Since the90-minute
cruiseisscheduledtoincludeonlyabout8 loads_ flight,themean loadisheldfor44_inutes
beforeand afterthe impositionof a 2-minutecruiseloadingperiod.The climb and descent
loadsaredistffbutedoverthe entire climb and descenttime.
The job of setting load levels for each of the composites materials for the random load spec-
trum so thatsoma but not allspecimens will fail during the50,000-hour program is indeed a
difficult task. This had to be done by running accelerated test_ in which many loads could be
applied at elevated temperature in a fairly short time. We chose to apply a ¼ lifetime of loads
in200 hours,which worked out tobeabout one loadaseconcLThe real-timeflightspectrumis
more like20 loadsper hour.The acceleratedtestsarerun for_ I00 and 200 hoursatload
levelssuch thatwe would have 80% survivalifthetestswere run to400 hours.
The residualstrengthismeasured foreachspecimenafterithasbeen subjectedto ¼ and _/2
lifetimeofloadsatelevatedtemperature.These strengthsarethenused tocalculate,usingthe
Halpinwearoutmodel (reJL3),the loadlevelsforreal-timetesting,againusing80% survivalat
theend of50,000hour_
The calculated mean and peak load levels set by the 80% SUl_val for the 50,000 hours or one
lifetime are used to set the real-time load levels for the flight simulator. These differ for each
composite system and also differ for the notched and unnotched specimens of the same com-
posite. Thus each composite system will be subjected to 50,00Ohours of real-time flight simula-
tion testing using random loading and temperature described by the climb, cruise, and descent
portions of the flight.
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Followingcompletionofthe lO,O00-hourPhase I portion of flight simulation e_posure, half of
the specimens are _moved from test. An extensive examination of :he specimens is condt_cted
to determine the extent of damage and, for those specimens that have f_.iled,.to identky the
degradation mechanims responsible for these early failures. The specimens that survive the
10,000 hours of flight simulation exposure are used to determine residual tens;too ,_ntched ten-
sile, compressive, shear, and fatigue properties. In this way the results of the long-term flight '
simulation tests can be compared with the wearout model predictions based on accelerated
flight simulation exposures.
2.3
_ SECTION 3
MATERIAL SELECTION AND ACQUISITION
The "Structural Design Guide for Advanced Composites Applications" (ref. 41 has limited the
term "advanced composites"tothosesystems chm__ by high-strength,_modulus
fibers.For thisstudy,advanced compositesare thosesystems whose reinforcementshave a
filamenttensilestrengthgreaterthan 2100 MN/m2 1300ks;.) and a filanmnt.modulusU_ater
than 210 GN/m 9-(30millionpsi).
At the time this contract was initiated, a multitude of advanced compoelte material systems
had been developed and evaluated to various degree_ In general, five classes of material
systems had beenused by numerous workersinthisfiel_boron/epoxyIBIE),_praphitelepozy
(G/E), boron/polyimide (B/PI), l_raphitetpolyimide (G/PI), and boron/sluminum ¿BIAI). W*_,hin
each of these five classes them were several types of matrix materials and different types of
fibers. The foliowing sections discuss each of _ five classes of materials and Conveir's
choices as to the specific advanced composite systems to be evaluated.
3.| MATERIALSELECTION
3.1.!METAL MATRIX COJULmOSrFEMATEI6AL.Table3-1shows thelargevarietyoffilamentsand
matrixmaterialsthatwere availablewhen theprogram was initiatecLTable3-2listsa number
of the most promisingand widelyused processingmethods fortheprimary fabricationof
sheet, plate, and structural shapes of metal_matrix composite material&
Table_-h M_l-MoWIx Compmdt.IrawMeted_
t
Fibers Mo_rlx
Boron(4rail)
Boron{5.6rail)
Borsic(4.2rail)
Borslc15.7m_
Nitride-c_tedBoron
SiliconCarbid_
StainlessSteel
Graphite
Aluminum
II00
2O24
2219
6061
7OO2
7075
7178
713
718
K01
Magnesium
Titanium
Nickel
3-I
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i
Teble $-2. Primal/P_slq M_mls
Pmcess!_lItlte4k_l TTT_oiF_ Produced
Diffusion Bonding
BrmmBonding
Eutectic Bonding
Plasnm Spraying
M_"n-meud Infiltration
tC4sth_
Mono- or mult_layer tape, sheet, plate,
structural shapes
Mo_- or multilayer tape, sheet, pla_
shapes
Sheet, plate, structuralsimpes
Mooolayertape
Mm_. orm_til_ertape.sheet,plate,
Ithasbeen found thatnoone metal-nmtrizcomposite material is superior for all possible appli-
cations. However, data based on filament-matrix compatibility, comprehensive physical and
mechanical property tests, primary and secondary fabrication smd_ raw material and pr_
ceasing costs, and extensive ezperience in working with cor_po_ite materials indicated that
diffusion-lxmded B/AI, in particular the large diameter (5.6-n_1) bofoa with 6061 aluminum
matrix, offered the most promise for widespread structural applications in various aircraft
sysmms, l_Alcompositematerialhad alsobeen found to be highly resistantovariousenvi-
ronmental expomsres, with excellent retention of properties st cryogenic and elevated
_mpera_m_ and with little or no effect of spaceexposures on mechanicalor physical proper_
ties. Another attribute of B/AI. and _mattz_ compaei_e material in general, was its ver__
high _msverse modulus, about 140 GN/m _ (20 million psi) fm B/AL This enables the use of
unidimction_ hyulm in • number of structural applications that would not be poss_k with
orgauk-umtrix materials with their low _ modufiL Becau_ of them considerations
(ref. 5 to 11) diffusion bonded, 5.6 rail borom_6061 aluminum was chosen for evaluation on this
program.
Singles_ hot pressing was tlm technique selected for fabricating tlm B/AI sheet mterial
because o_ tlm ab/h'ty to produce large panel sizes in a singk pressing operation, and because of
Iowe_ Irocessins costs. In this method, boron filaments m wound over a mndrel onto thin-
gage _ matm_ These hyem m then cut and stacked to the desired thickness and the
matet_ eonsalidatedina hot press.Because of more eeonomkal product/onof larp sheet
material in pressing operatioa_ this method was chosen over tim isoetatlc pressing technique
that ruquirud commtkhtiee of prefabricated laminates (tape material). At Lhebeginning of the
program two qualified suppliers were avs/labJe.They had been _ the sinsle-step hot press-
ing _echui_e to supply high_luafiW metal-matrix composites ou a production basis for
n_ lmniware prosrams at Convair and other laboratories.
3.1.2 IUESINMATRIX COMI_DSITE/I_TI_AL
$.1_.1 IIm_m/IEIsOXy.At the time thnt this program started B/E was the most highly
characterized of the advanced composite materials. As a result of appro "_xhnatelyseven years
_J
rof evaluation, the industry had g_,.nerally settled on two res/n systems (Avco 5505 and'3M
SP-272L 3M also prey/deal the same resin on uncoated boron (SP-292) and maintained the same
basic propert/es. Other 3M systems such as SP-290 had some better h/g%temperature proper-
ties than the SP-292 but were not as thoroutt4dy charactm_L General Dymtmics had
generated extensive desisn-alIowable data on the Avco 5505 under Contracts
F33615-68-C-1474 and AF331615)-5257 (ref. 12 and 13). Convair preferred the Avco 5605
system because of its somewhat higher temperat,_-e resistance and its wide application at that
time.
Most early ,ork, conducted by Convair and elsewhere, used the 4.0-raft boron filaments. Some
work hadbeen conducted using 5.6- and 6.0-_ boron f'flaments, but select/ms of the
4.0-aft] filament was made to avoid an extensive program necessary to characterize the larger
diameter material. Considerable enginsedn8 data already existed ms the coated 4.0-mi]
diameter boron includin8 static and fatigue characteristics fro'many conrq_rations with and
without imperfections. IITRI (ref. 14) generated extensive date on the effects of enviroumms-
tel exposure on the mechankal and physical properties of the 4.0-mil Avco $505. Since the ptw-
poso of this program was to evaluate long, term effects, selection of a fully characterized
system was desirable. In addition, the long-term effects were thought to be pr/marily matrix
dependent and independent of filament diameter.
3.1.2.2 C,mVhtte/tpozy. Convair had worked on high_trength, high-modulus graphite fi_ as
a reinforcement for epoxy and polyimide resins _ i965. In this period there had been a pro,
liferatims of graphite fibers. Early fibers based on visoee myou. such as Thernd 25, Thome140,
and HITCO HMG-30. had been surpassed and were no lonser seriously considered for struc-
tural aircraft applications. Newer fiher_ primarily based ms polyarerylonitrile precursors, had
become the serious contenders for present and future aircraft applications, These fibers could
be generally divided into four categories: --
L LOw medulus/uitr_high strensth.
b. Medium modulus/high strength.
c. High modulus/medium strength.
d. Ultnt-ldgh modulus/medium strength.
The first category of low _odulus. 207 to 221 GN/m_ (30 to 32 million pm), coupled with ultra-
high strength. 8rearer than 2760 MN/m_ (400 ksQ. was finding most usage in curren', aircraft
applications because of its high strength and very low cost. Fibers that feU in this category
were Hercules Type A-S and Stackpole Panex 30/A. Others havin_ the same modules but
somewhat lower strength were Thornsl 300, Fertafil 30-T. and Morganite III. Type A_ had
had the most usage at that thne. General Dynamics has used this type of fiber extensively in
the F-I 11 pivot fitting fairing program and the F-5 fusehtge program.
The second category of fibers, those having medium modulus. 262 to 276 GN/m 2 138 to 40
million psi). and high strensth, greater than 2410 MN/m_ (350 ksi). included such products as
HT-S. Modmor T_Ve II. and Fortaf'fl 4-T and had been used extensively in the preceding years.
They were inherently costlier than the 207 GN/m= (30 million psi) fibers and were expected to
have lower utilization in the future than they had in the past.
r i
The third category of fibers, those having high modulus, 345 to 414 GNIm2 (50 to 60 mmion
psi}, and medium strength, 2070 to 2760 MNIm m1300 to 400 ksi), included such products as
HM-S, Mochnor Type I, and Fortafil fT. These fibers had not been used as extensively as the
first two categories because of higher cost, lower strength, and poorer resin compatJq_ility
(lower shear strength in composite.
The fourth category of fibers, those having ultra-high modulus, greater than 483 GNIm2 (70
million psi), and medium strength. 1520 to 2240 MN/m 2 (220 to 325 ks0, included GY-70 and
Thornel 75 materials. They had the same general problems as the third category described
above. : ::
Based on the above review o_f ,Vaflablm graphite _ Convair _ tim epoxyresin-
impregnated Type A-S fiber.
In the area of high-tsmperature 450 K (3500 F) epoxy resins, there had abo bsen a profileration
of candidate systems. Up to 1971, the prime resins evaluated and used for structural mrospace
appl/catiorm were Fiberite X-904, Hercules 3002, Whittaker 5205 and 5206. Tim 3002 was
extensively evaluated for design properties by IITRI (ref. 14) and North _
(ref. 15). However, the 3002 was adversely affected by moistur_ was costly, and was difficult
to process into prepreg: the avaik_iity of this resin for future programs was in doubt at this
t =e peril
In 1972 and 1973 a number of new high-temperature epc_ resins had been introduced, such as
Ferro E-350 and E-450: Fiberite X-911, X-915, and X-934: Whittaker 5208: and Hercules 3501.
Of the_ the E-350, X-034, 5208, msd 3501 were _eing the mcet use in evaluatioas md in pro-
duction of aircraft part&
Convair c_nductsd an extensive screening of in-house data, vendor information, and outside
literature relatinS to the newer high-temperature epoxy resins. The _ candidateG were
Ferro E-350 and Hercules 3501 with the E-350 appseri_ to be slightly bett_r. However, at
that time Ferro Corporation had recently movtd its plant, lost some key pm_onnd, and was
leaving the graphite p_reg businas._ In addition to the favorable rating in the screening
evaluation, the A_/3501 system _as currently being used in large commerckl applications,
wu being evaluated extensively fm_missile application_ and was believed to be the system
that would be the standard G/E composite for aircraft applications. Based on these considera-
tions and an excellent cost picture, the A_/3501 system was selected for the progrenL
$.l,q,q Bonm/P0bj4adde. Early studies of B/PI _ites were _ with the P13N,
P10P, and 703 polyimide resin _ (reg. 16 to 26}. Initially, attention was paid strictly to
matoe werel for fiat heninateebet for
Later werk led to _ti_m$ in tim P13N and P10P resin systems to _ P103A. which
was the nnt ste thst wo d-y dd
laminate_ At about this time Convair under contxacts NAS 8-26198 '*Development of Boron
and Graphite Polyimide Design Data," and NAS 8-28201. "Polyimide Compression Panel,"
was investigating the development and use of B/PI advanced composite_ Some of the candi-
date resin systems evaluated were: 700, 703. 709. 710, P13N, P10P, PI03A. Gemon L, 4707,
and BP1-373. Two of these, PIOGA and 703, were selected for additional processing studies,
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and some preliminary test data were developed for each system us/ng both the 6.6- and 4.0-mil
diameter boron fiber. Test results showed that I) the data for the B/PI05A composite system
was significantly better than the B/703 composite system, and 2) the 4.0-mil boron fiber was
superior to the 5.6-mil boron fiber in that resin contents and laminste shear properties were
higher (ref. 21}. For these reasons the 4.0-rail boron fiber and the PI0_A polyinud' e resin
system were selected for the program. At about the time that the B/PI cmnposite was being
selected, Cibe-Geigy, the manufacturer of the resin, replacod the PI05A with • newer version
des_ted P10SAC. It was this polyimida that was evaluated ms the test WoMan_
_la.z o_'ob_m_. Unlike the B/PI composite system_ • fully dmmlop_ and
G/PI system was available at the t/me that the lx_ffam was initiated. The G/PI
system !HT-S_I0} was developed by Convair und_ Contract NAS 8-26198. Sub,mmtial quart-
t/ties of mechanical propertT, dm_d ,sins (short time}, moktum resistsnc_ and cresp data
were available on this system {mr. 22). At the same t/nm, under Contrmct NAS 8-28201, Con-
was det_mlning baseline design properties for A-S/710 G/PI composite systmn_ These
data were used to design, fabricate, and _ • large compression panel for short-term appli-
cations at 589 K (600" F}. Based on the results of these two contracts, Convair selected tlm
HT-S_IO system-
The HT-S graphite fiber was selected because of its high strength and lower weight loss at 589
K 1600 ° F) than the Type A_q _praph/te fiber. Data developed and reported by Morgan Hanson
of the NASA Lewis Research Center at the Nst/omd SAMPE Confm in Huntsville,
Akhama in 19;X indicated that tim Type A_q fiber oxidized severely at r_ K (600" F}. After
I000 hours, the uncoated A-S fiber had weight losses approaching I00 % (ash}. What happens
in • composite was unknown. However, for this program Convmr believed tlm extra $5 to $I0
per pound for the HT-S fiber was justified sinco it had his4_ oxidat/ve stsbility than the Type
A-S fiber. The A-S fiber appmm_ to be fully acceptable for use at 450 K (St)0* _ with epoxy
resin systems but not for use at 589 K (600" F) with potyimida system_
The 710 resin system was selected because it was believed to be fully _ compata,ble
with graphite fibers, cmnnmrci_y avMlable as prelpr_ from three matm_ suppliers, and
slmwed h/gher temperature stab;l;ty than any of the other then •variable polyimide resin_
$.,q MATErnALACQUISITION
The following sections describe the procedures invdved in purchasing the five advanced com-
pesite system selected for evaluation on this proMam. For two of the materials, II/E and BIAL
l;ttle or no _It/es were encountered ;- procurement or durin_ quality assurance testing.
For three of the materials, however, considan,|-le problems occt_md Mther in acqu/ring the
or during ,ccepm_ re•tins.
3._.1 ME'TAIL*MATRIXCOMPOSITE MATEWAL. The 5.6.mil boron/6061 aluminum composite,
referred to as B/A]. was obtained from AVCO Corporation, Systems Divis/oa, Lowell. Massa-
chusetts. The material, ordered to General Dynam/cs Specification 0-008,54. was received in
the form of finished sheets. 0.3 m by 0.6 m (12 in. by 24 in.) in dimensions. The requirements for
t_e _ were.
6 ply. [0 ° _+ 45 °], leyup - 11 sheets
12 ply. [0 _ +_ 45°],2 iayup - 1 sheet
$.$
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6 ply, [0°]6 layup -- 14 sheets
12 ply. [0°112 layup -- I sheet
Delivery of the B/AI was on schedule, and, with the exception of one &ply unidirectional panel,
all were of acceptable quality. The one panel showed indications of poor bonding during
ultrasonic C-scan testing and was returned to AVCO for replacement.
$.2.2 RESINMATRIX COMPOSITEMATERIAL
s_J.t hro./rq,ozv. The Rig/dire 55O5/4 boron/epoxy compod_ refem_ to as B/E, was also
obtained from AVCO Corporation, Systems Div/sion, Lowell, Massachusetts. The ma_
was ordermi to meet the requln_ats of General Dynam/cs Specification FM_q)01B. A totad
of I_7 lq[ (28 Ib) in the form of 0.08 m (3 is_) wide prepreg tape was required for the peogram_
The material was deUvered on schedule-and su_fully passed sll the quality Msurance
requirements for both the prepreg and fabr/cated lam/nate_
$.=.2A Gm_/Ipe_. The A-_JS01,5 graphite/epoxy, referred to as G/E, was obtained from
Hercules Incorporated, Bacchus Works, Marina, Utak Seventeen kg (37 ib) of 0.08 m (3 i_)
prepreg tape was purchased to the following He:_-ules Specifications: fiber properties per HD-
SG-2-6001; prepreg properties per HD_.qG-2_06A except flowtobe run at 436 K (3_q* F)_ I00
psi. 15 minutes: composite properties per HD-SG-6002A. This batch ofmaterialwas received
on schedule and checked out pm'fq_;ly in the prepreg quality assurance tests. The flexural and
short bemn shear prolp_des dotmnin_ from the quality assunmc_ panels were also satisf,_
tory. Based on these quali_y assurance results, 12 full size panels were fabricated for the test
profp'am. The baseline tensile data. however, were.widely scattered and significantly lower
flum normaL The transverse tensile strengths were particularly bad, with an average value of
22.8 MN/mZ {3.3 ksi) at room tempemturz To check Oust all the panels were unacceptabi_-
resin and fiber content determinations and three tensile tests vmre made on each of the 6-pi7
unkBrec_onal aud crony panels. The results are given in Table 3-3. The wide scatter and
generally low values are clearly evident. Expected values of Fm are about 1400 MNIm _ (200
ks_ and 55 MN/m2 (8 ksi) for the longitudinal and transverse directions of the unidirectional
layups and about 550 MN/m_ (80 ks/) for the crossply kyups. The resin and fiber contents
shown/n Table 3-3 are all acceptable, although Panel No. 10 has a somewhat low fiber content.
A check w/th the vendor (Hercules} revealed that the mater/s/was among the first to come off
the line from a new prepres_mg process. Although the resin content was acceptable (dete_
mined dur/ng qual/_7 assurance test/n_, the resin distKoutioa through the material was poor
because of a lack of penetration into the graphite tows. Similar results w_e r_ortmt by others
from material obudned durins the same time period. Hercules corrected t_ production prob-
lem aud replaced the material at no charge, but. a considerable time deky was incurred because
of the rejected material
Visual examination of the replacement batch of G/E prepreg reve_ none of the resin poor
areas that were typical of the previously rejected batch. The material successfully passed all of
the quality assurance requirements for both the prepreg and fabricated laminates. As an adck
ed check on the acceptability of the panels, tensile coupons were prepared from unused per-
tions of the un/d/rectional quality assurance panel and the first full size crossply panel. The
values obtained. 1655 MN/m2 (240 ksi) and 579 MN/m2 (84 ksi), were typical of good G/E
materiaL Transverse tensile tests on the Unidirectional panel gave an average ult/mate
strength of 59 MN/m 2 (8.6 ksi). This value is again typical of good G/E material
Table 3-3. QualHy Assurance Data for G/E Panels from Rejected Batch of A-SPJMI-S Preprq
hsl, Fiber -
Panel Coe_nt Content Teesile Stren_
No. Ode._o. PIhn (w_ %) _ (voi. %) W_/.P (k_}
10 [0°]e S 50.2
11 [0% 6 32.6
13 [06]6 6 32.2
16 [0°]12 12 27.8
17 [0° ± 45°].2 _2 2S_
22 [0° ± 46°]s 6 . 32.3
23 [0 ° ± 45°]s 6 31.7
24 [0 o ± 45 °]s 6 30.9
[0 ° ± 45 "]s 6 29.2
26 [0 ° -- 45°]s 6 30.6
"Flexuml stren_h.
56.5 1310 190
752 109
696 101
59.4 1080 157
1360 196
1380 200
59.8 1903 276
ISlO 219
1030 150
64.6 a1640 s238
a1730 a?.51
a1780 a258
63.8 • 786 all4
a793 allS
a648 a123
50.7 331 48
379 SS
352 S1
60.4 337 49
317 46
483 70
61.2 414 60
434 63
538 78
63.2 414 60
414 60
465 66
61.6 345 50
538 78
379 55
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3.2.2.3 Boron/Polyimide. The 4.0-mi] B/P10SAC boron/polyimJde, referred to _ B[PI, was
obtained from AVCO Corporation, Systems Division. Lowell Massachusetts. As no General
Dynamics procurement specification existed, the material was ordered to the following
requirements:
a. Fiber Strength- 500,000 psi minimum
b. Resin Content: 38 to 48%
c. Vo_tik_: 10 to 20%
d. Flow 450 K (350° F) 30 to 42%
....... A-_tl of 28 ks (62 lb} of prepreg in 0.3 m by 1-.8m (12 in. by 72 in.) shee_ was reqaired for the
program. Delivery of the prepreg was delayed approximately three months because of difficui-
sueoun_ by AVCO in obtaining the polyimide resin from the mmn_, C'dm-
Geigy. Upon receipt of the prepreg, quality assurance testing was perfo_al. The mat_i_ was
found to be acceptable and two quality assurance panels were fabricated. Quality ammrance
testing of the laminates was completed with the material beiz_ found KceptaMe. Whne the
B/PI material passed the prepreg and laminate quality assurance requirements it was later
removed from the test program because of low tensile properties and extensive thermal
degradation observed during thermal aging and short-term flight simulatiou tes_g. Complete
details of the problems encountered with this material system and the remsous for the poor
results are found in Appendix A.
3.2.2A GrophiteNolylndde. The HT-S/710 graphite/polyL.,,_ie compes/te, rderred to as G/PI.
was the most difficult material to procure. More than a yes/' _ from the _ of pbd_
the initial order until completion of quality assurance testing and acceptmsce of the test
materkL One of the reasons for selecting HT-S/YlO _ the belief that the pmpreg was rmdgy-
avffi0ab_ from at leant three material suppliers. As it turned out one source _ mat intrusted
in the small vohmm required for the program wtdle the other two sources ezpmioumd comide_
able problems in fabricating acceptable prepreg. Because no General Dynmnks Im_'urement
specification existed the materkl was ordered to the following
a. Fiber Strength: 350,000 psi minimum
b. Resin Content: 35-45%
r_ Vo_ti]es: 10-20%_'
d. _ 15-25%
e. AcidEquivalent No.: 520 to 540
The following is a chronological account of how the materialwas obtained.
Jul 1973
Aug 1973
An order for 17 kg (37 lb) of prepreg tape was placed with E.I. DuPout De
Nemoure and Company, Fabrics and Finishes Department. _mtgus. CaliforniL
The prepreg was delivered on schedule but was rejected because d low fiber
volume and low acid equivalent number.
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..... Sep1973
Oct 1973
Dec1973
Jan1974
Feb 1974
Marl974
Apr1974
May 1974
Jun1974
Jult
Aug 1974
A second hatch was delivere__ T_e prepre8 properties were within specification
requirements; however, a panel fabricated from the prepreg showed prscipita-
tion and waviness. At this time a second source of the prepreg was being
checked. Hercules Incorporated quoted a 50% higher price and an 8 to 10 week
delivery schedule. DuPont reported that they discovered that the resin used to
fabricate the fwst two hatches of prepreg was had and that a third hatch, made
with new resin would be prepared.
The third batch of prepreg delivered by DuPout failed to produce acceptable
panels and was also rejectecL A new order was placed with Hercules for the 17 kg
(37 lb). While the price was about 50% higher, Hercules had had considerable
experience with the G/PI prepreg, and no further difficultiee were anticipated.
Delivery, however, was not expected until December 1973,
Delivery was delayed to allow the acid equivalent number of the polyimide resin
to reach an acceptable value prior to manufacturing the prepreg.
Delivery was further delayed when it was determined that the HT-S graphite
fibers were not within specifications. A new hatch of fibers was obtained and
manufacture of the prepreg material was scheduled for February 1974.
The first hatch of prepre8 manufactured by Hercules failed to meet specifica-
tions. A second hatch was prepared from the remaining fiber and resin. This
material was found to be acceptable, but the quantity was less than that
ordered, 11 kg (24 lb) of an order of 17 kg 137lb). Because of the high costs incur-
red and the small size of the order Hercules was not willing to complete the
order.
DuPont agreed to prepare a demonstration sample of prepre 8. If the material
was found to be satisfactory an order for the 17 kg (37 lb) was to he given to
then_
DuPont reported a delay in preparation of the demonstxstion sample because of
out of date resin that was unacceptable for manufacturing prepreg. A new hatch
of resin was ordered from Monsanto.
The small demonstration sam_0f prepreg was received from DuPont, The first
panel fabricated from this hatch was acceptable, but later panels tended to preci-
pitate and blister. Becausa of these inconsistencies no order was placed with
DuPont. As a result of the n_ delays encountered in obtaining the G/PI
material it was decided that the II kg (24 lb) hatch produced by Hercules would
be purchased for the test program if satisfactory test panels could be fabricated.
It was thought that sufficitr.t panels could be made from the I1 kg (24 Ib} to
satisfy the program requ_ment& A small test sample was, therefore, ordered
from Hercules.
The sample submitted by Hercules was evaluated and found to produce an excel-
lent laminate. To check the consistency of the prepreg a second panel was fabri-
cate_ and. again, an acceptable laminate was obtained. Based on these results
the remaining 10 kg (22 lb) of prepreg were purchased from Hercules.
The material was delivered and su_fuily passed all of the quality assurance
requirements for both the prepreg and fabricated laminates.
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SECTION 4
PREPREG QUALITY ASSURANCE TESTING
. _-_ _
The organic maU'ix eompos/te materials were purchased to specific requ/rements on the pur-
chase orders or, when avaikble, to exiting General Dymm_ or industry spec/fications. To
.......... ensure that these requirements were satisfied tlm following properties were determined upon
receipt of the prepreg:
L Fibercontent_percentageby weight).
b. ResinsoUds {percentageby weight).
c_ Voletiles(percentageby weight).
cL Resinflow{percentageby weight).
e. Process gel
A descr/ption of the test methods wh/ch were used is given in Appendix B.
4.] I_IION rr.POXY
B/E was purchased from AVCO Corporation to General Dynamics Specification FMS-2001B.
The FMS-2001B specificationrequirements,thevaluesfromtheAVCO CertifiedTest Report
receivedwiththeshipment,and theresultsoftheConvairqualityassurancetestsaregivenin
Table4-1.Both theAVCO and Convairresultsatisfiedtheprocurementspecificationrequir_
ments and the mater/a[ was considered to be acceptab_
Table4-1. Pr_pregRequiren_s and Propertl_ for _ $585|/IE ktch Numb4rr58
eroperty
Iblquiremm_ of AVCO_ _r
ms.2oom. % ore. % e_, %
FUror Content (wt %}
Resin Solids Content (wt %)
Volatile Con_ent Iwf,%)
Resin Flow (wt %|
-- -- 68.1
29-34 31.7 31.0
2% max. 1.09 0.9
10-20 13.5 15.7
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4.2 GRAPHITE SPOXY
The G/E prepreg was purchased from Hercules Incorporated to Herctfles SpecificatiOn HD-
SG-26006A. The HD-SG-2-6006A specification requirements, the values from the Hercules
Quality Assurance testa received with the shipment, and the results of the Convair Quality
Assurance testa are given in Table 4-2. Both the Hercules and Convair results satisfied the pro-
curement specification requirements and the material wa-q considered to be acceptable.
Table 4-2. Prepreg Requirements and Properties for A-S/35014 G/IE-- IEunNumber 061, Spo4d44:
Requl_ d Hercules Quality Convair Quallty
......... Speclflcaflcm - _ Test Assurance Test
HO-SG-I-10eiA. % hwk. % lhm,t_, %
Fiber Content iwt %) m 58.3 572
Resin Solids Content (wt %) 39-45 40.5 41.6
Volatile Content (wt %) 2%maz. 1.2 1.2
_;- Flow (_ %) 15-35 18 21.7
4.3 BORON POLYIMIDE
The B/PI prepreg was purchased from AVCO Cotlmration with a list of Convair requirement._
No procurement specification or industry specification was available. Table 4-3 lists these Con-
vair requirements, the values from the AVCO Certificate of Conformance received with the
shipment, and the results of the Convair quality assurance tests. All of the AVCO and Convair
resll]ts except for the slightly high Convair vaine for volatale content satisfied the Purchase
Order requirements. The small _erence, 0.7% hish, was not considered to be sufficient cause
for rejection of the shipment.
Table 4-3. Preprwg Requirqmwmtlsand Properties for II/PlqlSAC II/PI -- Resin BatchNumber 5-73,
She_ Numbers AX-P_,OSA-38to AX-PI05A-II
Prq,erty I_ Orde¢. %
AV¢O _
__.%
_r
Am Tos#
_.%
Fiber Content (wt %)
_ Content (wt %)
Vo_ Content (_ %)
-- -- 35.7
38-48 38-46 43.6
10-20 1@20 -o0.7
30-42 -- 38.3
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4.4 G_eHnm POLYIMIDE
The G/PI prepreg was purchased from Hercules Incorporated with a list of Convair specified
requirements. No procurement specification or industry specification was available. Table 4-4
lists these Convair requirements and the results of the Convair quality assurance tests_ No
quality assurance test results from Hercules were received with the shipment. As shown in
Table 4-4, the Convair results satisfied the Purchase Order req_ments and the material was
considered to be acceptable.
............ Table4.4,- Pr_preg Re_ents and Properties for HT-S/710 G/fq_-- bn Number 449. Spool Numbers I
aml2
Property
P,equirmmm_ of Convair Quality
Convoir Pvmbos4 Assvmn_ Test
Order. % Results, %
Fiber C_mt (wt %)
Resin Solids Co,tent (w_ %)
Volatile Co.tent (we %)
Resin Flow (wt %)
-- 44.4
35-4O 40.0
10-20 15.6
15-25 17.2
"L
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1SECTION 5
LAMINATE PROCESSING AND SP_.CIMEN FABRICATION
5.] LAMINATE PROCESSING
....... All of the composite fabrications on this program were processed using autoclave curing
methods. This included flat panels that ranged in size up to 0.93 m2 (10 ft2}, and 0.025 m (1 i_)
diameter by 0.3 m (12 i_) long tubes. Two of the materials, G/E and B/PI, were fabricated into
both flat panels and the torsion tube com_guratio_ In addition, precompactian and/or "B"
staging operations were included in several of the overall processes and are d_ in detail
The G/E tubes and the B/PI tubes both included the precompaction operations prior to final
cure. G/PI panels also required a precompaction and "B" staging of the condensation type
polyimide system in order to achieve satisfactory densification during cure_ The B/E and G/E
systems, however, were processed using simple rapid curing schedules.
$.t.I BORON/EPOXY. The fabrication of the B/E panels from prepreg consisting of 4-rail
diameter boron and AVCO 5505 resin was accomplished using the relatively straight-forward
vacuum bag and autoclave cure cycle shown below.
1. With full vacuum in the bag, heat at 1.7 to 2.8 K (3 to 5 ° F) per minute to 450 K (350 ° F).
2- Apply 0.59 MN/m 2 (85 psi}, venting vacuum bag to atmosphere when autoclave pressure
reaches 0.34 MN/m_ (50 p_.
3. Hold two hours at 450 K ($50" F) and 0.34 MN/m _ (50 psi).
4. Cool under pressure to 353 K (175 ° F).
Laminates produced by this process exhibitedgood densification with measured specific
gravities exceeding 2 and having resin contents of 26 to 32 weight percent. The layup proce-
dura used for the 6 and i2 ply laminates (Figure 5-1) was identical except for the number of
bleeder plies use& In all cases the prepreg was laid up with the scrim side dqwn and with 0.001
m (0.04 i_) holes on 0.025 m (1 in.) centers perforating the mylar film applied above the 120
gkes bleeder.
$.1.2 GRAPHITE/EPOXY. A_S/3501-5 pre_reg produced by Hercules Incorporated was the G/E-
system used to fabricate the fiat panels and the 0.025 m (1 i_) diameter by 0.3 m (12 hL) long
tubes. Both the 6 and 12 ply laminate fabrications used identical cure schedules and layup prc_
cedures with one excaptio_ the thinner panels used two 120 glass bleeders while the thicker
panels used four plies of the same glass fabric for bleeders. The cure cycle used a constant heat-
up rate of I.I to 1.7 K (2 to 3 ° F) per minute to 380 K (225 ° F) with full vacuum starting at room
temperature. After applying 0.69 MN/m 2 (100 ps_ the temperature was held one bout at 380 K
(225 =F} before heating to 450 K (350 ° F). A hold of one hour at 450 K (350 ° F) was followed by
coo]down to below 350 K (150 _ F) under pressur_ Details of the layup _ stacking
sequence are shown in Figure 5-2.
MOOIFIEO NYLON FILM
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........................ , SEPARATOR (TEFLON F,L.M)
"1 PLY FOR 6 PLY 81E LAYUP; 2 PLIESFOR 12 PLY B/E LAYUP 883217-3
Figure 5-1 Schematic of 6/E Cure Layup
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*2 PLIES FOR 6 PLY G/E LAYUP;. 4 PUES FOR 12 PLY G/E LAYUP
SEPARATOR (TEFLON FILM)
653213-4
Figure 5-2 Schematic of G/E Cure Layup
Fabrication of the G/E tubes was accomplished with an aluminum mandrel covered with a sili-
cone rubber bladder. Two plies of GfE prepre_ 0.31 m (12.25 in.) by 0.30 m (12 in.) were cut and
laid up with a 0.013 m (0.5 in.) offset. These plies were precompacte_ (Figure 5-3) in an oven at
338 K (150 ° F) to 344 K (160 ° K) for 20 minutes with full vacuum in the bag and 0.I0 MN/m _
(15 ps_ e_ternal pressure before wrapping on the mandrel A spiral wrap of paper bleeder 0.038
m (1.5 in.) wide was then applied over the separator covering the prepreg. Vent material addi-
tion and bagging were followed by the following short cure cyc_.
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MOOIFIEO NYLON FILM
VACUUM BAG (VAC.PAK)
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................i'"'"
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1. With full vacuum in the bag and 0.10 MNIm 2 (15 psi) in the autoclave, heat to 450 K (350"
F} at 1.7 to 2.8 K (3 to 5 o F} per minute.
2. Hold one hour and cool to 338 K (150" F) with vacuum in the bag and 0.10 MN/m _ (15 p_
pressure in the autoclave.
This procedure produced composite tubes having a specific gravity of'1.58, resin contents of 31
to 33 weight percent, and uniform wall thicknesses ranging from 0.00097 to 0.00102 m (0.038
, to 0.040 _).
$.1.3 BORON/POLYIMIDE. AVCO Corporation's 4.0-mi] B/PIOSAC prepreg was the system
used to fabricate the B/PI panels and tubes. The fiat laminates used a topcaul plate and bleed.
ingfrom bothsides,asshown inFigure5-4.A singlelayercf104 scrimclothwas added tothe
prepreg stack to balance the layup. Full vacuum in the bag was applied at room temperature
and the layup was heated in the autoclave to 464 K (375 ° F) at 9.2 K (4" F} per minute and heki
there two hours_ Pressure of 0,69 MN/m_ (100 psi) m applied and the temperature was raised
to 561 K (550" F), again at 2.2 K (4" F) per minute. After a two-hour hold, the layup was cooled
to 353 K (175" F) at 1.1 K (2 ° F) per minute under autoclave pressure. Post cure consisted of a
free standing heating cycle of four hours at 589 K (600" F).
Torsional tubes were fabricated using the 4.(_ndl B/Pi08AC prepreg in a manner similar to the
technique used for the G/E tubes. Aluminum mandrels covered with silicone shrink tubinE
were rolled with a two-ply 0.311 m (12.25 in.)by 0._08 m (12.125 in.) staggered prepre8 that had
been precompacted for 15-20 minutes at 383 K (230" F) with fun vacuum in a bag using the lay-
up shown in Figure 5-5. As before, bleeder paper 0,038 m (1.5 i_} wide was spirally wrapped,
but two layers of bleeder were used for the more-volatile polyimide resin system. One ply of a
polyimide film was applied over the bleeder, followed by a venting system consisting of one
layer of 1534 glass cloth, a layer of mat, and a final layer of 1534 glass fabrir_ The following -
cure and post cure cycles were used.
a. Cure
1. With full vacuum in the bag and 0.17 MN/mZ (25 psi) autoclave pressure, heat to 464 K
1375°F) _+6 K {I0°F)at2.2K (4°F)per minute.
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2. Hold two hours and apply 0.69 MN/m 2 i100 psi),
3. Heat at 2.2 K (4 ° F) per minute to 561 K (550 ° I_ and hold two hours.
4. Cool to 353 K (175 ° F) or below at I.I K (2 ° F} per minute under autoclave pressure.
Postcure
I. Heat to 589 K (600 ° F) at 2.2 K (4 ° F) per minute and hold f_ur hour_
2. Coe_ below 366 K (200 ° F) at 1.7 K (3" F) per m_nute max/mum,
Severid of the _bes fabricated in this manner used lightweight glass sleeving as bleeder in lieu
of the paper.
S.l.4 _/POL_E. Processing of the G/PI system required a precompaction cycle for
"B" staging and volatile removal before cure. This procedure consisted of sandwiching the pr_
preg layup us/rig six pikes of 120 glass cloth bleeder covered by separator appl/ed to both sides.
The layup was vacuum begged and heated to 353 K 1175" 1:1at 2.8 K (5 ° F} per minute. An
external pressureof 0A7 MN/m2 |25 psi) was then applied and held 15 minutes before cooling
to 325 K 1125" F). The layup was then bagged and fresh bleeder applied |Figure 6-6) before
applyingthe followingcycle.
I, With fun vacuum in the bag. heat to 353 K (175" F) at 1.7 K (3 ° F) to 2.8 K (5 ° F} per
minute.
2, Hold 30 minutes at 353 K (175 ° F), heat to 400 K 1260° F).
3. Hold 25 minutes at 400 K (260°'F), apply 0.69 MN/m 2 il00 psi) autoclave pressure.
4, Heat to 450 K {350" F) and hold two hours,
5, Cool at 1.1 K (2° F) per minute under autoclave pressure to 353 K (175" F).
A slow I.I K {2° F) per minute, postcure in a/r to 644 K (700" F) completed the processing
cycle.
$,2 IIORON/AILUI_NUM TUBEFABRICATION
The unidirectional B/AI tubes were specially designed and fabricated for the torsion tests
Ibaseline shear} using a variation in the General Dymun/cs Convair B/AI tube making process.
The tubular specimen was 0.15 m(6 in.) long, 0.025m|l in.) indlametsr,and 0.001 m (0.004 in.}
|6 ply) in thickness. The boron filaments were 5.6 mils in diameter and oriented in the ion_uis
direction of the tube, The composite was 48 volume percent boron in a 6061 aluminum matrix.
A sketch of the tube is sho_, in Figure 5-7.
The B/AI tube with steel reinforced ends was made by winding unidirectional, single-layer tape
on a thin-wall, annealed, mild steel tube firmer mandrel). The assembly was then inserted into a
thick-walJ steel tool (outer mandrel), The assembly was next sealed by welding tings to the
ends of the inner and outer mandrels. An air evacuatiou tube was instadled through the outer
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Figure 5-6 Schemelic of G/PI Cure Layup
mandreL The assembly was then helium leak tested, evacuated, heated to outps any contami-
nant& and sealed (at the evacuation tube) while stJll under vacuum.
High temperature, high pressure autoclave bonding followed. The ductile, thin-walled inner
mandrel yields during the cycle, transferring the applied pressure to the composite and its
near-molten aluminum matrix. The result is complete bonding of the B/AI layers fz_ethor and
the bonding of the inner and outer steel _ubes to the compmite.
The bonded assembly was masked prior to etching by dipping each end in a molten plastic
maskant to a depth of 0.038 m (I.5 in.), thus ieav/ng the center port/on free. The assembly was
then submerged in a nitric acid bath that selectively dissolved both the inner and out steel
jacket_ leaving a B/AI tube with steel reinforced end&
5.3 SIgN FABRICATION
5.3.1 PANELLAYOUTSAND SPECIMENIDENTIFICATION.Cutting plans were prepared for each
composite laminate showing the location and identification number of each specime_ These
|---
=t_
r
[-
©
I
OETAI L: Q 0.001 m (0.040 in.) THICKNESS [6PLY) B/AI TUBE
_ 0.0024 m (0.094 in.) THICKNESSSTEEL REINFORCEMENT. 071 m ( .028 i..) THICKNE STEEL REINFORCEMENT
Figure S-7. Unidiredlomd II/AI Tube
IIS321 _
plans accompanied _ch laminate through the cutting and machining operations and then were
retained to keep a permanent record as to which panel and the specific location from which
each specimen was obtainecL A typical cutting plan _or a B/AI leminete ls shown in Fig_ 5-8
and for a G/E laminate in Figure 5-9. The B/AI panels had good edges and could be used with-
out trimming. For the resin matrix eompmites, a 0.013 m (0.5 in.) strip was cut fro,-, the perim-
eter of each panel because of edge thinning. A cutting allowance of 0.0032 m (0.125 in) was
used in preparing the cutting plan& Specific gravity and resin content samples were cut from
scrap pieces (not from the ixerhneter) for each resin matrix laminate. For the B/AI panels a
0.013 m (0.5 in.) strip in tha longitudinal direction was cut from one edge of e_ch lxmel for quali-
ty assurance testing (fiber content, tensile properties, and n-_et__llograpbicexamination).
The numerous test specimens used during thk program were identified according to the
system described in Table 5-1. The ID numbers were placed on the resin matrix specimens with
either a white pencil on the compmite itself or with pem_anent black ink on the end doublers.
For t_ B/AI specimens either permanent black ink on the B/AI or vibra-tool marking of the
metal end doublers was used. No difficulties with unreadable ID numbers were expe_nced
during any of the moisture or thermal exposures. Data books with a record of each specimen
were pr_.par_d for the five material systems. All test results were filed in these logs, thus ensur-
ing ready access to any of the data developed during the lengthy progrm_
5.3.2 MACHINING OPERATIONS.The machining operations required for thP fabrication of the
composite specimens included sawing, hole drilling, and slotting. Cutting of the flat laminates
and torsion tubes into specimen blanks was accomplished with the large gantry-type diamond
radial saw pictured in Figures 5-10 and 5-11. The resin matrix materials were cut using a 0.25
m il0 in.) diameter diamond plated blade. The diamond size was grit number 60 (270 micron|.
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TabLeS-1. Specimen Identification Code
Material Laminate Orientation Task Test Specimen No.
A B/E
B G/E
C B/PI
D G/PI
E B/AI
U Unidirectional
C Crossp|y
aF Notched Crossply
0 Baseline
1 Tbenn_ AslnS
2 Ambkmt Asing
3 Moisture Exposure
4 Ammspherie
Exposurs
5 Creep
6 Stacking Sequence
7 Fatigue
8 Shor_Term F1/ght
Simulation
9 Lon_Term F1/sht
Simulation
I. Tensile
2. Note.bed Tensile
5. Fracture
6. Shear
I. Control
2_ 20 Weeks
3. 52 Weeks
I. 24 hr H20 Boa
2. 6 WeekHmnkl_
I. Resin Matrix
2. Metal Matr/x
1. [45". --4G'. 0%
2. [0 °, 45". -4G'I_
3. [45". 00 -45°I,
I. Notched
2. Unnocched
Transverse specimens are marked w/th "T" before the regular ID No.
For exampl_. E-C-7-1-24 is B/A], Crossply, Notched Fatigue Specimen No. 24
aUsed on notched flight s/mulat/on specimens only.
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iFigure '_-10 Gan_'y-Type Diamond Rodlal Saw
Sawing was done withoutcoolant_ta cuttingrateof5600 sfm withpowered feedrotesof6 to
10 ipm The specimenswerecut tofinalsizewithno edgefinishingrequired.For B/AI a 0.25m
(10in.)diameterdiamond impregnated(gritnumber 46 (350micron)metalbond)saw bladewas
use& Cutting rateswere the same as thoseused forthe resinmatrix composites. The B/AI
specimens were cut wet using a 24 to 1 ratio water soluble oil with flood applicatiom Again,
good edges were obtained without additional finishing operations.
Holeswere requiredinthenotchedtensile,fatigue,and flightsimulation(bothshorb and long-
term)specimensoftheresinmatrixmaterialsand inthenotchedtensileand fatiguespecimens
of B/AL Carbide and diamond coated core drills were used in a No. 2 Moore jig bore machine for
fabricating the 0.0064 m (0.250 in,) holes in the resin matrix composites. No coolant was usocL
Electro-discharge machining (EDM) was used to produce the 0.0032 m (0.125 in_) holes in the
B/AI specimens.The equipment vsed was an Elox HRP ]94 EDM machine with a graphite
electrode.
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Figure 5-11 Closeup View of Diamond Radial Saw
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The othermachining operationswere cuttingthecenterand edge slotsin the BIA1 laminate
interfibex'shearspecimensand the centernotchesin thefracturespecimensof allthecom-
posit,q materials. The B/AI shear specimens were slotted with the EDM method in a mann_
similar to that used for producing the holes in the notched tensile and fatigue specimen._ For
the fractut'¢ specimens, a rather narrow trapezoidal center notch with tip radii of approximate-
ly 0.00005 r._ (0.002 in.) was desired. Cutting of these notches was accomplished with a Shef-
field ultnmo_dc impact grinding machine_ The machine was operated at 20 kHz using 600 grit
{17 micron} boron carbide abrasive. Optical comparator measurements of the notch radii gave
values of 0.000038 m (0.0015 in.) to 0.000064 m (0.0025 in.) for both the resin matrix and the
metal mati'ixspecimens. "..............................
In addition to the machining operations reqcaired on the composite materials, it was necessary
to drill loading fixture attachment l_inholes in the titanium end doublers of the creep and flight
simulation specimens. These holes were produced using standard _ practices with the
aid of a drill fixture that was fabricated for this _ Tlm holes were drilled on the center.
line of the test specimens to within _ 0.000064 m (6.0025 in.)
$.3.3 DOUBTERBONOING. With the exceptionof1) shortbeam shear, 2) flexural, 3) fracture,
and 4)laminateshear,allspecimensrequiredtapereddoublersbondedtothe endstoprevent
failuresinthegrippingfixturesduringtesting.The majorcriteriaconsideredintheselectionof
the doublermaterialswere
a. Temperaturecapability.
b. Thermal expansionmatching ofdoublerand specimen.
Most of the resinmatrix specimens were fabricatedwith eitherepoxyoglasslaminateor
polyimidequartzlaminatedoublersdependingon thetesttemperature.Earlyintheprogram,
two epoxy-glasslaminatetypeswere used. One, Sc0tchplyType 1002,was usedatand below
room temperature and the second, Scotchply Type 1007, a high temperature epoxy, was used
for elevated temperature tests up to 450 K (350* F). To avoid the possz_oility of mistakenly
using the Type 1002 material at elevated temperature, where its strength is quite low, a
change was made midway in the program, and the Type 1007 epoxy was used for both the low
and high temperature test specimenL For testing of resin matrix specimens at temperatures
above 450 K (350 ° F) a polyi_ (Skytxmd 703/Ast_r(N[uartz) doubler material was
used. Both the epoxy and the polyimide doublers were 0.0015 m (0.060 ;--) in thickness.
Doublers for the majority of B/AI specimens were made from 6061-T4, aluminum alloy of the
same nominal thickness as the composite being tested.
The exceptions to the above described specimens were the creep and flight simulation speci-
mens of both the resin and metal matrix system& These specimens were pin loaded in contrast
to the others, which were either clamped or loaded through a wedge action type of gripping fix-
ture. The creep and flight simulation specimens also had the requirement of being able to sus-
tain a long-time elevated te._perattue test environment. For a pin loaded applicatio_ particu-
larly at elevated temperature, a metal doubler is far superior to either the epoxy or polyimide
$-13
.i JJ
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types discussed above. Tit_mium was chosen as having the best combination of elevated
temperature strength and thermal expansion match with the composite systems. For the [0 ° ±
45 °]scrosspliedspecimens,annealedA-70titaniumalloy{MIL-T-9046F,Type I,Composition
B) was used.Because oftherequirementofmuch highertestloads,solutiontreatedand aged
Ti-6AI-4Vtitaniumalloy(MIL-T-9046F,Type Ill,CompositionC) was selectedfor the
unidirectionalBIAI specimens.The tl_._-_essofthe titaniumalloydoublerswas 0.0018m
(0.070_).
Of equal importance to selection of doubler material was the choice of adhesives used in bond-
ing them to thespecimenends.The major considerationswerestrengthat temperatureand,
forthe creep_andflightsimulationspecimens,long-timethermalstability.At room tempera-
tureand below,EA-9309 was selectedfortheresinmatrixspecimensand EC-2216 fortheB/AI
specimen_ EA-9309 isa two-partepoxypasteadhesivemanufacturedby theHysolDivisionof
theDexterCorporation.EC-2216 isa modifiedamine-curedfilledepoxy manufacturedby the
3M Company. Both were cured at room temperature for at least 72 hours prior to use. The
adhesive that was considered to have had the best combination of elevated temperature
strength and stability and the one selected for all elevated test specimens was HT-424. This is
a m_ epoxy-phenolic film adhesive with an aluminum filler on a glass carrier manufac_
tured by the Bloomingdale Department of American Cyanamid Company. The cure cycle used
for HT-424 was one hour at 450 K {3500 F). The sp_:imens were vacuum bagged and cured in
an autoclave _t 0.14 MN/m2 (20 psi). Prior to application of the adhesive the specimens and
doublers are prepared as follows:.
a. Resin-matrix specimens and doublers: lightly polished with A-1 very fine Scotch-Brite and
solvent wiped.
b. B/AI specimens and 6061-T4 AI doublers: degreased, lightly polished with A-1 very fine
Scotch-Brite, solvent wiped, acid etched with Pasa-Jell 105, and rinsed with deionized
water.
c_ Titanium alloy doublers: degreased, acid etched in nitric plus hydrofluoric soluti_, and
rinsed with deionized water.
"/
/
/
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SECTION 6
LAMINATE QUALITY ASSURANCE TESTING
Quality assurance testing was performed on all purchased (BLABor Convair fabricated (B/E,
G/E, B/PI, and G/PI) laminates to ensure good quality and, where applicable, concurrence with
all specification requirements. Unacceptable material was rejected and replaced. In general,
quality assurance testing consisted of visual _mmiTmtion, ultrasonic C-scan, volume or weight
percent determinations, m_cal property testing, thickness measurement, and, for the
.B/A! panels, metallographic examination. The following sections describe the tests and pre-
sent the results for the materials included in the progran_
6.1 METALMATRIX COMPOSITEMATERIAL
The B/A1 quality assurance test program consisted of nondestructive testing, volume percent
determinations, thickness measurements, tensile tests, and metallographic examinations. All
the composite panels were nondestructively evaluated by ultrasonic testing. The ultrasonic
*technique was pulse-reflection through-transmission with a single short-focused, 5 MHz
lithium sulfate transducer. The results are recorded on a C-scan recordingwherein shades of
graylighterthan some maximum arerelatabletoacoustictransmissionlosseswithinthetest
panel The overallintegrityofa testpanelisde_ by an arbitraryratingsystem with
numericalvalues_pm 0to5assignedon thebasisofConvair'sexperienceinultrasonictesting
ofhundreds ofcompositepanels.The ratingreflectsvariationsfrom normalconditions.Nor-
realdoesnot necessarilymean perfect.For example,a few widelyscatteredstrayboron fila-
meat fragmentshave no measurableeffecton the structuralperformanceofa givencompo-
neat.Although undesiredfrom a workmanship standpoint,ifsmallisolatedefectscauseno
structuraleffects,theyarejudged tobe normal.Degreesofvariaticnfromnormalcyaresub-
jectivelydetermined by engineerswith wide experiencein the evaluationof composite
materials.Ratings of 3,4, and 5 representsevereor widespreaddefectsjudged to have
detrimentaleffectsupon thestructuralperformanceofthecomponent.RatingsofIor2relate
toscatteredorisolatedefectscausedby faultyworkmanship orminorlossofprocesscontrol
These ratingsapplytodefectsthatshouldnot adverselyaffectthe structuralperformanceof
thecomponent.Table6-1summsrizes theultrasonictestresultsofboththeunidirectionaland
crossply panet_. Overall panel integrity was exceklent.
Volume percent(v/o)determinationswere performedon each B/Al panel to determinethe
amount of filaments and matrix present in the composite test materials. Broken tensile
specimens were used as test samples. Each specimen was washed, dried, and weighecL The fila-
ments were leached from the samples in a 50% solution of sodium hydroxide at approximately
6.1
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339 K (150 ° F}. The filaments were eo]lectecL washed, dried, and weighed. Assuming the den-
sity of aluminum is 2700 k_m3 and the density of the filaments is 2510 kg/m .1 for 5.6 rail
boron, the volume percentages of filaments were calculated using the following formula:
W
F
Q
F
Filament Volume Percent (v/o) -
wr - w_t ot _ts
OF --oDemity of filmeuts
WA - Weight of Aluminum
OA "Demi_ of AEuninum
W A Wm +_._.F
'A °F
X I00
The results of the v/o determinat/ons are S/yen in Table 6-2. For the6 ply isminates the varia-
tion _ from a low of 46.1 to a high of 51.4 rio of beam with an ores'all avmage of 48.8 v/o
boma. These results are typle,d of a nominal 50 v/o B/AI composite material. The 12 ply
laminates were semewhat lower with values d 43.3 and 42.5 vlo beam.
Thickness mes_-m_ts _s_ m_le m tlw B/AI l:m_s usi_ micromeU_ Tbe results frable
6-I) show relatively small differences in thkkness within each panel or between the uekl/reo
Uon_d and [0" _+4S'6-m'ou_d B/_ pmdL
Tenm_ tests we_-_ performed on _ of the B/AI lzmets. The _t, ion of the tmun_
spedmm used wu a simple, _ spedm_ 0.15 m (6 in.) Ioq and 0.013 m (0.5 in.)
wide cut in the Ionsitudinal _ Banded doubim w_, utalized to .,i.i.,_,._
esntratio_ in the _ areas. 'I'm doublets were made from 6061 T-4 bare _hm_inum and
_u_ of t_ _m_ _mi_l t_dm_ u the ¢oml_te ba_ t_t_L The doubl_ _ be_l_l
to the eo_?oeite spedmeu with EC-_16 epoxy, a modif_ amim-eured_ed epoxy that
cures at roommnpmture. Tensl_ _z_zez_ m_'etestedin -,, Imm_ test.i_ m_hine usiz_
• bead zate of 0./}0025 m per minum 10.01 in. p_ minute}. Stress-straln curves and strain
nmeun_at8 w_, made with Baldwin microformere. Modulus v_dues were calculated from
the s_ curves. Results of tbo tens_ tests _ the 6 _ laminates, shown in Tabb 6-2,
indicate an averap tsnsi]e strength of 1450 MN/m2 i210 ksi) for the _ B/AI
material and 5'76 MN/m2 (83.6 ks9 for the [0" ± 46"]_ crosspUed layul_ This is in good Nuee-
merit with early work at Convair on 5.6-raft B/AI composite material The elas_ modulus
values of 196 GN/m2 (28.'7 million psQ for the _ and 123 GN/m2 (17.9 mmion psi)
for the crossplkd layup, howev_, are about 8% less than typical of previous results. No reason
could be found for the lower modulus lxoperties, Because of the lower fiber contents, the ten-
sile s_ of the 12 ply panels were somewhat lower than tho_ obtained from the 6 ply
peneis.
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6.4
Met_dlo_aphic examinations were also made of each panel to substantiate the nondestructive
evaluatioh (I_rDE) tests and to observe the micrnstructure, layup, and filament array. Samples
cut from thebroken tensilespecimenswere metallographicallymounted and polished.Several
of the samples showed some disbonding, which probably occurred during tensile testing or
specimen preparation Additional samples taken from the center of the B/AI panels instead of
the edge where the quality assurance {QA) lest specimens were taken showed r _ne of the dis-
bonding presentinthebrokentensile-specimene.Photomicrographsoftypicalmicrostructures
for the un/directional and [0 o .,. 45 °Is croesplied material are shown in Figures 6-I and 6-2.
6.2 RESINMATlUX COMPOSITE MATERIALS
The quality assurance test program for the resin-matrix fabricated laminates consisted of
u/trasonic C-sc_ resin and fiber content, and specific gravity. In addition, flexural strength
(room temperature and elevated temperature) and short _ slfear strength (room tempera ....
ture) were determined for the 12 ply QA panels. The following sections present the results for
the four resin-matrix composite system_
6.2.1 BORON/EPOXY. Ultrasonic C-scan testing was performed on all fabricated panels to
detect possible delamination or voids in the laminates. Among the most useful nondestructive
test methods for locating defects aligned parallel to principal surfaces is the ultrasonic
through-_sion method. A variation of this method, and the one employed for this p_.
gram, is the single-transducer reflector plate method shown in Figure 6-3.
Ultra_nic energy h-ansmitted through the specimen is returned to the transducer from a
smooth reflector. If disbonds (or voids) are present, reflection of the sound at the interfaces
results in less transmitted energy. The resultant energy drop is readily detected as a decrease
in the s_ength (amplitUds) of the return signal. The gated signal, input to a recorder amplifier,
providesan output voltageto the recorder thatisproportionaltothe signalamplitude.
The C-scan recorder is mechanically linked to scan and index motions of the transducer and is
electricelly connected to the recorder amplifier. With a signal in the gate, the recorder receives
the amplified signal and "writes" during that time. A series of the line sce_s synchronized with
the movement of the test transducer (or test specimen) produces a full scale plan of the test
object and shows defects in either black and white or variable shades.
No ratingsystem similarto thatused for the B/AI C-scan evaluation was availableforthe
resin-matrixmaterials. The C-scanrecordingswere studiedby an experiencedNDE engineer
who rated the panels as being either acceptable or unacceptabk. Areas of suspected deimmi-m-
tions or voids that we_ not sufficiently large en_gh to reject a laminate were marked on the
panel, and these areas were avoided during specinmn w__h;,in_. For the B/E system all fabri-
cated laminates were jtidged to be acceptable based on the ultrasonic C-scan tests.
Resin and fiber content and specific gravity determinations were made on an of the B/E pan_s
using the test methods described in Appendix B. The results are listed in Table 6-3 along with
the dimensions and intended use for each panel
In additionto the nondestructive_T_,_;nBtionand theweight percentdeterminationscon-
ducted on each panel,a seriesof mechanicalpropertytestswas performedon the two 12 ply
QA panels. Flexural strengths were determined at 297 K (75 ° 1;3and 450 K (350 ° F). Short
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Figure 6-1 Photomicr°grall )h Showing Typical Microstructure el Unidirectiond B/AI
Figure 6-2 Photomicrograph Showing Typical Microstructure of [11° + _5°]s Crossplled |/AI
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•beam shesr strength at 29;1'K (T5 o F) was also obta/ned for the two panels. Deta_ of the test
l_m_lures are descr/bed in Appendix B. Table 6-4 lists the results. Based on the results of the
QA tests, all of the B/E fabrkated laminates were cons/tiered to be satisfactory.
6.2.2 GRAPHITE/EPOXY. U$/13K the m technicil]e described for _e-B/E material, all G/E
fabricated laminates were ultrasonic C-scan tested for delaminatJons and voids. All panels
were judged tO be acceptable based on this evaluation-
The results of the remaininS quality assurance tests onthe G/E laminates are presented in
Table 6-5 for resin and fiber contents and specific gravity values and Table 6-6 for room and
elevated temperature flexural and room temperature short _b_m shear-s_
In addition to the G/E panels, four G/E 8 ply unidir_ctdonal tubes were fabricated for the base-
line shear tests, From each 0.30 m (lO- in.) lonK tube, three specimens and one QAsample were
obtained. Resin and fiber contents and specific gravity determinations were made on each
qual/ty assistance sampI_ The =results m listed in Table 6-T. -. _
s/den_ _o be sa_/sfactory.
801tON_OtYU_O|. Us/ns the same techn/quo described for-the B/E m_.t_L an B/PI
fabricated laminates were ultrasonic C-scan tested for _t/ons and ,_oids. All panels
were ju,ds_I. to be acceptable based on this evaluation
The result_ of the remaining QA tests on the B/PI laminates are presented _a Table 6_ for
and fiber contents and specific gravity values and Table 6-9 for r_om and elevated _em_
ersture flexur_ and room temperature short beam shear st_nshts.
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Table 6-7. Qualfly Assurance Data for G/IE Tubes
Fiber Content Resin Content
Tube No. (wt %) (wt %) Specific Gravity
I 66.6 33.4 1.56
2 68.6 31.4 1.55
3 67.5 32.5 1.56
4 68.2 . _ 31.8 _ 1.56 ...............
In addition to the B/PI panels, five B/PI 8 ply unidirectional tubes were fabricated for the
baseline shear tests. Resin and fiber contents and specific gravity detmninations were made
on two of the tube_ The other three tubes were not tested as a result of the decision to drop the
B/PI system from the program because of the very low tensile properties and the extensive
thermal degradation observed during thermal aging and short-term flight simulation testing.
Data for the two tubes that were tested are listed in Table 6-10.
Based on the results of the qu_i'ty assure, ce _tests, all of the B/PI fabricated laminates and
tubes were considered to be satisfactory.
6._.4 GIUU_ITE/POLYIMIDE.Using the same tec_e descrfbed for the B/E mater/aL all G/PI
fabricated lammatss Were tdtrasonJc C-scan tes_ted for delaminat/ons and voids. All panels
were judged to be- ptable ba d on this ev mtio 
The results of the remain/rig QA tests cm the G/PI laminates are presented in Table 6-11 for
resin and fiber contents and specific gravity values and Table 6-12 for room and elevated
temperature flexural and room temperature short beam shear strengtl_
Based on the results of the QA tests all of the G/PI fabricate_ laminates were considered to be
satisfactory.
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Table6,.10.QualityA_umncoDataforII,/PITulN_
FIIbcwContent Ruin _-
Tub* No. (_ %) (_ %) s_a_
!
2 64.6 26 1.98
3 66,6 24 2.02
Toblo i-II. _llty Auuro_ _ _ G/PI Lmmlnotu
Ne._ Shm I,de_bdUse Iql,wC,,,de_ IbdnCe,,_d Sl,ecmc
LRC,-50 [0°]12 12 0.46 X 0.58 18 X 23 QA, 0, 2, T 68.8 31.2 1.41
LRC-$1 [0" ± 45°]62 12 .46 x .46 18 X 18 QA, 2, T 67.7 32.3 [.40
LRC-S2 _ 10"16 6 .38 × .69 15 X 2'7 0, T k 6T.6 32-4 1.49
LRC-53 [0"] s - 6 .48 X .91 19 x 36 0, 7 6T.3 32.T l.Sl
LRC-S4 [0° ± 45°]s 6 .48 × .91 19 X 36 0, T 68.4 31.6 1.42
LRC.S5 [0" ± 45°]s 6 .46 X .69 18 X 27 0, T 68.6 31.4 1.40
LRC-56 [00 ± 45*]s 6 .51 X .81 29 X 24 0, S 68.4 31.6 1._
LRC-S7 [0" :t: 45"| s G .25 X .46 10 X 18 1 67J_ 32.2 1.48
LRC,-58 lO'] 6 6 .58 X .89 23 X 2'7 I, S T1.6 28.4 1.48
LRC-59 [0" ± 45°1 6 .46 X .6g 18 X 27 6 " 68.3 31.T 1.43
LRC-60 [0" ± 45 °] 6 .46 X .69 18 X _/ 8 64.7 36.3 1.48
LRC-61 [00 ± 480] 6 .46 X 1.02 18 X 40 g
LRC.62 [0" ± 4,5"I 6 .46 x 1.02 18 X 40 9
: QA (_aUty As_rs_ 7 Ftt, ilr_
0 BaseUne 8 Sboct-Tmn Exposme
Tha-nvd AS_ag 9 LoarTwm Ezp_ure
2 Ambient
S Creep
J
......... 6-17
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SECTION 7
BASELINE TESTING
The purpose of _ baseline'tests was threefold. First, these data served to characterize the
composite materials end mid to any existing dam bases. Second, the baseline tests provided
thescaleand shape_ necessarytodefine the stat/sticald/sir/but/onftheuR/mate
tensile strengths for each of the material systems. Them, in turn, w_ used to set the loads for
the short-term Umts, and with the short-term results, am used in a w_rout analysis model to
relatestaticand fatigue stren_hs.Finally,the baseline_estsprovideda rationalsm_ing ........
po/nt aga/nst which tlm various envirmmmntal effe_ my be mmmxr_
Tests that were conducted included ultimate tens/b, tens/_ modulus, Po/sson's ratio, notched
te,si_ (Kt : 2.431.mmsverse tensile (tmidimctionai laminates only), ultimate shear smmgth.
shear modulus, and frsctux_ In addition to those tests that were orig/nally planned, a limited
number of comprqmive tests were also pedornmd. Then were added late in the program
because of /ndlcztimm during thermsl ag/ng and fl/ght simulation testing that mtr/x-
domted failure modes were opemtin_ Testing was perfommd over the temperature range
from 218 K (--6T" F} to 450 K (350" F) for the epoxy specimens, to 616 K (650" F) for the
polyimide spectrums, and to TOOK {800" _ for the B//d spe_nm_ Because of the
amount of data alnmdy ava_ble for the B/E system, o.ly limited testing was o0mductedon
th/s materiaL Baseline testing of dm B/PI system had _¢, been completed when th_ material
was removed born the test program because of low tensile _ and extem/ve thermal
degradationduringthermalsS/ngand short-termfl/ghtsimulationtesting.Finally.theG/PI
torsion tube tests were not nan because of a lack of material with which to fabrica_ the test
specimens. Some shear data were avsilable at Gemmd Dynam/cs Convair, however, from a
then current prolp'am evaluat/ng tlm same HT-S/710 system.
The test/ng procedures used for this study were those thathad been sdopted by General
Dymnmics CAmva/r ami tlm composites industry at the time this contract was in/t/ate_ In
general there we_ no standards other than those called out in the Structural Design Guide for
Advanced Composim Applkstions (mr. 4).
AU tests were conducted on calibrated test equipment. Temperature n_ssurements were also
made with calibrated thermocouples and recording d_dces. The General Dynamics Standards
Laboratory ut/I/zes • fully documented system that meets all the requir_nts of NASA and
DOD. The system has reports to establish traceabi]ity to the Natiomd Bumsu of Standards or
equivalent.
The baseline tests, which m d/scussed below, have been grouped into four categories: 1) ten.
sile, 2) shear, 3) fracture, and 4) compressive.
7.1 11mS_ 11mnNG
Included in this section are the unnotched and notched tensile tests, elastic modulus deterrrdn-
ations, and the Po/sson's ratio measurements.
7.1
/7.1.1 SPECIMENDESIGNAND TEST_ltE. The tens_ specimen configuration was rectan-
gular with adhesively bonded end tabs to reduce stress concentrations at the gripping fixtures. ......
Longitudinal specimens, both notched and unnotcbed, were preizm_ from 6 ply laminates
while the transverse specimens were 6 ply for B/A] and 12 ply for the ePOxy and polyim/de
systems. The widths and lengths were dependent on the type of ¢ompMte, the test direction,
and the configuration, i.e., notched or unnotched. Details of the specimen geometry for the
various materials and configurations are _M m Table 7-1. Based on results from numerous
test programs conducted previously at General Dynamics, a width of 0.013 m (0.5 m.} was
selected for the longitudinal tensile specimens of both the resin and M matrix composite_
The same width was suitable for the transverse B/A] specimens but was increased to 0.025 m
/I.0 in.) for the transverse epoxy and polyinfide specimens because of their low strength. The ...............
wider specimen reduced the likehThood of accidental _ during handling in the mechin/ng,
doubler bonding, or testing operations. The notched configuration for the resin matrix
specimens was the same as that used for the short-terni flight simulation specimens. It con-
sisted of a 0.025 m (1.0 in.) wide specimen with a 0.0064 m (0.25 in.} hole in the center. The
theoretical stress concentration {Kt) for this configuration is 2.43 (tel 23). The orig/nal plan for
the B/AI system called for a side notched specimen, 0.013 m (0.5 in.) in width, with a theoretical
notch acuity (Kt) of 6.3. After cutting the blanks but before mechining the side notches, a deci-
sion was made to use a configuration similar to that chosen for the resin matrix specimen& To
keep the hol_to-specimen width ratio the same, a 0.00318 m (0.125 in} diameter hole was
machined in the center of the B/A] specimens.
The tensile specimens used on the program are shown i_ Figtu_ 7-1 for the longitudinal resin
matrix and metal matrix specimens and in Figure 7-2 for the transverse resin matrix
specimens. The transverse B/AI specimen is identical in dimensions to the longitudinal
specimen of Figure 7-1. The notched tensile configurations are shown in Figure 7-3 for the resin
and metal matrix composites. ....
Tensile testing was conducted in both Instron and Tinlus_leen testing machines using
Instron capstan grips with ball or universal joints to ensure axial _ of the specimens. A
crossheed rate of 0.0025 m (0.01 in.} per minute was used for all tests. Strain was measured in
two ways. For the specimens where Poisson's ratio was required, four strain gages were boc_
ed to the test section. Elastic modulus values could also be determined from these specimens.
A few of the G/PI and B/AI specimens were also strain gaged (two gages only) to determine
modulus values at the higher temperatures where conventional extemomet_ measurements
were not always reliable. The second method of strain measurement was with a clamp-on strain
gage extensometer. The extensomet_ was used from 218 K (-67" F} to 561 K (5600 F} with
reasonably good results. At the higher tempsm_ however, the bomied strain gage method
was superior. An elevated temperature tensile specimen mounted i. the capstan _ with a
strain gage extensometer and thermocouple attached reedy for test is shown in Figure 7-4.
Elevated temperature tests were conducted with either a Conrad-Missimer chamber or a small
ring furnace. The advantage of the ring furnace was that the grips were not directly heated and
doubler bond failures were reduced. The ring furnace was particulady beneficial at tempera-
tur_s above about 561 K (550 ° F). All the tests at 218 K (-67 ° F) were performed in the
Conrad-Missimer chamber. Temperature was measured with a thennocouple clipped to the
specimen such that the bead was in contact with the surface. Specimens were held at tempera-
ture for a minimum of 10 minutes prior to loading.
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Figure 7-1 Tensile Test Specimen for (o) Resin Matrix Compos/fu emd (b) Me_ Matrix Composit_
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Figure 7-2 Transverse Tensile Test Specirnee for Resin lUkztrix Composites
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Figure 7-3 Notched Tensile Test Sp4¢imen (For(as Resin Matrix Composites and (lb) Meloi Matrix
Conqp_
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Figure 7-4 Elevated TemperoNre Tensile Test Se_p
For the specimens that were to be strain gaged the following procedure s_s used. Prior to
appllcat_on of the gages, the specimens were lightly sanded in the gage section and precoated
with M-bond 900 adhesive (manufactured by Micro-Measurement) to fin any void areas in the
surface. The precoat was cured at 366 K (200 ° F) for two hours, and the specimens were again
lightly sande_ The strain gages were then installed on the clean surfaces. Poisson's ratio
specimens were instrumented with four strain gages, one longitudinal and one transverse gage
on _.¢h side. For determination of elastic modulus only two gages were required, one
longitudinal gage on each side.
Table 7-2 lists the type of gages {manufactured by BLH Electronics, Inc.), adhesives, and cure
cycles selected for the different test specimens.
Testing of the strain gaged spechnens was conducted in a manner similar to that used for the
specimens tested with a clamp-on extensometer except for the method of loading. These speci-
mens were loaded incrementally to failure with strain measurements recorded automatically
with a B & F Instruments, Inc. Multichannel Digital Strain Indicator, 161 Mini-System, at
each loa¢: level The output was both a typewritten recording of load versus strain and a
punched paper tape that could be processed by a computer, programmed to produce a stress-
swain plot. A typical computer generated plot is shown in Figure 7-5. Poisson's ratio and
elastic modulus values were determined from these curves. Figure 7_ shows the Mini-System
in operation duri-4_ a room temperature tensile test.
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Figure 7-6 Autocnotic Stndn Recording Instrumentation for
Strain Gaged Tensile Specimen
_J Prior to tensile testing of the resin matrix material, all elevated temperature specimens and
those room temperature specimens that w_e not strain gaged were heated at 394 K (250 ° F)
for at least 24 hours to remove any absorbed moisture. The strain-_aged room temperature
specimens were baked out prior to application of the gages and then stored in a desiccator until
test.
7.1.2 TIESTRESULTSAND DISCLJSSK)N
7.1A.I Boron/Epoxy and Graphite/Epoxy Systems. Because a large data base was already avail-
able for the B/E system, no baseline tensile testing was required. However, for later compari-
sons with the residual strength data from the flight simulation exposure specimens it was
desirable to have baseline unnotched and notched tensile data from the same hatch of material
Therefore, room temperature unnotched and notched tensile tests were conducted on [0 ° _+
45 °]s crossply material using the same test conditions and specimen configurations as were
used later in evaluating the B/E flight simulation specimens after 10,000 hours of exposure.
The unnotched specimens were strain gaged so that Poisson's ratio values could also be deter_
mine(L The results are listed in Table 7-3. A tensile lead-strain diagram is shown in Figure 7-7
for one of the strain gaged specimens. The points plotted are the. average of the two longtitu-
dinal or transverse gages. Based on the few tests that were run, there is an approximately 30%
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To/sle 7-3. Baseline Tensile Properties o#.[0° d:: 4S°]s B/E at Room Temperature
Specimen
Number
AC01-1
-2
-3
AC02-1
-2
-3
Tensile Strength Tensile Modulus Poisson's
Configuration MN/m 2 (ksi) GN/n_ (psi X 106) Ratio
Unnotched
avg
avg
596 86.4 a96.5 el4.0
617 89.5 a93.1 a13.5
643 93.2 a93.1 a13.5
61"_ 89.--_ 94.-"-2 - L-_
399 57.9 -- --
4'76 69.0 -- --
454 65.8 -- --
443 64.2
Notched
a Strain gage measurement
a0.76
,,.80
a .79
.78
_3
0
o
2
(_ TRANSVERSE LONGiTUOINALGAGE GAGEI
!
-6000 -4OOO -2U9 8 2OOO 406O
MICROSTRAIN
/
-- 1.2
-- 1.0
--:0.8-
r"
0
-- 0.6 =
I - (L4
SPEC.NO: A_._dl-3
._REA: 9.t,2 X 104 m2 (0.0t4S in2)
MOOULUS: 93.1 GN/m2 (13.5 kbi) _ 0,2
POISSON'SRATIO: 0.79
! I, I., o
6OO0 80OO IUO0 -
853217..23
Figure 7-7 Tensi!e Lood-Stroin Oiegrom for [0° _ 45°] s, O/E at 297 K (7S ° F)
decrease in the net tensile strength in [0 ° ± 45 :Is crossply B/E for the notched specimen con-
figuration chose_ The Poisson's ratio values appear to be quite large (values for metals are
generally about one-third) but are clc_e to what is cskulat_d from lamination theory for a
crossplied layup.
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The initialplan for the G/E baselinetensiietestswas to test at four temperatures. This was
laterchanged to seven temperatures with three specimens each {totalof 21 specimens).From
the tensilestrength versus temperature curve obtained,two ofthe temperatures would then be
selected for an additionalsever,testseach (totalof 14 specimens). It was planned to select
thesetwo temperatures i_the regionjust below that where a distinct'changeinthe slopeof the
strength versus temperature curve occurred and then to use these data to set the loads for the
flightsimulation exposures. For G/E, however, no fall-offinstrength was observed out to the
maximum testtemperature of450 K {350°F).Because of the uncertainty inthe maximum use
temperature of G/E for very long time3, the two additional tensiletest temperatures were
selectedsuch as to cover a wide range of temperature They were 394 K {250° F) and 450 K
{350° F).As itlaterwas found during the lono_m'm flightsimulation tests,both temperatures
were above the maximum use temperature of the epoxy systems for 10,000 hour service.
Baseline tensiletests,both unnot_hed and notched, were performed on unidirectionaland [0°
_.+45 °]scrosspliedspecimens inthe longitudinaldirectiom Some unnotched tensiletestswere
alsopedormed inthe transverse directionon unidirectionalmaterial and a limitedamount of
Poisson's ratiotestingwas conducted. R4._mltsare listedinTables 7-4 through 7-9.Figure 7-3
shows a typicalexample of a load-straindiagram obtained from one of the strain gaged
Poisson's ratiospecimens. The longitudinalunnotched and notched data are plottedas a func-
tion of temperature in Figures 7-9 and 7-10.A summary of allthe G/E tensilepropertiesis
presented inTable 7-10.
Modulus values are given for the majority of unnotched specimens. For some specimens, how-
ever,modulus valu,:s were not determined because of the change in the t_st plan discussed
above. Specimens that had originally been scheduled for testingat room temperature had been
prepared with doublers bonded on with low temperature adhesive. To test these samples vt an
elevated temperature, a small ring furnace that heated only the centersectionof the specimen
was required.With this type of heater,the clamp-on extensometer could not be accommo-
dated. In addition tothese specimens, a few others are shown without modulus values because
of extensometer malfunctions. Several of the specimens were strain g_ged in order to measure
Poisson's ratio. The modulus values measured on these specimens are noted in the tables. Tn
general these values are more reliable than those determined with the mechanical
extensometer.
The effect of temperature on the tensile strength of G/E is shown on Figures 7-9 and 7-10. With
the exception of the 218 K {-67 ° F) results, the tensile strength exhibited almost no change
with increasing temperature out to the maximum test temperature of 450 K {350 ° F). At 218 K
{-67 ° F) the strength showed a moderate decrease for the crossplied material and a rather
large one for the unidirectional material {almost 50%) for the unnotched specimer_s. This
strength decrease at low temperatures is not uncvmmon for resin matrix composites. The
effect is believed to be related to residual stresses in the material which increase as the differ-
ence between the cure temperature and the test temperature is increased. Also shown on
Figure 7-9 and 7-10 are the scatter bands for the various tests. For both unnotched and
notched specimens the data scatter was numerically greater for the unidirectional material,
but, percentagewise, the crossplied material showed a significantly greater degree of scatter.
Because of the larger number of specimens tested at 394 K (250 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F) the
scatter bands at these temperature tended to be somewhat wider.
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Table 7-4. hseline Tensile Properties of [0°]6 G/E
Specimen Temperature Tensile Strength Tensile Modulus
Number K (oF) MN/m ,I (ksi} GN/m2 (Ms/)
BUOI-1 218 --67 917 133 -- --
-2 1050 153 -- --
-3 683 99 -- --
.vg _ 1-_---
297 75 1460 211 a143 a20.8
1660 240 s134 a19.4
. _
1540 223 a145 a21.O
avg 1550 225 141 20.4
394 250 1650 239 al 41 a20.4
1440 209 a136 a19.8
1490 216 a136 "19.8
1460 212 -- --
1560 227 161 23.3
1520 221 152 22.1
1350 196 141 20.4
1630 236 150 21.8
1450 210 144 20.9
1570 228 152 22.1
avg 1510 219 146 21.2
275 1660 241 -- --
1740 252 165 23.9
1610 233 - 166 - 24.1
avg 1670 242 166 24.0
300 1540 224 a141 a20.5
1520 221 a140 a20.3
1450 210 a138 a19.9
avg 1500 218 139 20.2
325 1600 232 143 20.7
1660 240 141 20.5
1600 232 131 19.0
avg 1620 23,5 138 20.1
350 1630 237 150 21.7
1630 237 150 21.8
1550 225 131 19.0
1580 229 154 22.3
1630 237 146 - 21.5
1630 236 154 22.4
1590 231 160 23.2
1310 190 144 20.9
1630 236 156 22.6
1680 243 155 22.5
avg 1590 230 150 21.8
BU01-4
.5
-6
BU01.7
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
BU01-10 408
-11
-12
BU01-13 422
-14
-15
BU01-16 436
-17
-18
BU01-19 450
-20
-21
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
a Strain gage measurement
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/]'able 7-$. hseline Tensile Properties of [0° :k 4S°]s G/E
Specimen Temperatvre Tensile Strength Tensile Modutus
Numbe¢ K (OF) MN/m 2 (ksl) GN/m 2 (Msi)
BU01-1 218 --67 416 60.4 49 7.1
-2 439 63.6 43 6.2
-3 493 71.5 50 7.3
avg 449 65.2 47 6.9
BUOI-6
-7
-8
B U01-4
-5
-16
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
BUOI-9
-10
--17
BUOI-I I
-18
-19
BUOI-12
-13
-2o
BU01-14
-15
-21
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
297 75 578 83.8 a61 a 8.8
447 64.8 a54 • 7.9
463 67.2 a56 a 8.1
avg 496 71.9 57 8.3
394 250 478 69.4 -- --
505 73.2 -- --
443 64.2 55 8.0
524 76.0 46 6.6
518 75.2 -- --
623 90.3 43 6.2
596 86.4 48 7.0
541 78.4 65 9.4
521 75.5 74 I0.8
5O9 73.8 62 9.0
avg 526 76.2 56 8.1
408 275 494 71.6 -- --
407 59.0 -- --
552 - 80.1 - 54" 7.8
avg 484 70.2 54 7.8
422 300 569 82.5 -- --
460 66.7 48 6.9
497 72.1 54 7.8
avg 509 73.8 51 7.4
436 325 508 73.7 -- --
520 75.4 -- --
477 69.2 53 7.7
avg 502 72.8 53 7.7
450 350 457 66.3 . --
522 75.7 -- --
499 72.4 46 6.6
514 74.6 78 11.3
499 72.4 70 10.1
430 62.4 52 7.5
470 68. ! 47 6.8
558 81.0 63 9.2
506 73.4 53 7.7
544 78.9 57 8.2
avg 500 72.5 56 8.4
a Strain gage measurement
=
.f-'"
/"
Tdde 74. Ikmdl,., _ rmile Prqxm_ d [OO]i(;/E
x (off w¢/,,,_ Oksl)
(.)
BU02.1
-2
-3
BU02-4
-5
-6
BU0_7
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
BU02-10
-11
-12
BU02-13
-14
-15
BU02-16
-17
-18
BU02-19
.20
-21
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
218
297
394
408
422
436
450
-67 1100 159
938 136
1060 154
avg 1030 150
75 1340 194
1310 . 190
1490 216
avg--i-'_-
250 1390 202
1210 176
1200 174
1380 2OO
1210 176
1560 226
1250 181
1570 228
1630 236
1510 219
avg 1390 202
275 1640 238
1630 237
1590 230
avg 1620 235
300 1610 234
1480 214
1270 164
avg 1450 211
325 1400 203
1320 192
1510 219
avg 1410 205
350 bl170 b170
1240 180
1260 182
bi150 b168
1340 195
bllS0 hi71
b1200 b183
1590 230
1340 194
b 910 b132
avg 1350 196
a Net section strength, i.e.. based on total width less hole diameter.
b Doubler failure, values not included in average.
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Table 7-7. BaselineNotchedT,_sile ProlH_ttes at [0° :h 4l°] I G/!
- T.,,.,e
K (o_) MN/n,z (ksi)(0)
BU02-1
-2
-3
BU02-4
-5
-6
[3U02-7
-8
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
.27
.28
BU02-10
-II
-12
BU02-13
-14
-15
BU02-16
-17
-18
BU02-19
-20
-21
-29
.30
-31
-32
-_,3
-34
-35
218 -67 317 46.0
309 44.8
311 45.1
avg 312 45,3
297 75 367 53.2
477 69.2
391 56,7
avg 412 59,7
394 250 461 66.9
398 57.7
536 77.8
324 47.0
360 52.2
429 62.2
443 64.3
385 55.8
319 46.2
358 51.9
avg 401 58.2
408 275 448 65.0
367 _53.3
377 54.7
avg 397 57.7
422 300 456 66.2
372 54.0
3,53 51.2
avg 394 57.1
436 325 429 62.2
425 61.6
436 63.2
avg 430 62.3
450 350 445 64.6
' 396 57.5
S,53 8O.2
419 60.8
334 48.4
403 58.4
396 57.4
445 64.5
398 57.7
369 53.5
avg 416 60.3
a Net section strength, i.e.. based on'total width less hole diameter.
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Table7-8.BaselineTensilePropertiesof[0°]12G/ETest_intheTransverseDirection
Tempen_re Edge Specimen Width
K (oF) Cend.le. m (b_)
Tensile Strength
w_/,,J Ok,O
TBU01-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
TBU01-A
-B
-II
-12
TBU01-V
-9
-I0
297
297
75
75
450 350
Poor 0.0025 1.00 29
.0025 1.00 40
.0025 .99 27
.0025 1.00 38
.0025 1.00 38
.0025 1.00 32
avg 34
Good .0013 .SO 54
.0019 .75 59
.0019 .75 64
.0020 _0 57
.0019 .75 62
svg 59
Good ,0016 .62 39
.0019 .75 37
,0019 .75 32
.0020 .80 41
avg 37
4.2
5.8
3.9
5.5
5.5
4.6
4.9
7.8
8.6
9.3
8.2
9.0
8.6
5.6
5.4
4.7
6.0
5.4
!
!
!
-1
BUOI.4
-5
.6
BU01-7
-8
-9
BU01.13
.14
-15
BCOI_
-7
-8
Table 7-9. Baseline Poisson's Ratio Data in Tension of G/E
taminc_
Orientation
Test
Test TempemhJre
Direction K (oF)
[0 °]_ Loagitudinal 297 75
[0°]6 Longitudinal 394 250
(0"16 Longitudinal 422 300
[0 ° ± 45°]s Longitudinal 297 75
avg
avg
avg
avg
0.35
.33
.32
.33
.30
.30
.37
.34
.39
.32
.35
.35
.71
.70
.70
.70
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In like manner to the tensile strength data, the tensile modulus was also not significantly
affected by increasing temperature out to the maximum test temperatures of 450 K (350 ° F).
At 218 K (-67 ° F) the average value for the crossplied material was slightly lower than those
obtained at higher temperatures, but all of the 218K (-67 ° F) data fell within the scatter band
of the tests conducted at 394 K (250 ° F). No modulus values were obtained from the 218 K
(--67" F) tests on the unidirectional specimens because of extensometet" malfunctioning.
A comparison of the ratio of the notched to the unnotched tensile strength of G/E at each of
the testtemperatures has been made inTable 7-II.For the unidirectionalmaterialthe effectof
a notch on the net sectionstrengthisquitesmall The resultofthenotchcan frequentlybe
seenduringtesting,particularlyfatiguetesting,inthatlongitudinalcrackspropagatetangent
to the edges of the notch (centerhole)along the entirelength ofthe testsectio_ Examples of
the failuremode ofthe unidirectionalnotchedspecimenscan be seeninFigure7-II.Figure
7-12 is a doseup view of the bottom specimen showing the longitudinal splitting tlmt has
occurred tangent to the 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) hole. life net effect is to divide the specimen into
two smaller parallel specimens. In a tensile test the two strips act as one and very little reduc-
tion in the net tensile strength was observed. During fatigue testing, however, as will be shown
in Section 11, the notch was observed to either increase or decrease the fatigue life compared to
unnotched specimens depending on the test conditions. For crossplied material the notched
specimens gave a tensile strength that was I0 to 30% lower than the unnotched specimens.
S/mi]ar effects of a center hole notch were observed for the G/P[ system in both unidirect/onal
and crossptied spechnens.
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Table 7-11. Ratio af Notched to Unnatdted Tensile Streng_ of G/E at Various Temperatv:es
K (oF) [oo]6 [0o ± ,iso],
218 -67 1.2 0.7
297 75 o9 .8
394 250 .9 .8
408 275 L.O .8
422 300 1.0 .8
436 325 .9 .9
450 350 .9 .8
F_r_re7-u Unkm'_ O_ _k_:l_ Te,_ Spechnem
Tensile data for the unidirectional material tested in the Umurverse _ are listed in Table
7-8. The plan called for six specimens each to be tested at room and one elevated temperature.
The specimens, which were taken from the first G/E laminate that was fabricated, were intend-
ed to be used as a quality assmance check on the material as well as for baseline tensile proper-
ty determinations. The wrong blade was used on the table saw when cutting the specimens. Six
of these specimens were tested at room temperature, giving the low values shown in Table 7-8.
An exan_ination of the saw cut edges of the fa/led specimens revealed a very poor edge condi-
tion and one at which premature failure could readily be initiate(L The remaining six untested
specimens and three spares that were available were salvaged by trimming the chipped edges
with the correct blade. _tWO _types of edge conditions are shown in Figure 7-13 .apd 7-14. The
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Figure 7-12 CIoseup Vi_ of Unidirectional G/E Notched Tensile Specimens S_ Longitudinal
Splitting Tangent to the Center Hole
I
/
0,85X 653117-:_9
Figure 7-15 Transverse Tensile Specimens d G/E Showing Pw Edge Condition d Improp_ MocJbed
Specimen (upper) and Good Edge Conclitio_, of Properly Machined Soecimen (lower)
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Figure 7-14 Transverse Tensile Specime_ of GAEShowiq Poor Edge Condition of Intpropedy
speci,,_ (.w.w) .rodC_,ood_ _ of Propedy.M,_in,,a specir,_ {b.,,.)
room temperature tensilestrength of the somewhat narrow specimens with good edges was
nearly double that of tho_e with the badly chur_mi edges. Unlike longitudinaltens/lelumper-
the transverse strength showed a considerable decrease at 450 K (350 ° F}. _/xansveme
stre0gth is a matr/x dominated property and would be expected to be more temperature d_en-
dent that the fiber dominated longitudinal strengtl_
The remaining baseline tensiledata forG/E, Po/ssou'srat/ovalues,are listedinTable 7-9.For
the unidirectional material values of approx/mately _h (similarto that obtained for most
metals) were obtained at a_lthree temperatures. Room temperature measurements on cro_q-
pliedspec/mens _ave values that were similarto those determined for the B/E systen_
_.I_A G_phi_/Poi_n_l_ Sys_nn_The testplanforthe G/PI baselinetensilespec/menswas
similartothatused forthe G/E _pecimeusinthatthreetestswereperformedateachofseven
l_mperature_ Itdifferedslightly,h_ wever,inthat allremaining specimens were then testedat
one of the seven _ temperatures rather than at two. Th/s temperature was the one that
had been _ for the flight s/mulet/on exposure tests, 505 K (450 ° F_ Testing at one
temperature was done to increase the tensile strength data base that was required for selection
of the shert-term i_jht simulation load _ei_ At the time these testswere perf_nmd very lit-
tle data was available for the HT_F/10 syste_ _ion of the temperatures for the _ht
simulatico tests is d/scussed in Section 12.
Baseline tem/le tests, both unnotched and notched, were performed on unidirect/onal and [0 °
_+ 45 °Is crosspUed specimens in the long/tud/naldirection.Some unnotched tensile tests were
also performed in the transverse d_ _:tion on unidirectional material and a limited amount of
7._
T_ 7-|2. llos_ine T_urJ_ ProsHe_iu of [0°]6 GAef - --
Sl_:lmen Tempera_re Tensile St_mgth Ten_le Modulus
Number K (OF) IVtN/m2 (ksi) GN/ene1 (Msl)
DU01-1 218 -67 1300 188 144 20.9
-2 1180 171 97 14.1
-3 1100 160 134 19.4
avg 1190 173 125 18.1
DU01-4 297 75 1260 182 a127 a18.4
-5 1190 172 s126 a18.2
66 1120 163 a126 a18.3
avg 1190 172 126 18.3
DU01-7 505 450 1090 158 a121 a17.6
-8 1260 182 "128 a18.6
-9 1270 184 a126 a18.3
-22 1360 197 -- --
-23 1260 ' °,LoS _
-24 1130 164 -- --
-25 1180 168. -- --
avg 1220 176 125 18.2
DU01-10 533 500 1270 184 -- --
-11 1260 133 -- --
-12 1210 176 -- --
avg 1250 181
DU01-13 561 550 1370 199 a141 a20.5
-14 1400 203 a133 "19.3
-15 1190 173 a128 a18.5
avg 1320 192 134 19.4
DU01-16 589 600 1150 167 -- --
-17 1200 174 -- --
-18 1240 180 -- --
avg 1200 174
DU01-19 616 650 1080 156 -- --
-20 1120 162 -- -
-21 1060 154 -- --
avg 1090 157
/
i
• Str'aJn gage melsurement
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\Table 7-13. Baseline Tensile Properties of [0° • &S°]sG/P!
Specimen
Humber
Temperatur'_ Tensile Strength
K (OF) MN/._ (ksl)
Tensile Modulus
ON/m2 (_si)
DC01-1
-2
-3
VCOl-4
-5
-6
DC01-7
-8
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-2'7
-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
..34
-,35
DC01-10
-11
-12
DC01-13
-14
-15
DC01-16
-17
-18
DC01-19
.20
-21
218 -67
-29;t 75
505 450
533 5OO
561 550
569 6OO
616 650
387 56.1 41 5.9
417 60.5 37 5.4
411 59.6 36 5.2
avg 4o-"T 5.-'-T
-510 74.0 a56 a7.3
565 73.2 a56 aS.1
543 78.7 a53 a7-7
avg 51-"_ 75."_" 5""3" 7.-"_ •
423 61.3 a47 a6-8
299 43.4 a39 a5"7
441 63.9 a54 a7.9
478 69.3 -- --
525 76.2 -- --
478 69.4 -- --
437 63.4 -- --
463 67.1 -- --
496 71.9 -- --
496 71.9 -- --
485 70.3 -- --
478 69.3 -- --
560 81.2 -- --
432 62-7 -- --
512 74.3 -- --
543 78_ -- --
449 65.1 --
avg 47"--_ 68.--_ 5-"_ 6.8
398 57.7 -- --
410 59.5 -- --
385 55.9 -- --
avg _ 57.--'T"
257 37.5 a41 a6-0
301 43.7 a44 a6-4
463 67.2 a46 o6.7
49.-'--_ 4--"_" 6.'--'_
avg 340
3,52 51.1 --
432 6?-6 -- --
409 59_3 -- --
avg _ 57.---T
305 44.3 -- --
330 47.9
345 5O.0
avg 3-"-_- 47."-'_
• Strain gagemeasur_ment -
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Table 7.1d. Baseline Notched Tensile Properties of [00]6 G/PI
Specimen
Number
Temperature Notched Tensile Strength
K (oF) MN/.= Cksl)
(a)
DU02-1
-2
-3
DU02-4
-5
-6
DU02-7
-8
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
..34
-35
DU02-10
-11
-12
DU02-13
.14
-15
DU02-16
-17
-18
DU02-19
-20
-2!
218
297
505
533
561
589
616
-67 1180 171
620 119
972 141
- avg 991 144
75 1310 190
1140 166
1320 192
avg 1260 183
450 1230 178
1160 169
1340 195
986 143
1250 181
1040 151
III0 161
1130 164
I060 154
lO8O 157
1120 163
1210 175
1240 180
1190 173
1140 166
1070 155
1050 152
avg 1140 166
500 1240 180
1240 180
1140 166
avg 1210 175
550 1040 151
1120 162
1280 186
avg 1150 166
600 979 142
1060 154
1030 150
avg 1020 149
650 1130 164
1140 166
1050 153
avg IIi0 161
a Nee section strength. Le..based on totalwidth lesshole dialneter.
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Tak4e7-15.BaselineNc_kedTensileP_ 06[eo ± 4SO]s G/Iq
Sl_cimen
Number
Tun_m _ Tu_kD $h'q_llll
K (off mi/,,_ (ka)
(,,)
DC02-1
-2
-3
IX_2..4
-5
-6
DC02-7
-8
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-2"/
-28
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
DC02-10
-11
-12
DC02-13
-14
-15
DC02-16
-17
-18
DC02-19
-20
-21
218 -67
297
505
533
561
589
61C
328 47.5
288 41.8
339 49.1
av E 318 46.1
75 367 53.3
332 48.2
372 54.0
avg 357 51.8
450 34.3 49.7
352 51.0
330 47.8
334 46.4
350 50.8
350 50.7
301 43.7
332 48.2
386 56.0
354 51.4
3O5 44.2
373 54.1
333 48.3
363 52.7
303 43.9
292 4?.4
314 45.5
avg 3,36 48.8
500 361 52.3
386 56.0
308 44.7
av E 352 51.0
550 250 36.3
355 51.5
339 49.2
avg 315 45.7
600 242 35. i
232 33.6
272 39.4
avg 249 36.1
650 221 32.0
262 38.0
270 39.2
avg 251 36.4
a Net section strength, i.e.. based on total width less hole diameter.
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Table 7.16. ksellee Notched TemPe Properties cA [0°]12 G,M Tested in the Tnmsverse Oirecttoe
Specimen TeeqNwah_ Teeslle Strength Tensile Modulus .
_mb,. K (o_ _/,,P (ksq rm/._ (w,}
TDU01-1 -_97 75 21 3.0 5.2 0.75
-2 31 ,1.5 6.3 .91
-3 21 3.1 4.8 .69
-4 23 3.4 5.2 .76
-5 20 2.9 r 4.8 .69
-6 25 3.6 4.8 .69
,vg 2-_ 3.-_ T'.2 .;--'_"
TDU01-7 505 450 la) lad -- --
-8 22 3.2 -- --
-9 (a| (a) -- --
-I0 21 3.1 -- --
-11 28 4.0 -- --
-12 19 2.8 -- --
avg 22. 3.3
• Failed in handling
Table 7-17. _ Poissoe's Ratio Oe_ in Teesioe d G/PI
Test
Specimen _ Test Tqmq_mdure Poisson's
DU01-7 [0°16 Longitudinal 505 450 0.38
-8 .35
-9 .45
avg .39
DU01-L3 10°16 Lon_tudinai 561 550 .50
-14 .45
-15 .44
avg .46
])C01-4 |0" ± 45 *Is _ngimdi_ 297 75 .71
-5 .65
•6 .64
avg .67
Poisson's ratio testing was conducted. Results are listed in Tables 7-12 through 7-17. A typical
load-strain diagram from one of the strain gaged Poisson's ratio specimens is shown in Figure
7-15. The longitudinal unnotched and notched data are plotted as a function of temperature in
Figure 7-16 and 7-17. A summary of all the G/P[ tensile properties is presented in Table 7-18.
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Figure 7-17 Baseline Notch_l Tensile Properties of G/PI
Modulus values were determined at four temperatures for the specimens tested in the
longitudinal direction. A mechanical extensometer was used for the 218 K 1-67 • F) tests while
strain gages were used at room temperature and the two elevated temperatures. Poisson's
ratio values were also determined for some of these specimens. For the material tested in the
transverse direction, modulus values were obtained at room temperature only. A mechanical
extensometer was used for these tests.
The temperature dependence of the G/PI tensile strength is shown in Figures 7-16 and 7-17. At
the maximum test temperature, 616 K (650 ° F), the unidirectional unnotched and notched
specimens had lost approximately 10% of the room temperature strengtl_ The loss for the
crossplied specimens was somewhat higher, 37% for the unnotched and 30% for the notched
specimens. Because of the limited amount of tests and the scatter in the data, the temperature
at which the tensile strength begins to decrease is difficult to determine precisely. The curves
indicate this decrease to occur between 561 K (550 0 F) and 616 K (650 ° F). Some decreasein
strength was also observed at 218 K (-67 o F) but the effect was generally less than that found
for the G/E systen_ The spread in the G/PI tensile data as shown by the scatter bands in
Figures 7-16 and 7-17 was similar to that observed for G/E. The tensile modulus for the
unidirectional material was not lowered by increasing temperatures out to the maximum test
temperature of 561 K _550 ° F). The crossplied material did show a decrease in modulus,
however, of about 15% at 561 K (550 ° F) and nearly 30% at 218 K (-67 ° F).
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A compar/son of the ratio of the notched to urmo_cbed tens/le strength of G/PI at each of the
test temperatures has been made in Table 7-19. The results are very similar to those found for
the G/E system. For the unidirecr3onal material the effect of a center hole notch was qu/te
small except a_ 218 K (-67 ° F). The crossplJed material, on the other hand, exper_nced
decreLqesin tensile stren_h of 10 to 40% when tested in the notched confiL_vatio_
Table 7-19. Ratiod NotchedIo _ Tulle Strmq_ cdG/Iq at Vm'iousTempemh_
Tempemlv_ I_io af Nolcbedto Unn_.ked Streagth
t (o_ [e.], [q ± _0].
218 -67 0.8 0.8
291 75 1.1 .7
5O5 450 .9 .7
533 500 1.0 .9
561 ,550 .9 .9
589 600 .9 .6
616 650 1.0 .8
Transverse tensile data are presented in Table 7-16 for room and elevated temperatures.
Strength values were considerably lower than those presented earlier for the G/E system but
were about 50% higher than values reported by others IreL 21). The modulus values, however,
were considerably lower than those reported in reference 21. No significant effect of tempera-
ture cm the transverse strength was observed out to 505 K 1450 ° F}. Evidence of the low
transverse strength of this material is shown by the two accidental speciemm failures that
oceumM when installing the _ in the tensile machine grips. Only slight flexing of the
specimens will result in fractu_.
Poissom's ratio values, Table 7-17, for un/d/rection_ G/PI were somewhat larger than those
obtained for GIE. An increase in value with m in temperature was also observed. In h_e
enann_ to the B/E and G/E data, the room tempera_ Polason's ratio for croseplied material
was ,Iso quite Im_
7.1.2.$ _IAkemdemm S_. The basel/he tensile test plan for the B/AI system as or/g/nal]y
proposed included testa at 218 K 1-670 F} and 297 K (75 ° F} as used for the resin mstr/x
systems and at 561 K {550 ° F} and 700 K (800 ° F). The 700 K (800 ° F} temperature was consid-
ered to be the maximum short-time use temp_'a_ureand 561 K {550 ° FI the maximum use
temperature for very. long time appficatioas. Fat/gue tests conducted on this program (see Sec-
t/on 11, however, revealed the existence of a severe surface degradation effect during fatigue
cycling of B/AI at 561 K (550 ° F} in an air environrnent_ The effect was not observed at 505 K
1450" F}. Because of this severe surface degradation the flight simulation temperature initially
selected for B/AI, 561 K (550" F}, was lowered to 505 K (450 ° F). At the time of this decision all
baseline testing was completed except for the unnotched [0 ° __.45°]s crossplied material A
7.32
change was made to include several tensile tests at 505 K (450 ° F) to assist in selection of the
short-term flight simulation load levels. Three specimens were also tested at 616 K (650 ° F} to
fill in the tensile strength versus temperature curve for unnotched [0" ± 45 o]. crosspl/ed B/AL
Baseline tensile test_ both unnotched and notched, were performed on _ and |0 °
+_ 45 "Iscrossplied specimens in the longitudinal direction. Some unnotzhed tensile tests were
also performed in the transverse direction on unidirectional material and a limited amount of
Poisson's ratio testing was conducted. Results are listed in Table 7-20 through 7-25. A typical
load-strain diagram is plotted in Figure 7-18. The longitudinal unnotched and notched data are
plotted as a function of temperature in Figures 7-19 and 7-20. A summary of all the B/AI tmmile
propertY"/spresentedin Table 7-26.
Tab_ 7._. Satire. T_._ P_ of [0o]6 SIAl
]
|
I
5
i
Specimen T_rm T4msile SlraHqlth Tenslae Mocku4_
Numb.r K (°F) MN/m_ (ks0 GN/n_ (M_
EU0Z-t 218 -67 1640 238 x78 25.8
-2 1620 235 197 28.6
-3 1580 229 172 25.0
-4 1540 2"23 166 24.1
.5 xsxo 204 157 2_s
avg 1_ 23_ 1-_- 25.-'-]"
550 1200 174 a190 a28.9
1360 197 " a212 a30.7 -
1200 174 s207 s30.O
1430 207 -- --
avg 1300 188 206 29.9
800 1360 198 a192 a27.8
1150 167 a194 s28.2
1380 200 s214 s31.0
1320 xo2_. _ - _=_
avg 1300 189 200 29.0
EU01-6 561
-7
-8
-9
EU01-10 70o
.11
.12
.13
a Strata gage measurement
Modulus measurements were made using both a mechanical extensometer and strain gages at
temperatures to 561 K (550 ° F). Above 561 K (550 ° F) a small number of tests was made using
only strain gaged specimens. Modulus values were obtained at 218 K (-67 • F) for the unkiirec-
tionai specimens, but extensometer malfunctions during tests on the crossplied specimens
gave poorly defined stress strain curves that did not allow determiv,_tion of modulus. For the
material tested in the transverse direction, modulus was determined only at room temperature
using a mechanical extensometer.
Table ?-21. Baselia4 Tensile Prope_ies o/[0 ° 2: ,iS°Is II/AI
Specimen " - Tmnpe,-alvre Tensile Strm_ -- Tensile Modulvs
K (off _/,.: (ksi) ON/,,,= (U.i)
EC01-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
218 -67
EC01:6- ..... _7 r 75
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
-12
-13
• -14
-15
EC01-16
.17
-18
-28
-29
-30
-31
5O5
EC01-19
-20
-21
-32
-33
-34
-35
,561 _50
EC01-22
-23
-24
616 650
EC01-25
.26
-27
700 800
499 72.4 -- --
550 7S.8 -- --
525 76.1 -- --
654 80.4 -- --
611 74.1 -- --
avg 5-'-_ 76.'--_
487 70.7 ISS 2Y.5
545 79.1 158 22._
482 69.9 160 23.2
458 66.4 140 20.3
552 80.0 167 24.2
,565 82.0 163 23.7
549 79.6 169 24..5
459 66.5 154 22-4
545 79.1 141 20.4
s14 74.s lS9 20.!
459 66.6 s104 S15.1
447 64.9 142 20.6
468 67.9 100 14.5
454 65.9 136 19.8
457 66.3 126 18.3
471 68.3 116 16.9
41o 59.5 t24 18.o
avs 45--Y 65.'-'-_ 19"'T 17.-"'i
450 65.2 a103 alS'0
365 53.0 123 17.9
416 60.3 102 14.8
450 65.3 120 |7.4
474 68.8 126 18.5
455 66.0 103 15.0
464 67.3 108 15.6
•vs _ _ -T_ xs.---_
423 61.3 a108 a15"6
397 57.6 -- --
,:M 72.4 -- --
,vg 4_ _."--_ _ xs.s
467 67.7 _J3.1 a13.5
338 49.0 -- -"
335 48.6 --
avg _ 55."--_" 93.---'I" 13.5
a Strain gage measuremept
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Telde 7-22. kseline _ Tensile _:s o/[0°]_ |/AI
Tempera_r_ Notched Teesile Streqtb
x (',_ jmt/,.2 0.,0
(-}
?
1
4]
t
EU92-1
-2
-3
-5
EU09_
-7
-9
EU02-10
.11
-12
-13
218 -67
ave
561 550 -
avg
70O 8OO
avg
Net section strength. L_ b_,,sedon total width lesshole_.
I_00 174
1210 175
1240 180
1230 178
1210 - 176
1220 177
1190 173
1130 164
1140 165
1130 164
1150 166
986 143
llnO 159
I0:_0 157
1030 150
1050 152
Toble 7-_. kndine Nolch_ Tensib Prqw_n of [0_ .4-ao]s I/AI
Tempeca_m l_:tched Tensile Streqtk
(,,}
EC02-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
EC02-6
-7
-8
-9
-I0
-II
-12
218 --67
297 75
avg
486 70.5
492 71.3
460 66.7
442 64.1
495 71.8
475 68.9
470 68.1
465 67.4
470 68.1
467 67.7
455 66.0
496 72.0
485 70.4
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Table 7-23. Ikneline Notched Tensile PrqNelteS ot (0° • 4S°]_ II/AI -- Coedmled
Specimen Tempendvre Ne4dmd Temdie Strength
Nvnd_r K (oF) _/m= (_)(a)
-13
-14
-15
EC02-16 ....... 561- -
-I7
-18
-19
-20
-21
.22
-23
-24
.25
EC02-26
-27
-28
-29
.30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
550
700 8O0
490 71.0
495 71.8
501 72.7
avg 47-'--9"- 69.5
434 62.9
433 62.8
423 61.4
461 66.9
454 65.9
439 63.7
421 61.1
451 65..1
4.55 66.O
462 67.0
avg _ 64.3
361 52.3
361 52.4
363 52.6
377 54.7
341 49.5
361 52.3
378 54.8
371 53.8
363 52.7
351 50.9
avg _ 52.6
• Net section su.ength, i.e.. _ on _ width less hole di_.-,_.
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Table 7.24. Baseline Ten_lle Praperlles d [tl°_l, II/AI Tested in the Troesverse Direstkm
TEU01-1 29'7 75 94.5 13.7 48.3 7.0
-2 122 17.7 67.6 9.8
.3 ..................... 51.0 7.4 133. 19.3
-4 74.5 10.8 121 - 17.6
-5 57.9 8.4 106 15.2
.6 76.5 11.1 140 20.3
av I 79.4 11.5 102 14.9
TEU01-7 700 800 44.1 6.4 -- --
-8 31.7 4.6 -- --
-9 38.6 5.6 -- --
-10 29.0 4.2 -- --
- 11 38.8 5.2 -- --
-12 33.1 4.8 -- --
avg 36.4 5.1
Table 7-2S. _ l'mi_xm'8 I_ _ _ Temkm c_ ll/AI
Test
St_kmm Lendnae Test Tempwelure _'s
_ _ x (_
EU01.6 [0°16 Lonsitudinal 561 550 0.31
-7 .34
•8 .94
avg .33
EU01-10 f0"]_ Lm_tudina] 700 800 .32
-11 .30
-12 .39
avg .34
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The effect of temperature on the tensile strength of BIAI is shown in Figures 7-19 and 7-20. No
tests were conducted on the unnotched unidirectional material at room temperature, but data
were available from the QA panels, and these data are plotted at room temperab, tre in Figure
7-19. The curves show a gradual decrease in strength with increasing temperature for both
orientations and configurations. The B/AI data are similar to those for GfPI in that the
decrease is somewhat greater for the crossplied material, both unnotched and notched, than
for the unidirectional material. The tensile strength was slightly higher at 218 K (-67 ° F) for
the unnotched specimens but essentially unchanged for the notched specimens. In like manner
to both the G/E and GfPI systems, the data scatter for B/AI was numerically greater for the
unidir _tional material, but, percentagewise, was greater for the crossplied material The scat-
ter bands for the notched tests, Figure 7-20, were considerably smaller than those obtained for
the unnotched specimen tests, Figure 7-19. This effect was not observed for either of the resin
matrix systems.
No decrease in tensile modulus was found for the unidirectional 131AI out to 700 K {800 ° F).
There was a decrease of about 15% however, for tests at 218 K {-67 ° F). The [0 ° _+ 45°]s cross-
plied material exhibited a continuous decrease in modulus out to 700 K (800 ° F). The total
change between room temperature and 700 K (800 ° F} was approximately 40%.
The ratios of the notched to the unnotched tensile strengths of B/AI have been calculated for
several temperatures and are shown in Table 7-27. The data differ from those presented earlier
for the resin matrix systems in that the crossp!ied specimens were not greatly affected by the
notchLwhereas, the unidirectional specimens experienced decreases in tensile strength of
approximately 20% when tested in the notched configuration.
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Table7-27. Ratioc_NotcJmdto _ TemdleStrenglbelfIL/AI_ VariousTemliere_h_
(_) [e°k [r ±,_o],
218 -67 0.8 0.9
297 ";5 • .8 .9
,561 5,50 .9 1.0
7OO 8OO .8 1.0
:Es_r_d from curves oi tem_ s_nl_ v_sus temperature
Tensile data for unid/rectional material tested in the transverse dirscti_ ere given in Tah_e
7-24. The effect of temperature on the transverse tsnsile strength was much more pronounced
than that for longitudinal strength wi_ values at 700 K (800" F} approximately bell of those
at room tsmper_tur_
Results of the Poisson's ratio tests are listed in Table 7-25. Values at both test temperatures
were approx/mately ½, sire/far to what is found for most unreinforced _.
7_ Shlke 11311NG
Two metJ_is of shear test_nS wore utz_ed for both the resin matrix and the metal matrix
s,_temL For the rudn matr/x mater/als, a torsion tube spec/men confiSuratlou that measures
inm4iber sbeer and a sho_ beam _tion t_tt mmsures intehtminsr she_ were teste_
For B/AI the _ tube specimen and a _ rectmf_u]ar interfibar shear spec/mm were
usecL Spedmen_ test _ and results are present_i in the followins sections for the
that used the tube and rectangular inte_ibor sheer spec/mena The short beam
method is discussed in Appendix 13.C_dity Assurance Test Precedur_
7.2.1 SPC-¢IMfM DESIGN AND TUT MKbCSDUU. The B/A] torsion tube specimen was 0.15 m (6
/mL)long by 0.024 m (1 i_) outside diameter with a nominal 0.001 m (0.040 in.) wall thickness.
The specimens were fabricated from 6 plies of B/A] tape oriented with the boron filaments in
the _ d/rect/on of the tube. Steel end fit_gs were diffusion bonded to the tube in the
manufacturing process. Loading was accomplished by cylindrical male fixtures that; were pin-
attached to the steel re/nforced tube ends with 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) steel bolts. A sketch of the
B/AI tube is shown in Figure 7-21.
The G/E torsion tube specinum, also shown in Figure 7-21, was sixm3ar to the B/AI tube except
for the length and end fitting& These specimens were 0.089 m (3.5 i_) in length and had steel
fittings adhesively bonded to the ends after fabrication and cutting to the correct length& To
obtain a wall thickness of 0.001 m (0.040 in.) (to prevent buckling during test) it was necessary
to use an 8 ply tube for the G/E specimens rather than the 6 plies used for the B/AI specimens.
P
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DETAIL: (_) 0.0el m (0.040 in.) THICKNESS iS PLY) BIAI TUBE
_ 0,0_4 m (0.0e4 i_ THICKNESS STEEL IIEINFOBCEMENT. 0071 m (0.028 in.) THICKNE S ST EL REINFORCEMENT
(d
O , O
I
OETAIL: Q 0.001 m (0.040 in.I THICKNESS (8 PLY) A.S/'3S01G/1ETUllE
_ 0.0032 m il/8 in.) WALL STEEL TUBEO.O01S (1116 in.) WALL SPLIT STEEL COLLAR
Ib)
Figure 7.21 Tr._ion Tuke Cm/t2ut_H_ts (a)B/AI _ i_1 (b) G/IE Specimen
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To determine the sheer modulus, all of the toreion tube specimens were strain _ prior to
test. A half bridge, shear_tmque rosette strain gage was bomled to ruth tube with M-hood 610
adhesive. The gtges and adhesive cure cycles that were use_ are_
GaKe_
B/AI -- FAED-12C-12_
G/E -- FAED,12C-12_)
b_ Cm Cycle=
Test Temperature Cure Cycles
297 K q75 ° F} 2 hours at 394 K (250 ° F}
394 K 1250 ° _ 2 hours a¢ 394 K (250"F) ................
450 K {350" F} 1.5 hours at 450 K {350" 17)
50,5 K (450 ° F} I hour at 505 K (450" F}
Application techniques were the same u those described earl/at for the Poissou's ratio and ce_
sile modulus specimens.
Te_/n$ of the strain gqed tube specimens was conducted in an MTS Closed-Loop Tension-
Torsion machine. The specimens were loaded (in torsimd incremeeUdly to failure with strain
readings recorded automatically st each load step with • B & F Instruments, Inc. Multi-
channel Digital Strain Indicator, 161 Mini-System. _ output was both • typewritten record-
ink of torque versus strain and a punched paper tape that could be processed by a computer,
programmed to produce a shear stress versus strain plot. In addition, a tmque-t-,mt curve was
also recorded for each test. Typical torque-twist add stry_train curves are shown/n Figures
7-22 and 7-23. An overall view of the torsion testing machine and the Mini-System Swain
recorder is presented in Figure 7-24. Fro"elevated temperature tests the specimens were heated
in the m/d-sect/on with a small ring furnace and held I0 minutes Irior to twist/n$. A _p
view of a B/AI tube installed in the test nmchine is shown in Figure 7-25 prior to testing at
room temperature and in Figure 7-26 before testin$ at elevated temt_mttur_ The white
material packed around the tube above and below the ri_ _rmce in Figure 7-26 is Filmbax
insulation battins for mainta/ning good temperature Uniformi_. Temperature was monitored
with a chrornel-edumei thermorouple attached to the tearer of the tube and _trolled manually
to ± 3 K (± 5"F} during the short time period required for the test.
..... =
Shear strengths were cakulated from the torsion test data and tube dinuusions by using the
following thin walled tube approximation of the to/_ion formula for circular shafts:
2TDo
T ms
- r t/Do - t)3
r = ultimate shear strength, N/m2 (Ib/in2)
T *= Maximum torque,Nm (in-lb)
Do - Outside diameter of tube. m (in.)
t m Wall thickness of tube, m (in.)
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The shear modulus. G. was determined from the stress-strain cur_s as follows:
G _ffi r r
•,/ t I -- t 2
where _ (equal to _l -- _21 is the angle of twist and +l and _2 are strain readings taken at a
value of shear stress, r. in the linear portions of the stress-strain curves {see Figure
7-23).
The second type of shear specimen, which was used only for the B,AI system, is shown in
Figure 7-27. The slots were cut in the specimens by the EDM method, All specim_as were pre-
pared from six-ply unidirectional material with the boron filaments oriented in the long direc-
tion of the specimen. No end doublers were required because of the low failure iosd_ These low
T_
Figure 7-2& Test Setup tor E_ Temperatures Torsion Testing of II/AI Tube
loads e_ failure in the test sections rather than the grips. The specimens were tested in
Instron or ThtiusA31sen testing machines using Instron capstan grips with ball or universal
joinr, s toensur_ axial loading. A head rate of 0.0025 m {0.01 in.) per minute was used. No strain
measurements were made during testing of these B/AI interfiber shear specimens. Test_ : 218
K (-67 ° F} and 561 K (550 ° F) were conducted in a Conrad-Missimer Chamber. TI_ 700 K
(800 ° F) tests were performed with a small ring furnace. As in the tensile tests, temperature
was measured with a thermocouple clipped to the surface of the specimen. Temperature was
maintained at the desired level for 10 minutes prior to loading.
7.2.2 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
7.2.2.1 G_mphite/Epoxy System. The initial plan for the G/E system was to test six tubes each
at room temperature and 450 K {350 ° F}. This was iater changed such that at elevated temper-
ature three were tested at 394 K _250 ° F) and three at 450 K q350 ° F). The revision was made to
.5
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better define the shear strength versus temperature relationship. Shear strength and shear
modulus data for GIE are presented in Table 7-28. Shear modulus values were obtained from
torque-strain disgrams such as the one shown in Figure 7.28. The effect of temperature was to
reduce the strength by approximately 30% at both 394 K 1250" FI and 450 K (350 ° F). While
the strength leveled off at 394 K (250 ° F} and 450 K (350" F). the shear modulus exhibited a
continuousdecreaseout to450 K (350 ° F). The percentagechangeinmodulus was, however.
significantly less than that for the shear strength. Data from one of the tests (tube no.
BU06-37) was not usable because of overheating of the tube. The overheated tube failed at a
torquelevelthatwas lessthan one-tenththatoftheothertubes testedat450 K (350°F).
7.2.2.I ItonmlAlumlmJm $1_tem. Data for the two types of she,,.- specimen used in testing of
B/AI are listed in Tables 7-29 and 7-30. Strain measurements for _tion of shear
modulus weremade onlyon thetubetests.A typicaltorque-straindiagramisshown inFilpzre
7-29. The iniC_u test plan was to conduct laminate shear tests at the four temperatures shown
in Table 7-30 and to conduct the tube tests at 297 K {75 ° F) and 561 K (55(}° F). As discusseed
in rJ_e baseline tensile sect/on. 561 K (550" F) was considered to be the max/mum use
temperature of BIAI for very long time applications. Because of a surface degradation of the
B/AI observed during fat/gue t_sting on this program at 561 K (550 ° F}, the maximum use
temperature was lowered to 505 K (450 ° F). At the time of this decision all shear testing was
completed except for the elevated temperature tube tests. A change was male to conduct
these tests at the lower temperature. 505 K {450 ° F).
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Table 7.2L Baseline InteflUmr Skeer Prqmrfles d G/E Unidiredlmml Tv&ee
Tenqwarmwe - Skew _ _- _
Num_ K (or) aw/m: (ks0 ON/n: (_)
BUO@I 1 297 75 94 13.7 5.1 0.74
-12 94 13.6 6.1 .88
-13 lee is.4 s.4 .78
-24 80 129 s.5 .80
-25 92 13.4 5.5 .80
-26 86 12.5 5.9 .85
....... ,,,v_ %1 13."'Y ...... 5._.... _1 ..........
BUO_ 394 25o 52 7.6 4.7 ._
v
-40 72 10.5 4.8 .70
-42 '70 10.1 5.4 .78
avg 65 9.4 5.0 .'/2
BU06-37 450 350 la) (a) (a) is)
-39 67 9.7 4.4 .64
-41 70 10.2 4.5 .65
avg 68 9.9 4.4 .64
aSpecimtm overheated
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Figure 7-28 Shear Lood-Stuain Diagram for [0o]8. G/E at 394 K (250 ° F)
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\TaIMe 7.2_. lleseline Im_lber $hem,Properties of II/AI _ Tv&es
Temperolvre Shear S-trm_ Sh4_ Modutm ........
X (ol:) W_/n,: (k_) r,N/,,,: (J,_
EU06-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
297
EU06-7
-8
-9
-I0
-II
-12
505
75 61 8.8 5.0 7.3
9O 13.0 I_ (JO
66 9.5 4.3 6.3
61 6.8 4.5 6.5
63 9.1 4.6 6.7
61 8.8 4.2 6.1
4b_ 82 11.9 4.1 5.9
64 9.3 3.2 4.6
70 10.1 3.6 5.2
65 9.4 2.8 4.1
77 ILl 5.2 7.5
b74 510.8 4.5 6.4
avg 72 10.4 3.9 5.6
•Strain gage n_funcfion
bTorque stillrising-- machine atmaximum twist
The shear strength of B/Al as determined from the tube tests,Table 7-29,was not lower_d by
increasingthe temperature from room temperature to505 K 1450oF).There was a decreasein
shear modulus, however, ofapproximately 15%. For the laminate specimen tests,Table 7-30,a
decrease in shear strength of 30 to 40% was observed at elevated temlmmture_ At room
temperature higher shear strengths were obtained with the laminate specimen configuration
than with the tubular configuration although, presumably, the two measure tim same pro_r-
ty. The two groups of specimens were from different batches d material, which could account
for some of the difference. Another possible reason for the lower values obtained from the tube
tests was the presence of some small longitudinal cracks on the outside surface of half of the
tubes, These cracks, shown in F:qure 7-30, were shallow and did not extend beyond the first
ply. Whether or not other cracks _ ere present in any of the inner plies of the 6 ply tubes could
not be determined. There was no correlation between the individual values of shear strength
and the presence or absence of the surface cracks, however. While the lm_itudinal cracks in
the tubes may well have been responsible for low values of ultimate sheer strength, it is not
believed that the cracks had much effect during the early portions cf the tests where the shear
modulus was determined. In the l_st, agreement of shear strength values determined by dif-
ferent test methods has generally been _ for composite systems.
One of the tube specimens, EU06-12, did not fail before the test mackine had reached its limit
of twist, 100 °. At this point the torque was st_l increasing slightly. Consequently, the value of
ultimate shear strength reported in Table 7-29 is slightly low. The unfailed, but twisted, speci-
men in shown in Figure 7-31 with a similar specimen that has failed in shear in the longitudinal
direction of the tube.
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T4dr_ 7-30. ksa41ne InterlFib_ S/_4mr Stre_h o4F(0°_ |/Ai Laminates
Spedmen Tempem_re - _ Strength
- - _ x (oF) MN/n_ (k,0
EU06-13 218 -67 90 13.1
-14 100 14.5
-15 91 13.2
-16 100 14.5
-17 93 13-5
avg 95 13.8
EU06-18 297 -75 ........ 97 14.o
-19 IOO 14.5
.2o - 94 13.6
-21 94 13.7
-22 81 11.8
avg 93 13.5
EU06-23 561 550 61 8.9
-24 52 7.5
-25 54 7.8
-26 62 9.0
-27 50 7.2
avg 56 8.1
EU06-28 700 800 66 9.5
-29 64 9.5
-30 66 9.6
-31 _ 63 9.1
-32 (a) (a)
65 9.4
aSpec/mea improl_rly machined
Data from one of the laminate spedmens, EU0_32, was not reported because of improper
machining. The slot on one side of the specimen was not mfficiently deep and several con-
Cinuous boron filaments remained acrms the test section. With this configuration a shear
failure was not possible thus invalidating the test. _
One interesting point in comparing the BIAI data with that for the resin matrix materials is the
striking difference in values of shear modulus. Values for the metal matrix material are almost
an order of magnitude higher than those obtained for the resin matrix systems. Shear strength
values (at room temperature), on the other hand. differ by no more than 30%. Similar results
are obtained when comparing transverse tensile data {modulus and strength) of metal and
resin matrix systems.
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_.2._ G_b_./_nm_. system. Because sufficient HT-S/710 pmpr_ was unavafld_ it
was not poss_le to fabricate the tube specimens necessary to ¢z_iuct the GfPI size-
However, son_ shear data, for the same HT-S/710 system, had been obta_md in a study pm_
formed at General Dynamics Convair during 1973. These dates are listed in Table 7-81
published data from W.G. Scheck}. The G/PI tubular specimens were _ using the same
fabrication techniques descn'bed in Section 5 for G/E and B/PI tubes and the autoclav_ cure
cycle given in Section 5 for the HT-S/710 G/PI lamlnate_ The tubes were 0.15 m(6 ;,,) ling by
0.026 m (I in.) ou_ _e _ w/th a nora/hal wall thickness of 0.001 m (0.040 ill. Test
techniques were similar to those described above for the B/A1 and G/E tulms (Section 7.2.1).
The data of Table 7-31 show a decrease in shesr strength of G/PI of approximatdy 30% of tlm
room temperature value for specimens tested at both 77 K 1-320" F} smi 589 K _0" F}. The
modulus, on the other hand, _ sl/ghtly as the test tempm_ture is raised from 77 K
(--320 o F) to 589 K (600 o F).
7.3 FRACTUI_ TESTING
The effects of stress risers (cutouts, cracks, damage zones, material discontinuities, etc.) in
composite materials has been the subject of a number of rearer investigafioms. Methods are
7.44
r i
_ Table 7-31. Intefllbe_ Skew Prope_es d G/Pi Unidirectional Tubes
T_re Sl_,r S,ren_ Shear Modv_
Ntmd_r K (oF) MN/n_I (ksl) - GN/,w 1 (MM}
TU-! 77 -3;,'0 _2 7.6 6._ 0.98
A-3 44 6.4 7.2 1.04
A-4 50 7.3 7.2 1.06
avg 49 7.1 7.1 i.02
','97 75 87 12.6 -- 5,8 .84 ............
68 9,9 6,6 .96
57 8.:_ 6.1 .89
avg 71 10.2 6.2 .90
589 600 49 7.1 7.2 !.04
49 7. ! 4.8 .69
a,:,_ 49 7.1 6.0 .8_
x
TU.4
TU-5
TU_
TU-7
heing sought to predict both the static and fatigue behavior of comp<mte materials which con-
tain such stress risers. Waddoups, Eisenman, and Kaminski (ref. 24| have developed a fracture
mechanics based rmwiel, the _.Vemrout Model which has been moderately successful in pr_tict-
ing the degradation of coupon strength as m function of/oadin_g, Whereas in metals, crack
growth rate (i.e., ctWdn) is nornmUy measured and used as an indlcati,,,a of strength degrada-
tion such is not the ca,_ for cornposite_ Flaw growth is usual]), not observed in composites,
_-en though such crack growth has been observed for both B/AI and DE (ref. 2L and 26).
The objective of this study was to attempt to observe damage accumutstior, in flawed com-
posite _qion coupons and to r_tuce the data to a da/dn format. Since crack growth is not
mdily oi_e_,ed in composites, changes in material compliance qitmd. P. divided by crack open-
imqgdisplacement. COD) were to be related to changes in effective crack iengtl_ Given ctm/dn
data for mcomposite material conventiooal frscture mechanics theories can then be applied to
p/_dict effective crack length as a function of iosding histoD', and failure characteristics,
7..1.1 _ IM_$W_. The study inchxled six _ns ench of the four different matm'ials
to determine fracture behavior. The four n_teriais investigated m described in Table 7,3,o.
For exh material, six tO" ± 45 _ls specimns measuring 0.064 m 12.5 in.) by 0.30 m !12 in.) were
fabricated and identified by dash numbers as shown in Table 7-33. Specimen configuration is
shown in Figur_ 7-32.
7-$$
Telde 7-12. Comp_t. lUlatq_ds Studied
- _ Thlck_
Material _ m in. Materkd IO
B/E tO" + 45"Is 0.00076 0.030 AC06
GIE [0" ± 45°|. .000T6 .030 BC06
GJPI [0" ± 45"1. .00076 .030 DC0_
B/AI |0" ± 45"[, .0010T .042 ECO5
T,d,_, 74S. Speclme,, _Icjfo.
BIE
GIE
GIPI
BIAI
AC0$-I, AC05-2. ACOS-3. AC05-4, AC05-5. AC05-6
BC'0S-l. 8C05-2. BC_.3. BC05-4. BC0S-5. 8C0,_
DC0S-I, DC0_2, DC0S-3, DC05-4, IX'OS-S. DC0S-6
EC05-1.EC05-2,EC05.3,EC05-4.EC05-5.EC0£-6
I
_OS4|15)
1
i ,i
®
-- DIMEI_I011SIN mfiN.)
\
0,013(nsol OlAHOLE(41 _ 0.004;(I).IISI 01AHOLE ss3=l_._1
Initialflaws were appliedby drillinga No. 13 hole,0.0047 m 10.185in.)diameter,inthe center
ofthe specimen and then extending symmetr/cal narrow slits.0.00066 m (0.026in.},from each
sideof the hole by ultrasonichnpact grinding.The end ofa flaw made inthismanner inB/E is
shown in Figure 7-33. Dash three specimens required that the sloes be progressively increased
during testing without losing the cllp gage instrumentation. This was done by hand with a
0.00013 m 10.005 in.) diameter diamond coated wire. All flaw lengths at the heg/nning of each
test sequence are shown in Table 7-34.
Fleure743 ruedo6Sloein SpednmaAC0S.IShow_ Cnudk
7.3.2 TEST_, HSUI, TSAND DISCUSSION. The test plan is _amnmrized in Table 7_35.
The procedure for -1 and -2 tests was to try to inir_te crack 8rowr_ either visual or effective
delta _ by prow_vely m_g static loads and then applying cyclic fat,isme loads to
extend the effec_ve crack length. Clip gages were used to monitor COD, and any change in
compliance, P/COD, was considm_d to represent an increue in effec_ve crack length. These
specimens would then be static pulled to ds_ their residual s_
Tab]_ 7-36 shows results of compliance testing of-I and -2 specimens. The expected systematic
damage growth and _ponding change in slope of the compliance corve did not orcur. Only
. isolated damage gxowth was observed, and _ was moetly in the form of cracks parallel to
surface fibers. More recent experiments suggest that synerg_tic effects of moisture and cyclic
rare play a large role in damage _q'owt,h in composites. The failed speeim_ms are shown in
Figures 7-34 and 7-35.
The purpose of the -3 specimens was to de*ermine load versus COD for progressively increased
crack lengths. Clip gages were use/,i to measure COD and flaws (slits) were lengthened in small
increments by hand sawing with a diamond coated _ For each flaw length the specimen was
slowly cycled, three times, up to a max/mum load of I000 pounds. Test results for the four
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specimens are shown in Figures 7-36, 7-37, 7-38, and 7-39. Load divided by COD versus flaw
length was then plotted for each material as shown in Figure 7-40. All four specimens yielded
an exponential decaying type of curve with the data points of the G/E and G/PI specimens
lying on the same curve. The consistent shape of these curves warrants further investigation
of a Load/COD = Ae -flaw size fatigue model The failed specimens are shown in Figure 7-41.
The -4 specimens were fatigue tested with the 0.0047 m (0.185 in.) diameter hole only. No slits
were applied. COD was measured after cycle numbers 1, 2, 19, 100, 1000, 10,000 and 2,500,000.
Specimens _zere then static pulled to determine residual strengths.
Fatigue test results are shown in Table 7-37. There was no fatigue crack growth observed in
any of the four specimens. When these specimens were static pulled for residual strength, only
one, AC05-4, failed at the 0.0047 m [0.185 in) diameter hole. The other three failed in or near
the grips. The failed specimens are shown in Figure 7-42.
The objective of -5 and _ specimen tests was to determine static strengths at two different
flaw lengths. The-5's had 0.0286 m (1.125 in.) flaws and the -6's had 0.00349 m (1.375 in.) flaws.
All were simply pulled to static failure.
Results of static strength tests are shown in Table 7-38, and.the failed specimens are shown in
Figures 7-43 and 7-44. Results of all residual strength tests are shown in Table 7-39. The effect
of flaw length on gross area static failure stress is plotted in Figure 7-45.
Valuesfortheapparent stressintensityfactor,I_ werecalculatedforeachnotchedspecimen
that was pulled to failure. The following equation from reference 27 was usecL .
 .( tao
wha KQ
¢r
2a
2b
: apparent stress intensity factor, MN/m 2 _ (ksi _x_)
: gross stress, MN/m2 (ks3
ffi crack length, m (i_)
= specimen width"m {in.)
Figure 7-46 shows the variation of KQ with crack length for both fatigued and nonfatigued
spec:anens.
Four composite laminates were studied to determine their flaw growth and fracture behavior.
All tests were run at room temperature and moisture was not controlled. All fatigue cycling
was at R = 0.1 and 30 Hz. Based on the test program and data reduction presented above, the
following conclusions are drawn:
I. Under thesetestconditions,cracks{oreffectivecracks)incrosspliedcompositelaminates
grow only when appliedcyclicloadsare verynearthebreakingstrength.
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Figure 7-41 Compliance Specimens (-$'s) After Failure In Residual Str_lth Tests
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Figure 7-43 Static Strength Specimens (-5's) After Failure
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Table 7-39. Results of Residual Strength Tes_
INil_.AL NO.OF
SPECIMEN FLNI SIZE FATIGUE•
iOENTIFI- (2aikJ COMPLIANCEMATERIAL CATION m CYCLES
AC85-1 _(JITS) M I_
li_ -3 _11_ 119000
•3 .SS47(.IW 27
-4 JO47(.tN) 2 |I1 121
lCSS-I .12Z_,I_TII ! I| 11E
611[ -| J_(.S?ID _ 111017
" - .3 Jlill.tIS) 27
4 JOlT(.ll_ | 1111_1
OCOS-I _222(,ll71_ 111iHHI
OA_ .t J_KJ_I <1 m
•3 .8047(.11_ 27
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2. _J_e apparent ._tre_s intensity factor, K_ calculated from fracture tests does not Ue on a
straight horizontal line when l'Iotted versus vL_u_ crack length. The testing showed only
very lJmit_ evidence of growth of effec_ve crack length. This leads to the conclusion that
the fracture mechanics approach is not appropriats for chamcr_-izing crack _rowth in com-
posKe materials. Delamina_ions were not inves_i&q_t_l, hence, no conclusions can be made
regarding that type of flaw.
3. Fatigue c_cling showed no trend effects on stress intensity factors calculated from residual
strength tests when compared to result_ from uncycled static tests.
4. Result_ from the "-3" specimens, Figure 7-40, indicats that the B/A] is more resistive to
crack opening displacement than the B/E. The G/E and G/PI possess the same resistance
to _ack opening displacement and are less resistant than the B/E. As the two graphite
reinforced systems were the same, this would indicat_ that the fibers dominate the fatigue
mechanism, i.e., whether the matrix is epoxT or pol_imide is of less importance. The large
difference between the B/_i and B/E mat_zials, on the other hand, indicates that for boron
reinforced sys_eme the matrix, either a ductile metal or a brittle resin, plays a major role in
the fatigue mechanism.
7.4 COMPRESSIVE TESTING
Results of the thermal aging and flight simulation tests indicated that matrix properties such
as compressive and shear strength were affected _ a greater degree than tens,:le strength, a
fiber dominated property. For this reason it was decided to include a limited number of
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residual compressive tests in the 10,000 hour flight simulation test program. To check out the
feasibility of determining compre_ ssive strength of a six ply laminate such as that used in the..
flight simulation exposures, a series of baseline compressive tests were conducted on
laminated B/E, G/E, and G/PI specimen_ No baseline B/A1 compressive tests were made,
7.4.1 SPECIMEN DESIGN AND TEST PROCEDURE. At the time r_at the compressive tests were per-
formed, an ASTM standard test method, D3410-75, had been prepared for determination of
compressive properties of oriented fiber composites. The specimen configuration, test fix_,_,
and procedure used in the baseline testswere those calledout in thisASTM Specification
Figure 7-47 shows the test specimen and testfixtureTo obtainthe requiredspecimen thick-
ness of 0.0015 m (0.060 in) to 0.003 m {0.120iz_)itwas necessary to bond together several
piecesofthe 6 ply laminates.For the B/E-and G/E systems, fourlayerswere used whileforthe
somewhat thicker G/PI only three were required.The procedure for fabrication of the
specimens was:
I. Cut three orfourpiecesof[0°± 45 °]scomposite approximately 0.038m (I.5in.)by 0.140 m
{5.5in-) with 0 °pliesinlong directio_
/
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SPECIMEN
EDGE
• DIMENSIONS
A
B
C
FIXTURE
GAGE SECT!ON
FRONT _ F OlA "---"
m in. DIME_ONS m
1100399 0,157 D 0.01270
0.00635 0.250 E 0.00318
0.05715 2.250 F 0.06350
Figure 7-47 Compression Test Specimen and Fixture
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.
.qQHeat at ._4 K (250°F)for24 _.oursto remove any absorbedmoisture.
Bond piecestogetherwith fiberglassdoublersat eachend usingEA 9309 adhesive.
Cut 0.0064m (0.25in.)wide specimensfrom the 18 or24 plylaminates.
5. Apply two strain gages to each specimen using the procedures described in Section 7.1.1.
Gages used were B/E, FAE-12-12-S3; G/E and G/PI, FAE-12-12-S0.
6. Store in desiccator until tested.
................The compressivetestswere conducted inan I_nstrontestingmachineusing a fixtureof the
type describedin Figure7-47.The te_tsetup isshown inFigure7-48.Afterthe specimen is
loadedintothe fixture,a slightpreb)adisappliedtoexercisethegages and ensurethatthe
specimen isproperlypositioned.T_,especimen isthen loadedincrementallyto failurewith
strainmeasurements recordedautomaticallywith thesame equipmentthatwas used forthe
tensiletests.The outputwas both a typewrittenrecordingofloadversusstrainand a punched
papertapethatcouldbeprocessedby a computer,programmed toproducea stress-strainplot.
Compressive modulus valueswere determinedfrom thestreswstraincurves.
7.4.2 TESTIt_UtT$ AND Dff_=U$$1ON. Compressive strength and meJulus data for the three
resin matrix systems are given in Table 7-40, and typical load-strain curves for each system are
shown in Figures 7-49 to 7-51. In agreement with results of others, the strength and modulus
65321768
Figure 7-48 Te_ Setup for Compressive Tests
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Table 7-40. Baseline Compressive Properties of Laminated [0° --t-dSO]e Cressplled Composite Systems at
._ Room Temperature
Material Specimen Compressive Strmugth Compressive Modulus
System Number MiNim 2 (ksi) GN/m 2 (Msi)
(a) (e)
B/E AC04-1 1459 211.6 103 14.9
-2 1665 241.5 101 14.7
-3 1497 217.1 101 14.7
.... avg' 1540 223.4 102 14.8
G/E BC04-1 571 82.8 47 6.8
-2 570 82.6 43 6.3
avg 570 82.7 45 6.6
G/PI DC04-1 382 56.4 46 6.6
-2 363 52.6 48 7.0
-3 386 56.0 44 6.4
avg 377 54.7 46 6.7
==Strain gage mecsurements
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Ftgure 7-49 Compressive Load-Strain Diagram for [0 ° __ 4S°]_. B/E at 257 K (75 ° F)
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values of the boron reinfocced system are_considerably larger than either of the graphite rein-
forced systems. The higher compressive propert3es of the B/E over the G/E and GIPI would be
anticipated from a comparison of the reiJrd'orcingfibers, The boron fibers in the O" plies are
aligned along their enGre length in the load/ng d/rect_on, whereas the much smaller iiameter
graph/re fibers that are tw/sted into mult/-fflament tows are. on a ndcro scale, generally aligned
slightly off axis to the compressive load, Both the strength and modulus values of the graphite
systems are less than b2flf of the values for the boron syster_
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SECTION 8
THERMAL AGING
To determine the effects of elevated temperature exposureon the stability of advanced compo-
sites an extensive thermal aging study was conducted. It was thought @mr these data,
together with the fatigue data also generated during the program, would be very valuable in
understanding the results of the flight simulat/on exposures.
All of the composite materials were thermally aged for 10,000 hours during Phase I of the con-
tract_ Additional exposures, out to 50,000 hours, wm be carried out during Phase II of the con-
tract and will be described in a future report_ At various times during the 10,000 hours, sped-
mens were removed for examination and determination of residual tensile strength and. for
BIAI, also residual interfiber shear strength. Test specimens were take_ from both unidirec-
tional and [0 ° ± 45°]s crossplied laminates. All were 6 ply in thickness. The aging
temperatures were: epoxy, 394 K (250 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F); polyindde 505 K (450 ° F) and 561
K (550 ° F); and B/AL 450 K (350 ° F), 561 K (550 ° F), and 700 K (800 ° F). The resin matrix com-
posites were aged at ambimt pressure and at a reduced pressure of 0.014 MN/m2 q2 psi) to
simulate high altitude flight conditions. The B/AI system was aged at ambient pressure only.
A second oxygen pressure was selected for the thermal _ d the organic composites
because, in general, the organics are oxidation prone. Previous work had shown a direct cor-
relation of thermal aging and oxygen pressure on residual strength of resin matrix composites
Iref. 28). In actual use, a SCR veh/cle would be at very high altitude during much of the time at
which the struc_re has _ its max/mum t_npe_tur_ Thus, if oxygen pressure is taken
into account, the organic materials can likely be used at higher tempsmtures and for longer
times.
The following sections descrf_ the test procedures and equipment for the thermal aging
studies and present and discuss the experimental result&
8.I TESTEQUIPMENTAND TESTPI_Q_DURE
The 700 K (800 ° F) thermal age of BIAI wu carried out in a small, connnerciaL electrical resist -
ance ova. The bu_-in "on/off" temperature controller was replaced by a more accurate con-
troller. After modifyi_ the control system, the entire oven was enclosed with ceramic bricks
to improve the tmnpsmture stability over the 10,00_hour aging perk_ With this arranl_
merit the temperature was held to 700 _.+6 K {8000 __ I0 ° F}.
All other expommm were couducted in specially amstructed aging furnaces similar to _he
sketch in Figure 8-1. The heater plates consist of insulated wire smutwiched between two thin
aluminum plate_ The reduced pressure specimens are enclosedin containers consisting of an
aluminum picture frame with vacuum fittings and thin aluminum covers. The top cover is
sealed with a weld after the specimens are in place. The top is cut off and rewelded periodically
during the 50,000 hours to remove specimens for testing. This is less expensive and more
reliable than a gasket sealed container. The reduced pressu_ is obtained by a vacuum ._ump
simultaneously pumping on oue side of each container. Bleed air is valved into the other side of
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each to maintain 0.014 MN/mZ (2 psi). This assures a constant fresh supply of air to each con-
- tainer. All furnace temperatures were initially equilibrium controlled, i.e., a constant amount of
power was suppi/ed to the heaters. The power equals that lost through the insulation at equi-
librium temperature. This method does not require the use of expensive controllers, and temp-
erature fluctuations are generally smaller than those achieved with active controls. There is
also essentially zero probability of a malfunction allowing the specimens to overheat. How-
ever, there was a problem that developed on very warm days when the temperature could rise
slightly above the desired limite. To prevent this from happening while still retaining the
assurance that a failure in a power supply, thermocouple, or some control element would not
cause overheating, a small modification was made. This was to add a controller to the system
...... onabout 10% of the available power. The furnace would operate as before, except when the
outs/de temperature rose too high the controller would override the system and maintain the
desired temperature range. The temperatures were generally maintained to ± 3 K (± 5 ° F)
with infrequent excursions to a maximum f ± 6 K (± 100 F).
The procedure followed for the exposures was to cut the specimen blanks to final size including
machining of the B/AI interfiber shear specimens (Figure 7-27), drying the resin matrix com-
posites at 394 K {250 o F) for 24 hours, and loading into the aging furnaces. The spechnens were
supported at their ends by narrow strips of stainless steel so that almost the entire surface was
exposed to the air atmosphere within the furnaces. At the required t/me intervals the ovens
were shut down, opened, and the specimens were removed and stored in a desiccator until
doubler bonding and tensile testing. Only the resin matrix specimens were placed in the desic-
cator, as moisture absorption was not a problem with the B/AL Residual strength testing was
performed at 297 K (75 ° F} for the B/AI, 450 K (350 e F) for the epoxies, and 505 K (450 ° F) and
561 K (5S0 ° F) for the polyimJdes. The tensile and shear specimen configurations end test pro-
cedures were the same as those described inSection 7.
1.2 TEST RESULlrSAND DISCUSSION
8.2.1 IIORON/IEPOXY AND GJtAPHITE/EPOXY. Residual tensile strength data for the epoxy
systems are presented in Table 8-1 and 8-2 for B/E aged at ambient pressure, Table 8-3 for B/E
aged at reduced pressure, Table 8-4 and 8-5 for GIE aged at ambient pressure, and Table 8-6 for
G/E aged at reduced pressure. Aging was carried out at 394 K {250 ° F} and 450 K {350" F} for
both unidirectional and [0" ± 45 0], croesplled specimens. The tensile strength dam have also
been plotted as a function of aging time for the two epoxy systems. These curves are found in
Figures 8-2 through 8-5. A summary of the effects of 10,000 hours of thermal aging on the ten-
sile strength retention of B/E and G/E is shown in Table 8-7. In Table 8-7 and in others
throughout the report that list percentage strength retention, whenever residual strength is
greater than baseline strength a value of 100% retention has been used.
The results shown in Figures 8-2 and 8-3 for B/E are typical of both the epoxy systems. At 394
K i250 ° F) and ambient pressure no degradation has occurred for either the unidirectional or
croasplled material during the 10.000 hour_ Examination of the specimens after removal from
the furnace revealed no changes in appearance during the first 5000 hours. After 10.000 hours
only sl/ght color changes were observed in both the B/E and the G/E specimens. The excellent
condition of the specimens after 10,000 hours is shown in Figure 8-6 and 8-7. Failed tensile
specimens of B/E and G/E before and after aging show no sign/ficant differences.
Tcble e.1. Thermal Aging Data for [0°] 6 B/| in 0.10 MN/m '1(14.7 psi) Air
Aging Test Aging
Temperature Temperature Tlme Tensile Strength
K (OF) K (oF) (hr) MN/m _ (ksi)
394 250 450
450 350 450
350 BaseUne avg 1380 200
I00 1390 202
1350 196
1370 198
ave 1370 199
500 1460 212
1360 197
1340 194
8Vg 1390 201
1.000 1330 193
1390 201
1380 200
avg 1370 198
5.000 1480 214
1450 210
1520 220
avg 1480 215
I0,000 1410 204
1430 208
1450 211
avg 1430 208
3SO 5,000 1230 179
1240 180
1250 182
avg 1240 180
10,000 1010 146
1010 147
1080 156
avg 1.030 150
0.4
Table 1-2. Thermal Aging Data for [0° ± _So]s Crossply IAE in 0.10 MN/n_ (14.7 psi) Air
Aging Test Aging
Temperature Temperelure Time Tensile Strength
K (OF) K (OF) (hr) MN/n_ (ksi)
394 250 450 350 Baseline avg
I00
50O
1,000
5.000
10.000
450 350 450 350 500
1.000
5.000
10,000
55O 79.8
510 7&9
496 71.9
493 71.5
avg 500 72.4
478 69.4
428 62.1
474 68.7
avg 460 66.7
512 74.2
504 73.1
539 78.2
avg 518 75.2
535 77.6
527 76.4
533 77.3
avg 532 77.1
538 78.1
534 77.4
522 75.7
avg 531 77.1
544 78.9
461 66.9
517 75.0
avg 507 73.6
581 84.2
508 73.7
493 71.5
avg 527 76.5
310 44.9
319 46.3
309 44.8
avg 313 45.3
339 49.2
342 49.6
314 45.6
ave 332 48.1
g.$
Table 8-3. Thernmi Aging Dato for D/E Aged in 0.014 MN/n_ (2 psi) Air
Aging _ _
Temperature
K (oF)
Test Aging
Temperature Time
Orientation K (OF) (hr)
Tensile Strength
MN/n_ (k_)
450 350 [0 °k 450 350 Basel_e avg
5,000
10,000
450 350 [0 ° :J::46"1s 450 350 Baseline avg
5,000
10,000
1380 200
1520 220
1290 187
1400 203
avg 1400 203
1390 201
1340 195
1400 2O3
avg 1380 200
550 79.8
519 75.3
529 76.7
590 85.6
avg 546 79.2
379 54.9
367 53.2
381 55.3
avg 376 54.5
Tdele 8-4. Thermd Aging Ooto for [0°]& G/IE in 0.10/IAN/n_ (14.7 psi) Air
Aging Test
Temperature Temperc_re
x (oF) x (oF)
394 250 450 350
Aging
Time Tensile Strength
(hr) MN/m '1 (ksi)
Baseline avg
I00
5O0
1,000
1590 230
1520 220
1590 230
1540 224
avg 1550 225
1260 182
12";'0 184
1470 213
m
aVg 1330 193
1480 214
1560 227
1450 210
avg 1500 217
11-6
Table8_...T_I AgingDatafor[0el6G/IEin0.10MN/m2(14.7psi)Air-- Concluded
Aging Test Aging
Tqmnp4_ature T_u_ra_wm l'/m TensileStrength
K (oF) K (o_) (hr) _/me (k_)
450
5.000
10,000
360 450 350 I00
500
1,000
5,000
10.000
1630 238
1600 232
1440 209
avg 1560 226
1650 240
1660 239
1850 268
avg 1720 249
ISO0 218
1650
1460 212
avg 1540 223
1630 236
1620 235
1550 225
avg 1600 232
1260 182
1500 218
1540 223
avg 1430 208
1210 175
1370 199
1300 188
avg 1290 188
1360 198
1270 184
1210 176
avg 1280 186
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Table $-S. Thermal Aging Data for [0° ± 45o]1CrossplyG/IE In 0.10 MN/n_ (14.7 psi) Air
Agl;;g Test Aging
Temperature Temperature Time Tensiie Strength
K (OF) K (OF) (hr) MN/nvl (ksi)
J
394 250 450 350
450 350 450 350
Baseline avg 500 72.5
100 496 72.0
542 78.6
483 70.0
avg 507 73.5
500 475 68.9
492 71.4
494 71.7
avg 487 70.7
1.500 494 71.6
552 80.0
626 90.8
avg 557 80.8
5.000 589 85.4
559 81.1
536 77.7
avg 56--T"
I0,000 559 81.1
593 86.0
585 84.9
avg 579 84.0
500 494 71.6
608 88.2
559 81.1
avg 554 80.3
1,000 552 80.0
501 72.6
563 81.6
avg 539 78.1
5,000 485 70.3
440 63.8
474 68.7
avg 466 67.6
10.000 265 38.5
60 8.7
238 34.5
avg 188 27.2
H
Table 8-&. Thermal Aging Data fcw G/1E Aged In 0.014 MN/m 3 (2 psi) Air
Aspng
Temperature
E (oF)
........ T,_ Agh,g
Tempmldvre Time Tensile Strength
Orient,on K (OF) (hr) UN/..._ 0-4)
j--
450 350 [0 °]e 450
4.50 350 [0 • 4- 45 °]S 450 350
Buel/ne avg 1590 230
5,000 1730 251
1740 252
1560 227
..... av E 1680 _ 243
10,000 1770 257
1870 271
1760 255
avg 1800 261
Baseline avg 500 72.5
5,000 584 84.7
596 86.4
ST1 82.8
avg 584 84.6
10,000 535 77.6
498 72.3
548 79.5
avg 527 76.5
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Figure 8-2 Tensile Strength of II/E at 450 K (3S0 ° F) After Thermal Aging at 394 K (250 ° F)
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Figure 8-4 Tensile Stre_l_ d G/E at 4SI K (350 ° F) Aher _ Aging el 394 K (250 ° F}
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Figure 8-5 Tensile Stren_ of G/E at dS0 K (350 ° F) After Thermol Aging at the Some Temperature
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Figure 8-6 8/E 6ofore ond Alter 10,0O0 hr of Thermol Agin9 at 394 K (250° F) in ! aim Air md Tensile
Testing at 450 K (350° F)
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Thermal aging of the epoxy systems at 450 K (350 ° F} produced significant degradation when
exposure was carried out at ambient pressure but almost no effects when aging was done at a
redu_d pressure of 0.014 MN/m 2 (2 psi). The-degradation in tensile properties combined witl_ a
significant change in appearance of the specimens, particularly after tensile testing, occurred
after 5000 hours at 4,50 K {350 ° F) in a 0.I0 MNIm2 {14.7 ps_ air environment. For the same
time and temperature, but at a reduced pressure of 0.014 MN/m 2 (2 psi}, similar specimens
showed essentially no reduction in 450 K (350 ° F} tensile strength. Specimens exposed at the
reduced pressure failed in a manner typical of unexposed material. The samples aged in air at
ambient pressure, on the other hand, were dramatically different. For these specimens the
epoxy resin matrix, in many areas, crumbled away during tensile testing exposing the boron or
graphite filaments. Portions of failed test specimens of each material before and after aging at
450 K (350° F) are shown in Figures _-8 and 89. The Change in appearance of the failed
specimens between 1000 hours and 5000 hours of exposure is quite distinct. While not appar-
ent from Figure 8-8 and 8-9, the loss of resin after 5000 hours was somewhat greater for the
B/E than for the G/E material One other observation was made during bonding of doublers to
the 5000-hour tensile specimen& Prior to applying the adhesive, the ends were light_, polished
with Scotch-Brite. For the B/E samples exposed at ambient pressure, just a slight amount of
rubbing removed the outer powdery layer of resin and revealed the boron fibers of the outer
plies. Such an effect was not observed for the G/E specimens or the reduced pressure BfE
spch?.imen&
After I0,000 hours of thermal aging at 450 K {350 ° F) further degradation of the epoxy
materials was observed. The G/E specimens showed a slight color change {to a darker brown}
but, otherwise, were visually unchanged by the I0,000 hour exposure. However, during
doubler bonding the [0 ° _ 45°]s specimens aged at ambient pressure all delaminated- Figure
8-10 shows the poor condition of these specimens. The tensile strength of these crossplied
specimens was very low, while the unidirectional specimens showed a decrease of about 25%.
The appearance of the specimens after test was similar to those aged for 5000 hours at 450 K
(350 ° F), see Figure 8-9.
The epoxy matrix crumbled away during tensile testing leaving the bare graphite tows looking
like a bundle of yarn. The relatively high tensile strength of the unidirectional specimens,
1680 MN/m2 (186 ksg, after 10,000 hours exposure is somewhat misleading as to the actual
quality of the material. A transverse tensile or shear test that measures the matrix strength
would undoubtedly give extremely poor results. For the same time and temperature, but at a
reduced pressure of 0.014 MNIm2 (2 psi, similar specimens showed no reduction in 450 K
1350 o F) tensile strength. These specimens failed in a manner typical of unexposed material
see Figure 8-I I.
The B/E specimens aged in ambient air were in very poor condition after the 10,000-hour expo-
sure at 450 K (350 o F}. Two of the crnssplied specimens were delaminated when removed from
theaging furnace,and slightflexingofthe thirdspecimenduringhandlingalsoresultedin
delaminatio_Figure8-12shows the two delaminatedcrosspliedspecimenspriortodoubler
bonding.For the unidirectionalspecimensmuch oftheresinwas gonefromthesurfacexpos-
ing many of the outerboron filaments.Soma of theseouterfilamentswere lostduringthe
doublerbondingoperation.The unidirectionalspecimenshad verylittletransversestiffness
and couldeasilybe beatby hand.Again,thecrosspliedspecimensshoweda greaterdecreasein
tensilepropertiesthanthe unidirectionalspecimens.In likemanner totheG/E material,the
tensileresultsdon'tindicatehow badly the B/E had been degradedby the I0,000hours in
ambient air at 450 K {350 ° F}. The resin matrix has retained almost no strength after the aging
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Figure 114 II/E 8efore and After Thermal Aging at 450 K (3S0 ° F) In I aim1 Air and Tensile Testing at the
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DELAMINATION OCCURRED AFTER AGING DURING CURE OF DOUBLER AOHESIVE.
Figure 8-10 G/I[ Tensile Specimens After 10,040 hr of Them_l Aging at 4S0 K (_IS0 ° F) in I aim Air
exposure. Figure 8-8 shows failed tensile specimens after various exposure times at 450 K
(350 o F) in ambient air. The 10,000-hour specimens consist primarily of broken baron fibers
and scrim cloth with most of the epoxy matrix having crumbled and falkn away from the test
section between the doublers.
In contrast to the G/E material, the B/E specimens aged for I0,000 hours at 450 K (350 • F), but
at a reduced pressure of 0.014 MN/m _-(2 psi), did show a reduction in strength and a change in
failure appearance. The unidirectional specimens retained 100% of the 4,50 K (350 ° F) tens_
strength, but the crosspHed spec/mens only approximately 70%. Many bare filaments were
visible in the failed specimens of both layups where the resin matrix had broken up. The effect
was not as pronounced as that observed for the ambient tests, but compared to unexposed
specimm_ where almost no bare filaments occur, the indications are clear that the matrix is
starting to degrade even at the reduced pressure. The 500_hour specimens showed no proper-
ty degradation and failed in a manner similar to unexposed matm4.aL The diff_ between
the S00_hour and 10,00_hour fa/lure a_ _ be seen in Figure 8-13.
The results from these aging tests show conclusively that the B/550S boron epoxy and
AS/3501 graphite epoxy systems are not su/table for long-term service in one atmosphere air
at 450 K (350 _ F). At a reduced pressure of 0.014 MN/m2 (2 psi} air, the G/E appears to be unaf-
fected for at least 10,000 hours, while the B/E begins to experience some matrix degradation
between 5000 and 10,000 hour_
8.2.1.1 WCrOKOpic Examination of the Thermal Aging Specimens.After tensile testing, many of
the thermal aging specimens were sectioned and mounted for study using both an-optical
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Figure 8-11 Crossplled B/IE After 10.000 hr ot Thermal Aging at 4S0 K {350 ° F) in I aim Air
microscope (metallograph)and scanning electronmicroscope {SEM). These studieswere
intendedtodetectchanges thatoccurredinthecompositesduringexposureinordertoassist
inidentifyingdegradationmechanisms. Additionalexaminationswore conductedof thefrac-
turedsurfaces{primarilywith the SEM) to determinefailuremodes mad tofurtherstudy the
degradationprocesses.
Figure 8-14 shows photomicrographs of G/E aging specimens using a metallogmph and a SEM
at 100X and 500X magnifications.These picturesm e forI0,000hours _Ixmure at 450 K
{350 ° F) and 0.014 MN/m2 (2 psi) pressure Close examination of these photomicrographs
shows onlysurfacechanges inthe resinand some cracking,which probablyoccurredduring
postexposuretensiletesting.Some ofthecracksarelocatedatboundariesbetweenlaminaand
otherswithina particularlamina,as shown inthe upper two ph_phs_ The lighter
castatthespecimenedges intheSEM pictureswillbe shown latertobe oxidatio_Here ithas
occurredonlyatthe surfacesexposed tooxygen.
The picturesinFigure8-15takenat 100X withthemetallographshow good examples ofhow
oxidationofthe epoxy resincan proceedinward as a functionoftime and temperature.The
upper picturesshow thatthereislittledifferencebetween theas-rece/vedmaterialand that
aged for I0,000 hours at 394 K (250 ° F} in one atmosphere air. The lower pictures, on the othe_
hand, show extensive degradation in the outside plies after 5000 hours at 450 K (350 ° F), and
considerable degradation in both the inner and outer layers after 10,000 hours. The SEM pic-
tures in Figure 8-16 taken from the same specimens show the identical effects, but even more
clearly than the metallographic pictures. For example, the slight anmunt of surface oxidation
after I0.000 hours at 394 K (250 ° F) is easily distinguished in the SEM photograph in Figure
8-16, while scarcely visible in Figure 8-15.
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The changes from light to dark for pictures taken using the metallograph and dark to Hght
using the SEM we explained by the amount of relief polising around the individual fibers that
increases with the degree of oxidation. When the epoxy resin oxidizes, it is more prone to crum-
ble, and differences in the mount of oxidation in the polished mounts can easily be detected
using the SEM at higher magnifications.
Figure 8-17 shows typically how this occurs. The as-received specimen has little and uniform
relief for all plies as shown at 2500X using the SEM to examine a typical polished surface. The
inner plies of a specimen aged for 10,000 hours at 394 K {250 ° F) look much the same except for
the filaments being oriented at 45 ° to the surface. If one moves to "he outer ply, the relief J-,as
increased as shnwn at the lower right of Figure 8-17. This effect be.Jmes more pronounced for .....
specimens aged at 450 K (350 ° F) and 10,000 hours as shown in the lower left picture The
magnification was lowered to a 1000X for clarity.
8.2.1.2 Fractographs. In addition to the metallographic cross sectional examinations, a study
was also made of the fracture surfaces of several of the specimen_ Examples are presented in
Figures 8-18 and 8-19. Typical fractographs of G/E unaged and aged at 394 K (250 ° F) and am-
bient pressure for 10,000 hours are shown in the upper portion of Figure 8-18. As might be
predicted from the tensile results, the appearance of the fracture surfaces are very similar for
the two specimens. The matrix is relatively intact and there is H.ttle fiber pullout. For
specimens aged at 450 K (350 ° F) and ambient pressure for either 5000 or 10,000 hours, it was
not possible to get a good SE_8. picture of the fracture. The very brittle resin had crumbled
away from the fdaments in the area _f the fracture so that only a few filament ends would have
appeared in the field of view.
The pictures in the lower portion of Figure 8-18 show some of the filaments near the fracture
locations in specimens aged at 450 K (350 ° F). The filaments are quite different in appearance
than those in the upper two photographs in the amount of resin adhering to the surface. The
presence of this much resin on the graphite filaments indicates a severe degradation of the
epoxy matrix, which accounts for the failure within the matrix rather than at the fflmr/resin
interface.
An interesting example of the gradient of oxidation into the specimens is illustrated in the
fractographs of Figure 8-19. These pictures were taken from are_ near the surface of speci-
mens aged at 394 K 1250 ° F) and ambient pressure and at 450 K (350 ° F) and reduced pressure.
As shown in Figure 8-14 and 8-16, only a slight amount of oxidstioa (only at the outer surfaces)
had occurred in these specimens in 10,000 hours. In Figure 8-19 the depth to which the oxida-
tion had progressed is readily visible. The resin near the outer surface _ been embrittled by
oxidation and has broken away from the f'daments during tens_ testing. Deeper into the
.*pecimen the fracture surface more closely resembles that of an unaged specimen.
8.2.1.3 Glass Transition Temperature Studies.Further studies of the changes in the epoxy resin
were made by measuring the glass transition temperature (T_) of small samples cut from the
G/E thermal aging specimens. These tests were performed using a DuPont 942 1"nermomech-
anical Analyzer module in conjunction with a D',lPont 990 Thermal Analyzer. The results are
tabulated in Table 8-8. For aging at 394 K (250 ° F) no change was observed for aging times out
to 10,000 hours, in agreement with the tensile results. For the reduced pressure, 0.014 MN/m 2
{2 psi), exposures at 450 K (350 o F), however, significant increases in Tg were found. These
changes in the resin were not detected by either the mechanical property tests or microscopic
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• examinations. No measurements could be made on the 500_hour and 10,00_hour specimens
aged at ambient pressure and 4,50 K (350 ° F) because of the dama_ that occurred durin8 _n-
sile testin_ The full significance of the changes in the Tg vsluce and their rela_onship to the
changes in me resin systems during aging are not clearly understood at this time. It is hoped.
however, that this analytical t_chnique will assist in the study of the processes that take place
during elevated tom_ exposure.
Talde O-IL. Glass Tnmsitlon Temfferatvm, T|. Data f_r [IP ::i: 4So]s G/E
As_Recelved
3o4
394
4so
4.qo
450
450
Flight Simulation 408
463 374
2'50 0.I0 14.7 5,000 463 3"/4
250 .10 14.7 I0,000 464 3'75
350 .014 2 5,000 490 422
350 .014 2 10,000 505 449
350 .10 14.7 5,000 (a) (a)
350 - .10 14.7 10,000 (a) (It)
275 .10 14.7 4,500 498 436
The last antry in Table 8-8 is for a fl/ght simulation specimen (sSin 8 plus random fatisue
loadin8) which failed in approximately 4500 hour& see Section 12. The rather large increase in
Ts obtained from this spec/men is the first indicat_m that the combined effects of heat and
loid may be much larger than one would predict.
e.2A GLM, tI_/POtVIMIO_ Residual tensile strength data for the GIPI system are presented
in Tables 8-9 and &10 for aSing at ambient pressure and Table 8-11 for aging at reduced
Izresstu_. Aging was carried out at 505 K (450" F} and 561 K (550" F} for both unid/rectional
and [0 ° ± 4S "],e_eed specimens. Residual tensile sUensth testing was performed at the
same _tures that were nsed for the thermal 8Sing _. The tensile deta have been
plotted as a function of aging time and are presented in Figure 8-20 and 8-21. A summary of
the effects of 10,000 hours of thermal a_ng on the tensile strength retention of G/PI is shown
in Table 8-12.
In like manner to the epoxy systems the G/PI material exht_ted very little decrease in tensile
strength at the lower aging temperattwe. 505 K (450 ° F). but significant decreases at the
higher temperature. 561 K (550 ° F). These decreases were observed as early as 200 hours for
the 561 K (550 ° F) specimens aged at ambient pressure. Although the strength decreases were
quite large, very little change in the appearance of the specimens was observed. The color and
surfacetextureremainedalmostunchanged after10.000hoursatboth agingtemperatures.
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Table 8-9. Thermcd Aging Oaflufor [0°]6 G/PI in 0.10 MN/m 2 (14.7 psi) Air
Aging Test Aging
Temperature Temperatmre _me Tensile Streqlk
K (oF) K (off (hr) MN/n_ (k_)
505 450 505 450 Baseline avg
500
561
1,000
1210 176
5.000
10.000
200
500
1,000
5,000
10,000
827 120
752 109
758 UO
avg 779 113
1210 175
990 144
1370 196
avg 1190 172
1190 173
1420 206
1240 180
avg 1280 186
1280 185
1390. 201
1350 196
m
avg 1340 194
Base]_ avg 1320 191
1290 187
1280 185
1350 196
avg 1310 189
1170 170
1300 189
1200 174
avg 1220 178
1100 159
1170 169
1190 173
avg 1150 167
1170 169
1070 155
1010 147
avg 1080 157
1117 162
876 12"/
807 117
avg 933 135
_p
8.10
Tekie 8-10. _ Aging Data for [0o + dSo]sCrosqAy G/P! In 0.10 MN/m 2 (14.7 pc/) Air
Aging Test A_tn9
Temperature Temperature Time Temdle Strength
x (_r) i¢ (oF) (hr} MN/,_ (k,J}
505 450 505 450
_1 550 _1 550
1.000
5.000
10.000
1.000
5.000
10,000
Baseline avg 470 68.2
.... 521 75.5
443 64.3
328 47.5
avg 43] 62.4
435 63.1
501 72.6
576 83.5
avg 504 73,1
336 48.6
525 76.2
454 65.9
nvg 438 63.6
Baseline avg 434 63,0
443 64.2
- 474 68.7
394 57.1
avg 437 63,3
276 40,0
276 40.0
258 37.4
avg 270 39.1
192 27.8
211 30.6
274 39.7
avg 226 32.7
slight edge cracks appeared after 1000 hours at 561 K (550 ° F) and 5000 hours at 505 K
1450 ° F). After 5000 hours at 561 K (550 ° F) both the ambient and reduced pressure specimens
had some small spots on the surface that could not be accounted for. At 20X magnification the
small _pots had a somewhat charred appearance. Neither the small spots nor the slight edge
cracks were believed to be detrimental, and aside from these the specimens were not appre-
ciably different in appearance from the unexposed material. Portions of failed tensile speci-
mens before and after exposure at the two aging temperatures and pressures are shown in
8.31
Table 1-11. Thermal Aging Data for G/PI Aged in 0.014 MN/n_ (2 psi) Air
Aging
Temperature
x (off
Test Aging
Temperature Time Tensile Strength
Orientation K (OF) (hr) MN/m 2 (ksi)
505 450 [0 o]6 505 450
501 550 [0°]6 _1 550
m
Baseline avg 1210 1'/6
- 5,000 13"/0 198
1210 175
" 1480 215
avg 1350 196
I0,000 1280 185
1140 166
1180 171
avg _ 17"'T
Baseline avg 1320 191
5,000 1300 188
- - 980 142
1300 188
avg 1190 173
10,000 - 1060 154
1010 146
970 140
avg 1010 147
Table 8-12. Summary of Tensile Streng_ Retention After 10,000 Hours of Thermal Aging for G/PI
Aging Temperature Aging Pressure
Or_m K (off MN/n,= (psi)
Test Temperature Retention of Teasile
x (oF) s_._h (%)
[0°]6 505 450 0.I0 14.'/ 505 450 I00
[0 ° __. 45°]s 505 450 .I0 _ 14.7 505 450 ' 93
10o]6 505 450 .014 2 505 450 99 -
10°]6 561 550 .10 14.7 561 550 71
[0" _ 45°]s 561 550 .10 14.7 561 550 52
[0°]6 561 550 .014 2 561 550 77
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Figure 8-20 Tensile Strength of G/PI at 505 K (d_SO° F) After _1 Aging at the Same Temperatvre
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Figure 1-21 Tensile Strength al G/PI at 561 K ($50 ° F) Alter Thermol Aging at the Same Temperature
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Figures 8-22 to 8-25. Aside from a few of the small spots that are barely visible on the
5000-hour and 10,000-hour, 561 K (550 ° F) specimens, no difference is apparent in either the
appearance of the specimen or the failure mode as a result of the exposure.
There was one group of three specimens that gave unusually poor result& These were the uni-
directional specimans aged for 500 hours at 505 K (450" FL Residual strength values were
obtained that were considerably lower than either the unexposed materi_ or the specimens
aged for 1000 hours, 5000 hours, or 10,000 hours. Examination of the broken specimens and
the test data, as well as careful review of the specimen preparation and test procedures failed
to reveal the cause of this anomally. Because the 500-hour data appeared to be in error, they
were not included on the aging plot in Figure 8-20.
No significantreductionsinthe average 505 K {450°F) tensilestrengths were observed forthe
G/PI system aftera 10,000-hour thermal age at 505 K |450°F)inambient air.One ofthe crosw
plied specimens gave a low value, but the other two were quite high and their average was
approximately 93% of the unexposed material The unidirectional specimemm actually showed
an increase in strength after aging in one atmosphere air. Aging at the reduced pressure of
0.014 MN/m 2 (2 ps_ had essentially no effect on the tensile strengtK The specimens aged for
10,000 hours at 561 K (550 o F} exhibited a decrease in strength of about one4hird when aged at
0.10 MN/m 2 (14.7 Ik_ and about one-fourth for the reduced pressure expesure_ In mmmmry of
these data, HT_710 graphite/polyimide should be limited to 505 K {450" 1_ for exposures
greater than 10,000 hours because of loss of residual tensile strength during thermal aging.
Metallographic and SEM examinations were conducted on GIPI specimens before and after
thermal aging exposures.Unlike the G/E material the changes inappearance as a resultofthe
thermal exposures were far lessobvious. Figure 8-26 shows SEM photomicrographs of G/PI
tensile specimens of unexposed material and material aged for 10,000 hours at 561 K (550 ° F)
and 0.10 MN/m2 (14.7 psi). While considerable porosity is visible in both photomicrographs,
the amount observed inaged material was greater than unexposed material.Carefulstudy of
these and other specimens also indicated an increase in the amount of fibers that had
separated from the matrix material after aging. When examined at higher magnification
numerous, fine cracks were observed at the fiber-matrix interface in the aged material, Figure
8-27. None were found in the unexposed material, Figure 8-27. It was not determined whether
these cracks appeared during aging or were the result of the tensile testing or polishing opera-
tions. Either way, they indicate the likelihood of the initiation of matrix emlmttlement by ox-
idation during aging in a manner similar to-that observed in the G/E system.
8.2.3 IIOI_N/ALU.MINUM. Thermal aging studies were conducted on unidirectional and
[0° _.45 °]scrosspliedlaminates of B/AI for time periods of5000 and 10,000 hours. Exposures
were carriedout inone atmosphere airat temperatures of 450 K {350° F),561 K ffS0°F),and
700 K 1800° F3.Following aging,residualtensileand interlibershear testswere performed at
room temperature Longitudinal tensile strengths of the unidirectional and crossplied
materials were determined to evaluate fiber degradation while transverse tensile and longitu-
dinal shear propert_s of the unidirectionalmaterial were obtained to study matrix effects.The
data from the variotL_exposures are presented inTable 8-13to8-16.A summary of the effects
of 10,000 hours of thermal aging on the strength retentionofB/AI isgiven in Table 8-17.The
tensileand she_r strength data have also been plotted as a function of aging time. These
curves are shown "nFigures&28 to 8-30.
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Figure 8-22 G/PI Before and After 10,000 hr of Thermal Aging at 505 K (450 ° F) in ! otto Air and Teendle
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Figure 11-23 G/PI Before and After 10,000 kr d Thermal Aging at S_ K (450 ° F) in 0.014 MN/m 2.... (2 psi)
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Figure 8-24 G/PI Before and After Thermal Aging at 561 K (5S0 ° F) in ! atm Air and Tensile Testing at
the Some Temperature
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Figure 8-2S G/Pl lietore and AJter 10.000 hr of Thermal Aging at 561 K (SS0° F) in 0.014 M N/m2 (2 psi)
Air and Tensi|e Testing at the Some Temperature
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Table 8-13. Thermal Agiatg Data for [0°]6 SIAl Aged in One Atmosphere Air end Tested at _ K ('/S ° F) --
Lo.gitudinol Te_t
Agleq; Tempendvre Agh_ Time TensJle Shree_
K (oF) (_) UN/,,,:t (_)
4,_0 350 1450
561
7OO
Bueline svg
5.OOO 1320
1230
1070
avg 1210
IO,OOO 1010
986
869
svg 955
550 5.00O 841
856
889
svg 862
10.000 855
7O3
786
_ avg 781
800 5.000 32'7
631
315
avg 424
10,000 263
32O
318
avg 300
210
- 191 .....
179
155
w
176
146
143
126
138
122
124
129
125
124
102
114
U3
47.4
91-5
4S.7
61.5
38.1
46.4
46.1
43.5
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Table 8-14. Thermei Aging Deta for [P]i |/AI Aged in One Atmospl_ Air end Tested at 297 K (7So F) --
T_ Test Dtmctioe
561
70O
Aq_ T_pe,_re A_q Time Vm_le S_m,_
X (oF) (h,) MN/,,= (k,@
4,50 350 BsseUne ark 79.3 11.5 .....
5.000 159 23.1
143 20:7
116 16.8
avg 139 20.2
10,000 104 15.1
93.8 13.6
121 17.5
ark 106 15.4
550 5,000 98.6 14.3
102 14.8
104 15.1
svg 102 14.7
10.000 108 15.7
74.5. 10.8 -
75.2 10.9
avg 85.9 12.5
800 5.000 104 15.1
101 14.7
94.5 13.7
avg 100 14.5
10.000 80.0 11.6
76.5 I I. I
100 14.5
avg 85.5 12.4
_ ,,....
._-_
-..
\,
/ ._.
_-. __ _.
-_--_
Veble S-iS. Tken,d Aging Oem for [0o_ I/Ai Aged in One Atwspke_ Air end Tested eeaee7K (TsoF) --
In_lkw Shew b _nel Oimctkm
Tenq:_ A@kql _ Tensile
K (_) _) MN/.= (lug)
450 350 Baseline avg 93.I
5.000 82.0
9"3.1
109
avg 94.7
10,000 109
100
106
avg 106
561 550 5,000 85.5
93.8
91.7
av I 90.3
lO.00o 97.2
91.7
- - 91.0
avs' 93.3
700 800 5,000 42.1
77.2
79.3
avg 66.2
10.000 71.7
18.6
24.8
avg 38.4
13.5
11.9
13.5 -
15.8
13.7
15.8
14.5
15.7
15.3
12.4
13.6
13.3
13.1
14.1
13.3
13.2
13.5
6.1
11.2
11.5
9.6
10.4
2.7
3.6
5.6
x
-:.:...
i_ -__..
Table 8-16. Thenna| Aging Data for[0 ° -I- 4SO]s Crossp4ied II/AI Aged in One Almosi:4Hwe Air and Tested
297 K (75 ° F) -- Langitudhtal Test OImction
Aging Tempe_rmure Aging Time Tensile Strength
K (*F) (br) Wl/,,,: (ks,)
450 350 Baseline svg 516 74.8
5.000 430 62.3
467 67,7
535 77.6
avg 477 69.2
10,000 459 66.6
444 64.4
428 62.1
avg 444 64.4
550 5,OOO 276 40.1
2.51 36.4
257 37.3
avg 261 37.9
IO,OOO 184 26.7
214 31.I
210 30.4
- avg 203 - 29.4
800 5,000 168 24.4
185 26.8
198 28.7
avg 164 28.6
10,000 142 20.6
143 20.7
" 154 22.3
avg 146 21.2
561
7OO
r _
Table 8-17. Summary of Room Tempermlvre Strenglh Retentkm Aher 10,0N Hours of Thermol Aging in One
Atmosphere Air for II/AI
Laminate Test Strength Retentkm (%) After I0.000
Odentoflon Direction Property 450 K (3SOoF) f_i K (&f4o F) 700 K (M0o F)
[0°]6 [0 °] Tens;le 66 54 21
[0°]6 [90°1 Tensile I00 I00 IOO
[0o]6 [0 o] Shear ZOO tOO 41
[0 ° ± 45°[ s [0 °] Tensile 86 39 28
8.44
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Figure 8-29 Transverse Tensile Strength of SIAl at 297 K (75° F) After Thermal Aging at Indicated
T4Hnperotm'e ..........
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Flgv_ 8-30 _ $1_a_ls of Unidire_'tloe_ |/AJ ot 297 K (TS° F) _ lrlbenm_ Aging o#
At 561 K (550 ° F} and 700 K 1800 ° F} extens/ve degradation was observed in the tewile
s_ of material 1_,ted in the 0 ° direct/on of both layups. These decreases were as high as
80% at 7{)4)K (800 ° F) and 60% at 561 K (550 ° F}. Decreaseswere _ observed (particularly in
the unid/rectional material) at 450 K (350" F), although notas _ Tha physical appearance
of the specimens was unchan&_d after I0,000 hours of aging at the two lowest tmlN_emtuf_.
At the highest temperature, 700 K {800 o F}, some surface discoloration was observecL Of more
importance, however, was oxidation and loss of the exposed ends of the boron fibers in the
transverse tensile mad interfiber shear specimen_ Figure _31 is a SEM pho_o_h of
the edge of a transverse temdle spedm_ that wu aged for 5000 hours at 700 K (8000 F}. The
boron fibers are ox/dlzed to a depth of approx/mste/y 0.00064 m (0.025 in). After I0,000 hours
of aging, loss of the boron fibers extends to a depth of approximately 0.0015 m (006/_). No
ox/dation of the boron was found in spec/mens aged at the other temperatures.
Because the notches in the inUadiber shear_ were fabricated prior to _ oxidation
of the boron _ had a s/gnific_t effect on the residual shear _ At 450 K (350 ° F)
and 561 K (550" F), where no oxidstion was found, no decreue in sheer streni_ was observe&
However, at 700 K (800 o F) decreases of 30 and 60% were measured after 5000 and I0,000
hours respectively. The machined edges at each end of the shearing regions were exposed to
the air environment during aging snd.ex_nsiveoxidation of the boron occurred. This can be
seen in the fracture surfaces of shear specimens shown in Figures 8-32 and 833. These figures
show samples of B/AI after aging periods of 5000 and I0,000 hours and, for comparison, one
that had not been exposed prior to shear CesCin_ The length of the shear region/s approx-
imately 0.0025 m (0.I0 in.) as shown in Figure 2-27. For the unexposed specimen, Figure 8-32,
where no oxidation of the boron has occurred, the fracture surface is un/form along its Length.
The primary failure mode was matrix failure with some failure at the filament-matrix interface.
In the specimen aged for 5000 hours at 700 K (800 ° F), Figure 8-32, loss of boron by oxidation
is readily visible at either end of the sheared region. This attack extends for approximately
0.00064 m (0.025 i_) from each end and has consumed about half of the fiber length. With the
j/p
Figure 8-31 Edge View of B/AI AFter $000 hr of Thermal Aging at 700 K (1100° F) in ! aim Air Showing
Loss of Boron Through Oxidation
loss of the filaments the area over which fracture occurred was considerably reduced and the
specimen had lower strength. The residual shear stress was calculated using the original shear-
ing area. It is this effect that accounts for the apparent 30% decrease in shear strength after
5000 hours at 700 K (800 ° F). Had the notches been machined in the specimens after aging, the
residual shear strengths would probably have shown little change from the unexposed values.
The failure mode in the center portion of the aged specimen is similar to that of the unexposed
specimen in Fig-.,re 8-32 with the addition of a small amount of fdament spli[ting. In the two
end portions, failure has occurred in the narrow aluminum regions between the hollow areas
previously occupied by the oxidized boron filaments. Figure 8-33 shows the two fracture sur-
faces {specimens are tested in double shear -- Figure 7-27) of a specimen aged for 10,000 hours
at 700 K (800 ° F). For this specimen oxidation of the boron was more extensive on one side
than on the other. As can be seen in Figure 8-33, oxidation has consumed almost all the boron
on the surface on the left. The opposite sheared surface, on the right in Figure 8-33, shows
somewhat less f'dament oxidation. The failure mode of the specimens _iged for 10,000 hours
was again matrix dominated but showed an increase in the amount of lrflament splitting over
that observed after 5000 hours.
Table 8-17 shows 100% retention of the transverse tensile strength for all the thermal aging
exposures. These results, however, are somewhat misleading because of the low values
obtained from the baseline tests. The baseline specimens were taken from a different panel
than was used for the thermal aging tests and showed considerable scatter when tensile testecL
The transverse tensile data from aged material. Table 8-14, indicate some decrease in strength
has occurred for the 10,000-hour exposures, at 561 K {550 ° F) and 700 K (800 ° F). These
decreases are tliought to be the result of changes in the boron and boron-aluminum interface
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prather than degradation of the aluminum matrix. Figures 8-34 through 8-36 show the fracture
surfaces of trm,sverse tensile specimens that were tested after the following thermal
treatments: ....
a. Figure 8-34, unexposed.
b. Figure 8-35, 5000 hours at 450 K {350°).
c. Figure 8-36, 10,000 hours at 561 K {550°F}.
In the unexposed specimen, Figure 8-34, the primary failure mode is matrix failure with some
failure near, but not quite at, the fdament-matrix interface. As thermal aging temperatures
and times increase the failure mode changes from primarily matrix dominated to one in which,
t'_rst, i'_creased fracture at the fdament-matrix interface occurs and, second, for more severe
exposures, considerable filament splitting is observed. Figure 8-35 shows the increased inter-
face fracture. A good example of fdament splitting is illustrated by Figure 8-36. Two boron
fibers have fractured lengthwise through their centers revealing the fine tungsten cores used
in fabricat;_g the filaments. An element scan taken with the SEM is also shown in Figure 8-36.
With this tee.hnique the higher the atomic number of the constituent of the specimen the
lighter the trace that is shown on the screen of the SEM. The two very light fines indicate the
tungsten cores, the darkest areas are the low atomic number boron fibers, and the remaining
grey area is the aluminum matrix. The change in the failure mode and the accompanying
decrease in transverse tensile strength apparently occurs because the boron filaments become
weakened as a result of interdiffusion between the boron and the 6061 aluminum alloy at the
Figure 8-34 Fracture Surface of Transverse Tensile Specimen of Unexposed B/AI Showing Predominantly
Matrix Failure ........
8-50
MATRIX INTERFACE
FIfuwe11-414_ Sm4ece d Tnmsverse Tensile _ o/|/AI After S440 hr d _ Aging at
4M K ($Mo F) in i aim Air Skowln9Bolk Matrix Nd _ Fetbre Modes
fiber-matrix interface during thermal exposure. Electron microprobe studies (ref. 29) have
shown that degradation of boron fibers can occur at elevated temperatures as a result of the
diffusion of various elements from the aluminum a/loy to the filament_ An excellent review of
interfac/al effects on the strength of BIAI after thermal exposure can be found in reference 30.
The effect of borom fiber oxidation during aging at 700 K 1800 ° F) was shown to have contri-
buted considerably to the decrease in shear strengtl_ For the transverse tensile specimens
aged at 700 K (800 ° F) the contribution was considerably less because of the lower percentage
of test section affected, e.g., after 5000 hours at 700 K (800 ° F} oxidation has consumed
approximately 0.00064 m (0.025 in) from each end of the test section or 50% of the 0.0025 m
(0.I0 in.) long shear region but only 10% of the 0.0127 m (0.50 in.) wide tensile spec/merL Figure
8-37 shows the extent of oxidation inward from the surface of transverse tensile specimens
aged for 5000 and 10.000 hours. The appearance of split hollow tubes is similar to that of
Figure 8-32 and 8-33 for the shear specimens. The fracture surface away from the ends again
reveals filament splitting and interfac/al fracture in addition to the matrix failure.
Further evidence that the decrease in tensile and shear strength of B/AI during thermal aging
was the result of degradation of the boron filaments rather than the aluminum matrix was
found during examination of the failed [0 ° ___45°]s crossplied specimens aged for 5000 hours at
561 K (550 ° F). The outer 0 ° ply (on both sides} showed a series of closely sl:_ced, 0.0013 m
(0.05 in) to 0.0025 m (0.10 in}, cracks across the width of the specimens. An overall view of
these specimens showing the .surface cracks as well as the necking that occurred during tensile
testing is presented in Figure 8-38. Magnified views of the surface cracks are shown in Figure
8-39. Examination of the cracks with a stereographic microscope revealed that the cracks
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Figure 8-38 B/AI After S000 hr of Thermal Aging at 561 K (550 ° F) in ! otto Air a_d Tensile Testing at
Room Temperature Showing Transverse Surface Cracks and Necking in the rest Section
extended only through the outer 0" plies and that the boron filaments in these outside plies
were broken at each one of the surface cracks. This can be seen on the right in I_igure 8-39. It is _
believed that the boron filaments became weakened as a result of diffusion to the filament-
matrix interface during thermal exposure. Following the multiple failures along the brittle
filaments in the outside 0 ° layers, the load was picked up by the 45 ° plies. With the 0 ° plies no
longer active, the specimens necked down considerably prior to final failure. This necking,
which is not typical of [0 ° __ 45 °]s material that has not been exposed, is clearly visible in
Figure 8-38. In the specimens aged for 10,000 hours at 561 K (550 ° F), surface cracks were not
as prevalent as those observed in the 5000-hour specim_.ns but were s_lar in appearance. A
very small number of surface cracks were also found af_er tensile testh_g the specimens aged at
450 K (350 ° F) while none were observed in the specimens aged at 700 K {800 ° F). Apparently
the fracturing of the 0 ° outer boron filaments with the attendant surface cracks is highly
dependent on the degree of filament embrittlement and is optimum after 5000 hours of expo-
sure at 561 K (550 ° F).
In summary of these data, B/6061 boron/aluminum should be limited to 450 K i_50° F) for
supersonic cruiseaircraftcumulative exposures greater than 10,000 hours because of ]oss of
residualtensilestrength during thermal aging.
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MCTION 9
ENVqRONMIENTAt AGING
At r.hetime din; this stud_ was in/t/ated, mcmtof the dsta Ilma'ated ou _ compos/te
m,mrkls l=d bern h,_ mmSth ckw without rqlzni to mvlrmmaz_ condl_km. _ _
ammmL din; was _ mn SmmLll_ for tmbr _dai_dy ,h_ lm'kzcbd exposure cmu-
prod to dn _ d a c_mm_ _k_r. T_ pm_ d rib iz_rm wu iu_c_kd to
evahar.e the_ rysUmm u • _ ot ezpoeun to _ ,mbi_ _ _!
.......... ,mzzplm.k" c_t..mi,zm o__reb_dy _ ]p,_b et
For the B/AI system maeuvinmmeutal study was conducted to _ r.heeffects d con.o-
simz and _ c:antmmtu_ts. Tensile _md shear specimms of both coated and bare B/AI
wen pbc_ in -,, ou_loa" indum'kJ .eecout atmo,ph_ curnz_ ,z,c f_Z_y m_r.ained _
C,enml _ Cmvatr mv/skm iu S,m meSo. C,I_m_,L aesid_ _ was det_
mined tm me set of spec/mens after 10,000 horn's d _ A seccxzd set of B/AI specinmzs
will be tested at the c_npletkm of SO,O00 hours m Plmse II d the ovmdl test prciffu_ Also
included in the Phase II portkm of r_e proiffum will be nmidual tensib im_perties _ _ _,
G/E, aud G/PI syst, mm after SO,O00 hours of outdoor exposure to stmospherk: contaminants.
The fcGow_ sectic_ desmlze the test procedures for the mviromz_tai qin8 studies and
preseut and discuss the exlmlu_Ud rwults.
9.1 IIISIN MATmX COMPOSITESYSTIEMS
t.l.I SlqlCliBI OIESlGNl_lO liST IqK_IIOUIB, The kz_tudimd Ikz, ure _ wu used fa,
all the Phase I e_vlnmmenUd.,ql/nS _ of t.he m,/n ,_u./x _tes. The flexure
specimen does not _ ckta r.imt am be used direct_ fw des/_ _t is au effecti_ _
rehr.ively _ met.hodf_r =,d,_ compart._ _ mt, eri_ or eva_tins _
of vm'ious ezposun_ 'rbe spectrum c_ml_zr_J_ is showu iu lr_lure 9-1. As uo m_/_.
accepted specifieak_ for flexund testinS of _ was av_kble, the test methods r.hst
were used were _/n scccrdance with ANSI/ASTM D Tg0-71and Federal Test Met.hod
Standard No. 406. Met,hod 1031. Det.u[k of the test procedure are _ in Appendix B.
9.1
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SPECIMEN0111ENSiOHS
_N6TH (0 - u'nl nn(,1,0_
WIDTH(k) - U1270 m (OJi00kDJ
THICKNESS(d) - APPROXIMATELY0,0016m(0"000in.}
PAN/THICKNESSRATIO|d_) = 32T0 I
LOADINGHEADANO REACTIONSUPPORTSARE0,00a6 m (6,260imJ
OIAM_lt STEELROD
OVERHANGMUST|E THESAMEOVEREACHENO 0_Llll
Prior to eondu_in8 the _ mvironm_Ud _ur_ t_ fl_ _ns _ h_ted
at394 K (250" F} for24 hours to emure that adlwere in a dry _ at the start ofaposure.
The control spec/mens we_ also dried for 24 hours at 394 K (250o F} before testiz_ All test/ng
aft_ exposure was accomplished within four hours after the exposure cycle bad been
conq  L
The 24-hour wata- boil exposures were carried out in a reflux condenser using de/onized wa_.
An American lnstnun_t Co., Inc. Climate-Lab, Complete Hum/dity-Temperature Apparatus
was used to conduct the 6-week humidity _ The chamber was main_ _ 322 K
020" F} with • controlkd environment of 96 to I00_ ndatlve hunddity. The ambient l_g
test specinums were kept in a desiccator at 294 ± 3 K(70 ± 5" F) and 52% relat/ve hun_dity.
The hum/dity level was ma/ntaimd by a saturated aqueous solut/on of Na_rzOT"7H20.
were removed from the desiccator and tested after 20 weeks and a second bar_.h
aft_ 52 weeks.
The environmental aging exposures were conducted with 12 specimens cut from both un/d/reo
tiomd and [00 ± 45 °Is2 crossplied panels. Residual strength testing was done at 297 K (75 ° F)
and 450 K (350 ° F} on the unidirectional specimens for all exposure cond/(dons. For the
crosspUed specimens, only 450 K (350 ° F} tests were performed for the humidity and ambient
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aging _ The 24-hour water br_l cro_Ued _ were tut_ at both 297 K_75" F}
and 450 K 1350" I=I. Testing at eI_ted tmnperatum was aeCOml_Ished by besting the
specimens to the test temture in a Coem_M/sshner chamber (hdd in • standwd test
msch/ne--Instro_ Tin/us_)Isen or Baldwin). _ at tmnperatur, for I0 minutes before
test, and then iosding to failur_ It has been found that the 10-minute hoki is • good com-
prorate for gt_ good st_b/lizatiou w/thout dr/ring off all the mo/sturz
9.tJ _ _rS ANO O_t_ON. _ fiexural swmsth data after 24-hour water bo/l,
6-wuk humidity, and 2(_week and 52-week amber s_ing _ are presented in Tab]b 9-1
for _ Table 9-2 for G/E. and Table 9-3 for G/PI. Listed in the tables are the control and
raVin_and the percent re_ntion of _ stnmgth after the different environmental
sge_ In ardar of incrmsing _ct ca mecluudcsl properti_ the various _sures m rsnked
as one ndght _ L_, 20-week ambient, S2-wuk ambmt, and either 6-wwk humidity or
24-hour water boil. The r_dts are typical of tho_ obUdned by otJ_rs Iref. 21 and _1_.
For epoxy systems, crosspUed laminates traditionally have shown b_tar 450 K 1350" F)
str_gth reteutioa after exposure than _ laminates. No dermlte theory has been
advaK, si to _ _ but contribut/ns factors m/Sht bzlude specimen _t_n. bu/It-
in tlwnud stru_s from curin_ _ mode of fa/lu_ after uposwz etc An ezsmlna-
tion of the epoxy 9szural s_ data (TaI_s, 9-Xand 9-2}shows that after lons tmn asins,
t_ hulure ,tr_lths f_ b_h unklL',et_d _d c_espi_i lamina_s are n_dy tl_ san_ T_s
would be an_Adlnt_d for • mstr/x dom_t_! fs/lum mode. The room _ fluural
strtmgtlm were nearly unaffected by any of these exposures, while those st 450 g (350" F)
win. _,smm_ mm_ _ theonly_o,0 wm t__B_ m,t_d,rter
the 20- and 52.we_ ambient, age. TlmunJd/mctiomd spec/mens were partk'ulady affected with
losses in the 450 K (350 ° F} _ strength of from 77 to 41% depending on the type of
zxposu_
Tellb9-I.III_ efi_ d _ _41k,i_ I/IIm
I0"|_2 2100 304 1680 244
2060 298 1740 252
2060 299 1770 257
2070 300 1730 251
[0" ± 45"].: 924 134 889 129
958 139 820 119
931 135 882 128
938 136 864 12_
I
]
i
i
1
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Teddeg-t. imectsd Meh,w. end An61e_ Ag_ en U/t _ -- Cmch'ded
txpeew* Ode,detain
(no _ deK (xmoe)
Ilelmmlm Iklmmlm
0k_) % MN/ms (kd) %
24-Hour [O'lt=
Water Boil
[0" :t: 45%
6.Week 10"!i2
Humidity
|0" :t::45'1,=
20.Wqmk |0"11_
Amb_,nt Age
[0" :t: _'ld
52-Wuk _'IL2
AmbkmtAp
[0" ::t::45"!.1
1900 276
1990 288
INO 284
924 154
896 130
81) 119
20eO 298
2190 318
2130 309
2190 317
2120 308
2_0 S22
2210 320
23OO 334
_0 337
415 60.2
341 49.4
428 62.1
431 62.5
437 e&4
758 110
94 54"--"-_ 78.--"b- S3
724 106
7_ 10"7
686 85.O
690 100
648 94.0
_ 74
1060 154 --
1000 145
1030 149
lo5 _ _ ss
8e9 126
834 121
962 138
_ jo2
_,6 140
Sfi2 125
896 130
.o _ 1"-5_-- 53
882 128
772 112
'7"72 112
809 117
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Teble _1. I_cts el Ma4sture end AmkINe Alkql mDG_ t,emiNe_
Ibq_mre Odemfmlkm
2,n g (7S0 F) 4le g (Neo F)
e,m/ms (k,d) % mm/m,_ _ %
Control [0"112
IO"± 45-1.:
24-Hour Io'lt:
water Boil
Io• _+45.1.2
6-Week 10"!i:
Humidity
10* -- 45"1_
-'O-Week 10"112
Ambient Age
[0" _+.45"1,2
52-Week [0*It2
Ambient Age
[00 "*"45"!s.:
1720 294
1710 248
1620 235
1680 244
882 128
779 113
910 132
857 124
1660 268
1620 235
1580 229
1680 244
866 124
834 121
820 119
836 121
1720 250
1640 238
1680 244
1680 244
m
1960
1690
1900
1850
1670
1660
1540
1620
284
245
275
268
m
242
240
223
235
100
98
100
i10
96
1220 177
1480 211
1210 176
1230 188
658 95.4
710 103
676 98.1
681 98.8
424 61.5
405 58.7
464 67.3
345 50.1
415 60.2
334 48.4
365 52.9
405 58.7
372 54.0
388 56.3
388 56.3
268 38.9
209 41.9
272 39.4
276 40.1
634 91.9
69O lOP
793 115
7O6 102
eo6 ss3
479 69.5
5,15 77.6
541 78.5
606 87.8
564 81.8
596 86.7
589 85.4
394 57.1
392 56.8
376 54.5
33
3O
41
54
79
45
387 56.1 57
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!Tdde 9-& IMecls M Melslvm wdl Andde_ Allinl on G/Iq Lemimehis
Orleafafkm
me_..,d sw.q_,,'r_
X 0'So e) ,_ Z (_,e" e)
%
I0"]1:
[0" :!: 45"1.:
24-B0m" [0%:
Wu BoO
10" ± 45"1,z
6-Week [0"Is2
Humidity
[0" _ 45"I.z
20-Wink [0%=
_t A_
[0" + 45"1.2
52-Wink [0"|t2
Ambient Age
[0 ° - 4501.2
1330 193 869 126
993 144 952 138
1220 177 807 117
1180 171 -- - 8';6 12'I
885 88.4 638 7&O
567 82.2 881 96.8
701 101.7 439 63.7
644 93.4
1140 188
1020 148
841 122
I000 145
578 83.9
56"/ 82-3
351 50.9
499 72.4
938 136
889 129
1190 172
1010 148
1150 167
1210 176
1280 188
1210 176
i
1290 187
1180 171
1100 159
1190 172
85
78
85
103
101
548 79.2
m 150
D
924 134
476 69.0
3"14 54.3
385 55.9
412 59.7
1080 156
848 123
848 123
925 134
348 50.0
501 72.6
486 70.5
445 64.5
703 102
690 100
827 120
740 107
523 75.9
703 102
59O 85.5
605 87.8
869 126
931 135
1020 148
94O 136
537 77.9
523 75.9
458 66.4
188
75
106
81
84
111
107
506 73.4 93
The effects of the moisture expoeura, on tha polyim_ specimau. :m_ _ iem dmn_
ins than for the epoxy systems. Soma decreases in flexural strength of the crosslplied material
were observed at 450 K (350" F} after the 24-bout water boll and 6-week hum/d/ty tests, but no
s/gn/ficant effects were observed as a result of t_e 20- and 52-week ambient ageL ........
Fiber reinforced resin matrix composites (particularly epoxies) absorb moisture from the
aUnosphe_ This absorption causes two basic problems, Le., i) losses in matrix dominated
mechanical prepertim and, 2) changes in physical dimensions, The effects are mostly reverml_e
in that heat or vacuum will drive off the moisture and will return the composites to their dry
o_trol propem__ _ _.n_ _ _pt_on of_moisture, pr_u_y _occursm the resin
ml:Lt, and the res_ti_ _ in c_te _l_.a] and physkaI _ m a nm_
of this absorption by the resin. Therefore, the type of reinforcement does not greatiy infltwnce
the moisture effect_ This was seen in the results presented earlier in that both the boron and
graphite reinforced epozies exhibited considerable property degra_tiou from the absorbed
moist_-e.
The general moisture problem was discovered by General Dynamics Convair Division in 1970
(ref. 5 and 21). The im_blem manifested itself initially by unusually low Ionsitudinal flexure
strength at 450 K (354)" F} in G/E after short terms of aging at ambient temperature and
hum/d/ty in air cond/tionsd labora_. Extensive work on this problem (tel 31! led to the
conclusion that the cause of the pr0biem was plasticization of the epoxy resin by moisture,
which subsequently lowers the glass transition temperature of the r_ The high temperature
composite properties generally affected by moisture absorption are shear strength and
modulus, edge compressive strength, bolt bearing and flat-wise tensile strengtha. Since the ini-
tial work at General Dymuni_ Convair sigahqcant efforts have been made and are still in prog-
ress at severnl laboratories in this country to determine moisture effects on mechanical
properties of polymer matr/x composites. Many a4 these early result_ were presented in 1975
at a U.S. Air Force Materials Laboratory and Society of Aerospace Materials and Process
Engineers Workshop, which examined the envirmmental durability of resin matrix com-
posites. A sunanary of the data presented along with the conclusions and recommendations of
the part/cipants can be found in reference 32.
9.2 METAL JRATIEIX COA_IOSI_ $YSTILM
9.1.1 _ DIESlGNANO TEST_ The tensile and inteth'b_ shear specimen con-
fisurations used for the B/AI e_vironmental study were identical to those described previously
in Section 7, Baseline Testing. All specime_ were machined from 6 ply unidirectional B/AL
Tensile specimens were cut from both the Ioagitnd/md and transverse'_ whl]e the
interfiher shear specimens were cut from only the Iousimdinal direct/m_
In addition to determining the suscept2oitity of B/A] composite material to corrosion and
atmospheric contaminants, an objective of the study was to evaluate an elevated temperature
corrosion protection system for B/A]. In previous work at General Dynamics Convair (ref. 33)
it was found that B/AI composite materials are somewhat .more susceptible to corrosion than
aluminum structures, especially at the edges, where both boron and aluminum are exposed to
the corrosive environment. In these same studies, effective corrosion resist_mce was achieved
by a paint finish system applied over a chemical fdm treatment. These systems, however, were
effective to only approx/mately 422 K (300 ° F}, somewhat below the range desired for the SCR
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application. Later work on a corrosion protection system for B/AI composites serviceable up to
589K (600 ° F) Was also accomplished at Convair (ref. 34). While not completely effective in
preventing corrosion of the aluminum, the polyimide, silicone, and fluorocarbon coating
systems studied showed promise. Using these results as a starting point, a limited test pro-
gram was conducted to develop a coating for use on these environmental exposures. The finish
system that was selected consisted of a chemical conversion coating followed by an epoxy
primer and a polyimide topcoat. Before the chemical conversion coating, the specimens were
degreased, alkaline cleaned, and deoxidized. The epoxy primer was applied over the chemical
conversion coating and allowed to dry. Aluminum powder pigment {5% by weight} was added
to the polyimide coating material before application over the primer. After application of the
aluminized pol3;im_de coating, the specimens were cured at 436 K {325 o F) for 14 hours. This
coating has a maximum use temperature of about 589 K {600 ° F). Half of the B/AI specimens
used for the environmental exposure tests were coated and the other were bare.
Paintou redwood racks were made to hold the specimens during exposure. The racks were
placed in an outdoor industrial-seacoast atmosphere, corrosion test facility (Figure 9-2} main-
tained by General Dynarnics Convair on the rooftop of a building in San Diego. California
approximately 800 meters (0.5 miles} from San Diego Bay. Half of the coated and half of the
bare B/AI specimens were removed after 10,000 hours for examination and residual strength
testing. The other half will be tested after 50,000 hours of exposure in Phase I I of the progran_
Tensile and interfiber shear tests were conducted at room temperature using the procedures
described in Section 7.
9.2.2 TESTRESULTSAND DISCUSSION. After 10,000 hours of outdoor exposure no change in
appearance was observed in the coated B/AI specimens, but the bare specimens all showed
Figure9-2 OutdoorCorrosionTestFacility
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evidence of extensive surface corrosion with some COhered attack at localized areas (pit-
ting). This attack was much heavier on the side of the specimen facing away_from the rack. The
samples were held in the racks Only on the ends so that both front and back surfaces were
exposed to the environment. Photographs of the specimens mounted in the wooden racks
before exposure are shown in Figure 9-3, and after 10,000 lmurs in Figure 9-4. The corrosion of
the uncoated specimens is clearly visible in F_,ure 9-4.
The results of post exposure tensile and shear testing are presented in Tables 9-4 and 9-5. Only
typical values of the unexposed strengths are given because the environmental aging
specimens were cut from different _ than those used for the baseline test._ No effects to
either tensile or shear properties were observed for l_e coated samples. For the-uncoated
specimens, significant decreases were found in the transverse tensile strength and the shear
strength, while the longitudinal tensile strength was unaffected by the lO,O0_hour exposure.
A surface effect such as corrosion of the bare aluminum would be expected to de,_ease the
matrix controlled properties, Le., tr, msverse tensile and shear, but have little effect on
longitudinal tensile, a fiber controlled property.
To check the extent and nature of the surface corrosion, a meta]]ographic examination of bare
and coated specimens was performed. No change in appearance was found for the coated
specimen after the 10,000.hour exposure as the coating had provided complete protection.
Examination of the uncoated specimen, on the other hand, revealed extensive intergranular
atteck at the surface, which extended to a depth of a_tely 0.00007 m |0.003 i_). An
example of these corrosion crack regions is shown in Figure 9-5. Some surface disruption has
also occurred near one of the boron filaments.
The uncoated interfiber shear specimens, see Figure 7-27, had been prepared prior to placing in
the test facility so that the machined edges as well as the surface_ were exposed to the atmos-
phere These specimens showed a decrease in shear strength of approximately onethircL Later,
a second set of shear specimens was prepared by r_machining half of each of the three failed
specimens. For these specimens, only the surface of the test area had been exposed and sub-
jected to corrosive attack. The shear strength of these specimens, Table 9-5, was only slightly
lower than the coated material The configuration of the shear specimen used for these tests is
one in which stress concentrations build up at the machined surfaces at either end of the shear-
ing regions. If these surfaces are exposed to a corrosive environment, the subsequent corrosion
cracks can initiate failures at loads substantially lower than those obtained from undamaged
specimens. It is this phenomenon that is believed to have been responsible for the significant
effect on shear strength of machining the notch before or after ezposu_.
f_
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Table 9-4. Tensile Data for Bare end Coated [0°]6 B/AI After 10.000 Hours of Atmospheric Contcminarfls
E:_posure in an Industrial-Seacoast Environment
.°
Typical Strength
Strength Unexposed
Condition Orlento'.ion MN/m 2 (ksi) MN/m 2 (ksl)
Bare [90a] 121 17.6
................. _27 ......... 18.4
Coated [90°]
Bare {0°]
Coated [0°]
134 19.5
127 18.5
176 25.6
156 22.7
167 24.2
166 24.2
1410 205
1400 203
1560 226
1460 211
1500 217
1500 218
1390 202
152 22
152 22
1450 210
1460 212 1450 210
Table 9-5. Shear Data for Bare and Coated [0°]6 B/AI After 10,000 Hours of Atmospheric. Contaminants
Exposure in an Industrial-Seacoast Environment
Strength
Condition Orientation MN/m 2 (ksi)
Typical Strength
Unexposed
MN/m 2 (ksi)
Bare, Machined [0 °] 82.0 11.9
Before Exposure 75.2 10.9
77.2 11.2
78.1 11.3
Bare, Machined [0 °] 109 15.8
After Exposu_ 102 14.8
108 15.4
Coated [o0]
106 15.3
119 17.3
108 15.7
97.2 14.1
110 16
110 16
108 15.7 II0 13
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Figure 9-6 Intargranular Corrosion Crocks in Unidirectional DIAl After 10,000 hr. of Atmospheric
Contaminants Exposure in an Industria|-Se_:oast |nvlroement
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.... SECTION 10
CREEP' TESTING
The objective of this task was to deform/he exper/mentaIly the creep and creep rupture
behavior of I_e four advanced composite materials selected for evaluation in the SCR progra_
Axial creep tests were performed at two temperatures for exposure times of I00 and I000
hours for each system. The two test temperatures were the proposed maximum use tempe_
ature for each ma_ and one selected lo,-A_ temperature in the pot_t/al appl/cat3on range.
Resull:s obt.a/ned dur/_ Phase I of this contract study have s/me prov, m these propoe_ max-
imum use t_oera_-es to have been overly optimistic for an four composite_ The lower tem-
peratures were, however, well chopin, and agree quite closely with thou used for the flight
simuk_on testa. Creep properties were determined for two kyup_ unidirectional and
[0 ° ± 45°], crosspty, of each material ALl _ were taken from6 ply lam/nates. The
creep/creep rupture test pmogram is summarized in Table 1(_1.
tdde ao.a. Summ_ of c,_/c,_ e_,_,, v.,t
Lmmlnote Tempem_m Time Number
_ x (_ Ow) sp.dm.n.
B/E [0 ° :J: 45 °]s 394 250 I00 2
1000 3
45O 350 100 6
1000 1
[0*18 450 350 10o 4
1000 2
G/E [00 :J:45"]. 394 2.50 I00 5
I000 2
45O 350 I00 4
I000 I
[0% :94 250 100 5
lO00 1
450 350 100 4
1000 2
G/PI [0 ° _+ 45°|s 505 450 1000 6
561 550 100 " 6
[o"le 5o5 45o zoo 6
561 550 100 6
B,..,._] [0 ° _.+45"]I, 505 450 I00 3
I000 3
561 550 100 3
I000 3
[0.53 5o5 45o loo 6
561 550 100 6
IO-I
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10,1 SPEG_ DESIGN
No standard specimen for creep test'rag of comPosites had been established at the time the
creep test_g task was irdtiatecL Previous work at General Dynamics Convair (ref. 21 an;:133)
with a straight sided specimen similar to that used for tensile testing had given good results
for material with no fibers gdlsned in the loading dkectiorL For specimens with fibers in the
loading direction the high loads required resulted in frequent bond faJlur_ in the end doublers.
A slightly modified specimen was used for this progran_ To reduce misalignment and ensure
axial loading the grips were changed from wedge to pin loaded. Tapered titanium doublers
were bonded to the grip areas to min_nize stress _tration_ The length of the specimens
was such that it would help prevent premature grip failures by permitting the grip ends to
extend outside the furnace. A length of 0.56 m (22 izL)was selected, and the B/E and B/AI sped-
mens were _ No problemsw_re-_hterbd With _ failures in the B/E specimens,
but four of the B/AI speclnmns fMled prematurely in the doubler bonds. As heating of the
adhesive during testing was thought to have contributed to tim problem, the length of the G_
and G/PI specimens was incz_sed to 0.71 m (28 i_) to further extend the grip ends outside the
furnac_ While the longer specimen undoubtedly helped, the combination of high loads and
temperatures also resulted in several bond failures in both the G/E and G/PI systen,_. The con-
figuration of the creep specimen is shown in Figure 10-1.
10.3 TESTEQUIPMENTAND TESTPiK)CEDUIW
All creep tests were performed in sir using Arcweld Creep Testis_ Machines, Model JE, 5440
]q_ (12,000 Ib} or Model EE, 9070 kg (Lq),000 Ib), and Arcwekl Power Poaitioning Furnaces.
Model FS. The furnaces m 0.43 m (IT in.) in length with 0.064 m 12.5 i_} diameter cerandc muf-
fie tubes in which the specimens are red/ant heated. The resistance heated furnaces have three
zones that can be nmnually adjusted to m/nimise temperature gradients along the central test
section of the specimens. A centrally located viewing port is available for optical measure-
meats. Temperature control for the furnaces is provided by WheslcocontroUers using chrome]-
slumel tbennocouples inserted through the wire heating elements and in contact with the out-
side of the muffle tube. The test temperature was meamlred with three chromel_alumel thermo-
couplesattached at 0.0444 m (1.75 is_) intervals to the gage section of the test specimen with
high temperature fiberglass tap(_ Temperature variations at any one location were generaUy
less than ± 1.75 K (3° F) while temperature uniform/ty along the 0.0889 m (3.50 in.) section
was generally maintained to ± 2.8 K (5 o F). Strain nwasurements were made with an optical
method employing a platinum sUding-strip extensometer mechan/cally attached to the
specimen. The optical equipment consisted of a Gaa-tner film"m/crometer 50X magnification
microscope mounted ms the furnace and sighted through the central viewing port. Illumination
of the platinum extensometer was provided by a lamp system within the microscope.
A creep machine and furnace with a specimen in test is shown in Figure 10-2. A closeup view of
the Gaertner microscope in place on the furnace can be seen in Figure 10-3. Figure 10-4 shows
the platinum sliding-strip extensometer attached to a composite specimen prior to loading into
the creep testing apparatus. Also visible are the chromel-alumel thermocouples.
Prior to testing, the resin matrix composite specimens were dried at 394 K (250 o F) for 24
hours. The specimen dimensions were measured, and the creep machine loads were calculated
for the particular stress level desired. Fiducial marks were lightly penciled at 0.0508 m (2 in.)
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n013 LS)
LOADINGHOLESON
CENTER UNE OF
SPECIMENTO WITHIN
-+0.000064m (0.0025 in.)
BONDEDDOUBLERS-
4 PLACES
DIMENSIONS
IN m (in,)
0.45m(18)
Figure 10-1 Creep Test Specimen
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Figure 10-2 Creep Testing Apparatus
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Figure 10-4 Creep Specimea wtth Plotlnum Sliding-SwIp ExteMometer and Thermocouples Attached
intervals in the region where the platinum extensometer was to be attached in order to deter-
mine the total strain by before and after measurements with a cathotometer. These measure-
ments were later discontinued when the scatter in the readings was found to be of the same
magnitude as the total strains obtained during creep testing. The platinum extensometer was
attached, and the three thermocouples were taped to the specimen, above, below, and opposite
the extensometer. The specimen, which was connected to the upper and lower pullrods, was
then carefullyloaded through the preheated furnace and attached to the loading arms of the
creep machine. A small load,0.45 kg 11IbL was applied while the temperature was stabilized,
and the microscope was focused and positioned on the platinum extensometer. The fullload
was then gradually applied, and strain measurements were begun immediately. The elapsed
10-6
Lime between the initial small load application and the full load appfication was approximately
0.25 hour. The difference in measurements between zero and ful! load is due to elastic strain.
These values are shown on the individual creep curves but are not reported in the total strain
values presented in the tables. Optical measurements were continued for either 100 hours or
for 1000 hours or until specimen failure. At the conclusion of the tests for those specimens that
did not fail. the load. except for 0.45 kg 41 lb), was removed, and a final strain measurement was
recorded. The final measurement was generally not made at exactly 100 or 1000 hours because
of a one shift operation in the testing laboratory. Consequently. the creep curves are pl_,d
out to the times of the last measurement_ The values listed in the data tables for total creep
strain, however, have been, when possible, taken from the creep versus time curves at eitht-r
I00 or IOO0hours; .....
10.:3TESTRESULTSANO DISCUSSION
The creep testing program, which is summarized in Table 10.1, consisted of 100. and 1000-hour
tests at two temperatures and two layups for each of the four material system._ The data are
presented in tabular form and as creep strain versus time curves. The elastic strain values
obtained during loading are shown on the individual creep curves but are not reported in the
total creep strain values presented in the tables. Also shown on the creep curves are the strain
values after unloading at the conclusion of a test in which failure did not occur. The difference
between the initial full load strain and the final unloaded strain should be equal to the perma-
nent plastic creep strain. However, as a result of the very small creep strains obudned in these
tests the agreement was generally poor. Only for the [0 o ± 45 °]s croasplied B/AI ad B/E was
the agreement reasonably close. Again, these values were not reported in the tabular data but
can be obtained from the creep curves.
The specimens that failed during load application and for which no curves could be drawn are
identified in the tables. Also noted in both the tables and on the curves are the specimens that
failed during testing or that experienced doubler bond failures during testing.
10.,I.I BORON/EPOXY. Results of creep testing of B/E at 394 K (250 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F) are
listed in Table 10-2. Data are presented for 18 specimens.
Creep strain versus time curves are presented in Figures 10-5 and 10-6 for crossiflkd material
at 394 K (250 ° F), in Figures 10-7 through 10-9 for unidirectional material at 450 K (350 ° F).
and in Figures 10-10 and 10-11 for crossplied material at 450 K (350 ° F).
The data show that the amount of creep obtained in B/E material with boron filaments aligned
in the load/as direction is very small No specimen gave values of more than • few tenths of a
percent of permanent creep stra_ For example, specimen ACS_ (croesplied} ezt_ited only
0.13% creep in 1000 hours at 394 K (250 • F) when loaded at 79% of the averelp ultimate tensile
strength, and specimen AUS-5 (uni_oual) ex_"olted only 0.27_ creep in I000 hours at 450
K (350" F} when loaded at 88% of the average ultimate tensile strength. Specimmm that failed
prior to completing 100 hours of exposure also underwemt very little creep as indicated by
measurements just before fractur_ See, for example. Figures 10_ and 10-9. One specimen.
AU5-3. Figure 10-7, did show a sharp rise in the creep curve before failure, lint the total creep
strain was still less than 0.2%. Before-after measurements were not successful in determining
the total creep strain of failed specimens. For specimens that fractured in the gage section the
combination of low creep strain and the difficulty of accurate fit-back of the failed specimen
halves made the measurements unreliable.
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In analyzing the creep data an effort was made to prepare composite creep curves for 0.05,
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25% creep by determining the time periods required for varying amounts
of creep strain as a function of stress level The limited amount of creep data available, the
small amount of creep strain measured, and the scatter in the data combined to give results
that were unsuitable for the plotting of this type of creep curve. This was found to apply to all
the other composite systems as well as the B/E.
10.3.2 GRAPHITE/EPOXY. Results of creep testing of G/E at 394 K 1250 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F)
are listed in Table 10-3. Data are presented for 24 spec/mens.
Creep strain versus time curves are presented in Figures 10-12 through 10-14 for unidirectional
material at 394 K (250 ° F), in Figures 10-15 through 10-18 for cresspUed material at 394 K
(250 ° F), in Figures 10-19 and-10-20 for unidirectional material at 450 K (350 ° F), and in Figure
10-21 for crossptied material at 450 K (350 ° F).
The G/E data are very similar to those for B/E in that the amount of pernmnent creep strain
was very small for all test conditions. Fo_ only two specimens was the creep greater than 0.1%
and for these specimens the values were below 0.2%. An example of the smaIl amount of creep
observed in the G/E material _ttu be se_ for specimen BCS-I 0 (croasplied). This specimen
showed only 0.17% creep in 570 hours when loaded to 500 MN/m _ (77.5 ksi) or 95% of the
average ultimate tensile strength. A similar specimen, when tested at 517 MN/m 2 (75 ksi), fail-
ed during appUcation of the load in the test machin_ Two of the crossplied spec/me_ failed in
__ this manner (during loading) but at stresses that were within the scatter band found during
baseline testing at the same temperatures. Three of the unidirectional specimens a/so fatled
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during Icading. These failures, however, occurred at stresses well below the scatter band o_
tained in the baseline test pro_Im_ Differences in material strengths were not the cause of the ....
prenmture_ failures because both the baseline and the creep specimens were all cut from the
same panel, LRC-10A. Of the three spec/nmns that failed on loading, one failed at the center,
the second failed in two locations -- at the center and approxinmtely 0.04 m {1.5 in.) from the
top doubler, and the third, also failing at two locations, at the edge of each doubler. It may
have been the rapid application of load that led to the early failure of these specime_ The
loads were added in incremental steps of 181 iq_ (400 lb) to reach a value of slightly more than
907 kg {2000 Ib).
10.3.3 GRAPHffE/POLYIMID|. Results of creep testing G/P! at 505 K (450 ° F) and 561-K .......
{550 ° F) are listed in Table 10-4. Data are presented for 24 speciz._ens.
Creep strain versus time curves are presented inFigure 10-22 for unidirectional material at
550 K {450" F). in Figures 10-23 through 1@27 for crossplied material at 550 K {450" F}. in
Figures I@28 and I@29 for unidirectional material at 561 K {550 ° F}. and in Figure 1030 for
crossplied material at 561 K (550 ° F).
Creep stra_ values obtained for the G/PI system at both test temperatures were also very low.
For only one spechnen, DCS-I {croseplied}, was a value greater than 0.1% recorded. Examples
of the small creep extensions that were measured are the 0.03% creep for specimen DUS-I
{un/direet_onal) in I00 hours at 550 K (4500 F} when loaded at 85% of the averap ultimate
she strength and the 0.07% creep for specimen DC5-8 (crossplied) in I00 hours at 561 K (550"
F1 when loaded at 91% of the average ultimate tensile strength.
The dataobtainedfortheG/_PIsystemwere somewhat limitedbecauseofseveraldoublerbond
failuresintheunidirectionalspecimens.These werecausedby thecombinationofhighshear
stressesintheadhesivebecauseofthe highappliedtestloadsand heatingfromthefurnaces.
Severalspecimensfailuresalsooccurredduringapplicationof theloadsatthe beginningof
testing.In likemanner to the G/E loadingfailures,the G/PI crosspliedspecimensfailedat
stresseswithinthebaselinetensiledata scatterhandwhiletheunidirectionalspecimensfailed
atstressesslightlybelow the baselinescatterhand.
I0.$.4BORON/ALUMINUM. Resultsof creep testingof B/AI at 505 K (450° F) and 561 K
1550 ° F) are listed in Table I@5. Data are presented for 24 specimens.
Creep strain versus time curves are presented in Figures I@31 and 10-32 for unidirectional
material at 505 K (450 ° F), in Figures I@33 and 10-34 for crossplied material at 505 K (450 ° F).
in Figures 1@35 through I@37 for unidirectional material at 561 K (550 ° F). and in Figures
10-38 through 1@40 for crossplled material at 561 K (550 ° F).
Creep strains measured for B/Ai specimens were somewhat higher than for other systems but
were still quite small. The unidirectional material gave values less than 0.2% with the
crossplied material reaching a maximum value of only 0.31%. Several failures were recorded
during test prior to completing the required 10@ or 1000-hour time periods. There were also
several doubler bond failures in the more highly loaded unidirectional speL-imens. These
failures, both in the B/AI composite material at each test temperature and in the doubler bonds
at 561 K {550 ° FL occurred at stress levels above approximately 85% of the average ultimate
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tensile strength for the 505 K (450 • F} tests and above approximately 75% for the 561 K "
(550° F) tests.One specimen,EC5-12, failedduringloadingat a stresslevel,421 MN/m 2
(61ksi),slightlybelow the averageultimatetensilestrength,489 MN/m2 {6,3.7ksi),ofcross-
pliedB/AIat561 K (550°F).The specimenhad beenmistakenlyidentifiedasan unidirectional
specimenand was intendedtohave been testedata much higherload.
The conclusion drawn from creep testing of the four composite materials is that boron or
graphite filament reinforced materials with 0 ° plies aligned in the direction of loading undergo
very little creep even at stress levels that result in fracture in short exposure times. Because of
thelow creepstrainsobserved inthesematerials,itwould appearthatstrem rupturetests .......
couldwellbe substitutedforcreepmeasurements. A plotof creepstressvwsus time for
various creep strains from 0.05% to rupture would likel£ show a family of curves that were
very closely spaced- Since the expense in obtaining creep data is far greater than that for
stress rupture testing, a considerable savings could he realized.
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SECTION 11
BASELINE FATIGUE TESTING
Fatigue testing made up a s/gnificant portion of the SCR study with four dist/nct parts: 1} con-
ventional constant amplitude tests at room and elevated temperatures with flawed and
unflawed test specimens; 2) constant amplitude tests on material that survived 10,000 hours of
flight simulation exposure; 3) short/term flight simulation tests (random fatigue loads, con-
stant elevated temperature} of I00 and 200 hours; and 4) lonffterm flight simulation (random
fatigue loads, cyclic temperature) for 10,000 hours. The constant ampUtude tests on unexposed
material characterize the composites. Tests after exposure to 10,000 hours of flight simulation
provkle data to compare the residual fatigue properties to original propert/e_ The short.term
flight simulation tests generate wearout analysis model data necessary to set the stress levels
for the long term flight simulation tests. Finally, the long_term tests provide data on the effect
of 10,000-hour simulated supersonic flight service environments for each composite systen_
The bulk of these tests, those that serve as baseline for later comparison_ were performed on
unexposed composite materials. It is these tests that are de_ in this section. In some
cases, the data were available in the literature, and no additional tests were required. As a
result of considerable early testing and extensive use, the BfE material fitted this category and
only I/m/t_ed testing was necessary (ref. 35 and 36).
Test parameters that were considered in the baseline constant amplitude fatigue tests were
I) spechnen layup, 2) spechnen configurat/on. 3) test temperature, and 4) stress rat/o.
Speehnens of both unJd/rect/onal and [0 ° ± 45 o] crmsply kyups were evaluated. All test
specimens were loaded in the direction of the 0* fiber_ Flawed end unflawed speciniens were
included. The flawed specimens were fabricated with a center hole having a diameter equal to
on.fourth of the spec/men w/dth. For isotrop/c mater/al a specimen with this configtm_t/on
would have a theoretical stress concentrat/on factor. K t, of 2.43 |ref. 23). Testing was con-
ducted at room temperature for all systems and, in addition, at 450 K (350 ° F) for G/E and at
505 K (450 ° F} for G/PI and B/AL Fatigue tests were performed at stress ratios (11) of 0.1 and
-1, where R k defined as the algebraic ratio of the m/n/mum stress to the max/mum stress in
one cycle (thus loading for the R =0.1 tests is tension-tension while for R _ffi-1 the loading is
fully reversed tension-compression).
In addition to the baseline tests descn'bed above, two other fatigue studies are included in this
section. The first was a limited program to investigate the effects of stacking sequence on
fatigue strength of the [0 ° ± 45 o] family of laminates. The second was a determination of
Po/sson's ratio of spec/mens after 10 million fat/_e cycles (runouO.
11.1 SPECIMEN DESIGN
Specimens tested at a stress ratio, 1_ of 0.1 were fabricated from 6 ply [0°]6 and [0 ° + 45°]s
laminates. For R ffi -1 tests, where compressive as well as tensile loads are applied, a thicker
specimen was used. Information obtained from IITRI (private communication from I_E.
Hofer, 1973) indicated that fatigue testing 6 ply composite material at R - -1 gave unreliable
results. The problem was related to compressive buckling and could be overcome by the use of
!1-i
thicker material For this reason the R ffi -1 specimens were cut from 12-pl.v [0"]l 2 and
[0 ° +_.45 °]s2 laminates. Cutting, hole machining, and doubler bonding techniques were those
described in Section 5. Details of the specimen geometry for the various configurations and
test conditions are listed in Table 11-1. The length of the R -- 0.1 specimens that were tested at
elevated temperature was twice that of the room temperature specimens to allow the ends to
extend well away from the furnace dur/ng testing. With this technique doubler bond failures
were eliminated. Because of the compressive loads present during the R = -I testing it was
not feasible to extend the length of these specimens for the elevated temperature coud/tlou._
Doubler bond heating of these specimens was minimized by reducing the _ of the furnace as
described in Section 11.2. The widths of the various specimens were the same as those
for the baseline unnotched and notched tensile tests (Section 7) except that the R = -1,
unnotched specimens were all 0.025 m (1.0 in.} in the fatigue tests rather than 0.013 m (0.5 in.}.
Table 1I-I. Details of Fatigue Specimen Geometry
Hole Test
Specimen R Test Thickness Length Width Diameter
Configuration Value Temperature (Plies) m (in.) m (in.) m (in.) m (in.)
U nnotched
Notched
0.I R.T. 6 0.23 9 0.013 0.5 -- 0.I0 4
.1 Elevated 6 .46 18 .013 0.5 -- .33 13
-I R.T. 12 .I0 4 .025 I -- .013 0.5
-I Elevated 12 .I0 4 .025 i -- .013 0.5
,I R.T. 6 .23 9 a.025 I b.0064 0.25 .I0 4
.I Elevated 6 .46 18 ".025 I b.0064 0.25 .33 13
--1 R.T. 12 .10 4 .025 1 .00640.25 .013 0.5
--I Elevated 12 .I0 4 .025 I .00640.25 .013 0.5
"for BIAI- 0.013 (0.5)
bfor B/AI: 0.00318 (0.125)
I i.2 TI:..S;EQUIPMENTAND TESTPROCEDURE
Alltestswere performedon Baldwin-SonntagSFIU and SUIOU fatiguemachinesata con-
stantfrequencyof30 Hz. Both gripendsofthe specimenswereplacedbetween two L-shaped
stee)fLxturesthatwereboltedtothemachine loadingplatens.The specimenswere securedto
thesteelplatesby two .013m (0.5in.)diameterboltsthatstraddletheedgesofthegripendsof
the specimen.To furtherincreasethe grippingpower ofthefixtures,a specialabrasivecloth
{Bay StateGr/tcloth.size320 grit)was placedateachspecimen-to-fixtureinterface.Thiscloth
had two beneficialfeaturesforasecuregrip:I)theopenweave design,whichincreasesthefric-
tionalholdingforce,and 2)theabrasivecoatingon bothsurfacesofthecloth,whichbecomes
embedded inthecontactsurfacesofboth thefixturesand tabs.The two boltsweretorquedto
a levelthatjustsecuredthe specimen,thealignmentofthespecimenwas carefullycheckedto
ensureaxialloading,and finaltighteningwas completed.FiguresII-IthroughII-3show one
ofthe fatiguetestingmachines and close-upviewsofthegrippingfixtureswithboth R = 0.1
and R= -1 specimensinplace.
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Figure !1-1 Fatigue Testing Apparatus---
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Figure !1-2 Fatigue Specimen Mounted In Gripping Fixture for R = 0.1 Test at Roam Temperature
For elevated temperature tests of the R - 0.1 specimens a 0.15 m {6 in.) long clamshell furnace
was usecL The length of the specimens was such as to allow the ends to extend out of the fur-
nace far enough to prevent excessive heating of the doubler adhesive. This factor and the
excellent gripping power of the end fixtures combined to eliminate doubler bond failures _.t
elevated temperature. Figure 11-4 shows the furnace arrangement with a specimen loam in
the fatigue machine. Temperature was controlled to 4- 3 K (___5 ° F} with a Minneapolis
Honeywell Brown Electronik controller using a chromel-alumel thermocouple atached to the
specimen at the center of the gage section.
For the R -- - 1 specimens a much smaller furnace was required for the elevated temperature
tests because of the limited amount of space available between the gripping fizlures. Most
11-4
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Figure I!-1 Fatigue Specimen Mounted in Gripping Fixture for R = --1 Test.at Room Temperalm_
testswere conductedusingasmallringhtrnaceofthetypeshown inFigureII-5.Thiscouldbe
used on allteststhatwere run in the smallerSFIU fatiguemachine but not inthe larger
SFIOU becauseofspace limitations.The unidirectionalB/AI specimenloadswere such as to
requirethe largerSFIOU fatiguemachine.For these specimensa successfultechniquefor
elevatedtemperature testingwas developedby using a fle_%leheatingtape,which was
wrapped around the shorttestsectionof the specimens.The heaterwas 0.61m (24 in.)in
length,0.013m (.5in.)wide,ratedat200 wattsand had a maximum use temperatureof873 K
{1112° F).Figure11_ shows a specimen withthe heatingtapeinplacereadyfortesL
Prior to testing, the resin me._x composite specimens were dried at 394 K (250 ° F) for 24
hours. No baking of the B/AI specimens was required. The specimen dimensions were
measured, and the static and dynamic loads calculated for the particular stress level and R
value desire_ The notched stress values were based on net section, Le., width minus hole
diameter. After loading the specimen in the machine and carefully checking the alignment, the
load levels were set, and the test initiated. The tests were continued to failure or until a max-
imum of 10 million cycles was obtained. The number of load cycles was measured with a
counter driven by the motor rotating the dynamic load. This counter had a least count of 1000
cycles so that any failures below this value were not registered. Nine specimens were tested for
each combination of: 1) material system. 2) laminate orientation, 3) specimen type (unflawed or
flawed), 4) R value, and 5) test temperature. The test data were plotted on semi-logarithmic
paper to obtain the characteristic S-N curves.
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Figure 1 !-4 Furnace Arrangement for R = 0.1 Fatigue Test at Elevated Temperature
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Initiallythe S-N curves were drawn to show a straightlineof best fitof the data points as
determined by linearregressionanalysis.The high degree of scatterin some of the data sets
and the uncertainty of how to input the runout specimens oftengave S-N curves that did not
appear to be consistent with those from data sets with littlescatter.For this reason the
method was changed, and allcurves have been drawn by hand. They are intended only as eye
pointers to the,at times, ratherscattered fatiguedata.
11.3 TEST RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The overallbaselinefatiguetestingprogram issummarized inTable II-2.This tableshows the
number of specimens and stressratiosthat were employed at each testtemperature forthe
four material systems, of the totalnumber of testspec;mens shown in Table 11-2,allare in-
cluded inthe data presented inthissectionalthough a few are not validbecause ofequipmmat
malfunctions,doubler bond fafluros,or incorrecttestleads or temperatures. These specimems
are identifiedinthe tablesand figures.The data arepresented inboth tabularform and asS-N
curves, one for each stress ratio and temperature.
Table 11-2. Summary of Fatigue Test Program
Number of Tests per Stress Ratio
Material L_minate Specimen 297 K (75 ° F) 450 K (350 ° F) S05 K (430 ° F)
System Orientation Configuration R = 0.1 --I.0 0.1 --1.0 0.1 --I.II
........... _--_ L" ....... " -- " ........
B/E 5 ..... -[0 ° ± 45 °] Unnotched
Notx.hed
G/E [0 ° :I: 45 o] Unnotched
Notched
[0 °] Unnotched
No0ched
G/PI [0 ° :L 45 °] Ummtched
Notched
[0 o] Unnotched
Notched
B/A1 [° -,- 45 °] Unnotched
Notched
[0 °1 Unnotched
Notched
5 .....
9 9 9 9 -- --
9 9 9 9 -- --
9 9 9 9 -- --
9 9 9 9 -- --
9 9 -- -- 9 9
9 9 -- -- 9 9
9 9 -- -- 9 9
9 9 -- -- 9 9
9 9 -- -- '9 9
9 9 -- -- "9 9
9 9 -- -- "9 9
9 9 -- -- .9 9
• Test Temperature was 561 K (550°}
11.3.1 BORON/EPOXY AND GRAPHiTE/EPOXY. Because of the large amount of testing prev/-
onsly conducted by others on the B/E system, no baseline fatigue testing was requirecL
However, to determine more preciselythe effectsof the flightsimulation exposure itwas
desirableto have baseline fatiguedata from this same batch of material using the same
specimen configurationand testtechnique as used during the post exposure evaluation.For
thisreason baseline fatigue data were determined for B/E for the same testconditionsand
specimen configurations as were later used in evaluating the B/E flight simulation specime_
after 10,000 hours of exposure. These were room temperature tests cn unnotched and notched
!1-9
[0 ° ± 45 °]s crossply material tested at an R value of 0.1. The results are listed in Table 1 I-3 and
plotted in Figure 11-7. The slopes of the S-N curves are quite different for the two specimen
configurations. The notched material has a relatively flat curve lying near 414 MN/m2 I60 ksi).
The S-N cur¢e for the unnotched material is much steeper, with fatigue strengths below 105
cycles greater than the notched specimens but with lower strength for lifetimes greater than
105 cycles.
Table 11-3. Axial Fatigue Data for [0° -+-45°]. B/E, R - 0.1
lest
Specimen Temperature Specimen Maximum
Number K (oF) Type MN/m 2 (ks/) Cydes Commaqts
AC72-I 297 75 Unnotched 414 60
-2 448 65
-3 345 SO
4 483 70
-5 310 45
AC71-4 297 75 Notched 345 50
-5 414 60
-6 483 70
-7 431 62.5
-8 " _;........................... 448 :- 65 -+
227,000
31,000
3,534,0c_
P,.000
10,1.16,000
10,090,000
1,386.000
< 1,000
-- 462,000
.....<1.o00
Did not fail
Did not fail
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For G/E a completesetoffatiguetestswas performed.The resultsarelistedinTables11-4
through 11-11and individualS-N curve_areplottedinFigures11-8through11-15.On these
S-N curvestheindividualdatapointshave beeninclude&Inthediscussionofthefatiguedata,
severalof the _N curveshave been combined to more clearlyshow the effectsof the test
parameters,Le.,stressrat;o,temperature,orspecimencont';A,uration.On thesecurvesthedata
pointshave been omittedforclarity.
Severalpointsareapparentfrom an examinationofthe GFE baselinefatiguedata.The test
parameterthatexhibitedthegreatestinfluenceon thefatiguestrengthwas thestressratio,R,
IneverycasethetestsconductedatR --- 1 gave considerablylowerfatiguepropertiesthan
thoserun at R valuesof0.1.Generally,the effectofa notch{centerhole)was toreducethe
fatigue strength, and an _ in temperature from 297 K (75 ° F) to 450 K (350 ° F) also
caused a drop in strength. Figures 11-16 and 11-17 compare the results of axial fatigue testing
at room temperature and stress ratios of R = 0.1 and R -- -1 for both unnotched and notched
specimens. These data show the fatigue life for a stress ratio of R !- -1 to be much lower than
for R - 0.I. For both stress ratios, the fatigue life for notched specimens is less than for
unnotched specimens except the unidirectional material tested at R -" -1, where no notch
effect was observed. Similar data are presented in Figures 11-18 and 11-19 for testing at 450 K
_J50 ° F). Again the fatigue strength is greatly reduced for the R ,= -I tests compared to those
conducted at a stress ratio of R = 0.1. The presence of a notch is shown to reduce the fatigue
strength for the R == 0.1 tests, but not for the R ffi -1 tests. Further, the unidirectional
notched specimens performed better than those that were unnotched. The reason for this
behavior is not dearly understood at this time, but may be related to the phenomenon of crack
blunting brought on by the combination of high compressive loading and a matrix softened
because of elevated tempfxature exposure. Additional studies of this effect are needed,
Two problemswere experiencedearlyin the G/E fatigue test program. The tint was doubler
bond failures in the room temperature, R *ffi- 1, unnotche_ crossply specimenL After the first
two specimens failed, the remaining doublers w_s removed and rebondad nsing a modification
of the bonding procedure and substituting a higher sbem"strength Klhesive. These q_cimens
gave satisfactory results. The second problem occurred with tim room temperature, R - 0.I,
unnotched, unidimctlonal specimens. Six of these nlne sl_dmens failed;,, tbe G/E but inside
thedoublers. These failures are thoughttohavebeencaused,inpart,by nonun/form #.l_mp|._
pressureappliedby the testmachine gripsbecauseofthe warped conditionofthedoublers,
Changes intheadhesivebondingprocessweremade toeliminatethispmblom intheremaining
specimens.
One measure ofthefatigueresistanceofa materialisthepercentoftheultimatestrengthat
whichthefatiguelimitorendurancelimit(rim-out)occurs.Fatiguelimitisthelimitingvalueof
thestressbelow which a materialcan presumably endurean infinitenumber ofstresscycles,
Le.,thestressatwhich theS-N curvebecomes horizontalFor certainmaterialsand testcondi-
tionsno fatiguelimitoccursand some valueofN (numberofcycles)ischosen.Many oftheS-N
curvesobtainedduringtestingof thecompositesin thisstudy were of thistype.For these
curvesa valueof 107cycleswas used.
The percentages of the ultimate strengths at 107 cycles have been calculated for each of the
groups of G/E specimens and are listed in Table 11-12. For [0 ° +_ 45 °] crossply material tested
in tension-tension fatigue, R = 0.1, the values average 86% for both room and elevated temper-
ature and unnotched and notched configurations. Similar tests on unidirectional material
11-11
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Table 11-4. Axial Fatigue Data for [0 ° 2 4,S°]s G/|. Unnotched, R:0.1
Specimen
Number
Test Maximum
Temperatvre Stress
K (°F) MN/m: (ksi) Cycles Comments
BC72-20
-21
-22
-23
.24
.25
" _ - "26
-27
-28
BC72-47
48
49
-50
-51
-52
-53
-54
-55
297 75
450 350
414 60 11,830.000
483 70 < 1.000
448 65 < 1,000
431 62.5 12,165.000
448 65 <1.000
431 62.5 340.000
431 62.5 < 1.000
448 65 1,121.000
46F 67.5 10,140.000
445 50 1,274,000
276 40 10,165,000
414 60 60,000
379 55 6,181.000
310 45 10,000,000
396 57.5 1,000
362 52.5 3.000
328 47.5 10,000,000
379 55 !.000
Did not fail
Did no¢ fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Table 11-5. Axial Fatigue Doto for [0° -t- ¢,qo]t t G/E, Unnotched. It = "I
Test Moximum
" Tempefoture Stress
K (°F) MN/m :1 (ksl) Cycles Commmm
.=
BC72-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
BC72-38
-39
4O
-41
43
44
45
-46
-47
297 75 414 60 < 1,000
276 40 16,000
345 50 1,000
310 45 3,000
276 40 3,000
241 35 28,000
241 35 5,000
207 30 87,000
Bond failure
Bond failure
45O 350
172 25 10,400,000
207 30 5,000
138 20 10,159,000
172 25 15.560.000
241 35 3.000
190 27.5 2,131,000
,207 30 38,000
190 27.5 38,000
172 25 10,007,000
224 32.5 9,000
11-12
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
L
BC71-10
-II
-12
-13
-14
.... 15
-16
-17
-18
BC71-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
-36
Table 11-6. Axial Fatigue DIN for [0 ° d: &So]. G/|, Notched, R = 0.1
Test Maximum
Temperature SITus
K (OF) MN/n_ (ksi) Cycles Comments
297 75
450 350
276 40 10.468.000
345 50 < 1,000
310 45 12,723,000
328 47.5 I0,313,000
345 50 10,116.000
379 55 15.284,000
448 65 < 1.000
414 60 <1.000
396 57.5 < 1.000
345 50 10.006.000
362 52.5 < 1.000
379 50 1,000
310 45 13,368.000
328 47.5 10,125,000
345 50 < 1,000
345 50 26.000
345 50 < 1,000
336 48.75 < 1,000
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fall
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Failed under doubler
Table 11-7. Axial Fatigue D_s for [0o _ &Sol,2 G/E, Nofched, R : --1
Test
Temperature S_ms
K (off MN/_ (ks;) Cyd,m Comm
!
t
BC71-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-6
-9
BC71-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
.-w7
297
450
75 276 40 17.000
207 30 164.000
1-38 20 282.000
69 I0 15,418,000
172 25 127.000
241 35 24.000
207 30 4.000
103 15 17.308.000
121 17.5 10.500.000
350 207 30 17.000
172 25 1,000
172 25 665.000
190 27.5 434.000
155 22.5 12.160.000
172 25 1,689.000
190 27.5 670.000
207 30 89,00O
155 22.5 12.470.000
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Machine malfunction
Did not fail
Did not fail
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Table 11-8. Axial Fatigue Data tar [0°]i G/IL Unhatched, II = 0.!
Specimen
Number
Test Mexlmum
Temperature Stress
K (OF) MN/m 2 (ksi) Cycles Comments
BU72-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
BU72-47
-48
-49
-50
-51
-52
-53
-54
-55
297
450
75 1.030 150 42.000
965 140 17,000
965 140 8.000
896 130 14,620,000
931 135 70,000
931 135 10.184.000
965 140 17.000
1.000 145 47.000
1,070 155 19,000
965 140 1,073,000
896 130 10.156,000
1,030 150 2.000
1.000 145 5,000
979 142 316,000
948 137.5 9,482,000
983 142.5 103,0O0
I,_ 145 1,0_)
965 140 8,548,000
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Did not fail
Failed under doubler
Did not fail
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failedunderdoubler
Did not fail
Did not fail
Table il-9. Axial Fatigue Data for[0°]12 G/E. Unnotched, It = -I
Speclme.
Number
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (°F) MN/nv 1 (ksl) Cycles Comments
BU72-11
-12
-13
-14
.15
.16
.17
-18
.19
BU72.38
-39
-40
-43
.44
.45
.46
-1
.2
.3
297 75
450 350
620 90 <1.000
483 70 10,003,000
517 75 12,000
448 65 3.517,000
414 60 12.592.000
448 65 10,202,000
500 72.5 3,000
500 72.5 19.000
534 77.5 5.000
552 80 <1,000
379 55 75.000
414 60 37.000
483 70 3.000
448 65 31.000
345 50 307.000
310 45 56.000
276 40 3.215.000
241 35 5.269.000
207 30 10.904.000
Did not fail
Dkl not fa_
Did not fail
Did not fail
11-14
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Table !1-10. Axial Fatigue Data for [0°]6 G/E, Notched, It = 0.1
Specimen
Number
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
X (oF) MN/m 2 (ksS) Cycles Comments
BUTI-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
BU71-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
.36
297
450
75 896 130 507.000
862 125 1,688,000
931 135 36,000
965 140 183,000
+ 879 - 127.5 401,000
914 132.5 26,000
862 125 625,000
845 122.5 1,116.000
827 120 12,630,000
350 965 140 1,000
896 130 425.000
827 120 5S,000
827 120 15.415,000
931 135 1.000
862 125 1,000
862 125 1.071.000
879 127.5 12.143.000
914 132,5 11.050.000
Failed under doubler
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fall
Table 1i-1 !. Axial Fatigue Data for [0°]12 G/E. Notched. It : -- !
Number
Test Maximum
Temp4wahwe Stress
K (°F) MN/n_ (ksi) Cycles Commeflts
BU71-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
BU71-19
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
297 75
450 350
827 120 < 1.000
552 80 3.000
483 70 10.000.000
517 75 2,5.000
500 72.5 17.000
500 72.5 35.000
517 75 14,500
483 70 92,000
483 70 2.382.000
552 80 2.000
483 70 58.000
414 60 9,770,000
448 65 2,000
448 65 5,020,000
517 75 17.000
465 67.5 448.000
431 62.5 10.155.000
534 77.5 12,000
Did not fail
Did not fail
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J
J
_J
Sipc_mcm T_ R Fatigue Slren_lk m I@7 Cyclu
_ _ (_ v_ (%}
[0• ± 46°1 U_ 297 7S 0.1 9O
U_ 460 35O .1 - 77
Notched 4SO 350 .I 83
Unno_hed 297 75 -1.0
Notched 297 TS -I.0 29
U_ 4,50 35O -1.0 34
Notchei 450 350 -1.0 37
[00| U_ 297 75 .1 60
Notched 297 75 .1 60
U_ 450 350 .I 60
Notched -- 450 -_0 .1 64
Vmz_ch_ _ .......7s -1.o 31 ....
Notched 297 75 --1.0
U_ 4,50 350 -I.0 13
Notched 450 350 --1.0
°_
averaged ab_t 60% of the ultimate strength at 107 cycle_ Values forthe same types oftests
except for tension-compression ktigue, R s -I, were considerablylower,34% for cressply
and Z8% forunidirectionalTo show how thesevalues compare to typicala_xzaft aluminum
sheet alloys, Table 11-13 was prepared. Data were obtained {reL 37) for 0.0023 m (0.090 in.)
thick 2024-T3 and 7075-T8 aluminum alloysheet at room temperature For tension-tmsion
fatigue the G/E composite is far superior to the alum/hum alloys particuim4y for notched con-
figuration_ For tens/on-compress/on fat_m the advantage is not as-great although the
notched G/E is still considerably higher than either of the notched a]uminmn alloys. For dther
type of fatigue loading the G/E material is less sensitive to a notch than the aluminum alloys.
11.3_ GIUtI_4111/POLYIMIDE.A complete set of fatiguedata was also _ for the G/PI
system. For thismaterial the elevatedtemperature selectedwas 505 K (450°F).The resultsof
the numerous testsare listed/nTables 11-14through II-21and/ndivldual S-N curves areplot-
ted inFigures 11-20 fl_ough 11-2/.Again, allthe data pointshave been includedintheseS_N
plots.These curves have been combined inFigures 11-28through 11-31 toshow the effectsof
the differenttest parameters.
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Table 11-13. Comparison of Strength at Fatigue Limit or 107 Cycles Exprass-ed as Percentage of Ultimate
Tensile Strength for G/E and Two Aluminum Alloys Tested at Room Temperature
Specimen R
Configuration Value
Fattgues_e-om at l07Cycles(% of F_.}
Graphite/Epoxy Aluminum #llo T
[0o ± 4SO] [0o] _-_ mrs-T6
Unnotched 0.I 90 60 49 4"/
aNotched .I 92 60 7 24
Unnotched -I.0 _ 31 29 24
aNotched -I.0 29 35 16 13
aG/E, center notch, theoretical K t zffi 2.43
A1 Alloys, edge notch, K t m 2
Table 11-14. Axial Fatigue Data for [0° -/" 450]$ G/PI, Unnat_h_, R = 0.1
Test
S_n ..... Temperature ...... Maximum Stress ........
Number K (off MN/mS (ks0 Cycles Comments
DC72-20 297 75 414 60 < 1,000
-21 345 50 1,000
-22 276 40 5,622,000
-23 310 45 1,000
-24 293 42.5 12,045,000
-25 "310 45 10,184,000
-26 328 47.5 3,000
-27 328 47.5 14,000
-28 328 47.5 3,000
DC72-47 505 450 545 50 1,000
-48 276 40 18,000
•.49 20'7 30 10,008,000
-SO 310 45 4.000
-51 241 35 14.974,000
-52 259 37.5 10.230,000
-53 276 40 6,764,000
-54 276 40 6,000
-55 276 40 30,000
Did not M
Did n_M
Did not M
Did noc M
Failed under doubler
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SpecimenNumber
DC72-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19A
DC72-38
-39
-40
-41
-42
-43
-44
-45
-46
DC71-10
-II
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
DC71-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
-36
Table 11-15. Axial Fatigue Data for [0 ° "_"dlSo]_1 G/PI, Unnotched, R = --1
Test
Temperature Maximum Stress
K (°F) M_t/m 2 {k,i) CycJes Comments
297 75
505 450 138
103
69
172
121
155
207
241
190
172 25 169,000
190 27.5 77,000
121 17.5 10,150.000
155 ..... 22.5 15,394,000
190 27.5 20,090
172 25 56,000
155 22.5 4,647,000
2O7 30 1,000
138 20 1,038,000
2O 2,9O8,OO0
15 245,000
I0 I0,004,000
25 58,000
17.5 10,200,000
22.5 1,419,000
30 5,000
35 < 1,000
27.5 3,000
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Table 11-16. Axial Fatigue Data far[0 ° 4- 4.5o]s G/PL Notched, R = 0.1
Test
Temperatvre Maximum Stress
K (°F) MN/n_ (ksi) Cycles Comments
297 75
505 450
310 45 <1.000
276 40 I0,200,C90
293 42.5 10,141.000
310 45 < 1,000
302 43.75 3.000
297 43.125 2.000
293 4_5 10,175.000
276 40 10,288.000
297 43.125 15,370,000
276 40 15.375.000
310 45 3,068,000
345 50 14,604,000
379 55 <l,C_
362 52.5 <1.000
345 50 1.000
345 50 117.000
328 47.5 6.00O
310 45 <I,000
Did not fail
Did no¢ fail
Did not fail
Did not fail
Did not _ail
Did not fail
Failed near doubler
Did not fail
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Tolde11-17. Axial Fatigue Data For [0° "4-dS°]d G/PI. Notched. R = --I
Specimen
Number
Test
Temperature ltbxlmum Stress
K (°F) MN/m 2 (ksi) Cych_
DC71-1 297 75 41 6 I0,256,000
-2 207 30 < 1,000
-3 138 20 462.000
-4 121 17.5 330,000
..... -5 ............. 103 15 _ . 3,421,000
-6 138 20 114,000
-7 172 25 1.000
-8 155 22.5 _ 47.000
-9 86 12.5 12.532.000
DC71-19 505 450 103 15 2.591.000
-20 121 17.5 1,137,000
-21 86 12.5 10,220,000
-22 138 20 27,000
-23 155 22.5 II,000
-24 172 25 1,000
-25 129 18.75 60,000
-26 112 16.25 2,018,000
-27 95 13.75 2,569,000
Tol_. 1 !.18. Axid Fatigue Data for [0°]6 G/PI, Unnotched, R = 0.1
Coml
Did not; fail
Did not fail
Did not hil
Test
Temperature Maximum Stress
K {_) _/.,_ 0_) c_**
DUT2-20 297 75 758 110 3,000
-21 690 100 3,000
-22 620 90 17,648,000
-23 655 95 9.OOO
-24 655 95 10,290.000
-25 672 97.5 7,000
-26 690 100 2.OOO
-27 672 97.5 2.000
-28 655 95 52.000
DU72-47 505 450 690 100 10,180,000
-48 758 110 12.000
-49 724 105 4,000
-50 724 105 17,256,000
-51 741 107.5 100,000
-52 724 105 12,015,000
-53 776 112.5 3,480,000
-54 810 117.5 70,000
-55 845 122.5 < 1,000
Did not fail
Bond failure
Did nor fail
_nd _ure
Did not fail
Did not fail
1 !-25
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Table II.I_. Axial Fatigue Dc_a far [0°]12 G/PI. Unhatched, It : --I
Specimen
Number
Test
Temperuture Maximum Stress
X (OF) _/nJ (ksi) Cycles Comment,
DU72-11 297 75 345 50 19,000
-12 241 35 8.404.000
-13 276 40 39.000
-14 259 37.5 70.000
.....-IS .............. 207 30 ..... 10.584.000
-16 483 70 1.000
-17 448 65 < 1.000
-18 379 55 22.000
-19A 310 45 39.000
46 138 20 10.257.000
DU72-38 505 450 276 40 1,154.000
-39 310 45 6.452.000
40 345 50 155.000
41 414 60 < 1,000
42 379 55 7.000
43 276 40 3.000
-44 207 30 12,232,000
45 293 42.5 6.000
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
I)_ mx fail
Failed under doubler
Did not fail
Did not fail
Table 11-20. Axial F_gue Data for [0°]& G/PI. Notched. R : 0.1
/
!
f
Test
Specimen Temperature Maximum Stress
Nundt_r K (of) MN/n_ (kui) Cyck_ Commeg_
DU71-10 297 75 655 95 10.160,000 Did not fail
-I 1 724 105 10.000,000 Did not fail
-12 793 115 10,175.000 Did not fail
-13 862 125 685.000
-14 896 130 4.000
-15 879 127.5 1.000
-16 827 120 3.000
-17 810 117.5 634.000
-18 845 122.5 421.000
DU71-28 505 450 758 110 2.000
-29 620 90 58.000
-30 552 80 10.111.000 Did not fai]
-31 690 100 6.000
-32 586 85 9.000
-33 586 85 4.0OO
-34 569 82.5 3.640.000
-35 655 95 5.885.000
-36 586 85 lO..O00.O00 Did not fail
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Table 11-21. Axial Fatigue Data for [0°]12 G/PI, Notched, R = -i
Specimen
Number
Test
T_nqp_WhuN_ Maximum Stress
K (oF) MN/m 2 (ksi) Cycles Commmlts
DU71-1 297 75 83 a12 10.M,000
-2 II0 a16 i5,377.000
-3 414 60 2.000
-4 345 5O 12,000
-5 .................. 310" - 4;) "- - 1.443,000-
-6 328 47.5 3,000
-7 379 55 25,000
-8 345 50 12,000
-9 414 60 1.068,000
DU71-19 505 450 483 70 <1.000
-20 345 50 7,000
-21 414 60 2,000
-22 276 40 1,893,000
-23 310 45 6.000
-24 241 35 3.867.000
-25 207 30 10,149000
-26 310 45 10.021.000
-27 345 50 10.173.000
*Low stress levels were the result of an
Did no¢ faU
Did no¢ fall
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failed uncq_ doubler
Failed under doubler
Fa_ed near doubler
- Failed under doubler
Did no¢ fa/l
Did not faU
Did not fail
error in calculating the fatigue machine loads.
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Figure 11.31 Axid F_igve Properties of [0o] G/Pl ot 505 K (450° F) '
In like _er to the results obtained with the G/E material the factor having the mcet pro-
nounced effect on fatigue strength was the stress ratio, IL In all cases, with the other param-
etere identical, specimens tested in an R value of -I gave f_tigue strengths at lOS cycles
(determined from S-N curve) that were less than those obtai_,_ at I0 7 cycles for specimens
tested at an R value of 0.1. The effect of a notch was general/y to reduce the fatigue strength
but, again, there were exceptions. Notched specimen curves were higher than unnotched for
both [0 °] material at 297 K (75 o F} ar, d R -----0.1, Figure 11-29, and [0 ° _.+45 °] material at 505 K
(450 ° F) and R - 0.1, Figure 11-30. For [0 °] material at 297 K (75 ° F) and R -- -1, Figure
11-29, and at 605 K 1450 ° F) and R = -1, Figure 11-31, the unnotched and notched curves
crossed each other. The G/PI fatigue data, primarily the [0 °) results, showed a good deal more
scatter than was found in the G/E data, and this may have contributed to the inconsistencies
in the effects of a notch on G/PI fatigue strength The effect of increasing the temperature for
the R = -1 tests was a slight reduction in fatigue strength For the R = 0.1 tests both
decreases and increases in fatigue properties were observed depending on the laminate orienta-
tion and the specimen configuration Additional fatigue tLsting would he useful in determining
the effects that a notch or an increase in test temperature contribute to the fatigue strength of
G/PI.
In testing one group of specimens (12 ply, uni_.tional, notched, R = -1, room temperature,
Table 11-21. Figure 11-27) many of the failures occurred in the composite under the bonded end
doublers rather than in the test section through the center hole. This type of failure is not un-
common for unidirectional composites tested in fatigue. During fatigue cycling vertical cracks
initiate at the edges of. and tangent to. the center hole, dividing the specimen into three
parallel strips. Failure can then occur anywhere along the two outside load carrying strips and
114.1
/ J-J
_. °- .......
often is initiatedat the highly stressed regions at the end doublers. The same failure
mechanism was prevalent in the unldirectionalB/AI specimens tested under the same
conditions. -
A table similar to the one presented earlier for the G/E data has been prepared to show the
percentage of the G/PI ultimate strengths at which the fatigue limit (or 10 7 cycles) occurred.
The results, Table I 1-22, were quite similar to the G/E system except for being slightly lower in
value Tests at an R value of 0.I give approximately 75% for the crossply material and 60% for
the unidirectional material Again, for stress raties of - I the values were considerably, lower,
27% and 24% respecti'vely fro" the crossply and .mfi'_ layup_ In a comparison _-ith
s/mflar data for typical aircraft aluminum s_ alloys {Table 11-13} the G/PI in superior, pm_
ticularly for the notched materiaL While the advantage is not as great as that shown by the
G/E system, G/PI retains these excellent fatigue properties up to 505 K (450" F), well above
the maximum use temperatures of either the epoxy or aluminum systems. To show the same
comparison with a structural material hav/ng a Idgher max/mum use temperature than the
aluminum alloys, Table 11-23 was prepared. Data were obtained (reL 37} for 0.0016 m (0.063 i_}
thick Ti-6A]-4V titarfium alloy sheet at 297 K (75" F) and 589 K (600" F}. The G/PI composite is
as good or better than the titanium alloy up to 505 K (450" F} for an comparisons except the
unnotched unidirectional material tested in tsnsion-compression fatigu_ Again, data scatter
in the [0 "]results may be a factor. In like manner to tim G/E -- aluminum alloy comparison the
advantage held bytho G/PI over the titanium alloy is particularly evident in the notched dat&
Tabie !1-22. Strength at Fatigue Limit o¢ 10y Cycles Expressedas Percentage c_Ultimate Tensile Strength
for G/PI
Specimen Temperature R Fatigue Strength at 107 Cycles
Orientation Configuration K (oF) Value (%)
[0 o __.45 °] Unnotched 297 75 0.I 60
Notched 297 75 .I 85
Unnotched 505 450 .1 57
Notched 505 450 .I 100
Unnotched 297 75 -- 1.0 30
Notched 297 7,5 - 1.0 24
Unnotched 505 450 --I.0 26
Notched 505 450 - 1.0 28
[0Ol Unnotched 297 75 .1 55
Notched 297 75 .I 63
Unnotched 505 450 . I 60
Notched 505 450 .I 50
Unnotched 297 75 - 1.0 19
Notched 297 75 - 1.0 25
Unnotched 505 450 -- 1.0 23
Notched 505 450 - 1.0 27
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/! 1.3.3 BORON/ALUMINUM. Res-lts of the B/_! fatigue testing program are _sted in Tables
II-24 through 11-31. These data have been plotted in S-N diagrams in Figures 11-32 through
11-39. The fatigue curves have also been combined in Figures II-40 through 11-43 to show the
effects of the different test parameters. The elevated temperature initially selected for testing
was 561 K 1550 ° F), but this was later reduced to 505 K (450 ° F) because of severe surface deg-
radation of the aluminut_ Consequently, half of the elovat_l temperature tests (those
at R -- 0.I) were conducted at 561 K (550 ° F) and the other half (R ,- -I) at 505 K (450" F).
Figures!l.40 through 11-43 again show the pronmmced effect that the stress ratio, R, has on
the fatigue strengt_ For all combinations of 0Henta_on:-tempei_tur_ and specimen con-
figuration that were evaluated, the R --- -1 tests gave values well below those of R -- 0.1. The
effect o[ the center hole in the notched specimens, generally, was a decrease in fatigue
strength. For some groups of spechnens the effect was slight and for one, the unid/rectional
material tested at 297 K (75 o F) and R - - I, the notched fatigue strength was well above the
unnotched strength st the lower end of the _N curve_ The effect of raising the test
temperal_,,re from 297 K (75 ° F} to 561 K (550" F} was to s/gnifican_y reduce the fatigue
strength at 107 cycle_ For fatigue lives of 106 or less and at an R value of 0.I. the effect of
temperature on far,me life was not very great. The specimens, however, exhibited _e
surface attack in the outer aluminum layer. Because of th/s poor performance the R = - 1 test
temperature Was lowered to 505 K (450" F). As shown in Figures 11-42 and 11-43 the slopes of
the S-N curves for these tests were sim/]ar to those obtained at room temperature, and the
fatigue strengths were only slightly lowered.
Examination of the B/AI specimens that were fatigue tested at 561 K {550" F) revealed severe
degradation of the alum;:_um matrix material, as shown in Figures 11-44 and 11-45. The sur-
face of the specimens ._howed multiple cracks and roughness caused by localized deformatio_
Td_ | 1-Do _ d Sh_g_ _ Ir'm41_mLimleot !01Cl_l_ IExprms_ amP_
d Ullimafe Teasile Sh'en_ [For G/N end _ Titln|um Alby at Room end
ilevqn, d Temlxm_r**
s,.,q_,., _# ted.. (% .e a,,.}
O,md,_,aedv,u,,b n-UJ_
• [*' ± ,U,*] [*'1 _ ..d .pd
V._,* mKps-e) 3,lx(m.e) mIr;s*..) Rs,,(_m*e) s_r,cpmpl sw,c(iei*e}
Unnotched 0.1 6O S7 _ 6O 5O
aNo_kmd 0.1 85 100 63 SO 23 2S
Unnotcbsd - 1.0 30 26 19 23 32 2S
SNo_hed -- I.C 24 28 _ 27 16 15
/
• /
sG/PI, center _ _ Kt... 2.43
I"_AI-4V A_,, center_h, Kt - ?..S:_
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Table 11-2,6. Axial Fatigue Data for[0 ° ± _o]. I/AI0 Unm_:h_l, ! -- 0.!
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (OF) MN/m2 (k,i) Cy_ Comments
EC72-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-2_
-26
-27
-28
EC72-47
-48
-49
-50
-51
-52
-53
-54
-55
297 75
561 550
262 38 17.451,000 Did not fail
379 55 1,876,000
414 60 72,000
345 ...... 50 ..... -33_3_),000 -Did not M
448 65 716.060
483 70 1,686,000
517 75 17,000
465 67.5 122,000
414 60 2.627.000
414 60 53,000
379 55 291,000
345 50 571,000
310 45 1,780,000
276 40 2,691,000
241 35 9,385,000
224 32.5 9,341,000
207 30 10,551.000
448 65 66,000
Table 11-26. Axial Fatigue Data for [0° ± 45o], 2 II/AI, Unn4_tched,t = -- 1
Stp4_irnen
Number
Test Mmdmum
Temperature Stress
K (OF) MN/_ (k,i) cyd.. Comments
EC72-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
- -17
-18
-19
EC72-38
-39
-40
-41
-42
-43
-44
-45
-46
297 75
505 45O
345 50 38,000
379 55 8,000
310 45 72,000
276 40 448.000
207 30 6.610,000
241 35 788,000
190 27.5 15,437.000
414 60 1.000
362 52.5 2,000
276 40 58.000
207 30 861.000
345 50 4.000
379 55 2,000
310 45 7.000
241 35 52.000
138 20 10,006,000
172 25 I0.III.000
259 37.5 38.000
M not fail
M not fail
Did not fail _
11-.16
Table 11-26. Axial Fatigue Data for [0° _ 45°] s B/AI, Notched, R = 0.1
Specimen
Number
Test - Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (OF) &tN/m ,I (ksi) Cycles Commmm
EC71-10
-11
-12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
EC71-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
-36
29'7
561
75 345 50 492.000
276 40 I0,150.000 Did not fail
414 60 .......... 24,000 .........
379 55 1,192,000
310 45 10,130,000
448 65 5,000
396 57.5 901,000
362 52.5 2,913,000
328 47.5 10.085,000
550 345 50 No data
276 40 2,634,000
241 35 5,490,000
207 30 10,100,000
310 45 790,000
345 50 477,000
414 60 91,000
448 65 79,000
224 32.5 8,247,000
Did not fad
Did not fail
Temp. over-shoot
Did not fail
Table ! 1-27. Axial Fatigue Data for [0° 4- 4SOld I/AI, Notched, R - -- i
Specimen
Number
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (off MN/_ (ksi) C_es
ECTI-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
+ "7
-8
-9
EC71-19A
-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
297 75
505 450
276 40 247,000
310 45 60.000
241 35 547.000
345 50 8.000
2O7 30 6,480,000
379 55 < 1.000
172 25 10.195,000
328 47.5 7,000
224 32.5 1,227,000
207 30 739,000
241 35 42.000
276 40 I0,000
172 25 2,309,000
138 20 12.710,000
°,i0 45 4.000
3z,5 50 2.000
224 32.5 26.000
259 37.5 12.000
Failed under doubl_
Did not fail
Did not fail
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Specimen
Number
EU72-20
-21
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
EU72-47
48
-49
-50
-51
-52
-53
-54
-55
Specimen
Number
EU72.11
.12
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-46
EU72-38
-39
-40
-41
.42
-43
-44
-45
_v
Table 11-28. Axial Fatigue Data for [00]6 B/AI, Unnotchecl, R = 0.1
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (°F) MN/n_ (ksi) Cydes Comments
297
561 550
75 758 110 12,140,000
1,000 . . 145 30_000 ......
931 135 54,000
862 125 76,000
827 120 2,000
827 120 798,000
1,030 - 150 48.000
896 130 30.559,000
1.100 160 181.000
862 12S 2,185.000
827 120 3,209,000
793 115 5.i04.000
758 110 3,761,000
724 105 4,080.000
827 120 2,980,000
965 140 1.564.000
965 t40 1,856,000
-_ 1,030 150 610.000
Did not fail
Did not fail
Nitrogen Atmosphere
Argon Atmosphere
Table 11-29. Axial Fatigue Data for [0°]12 B/AI, Unhatched, R = --1
Test Maximum
Temperature Stress
K (OF) MN/rn3 (ksi) Cycles Commamts
297
505
75 690 100 3.000
655 95 229.000
638 92.5 <1,000
638 92.5 8,000
620 90 9,000
552 80 10,000.000
586 85 646,000
603 87.5 21,000
569 82.5 6,000
414 60 10.087,000
450 425 61.7 12.000
345 50 10,120,000
379 55 10.153,000
414 60 10.005.000
_20 90 < 1.000
483 70 1,332,000
552 ....80 51.000
586 85 5,000
Did notfail
Did not fail
Did not fag
Did not fag
Did not fag
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TableII41t AxialFatigueDola_w [O°]t B/AI, No_hed. II : 0.1
Test Maximum
Sl_ci_ Tire
EU71-10 297 75 1,000 145 76,000
-11 896 130 4.634,000
-12 82/ 120 4,546.000
-13 758 110 10,002,000
-14 - - 1,030 ...... 150 ........ 39,000
-15 965 140 120,000
-16 1.100 160 • 1.000
-17 931 135 1.469.000
-18 793 115 1.761.000
EU71-26 561 550 862 125 930.000
-29 561 5,50 690 100 3,732.000
-30 561 550 620 90 5,482,000
-31 505 450 620 90 10,179,000
-32 505 450 862 125 996.000
-33 561 550 82/ 120 1,057,000
-34 561 55O 965 140 60,000
561 55O 896 130 3O0.000
-36 MI 550 758 U0 2.974.000
M noc hil
M not fail
Tdld_ |1_III. Aldd _ _ toe [O°]a_, IIIAI. _. It = --I
TW
Sp4_men T_re Stress
x (OF) MN/,,.z (_) c_b, Cmmwm_
EU71-1 297 75 586 _5 310,(}00
-2 620 90 500,000
-3 655 95 887,(}00
-4 724 IM 34.000
-5 758 110 9,000
-6 793 I 15 3,000
-7 690 100 62.O0O
-8 552 80 12,486,000
-9 586 85 2.977.000
EU71-19A 505 450 552 80 6,000
-20 483 70 18.000
-21 414 60 4._5_,000
-22 448 65 3,931.000
-23 566 82.! 4,000
-24 379 55 10,829.000
-25 517 75 9,000
-26 465 67.5 2.393.000
-27 431 62.5 554.000
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Failed under doubler
Did noc fa/l
Failed under doubler
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Filpre II-il Siko IOillhining d ll/AI Specimen Fatigued at 561 K (550° F) iAir. (Ioughiniq is
confined to stressed areas on either side of the hole.)
Figure I !-15 Area of Degraded B/AI Surface Sl_owing Reticulation and Exposed (Aluminum-Coverld)
Boron Fiber
ll-d6 C._ o_l. , % _ .I..
The surface appearance suggests that the degradation may have been caused by grain growth
and embrittlement at the grain boundaries. A temperature gradient analysis of the hot zone of
the furnace together with an examination of the degraded specimens indicated a minimum
threshold temperature of 505 K (450 ° F} to 533 K {500 ° F} to cause matrix degradation- To bet-
ter substantiate this, two of the specimens originally scheduled for 501K {550" F) were fatigue
tested at 505 K (450 ° F} under the same conditions (stress level and environment) as used on
the 561 K _550 ° F) test,_ Test data is reported in Table 11-29. Visual and metallographic exam-
{nations of the specimens revealed little or no matrix degradation at the lower temperature
The effect of environment was also briefly examinecL Two fatigue tests were performed at
561 K (550 ° F3 in an inert atmosphere (nitrogen gas for the first test and argon gas for the
second onel to determim_ the effect, if any, on matrix degradation. The tests were runat the-
same temperature, stress levels, and for approximately the same number of cycles as previous
tests performed in air {see Table 11-27}_ Visual and metallographic examinations indicated a
sign/tic.ant decrease in matrix degradation. This implies that oxygen and/or moisture play an
important role in the degradation process. One other test variable was stress leveL For tests in
air at 561 K {550 ° F} the effect was observed at all cyclic stress levels evaluated, although the
number of cycles for degradation was substantially greater at the low stress levels than for the
higher stress levels. A minimum threshold stress level was not determine& However, one is
believed to be required since notched fatigue specimens {center hole notcl_ did not show matrix
degradation in the unstressed areas (see Figure 11-44). Additional studies of the
degradation problem, particularly effects of environment, should be conducted to identify the
degradation mechanism and to develop solutions, e.g., protective coatings or change of matrix
alloys.
A table similar to those presented earlier for both G/E and G/PI data has been prepared to
show the percentage of the B/AI ultimate strengths at which the fatigue limit {or 107 cycles)
occu.,rv_ The results for the eight B/A] fatigue curves are presented in Table 11-32. In compsr-
ing these data with those for the organic matrix materials, several diffe_ces are apparent.
For tensinn_ompress/on leading the B/AI system exhibits relat/vely higher fatigue limits than
the organic matrix systems at both room and elevated tamperature_ For tension-tension
loading at room temperature the unidirectional B/A1 data are comparable with those for G/E
and G/PI while the crossply data am similar to the G/PI but lower than the G/E date. At 561 K
(550" F] the B/A] was inferior to either the G/E at 450 K {350 ° F} or the GIPI at 505 K (450 ° F}.
In a comparison with similar data for the aluminum alloys listed in Table 11-13 the B/A/is
superior. This is particularly apparent for the notched specimens. In like manner to the G/PI
system. B/AI retains the excellent fatigue pro_'m_des to 505 K (450 ° F). wel] above that for
aluminum alloys. To show the same combat, son with the Ti-6A]-4V alloy as was presented
earlier for G/PI, Table 11-33 was prepared. The titanium alloy sheet data are the same as those
listed in Table 11-23. With the exception of the unnotched, R ffi 0.1 results at 561 K (550 "F}
(surface degradation temperature) the B/AI is superior to the titanium alloy. This is particularly
demonstrated by the notched fatigue daUL
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Table 1142. Stnmgth at Fatigue Limit or 107 Cycles Expressedas Percentage of Ultimate Tet_ $t_q_k
for B/AI
SINclm_m Tmn_ R- --- iiCaflgu4wSthremqllhale 7 C1_
co_gur_o. K (o_ Vdue (%)
[0 • _ 45 o] Unnotched 297 7S 0.I 74
Notched 297 75 .I 71
Unnotched 561 _. 5,50 - .I - 50 .................
Notched 561 550 .1 47
Unnotched 297 _ 75 - 1.0 39
Notched 297 "/5 -1.0 41
Unnotched 505 450 -1.0 38
Notched SOS 450 -I.0 32
[0 °] Unnotched 297 75 .I 57
Notched 297 75 .1 64
Unnotched 501 550 -.1 "38
Notched 501 SSO .I _3
Unnotched 297 75 --1.0 38
_ Notched 297 75 - 1.0 45
Unnotched 505 450 - 1.0 33
Notched 505 450 - 1.0 33
a_ed by extrapolation.
I 1.3.,t STACKING SEQUENCE EVALUATION. A limited program was conducted to investigate the
effects of stacking sequence on the [0 o _+ 45 °]s family of laminates. Two systems, B/E and G/E,
were evaluated. Room temperature tensile and fatigue tests {R -- 0.1 were made on specimens
of the following three laminate stacking sequences:
[0 °, 45 °, --450, --45 °, 45 °, 0 °]
[45 °, 00, --450, --45 °, 0 °, 45 °]
[450, --45 °, 0 ° 0 ° -45 °. 45 °]
Fabrication of the test panels and preparation of the tensile and fatigue specimens were accom-
plished using the same procedures described in Section 5. Tensile and fatigue tests were con-
ducted using the techniques also described earlier.
Results of the tensile tests of the three stacking sequence_ for each material are given in Table
11:34. Th_--da_ s-show that the position of the 0 ° layers in the layup appears to influence the
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h_.e s,m,_ m I# club. (%.I _N,}
OamN,/Ab,,dmm
_,u.w Jubv
Vdve _,(0s.r} ses,c(ae.F) 11rn,(0_F) sesc(_e._) _KiTe._ m_ ,r (lee. F}
Unnocd_ 0.1 74 boo " - s7 ...... b38 SO ...... 52 ---
• Nocdm/ 0,z 71 b47 64 b43 25 25
U_o_wd -1.0 39 38 38 33 S2 25
• Nocclml -l.o 41 32 45 33 IS 19
• WAI, _ notch, rdwo_/c_ _. - 2.43
Ti.SAI-4V Alloy, omtlr nncch. Kt - 2.82
blest Temperature was 5411 K 1550" I_
Tab4e 11-34. Itoom Tenqperature Tensile _ for |/IE and G/E Seacki_j Sequem:e Test Pose_
Ji_ _ _Seockieql . Tensile $thrmql_ Temsille Modulus
sys.,,,, Sequence UN/,_ 0._) r.N/.a (u_
B_ [0". 450 -45°], 525 ';6.2 66 9.6
576 83.5 61 8.8
550 79.8 63 9.2
566 80.6 63 9.2
584 84.7 63 9.1
570 82.6 63 9.2
576 83.5 61 8.9
580 84.1 61 8.9
578 83.8 61 8.9
GIE 506 73.4 48 6.9
539 78.2 47 6.8
523 75.8 47 6.8
664 96.3 52 7.5
652 94.5 52 7.5
658 95.4 52 7.5
699 101.4 55 8.0
675 97.9 56 8.1
687 99.6 55 8.0
[45°. 0". -_°I,
145; -45". 0°I.
[0". 45", -45°!,
145".o; -45°I,
(45o -45 °, 0°Is
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tens_ strength of botch system_ The strength is lowest w/th the 0 ° layers on the out=_le and
increases as these lay_s mov_ toward the center. The effec_ is small for B/E and may not be
significant because of the very limited test data,
The fatigue tests were all carried out at room temperature at an R v_ue of 0.1 using unnotched
specimens. The test results are r_bluated in Tables 11_5 and 11-36 and _N curves are plotted
in Figures 11-46 and 11-47. These limited data indicate that the position of the 0" layers in the
composite has an effect on both tensile and fatigue strength. In like manner to the tensile
resul_ the fatigue properties are lowest with the 0 ° layers on the outside and highest with the
0 ° layers at the center. The _N curves for the B/E system show the relationship between
fatigue strength and stacking sequence quite clearly. The same effect_ while apparent in the ......
G/E curves,/s not as _ because of the/ncreased scatter o/the data.
Tdide II-.1B. lil_m_ T_ Aadd Fmtigu_DeN for II/E S_mckl,qlSeqgence TmdlPmmls. Unnoh:ked.
It = 0.1
Specimen SN,cki,ql _ Stress
Numbw Sequence P,m/,,= (k,0 C_
A62-1 [0°, 45 ; --45*], 448 65 <1.000
-2 414 60 < 1.000
-3 3'79 55 3,000
-4 345 5O 294,0OO
-5 379 5,5 ,78,000
-6 345 ,5O 13'2.000 __
-7 - - 310 - 45 _ 3.015.000
-8 310 45 10,145.000 Did not fa/l
-9 379 55 8_00
A63-I 448 65 2,000
-2 414 60 81.000
-3 379 5,5 2,372.000
-4 448 65 1.000
-5 414 60 34000
-6 448 65 9.O00
-7 414 "_ 60 21,000
-8 379 55 5,733.000
-9 396 57.5 III_/}0
A61-1 448 65 58.000
-2 414 60 40T,000
-3 431 - 62.5 16000
-4 448 65 4.000
-5 414 60 4,950,000
-6 483 70 <1.000
-7 448 65 2.000
-8 431 62.5 7,000
-9 414 60 1,825,000
[45o, o- -45"],
[45 °, -45°,0°_
Did noc fail
Fm,led under doub_
Fmled under dodder
Fmled under doubler
Did n4_ fail
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Table 11-36. Room Temperature Axial Fatigue Data for G/E Slacking Seq_mce Test Panels. Unmatched,
R:0.1
Specimen Stacking Maximum Stress
Number Sequence MN/n_ (ksi) Cycles
B62-1 [0 °, 45 ; -45*]s 379 55 13,000
-2 414 60 39,000
-3 448 65 36.000
-4 483 70 <1,000 - "
-5 448 65 lO,00o
-6 414 60 - 7,220,000 Did not fail
-7 431 62.5 < 1,000
-8 431 62.5 2,000
-9 431 62.5 34,000
B63-1 483 70 2,OO0
-2 448 65 34.000
-3 483 70 1,000
-4 517 75 < 1,000
-5 448 66 22.000
-6 414 60 _ _ 114,000
-7 414 60 2,306,000
-8 431 62.5 33,000
-9 431 62.5 21,000
B61-1 379 55 2,001.000 Did no( fail
-2 552 80 < 1,000
-3 517 75 < 1,000
-4 483 70 3.O00
-5 448 65 2,157,000
-6 483 70 1,000
-7 465 67.5 3,000
-8 465 67.5 3.000
-9 448 65 2,295,000
[450, O_ --45"] s
[45 • -45", 0 o],
Failed under doubler
Did no£ fail
Did not fail
Did _x fail
.. ,.r"
f
-Z._.-, _.,
,i
The data p-_esented in this sec_n indlcate th_ the [45:-45 °, 0'1, sequence of tim [0" ± 4,5*]
family of laminates would have the best room U)mperamm tansge and fat_e prat:erfim. For
all testing of croasplied laminates on the balance of the test program, however, the stacking
sequence that was selected was the[O*, 45; -45*]. _ The reason for this chake was
that the joint strength to attachments, ie., doublers, is much higher when made to an unidimo
t/onal ply than to an off-axis ply. Consequently, to minimize doubler bond fmlures in the
various types of test specimens the [0". 45 * -45 *]. layup was used for all crmspl/ed panels,
11.3.5 POISSON'S RATIO EVALUATION. The final po: tion of the constant amplitude baseline
fatigue study was a series of residual Poisson's ratzo tests on specimens that survived 10
million fatigue cycles at room temperature at a stress ratio of -I. Determinations were made
on unidirectional specimens of G/E, G/PI, and B/AL Strain gage insLallation and test pro-
cedures were the same as those described in Section 7. The condition of the specimens ;stress
1!-51
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and number of fatigue cycles} and the results of the Pcisson's ratio tests are tab_lated in
Tabb 11-3"/. Also included are the tensile strength and modulus values obtained during the .....
same test& For the organ/c matrix materials, G/E and G/P[. the I0 m/]_m fat_pze cycles
appeared to have tittle effect on the value of Po/ssou's rat/c_ For the: metal matrix system,
B/AL however, one spec/mou exh/bited a drastic decrease in Po/ssoa's ratio with tim second
showing a moderate loss. Modulus values were sl/shtly low_r after fatigue cycling for tlm G/E
and G/PI syst_m_ All of t_ specimens showed sign/ficant decreases in tensile streng'JL It
should be pointed out, however, that the s_ configuration, ?.5 cm (I in) by 10.2 cm (4 in}
w/th a 1.3 an (0.5 in.) gage section was not • good one for ttmsi_ testing and was uot _ one
used for the baseline as received test_ Also, all but one of the specinm_ failed under the end
doublers ..................
The purpcee of these tests was to attampt to determine the amount of damage accumulated
after I0 million stress cycles a_ different values of maximum stress. Based on the residual
Fokson's ratio results alone. _he m matrix eomposits systems, G/E and G/PI, app,mr to
have experienced onlyslight:damage whilethe B/AI metalmatr/xsystem was s/gnificantly
affectedby thefatiguecycling.The more h/gMy stressedB/A]specimenshowed the greater
decreaseinPoissou'sratic_AdditionaJtestingwould be requiredtoverifythesefindings,
Table 11-37. Res_AtsaIFItesiduel Poissoe's RetioTestiq oIF_ FaflgueSpecim4ms at RoomTemp4m_re
Coadiflcm Tensile Tensile
Materid _ Numb¢ • af I_tlgue Stress lh_ss(m's Stren_ Mod-_h_s
symm ,hmbw Cycle. We/,_ 0k.0 _ MN/,_ 0k_ (ON/m2 (U,_)
G/E. 10"112 - _ 0.33 154o 224 141 20.4
BU'/2-12 I0.0 × 106 483 70 .28 al,100 "159 130 18.8
BU72-15 12.6 414 60 .33 al,000 a145 123 17.9
BU72-16 10.2 448 65 .31 ai,280 a186 129 18.7
G/PI, [0"]12 -- Baseline b.39 1,190 172 126 18.3
DU72-15 10.6 20/ 30 .41 a807 all7 118 17.1
DIY/2-46 10.3 138 20 .33 a945 a137 117 17.0
BIAI, [0"¿iz -- _ .28 1,450 210 194 28.2
EU'/2-16 I0.0 552 80 .I0 a470 a68 191 2/.7
EU'/2-46 I0.I 414 60 .23 1,010 147 201 29.2
aFailed under
b505 K 1450"F} value
(
w
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SECTION 12
FLIGHT SIMULATION TESTING
12.1
The objecti_ of this portiere d the program was to subject in real time _ _ _ f_ _
s/w s_Ams tot_ imd-t_mpwaturu histo_thatwouldbo _ b_ a_ _
ixrtdm_a_ ira50,000.beurlifLTo do dzisa fl/s_sinm!._n apl_u.atus_ _ that........
was capshloofImd/_ a numb_ oflarsuspee/nmm d incheompos/tosystemuslnla nmdam
_oEb_S 1_n whh 0m _ wa_ h,at_ tot_ _ m'N_d_r totho_
_e_d tobo_count4_ddu_S fi_0_._,t_ conVoa_ had_ _ ml max-
imumu_ tmperat_ it was n_ssmry that tl_ flisht s/mula_ be capa_ o_ provid_ tho
kind and t_pmW_ m/ted to inch _ Thup_atus had to be lm_ _m_ W _
tbe_ d a nmnb_ ofreplkatm d ,meh _ toIxovidoadoqnam stat/stkaldatafro"
txup_ _ oftbemduranee ofthemam'laL Inadd/t/m,tbe_ had toI_eapd_
d automatkallyum_a8 a larlpnumbec o/spednmm m_ably foran atmd_ l_'iodd _
A loed spectrum was fpmeratod us/n_ tbe exeeedance curves fer a supermnle cruise aircraft.
and th/s pundy random spectrum was reearded on tape/n a form su/tabb for load Irmnratiou m
real time _ tha_ 25,000 _ flights (SO,O00 hours} could be simulated. Each _
ta/ned climb, cru_. dwceu_ and _ Ioeds w/th tbe _tores camspond_ to eKh
portion of the flish_ A typical load and tempenttore profib is shown in l_p_u 12-1.
Tbe a_js/nal intent of tbe iropu_ was to use tbe wearout model developed by Halpin _ _ to
predi_ _be _e and mt tbe peek load bveb for tbe f]_Sht .imuhtlon tern d d the _
0am a random lind_ had bo,msmeared, d_ rut e_d/t/ms f_ meh eum-
pos/_ system_kl bes_ by _ ord,_ms/n8 themaSn/tud_ oftho,s_/n,q_etrum.
This wu done by sett/_ tbe nmKn/tude of tbe peak load in tbe _ To se_ these Pesk
foods, aeeebrated tests were run by incrmsing tbe buquency of tbe spectru_ A qeartl of a
filet/me and half a I/let/me of losds we_ appUed in I00 boars and 200 hours respect/rely. This
was done w/th tbe specimens held at a constant t_xratore _ to what wu cm-
s/dm_i to be tbe max/mum um _ture for inch indlvidual composit_ system- Time aeed-
eratod _ refemd to u short-ten_ t,_a m _ m tI_t tbe ioeds n_nM_ ai_kd
dur/ng a _ W_ht were appUod in about _ mJnut_ Fisnnre lO--2showe a flight pkked at
random and plotted to show the nature of lnad var/ation u the spec/mm is held at its max-
inmm use __,u. These data in conj_ with tbe bemline progertm were to be umd
to calculate, by meens of the wearout theory, tbe Peek load to be appliod during Wght s/mula-
tim testins of each composite. From the results ot these _ tests, however, it was
determin_i that tbe wmrout model could be used only on tbe WE and G/E sysUm_ Th_ dif-
ficulty _t_rud for the G/PI and B/ AI materials was that for the loads applied during aee_
aated test/ns the residual strensth wu observed to incrmae between _ life,he and
one-half I/fethne. This was contrary to the model, which is bawd oa strensth decrmsi_ with
time. The manner in which the flisht simulation loads were determined for the G/Pl and B/AI
specimens as well as the details of the wearout analy_ds of the B/E and G/E specimens will be
discussed later in the section.
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! FLIGHTPERMINUTE TIME
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Typical Accelerated or Short-Term Flight Simulation CycleShowing Loads
and Tempero_re Profile
Following the short-term teststhe four composite systems were subjected to the firstI0.000
hours offlightsimulationexposure, a number ofspecimens were removed from the apparatus.
and residualproperty evaluations were conducted. The resultsof thesetestshave been ana-
lyzed and are presented in this section.
12.2 DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATOR
The flight simulation apparatus was built to test five composite materials and has the capabil-
ity of cycling loads and temperatures on I00 test specimens simultaneously. The apparatus is
divided into I0 independent test setups each of which contains I0 identical specimens. The
flight simulation testing equipment is shown in Figure 12-2. There are 10 load frames, five of
which are facing forward, and five more directly behind the front five. The small cabinet at the
right of the simulator is the control console, which is shown in greater detail in Figure 12-4.
1=.2.1 TEST FIXTUiiB. The test f'txtures consist of 10 basic load frames. 10 whiffletree assem-
blies, attachment hardware for 100 specimens, t00 removable specimen stiffener assemblies.
20 heat Lamp rack assembLies, and lateral support hardware.
The lateral support between a whiffletree assembly and its specimens is a beam containing five
linear motion bearings. They allow motion in the load direction only. The travel of the clevis fit-
ting, which passes through a bearing, is limited and adjustable in each direction. Specimen or
12-3
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doubler failuresare detected by means of microswitches activated when the clevismotion
exceeds the preset values ineitherloading direction.Activation ofa microswitch immediately
dumps the hydraulic pressure and reduces the load to zero.
12.2.2 LOAD PROGRAN_ER AND CONTROLLERS. The MTS digitalload programmer and asso-
ciated load controllersare shown inFigure 12-5.Ten of the 60 availablecontrollersare used for
the I0 basic load frames. The load programmer and controllersprogram and controlthe fatigue
loading spectrum and synchronize the heating and cooling cycles.
12.2.3 PROGRAMMER SAFETY FEATURES. The load programmer provides the following self-
checking features that automatically stop all test operations if activated.
a. The load controller ERROR DETECTOR is activated if the error between the command
and feedback system exceeds a preset value.
b. Program HOLD is activated if a malfunction occurs in timing, parity, or the power supply.
c. END OF PROGRAM code at the end of a punched tape places the program in "hold.'" If
the test program is not manually restarted within a few minutes, all operations are
deactivated.
12.2.4 HYDRAUU¢ SYSTEM. The hydraulic system consists of a hydraulic power source with oil
reservoir level and oil temperature detectors, a manifold pressure dump valve, distribution
manifolds and lines, and hydraulic actuating cylinders with pressure dump valves, filters, and
servo valves.
L
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Figure 12-$ Progromn_ and Load
Two hydraulic power sources were used during the test program. One 50 gpm pump of the 200
gpm Pump Station was used for the short-term tests. A 7 gpm portable hydraulic pump was
used for the long-term test.
12.2.5 H_III_ SYSWd_. The test specimens are heated by 800-watt infrared quartz heat lamps.
The heat is d_rected to the specimens by parabolic reflectors as shown in Figure 12-6. The lamps
and reflectors are positioned so that they heat a 0.05 m (2 inJ strip on each half of the specimens.
As discussed more full)" in Section 12.3. this arrangement doubles the number of reskfimi
strength specimens that can be obtained from each long-term specimevu For each test setup, the
five upper lamps and the five lower lamps are assembled in an upper rack and a lower rack. Each
lamp rack is an independent heating system with its own temperature controller, control ther-
morouple, monitor thermocoupie, and temperature error detection t_ottple.
The temperature c._:cling for the long-term test is synchronized with the loads by using the
STEP code in the load programmer. STEP codes are programmed at the start and end of the
heating period. The first STEP code activates the low temperature checking circuit for 10 milli-
seconds, if the specimen temperature is not less than 3I 1 K _100 ° FL all test operations for
that specific setup are deactivated. If the specimen temperature is less than 311 K (100 ° FL
then power is applied to the heat lamps. The power is not controlled until the desired specimen
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temperature is obtained. The tempera_re controller and its coatroi r.bermoc_ple will main-
rain the desired temperature within _+ 6 K riO° F). The temperature et.r_ detector thermoc_
pie makes an independent and continuous check agnin_ ove_tempers_n occurTenC_ (This
d_rmocouple is also used by the low temperatm_ checking circuit,) In case of an over-
temperature occurrence, an test operations for that specific setup are dm_t/vatod. The second
STEP code removes the power to the heat lamps, and the specimmu are allowed to cool.
12.2.6 COOUNG SYSTEM.A large centrifusal blower driven by • five horsepower motor pro-
vides the cooling air for the test specimen& The cool/nll air is distributed to 50 locations by •
duct system. At ench locat/on • nozzle directs tJ_ecooUn8 a/r to a ludr of test •pet/men& Air
flow at each location can be adjusted by physically cben8/_ the noz_ outlet areL Tbese
nozzles are shown near the top in F'qlure 12-3. Fisure 12-7 is a clouup view of the nozzles in
operation during the kx_-term tests.
12.2.7 CONTROLCONSOLE.The control consols, shown in Figures 124 and 12-8, contains the
temperature control and checking ciecuits, malfuact_a/shutdowa losic _.,'cuits, and system
control and indicator circuits.
The control console front panel cent•ins the foI_wiug conU'ols and indicators.
L Ten setup coente, to maintain the load _ block count for each set up.
b. Ten dump switcbes/ind/catms to manually dump or ind/cate an automatic dump or any
setup.
c. Ten JOG-RESET t_Sie switches to energize the hydraulics of each setup.
d. PROGRAMMER counter to indicate load programmer block count.
L RUN and HOLr' switcb_indkatore to provide remote control of load programmer.
f. LOAD and UNLOAD switcbes and indic•tore to provide maote control of the hydraulic
pump preum'e to all setups.
g. DUMP switch/ind_t_ to completely shut down the hydraulic pump.
h. OVER TEMPERATURE, LOW TEMPERATURE, SPECIMEN FAILURE, LOAD
ERROR, RAM OVERTRAVEL, MANUAL LOCK indicators to indicat_ which malfunc-
t/on caused a test to stop. The numbered setup indicator will also indicate which setup is
related to the malfunction.
12.2.8 DATA RECORDINGSYSTEM.All data are recorded ona h_h speeddlgit*i recorder. The 10
loads and 20 monitor _ples cn be recordedon ruN.eric tape at a maximum sampling
rate of six times per second. Data can then be printed out in en_aeeri_ units.
Data are recorded per/odically to confirm that loads appear to be reasonable and that the tem-
perature Lvcle profile is correct. Loads cannot be confirmed exactly because the prognmmed
loads are not known due to the random nature of the spectrun_
12.2.9 MONITOR/SAFETYSYSTEM.A MeUmscope is used as a monitor and a limit detect safety
system Channels I through I0 display the tension loads up to 100% with the limits set to
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105%. Channels 11 through 20 display the compression loads {1 through 10) up to 25% with
the limits set at 30%. Channels 21 through 40 display the temperatures of each monitor ther-
mocouple for each of the 20 lamp racks. The temperature limit is set 5% above the maximum
temperature for a given setup.
If any limit is exceeded, the main electrical circuit breaker is thrown to its OFF position. All
heat lamps go off. the hydraulic pressure at the manifold is dumped, the load programmer goes
into HOLD, and all 10 setups are individually d_:.,_ped. The channel that exceeded the limit is
indicated by a flashing line on that channel
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12.2.10 CHECKOUT.Tests were performed to check out the loading mec.han/sm and the dis-
tribution of loads by the whiffletree assemblies. A set of I0 strain gaged aluminum specimens
was prepared and cabS)rated. The specimens were installed in the flight simulator and loaded
to three load levels in the region of interest. Both the total applied load and the I0 indivklual
loads were found to be within desired limits. The individual loads on each specimen were within
__3% of the desired IoacL
During checkout of the loading system, a dummy B/E short-term exposure specimen was
intentionally loaded to failure in the simulator to detormine the effects of individual spec/men
failures on the load levels of similar specimens withirA the same whiffletree arrangement. Each
whiffletree contains five pairs of specimens. The Sl_ are loaded by a command from the
programme. This load program command signal is continuonsly compared to the signal from
the load cell, and ff the difference is m_e than a fixed amount, the loading mechanism shuts
dow_ To check the response times of this arrangement in the event of specimen failure, the
loads were monitored on two adjacent specimens, the specimen paired to the failed specimen,
and one specimen in the adjacent pak. The strain gage and recorder arrangement used had a
combined response t/me of well under 0.01 second. At failure, the load on the specimen pe/red
to the failed specimen dropped to zero in 0.01 second. A compressive load of 10% of the tensile
load was recorded for a dura_on of 0.01 seconcL The adjacent specimen lost about 20% of its
tensile load for 0.02 second and recovered to 95% of the original load, which it mainteined until
the load was dumped at 0.18 second; the load then decayed linearly to zero in about I second.
12.2.11 AUTOMA11COFIglATION. To do long-term testing at the lowest cost and to be able to
complete 50,000 hours testing in the shortest total time, the simulator must he automa_k aud
be capable of operating unattended 75% of the _ne. Experience over the last se_reraiyears
shows that the simulator has opere'ed on the average of 125 hours per week. This is about 75%
of the time available. The mon/toring and safety features are largely responsible for the off
time. They are, however, very important in order to avoid destroying or damaging spedmens
during flight simulation testing. There are a number of other factors that have restricted the
average run t/me to 125 hours per week. When equ/pment of this type is operated year after
year, per/odic maintenance must be performed. Recorders, heat lamps, hydraulic cylinders,
bearinp end electronic components must be serviced or replaced. The equipment must be shut
down to remove broken specimens. When shutdown occurs in early evening or during the
weekend, additional time is lost because the resin matrix Sl[_cimens must be dr/ed before oper-
at/on is resume_
Many weeks the simulator does run close to the 168 hours possible, but when we take a four-
year period we find the long t/me average is close to 125 hours per week.
12.41SPECUAENCONFIGURATION
The unnotched specimen configuration for the lons-Lerm tests is shown in Figure 12-9. The
composite portion of the specimen is 0.076 m (3 in.) by 0.46 m (18 in). The tapered doublers
bonded at each end of the specimen extend the overall length to 0.56 m (22 in.). Aluminum
spacers of the same thickness as the composite m-e used to fill the gaps between the titanium
doublers in the regh)us where the pin holes are located. The spec/mens are pin loaded to ensure
uniformloadingforthewhiffletreearrangementusecLHalfoftheresinmatrixlong-termspeci-
mens arepreparedwith notchesconsistingof0.0064m (0.25ixL)diameterholes.As shown in
Figur_!2-10,theseholesarelocatedsothattheyarecenteredineachofthesix0.025m(l in.)
by 0.23m (9in.)post-testspecimensto he cut from the notchedlor_g-Cer_nspecimensafter
12-11
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Figure 12-9 Long-Term Flight Simulation Spe_men _ _ _
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flight simulation exposure. These specimens are used to determine the residmd notched tensile
or fatigue strength of the composite _fter flight simulatio_ The unnotched long-term speci-
mens are also cut into smaller pieces for residual strength testing. The original plan was to cut
each long-term specimen into twelve 0.013 m (0.5 in.) by 0.23 m (9 in.) post-test specimens. As
discussed later, this plan was slightly modified as a result of the condition of the specimens at
the completion of I0,000 hours of exposure. All of the post-tsst tensile and fatigue specimens
will use bonded doublers as shown at the right in Figure 12-10. Two sets of quartz heat lamps
0.23 ra (9 i_) apart are positioned so that they heat a 0.05 m (2 in) strip on each half of the long,
term specimen (see Figure 12_). This arrangement places the 0.05 m (2 i_) heated zones at the
centers of the post-test specimen_ The edges of the heated zones are 0.025 m (1 i_) from the
doublers so that the adhesive is not subjected to the operating temperature of the composite
during simulatio_ Temperature measurements taken during testing showed the titanium end
doublers to be approximately 69 K (125" F) cooler than the 408 K (275" F) heated zones of the
epoxy spsc/mens and approx/matoly 117 K (210 ° F} cooler than the 505 K (450 ° F) heated
zones of the G/PI and B/AI specimenL One modification was made to the B/AI specimens to in-
crease the efficiency of heating during flight simulation exposure. The hestsd zones on the
sides facing the quartz heat lamps were coated with flat black, heat resistant paint to reduce
reflection from the aluminum surfac_
The requirements for the sh.',._-term flight simulation specimens were less restrictive than for
the long-term specimens because only residual tensile strength properties were to be obtained
after the 100 and 200 hours of exposure. With this in mind a short-term specimen was designed
that could be tensile tested after flight simulation with no further modifications, L_, machin-
ing or doubler bonding. The specimen that was used is shown in Figure 12-11. A further advan-
rage in using the 0.025 m (I in.) wide specimen rather than the 0.076 m (3 in.) w/de long-term
configuration was a considerable savings in material. To satisfy the pin loading requL,_ementof
the flight simulation apparatus it was necessary to use the 0.05 m (2 in,) wide end doublers
shown in Figure 12-11. The space between each set of doublers not occupied by the end of the
composite mater_ was filled with aluminum sheet of the same thickness as the composite.
Also shown in Figure 12-11 is the notched specimen used for half of the resin matrix short-term
tests. The 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) diameter boles, one in each half, are centered in the 0.05 m (2 in.)
heated zones in like manner to the long-term specimens.
12.4 RANDOM LOAD SPECTRUM
The objective of the SCR spectrum generation task was to provide a load simulation that
would be representative of flight conditions during the life of a supersoniccruise aircraft and
would be acceptable and remain acceptable to all concernedparties during this long real-time
flight sinn'.lation test program. Developments (ref. 38 and 39) in random flight-by-fllght load
simulation have produced a simple method for generating a random load sequence that
matches the desired lead_xceedanco relationships on a mission segment basis. These studies
have shown the importance of including the random character of the individual lead. adhering
to flight-by-flight profiles, and including the ground-air_rmmd load for each flight.
Several assumptions were made to define the loading spectrunL The mission profile and loads
data were obtained from ,-efersnce 1. These data were also used for the study described in
reference 2. The life of a supersonic cruise aircraft was assumed to consist of 25.000 flights of
two hours duration each. For this work. each flight was assumed to be an "operational flight"
as def'med by reference I. Each flight consisted of a 10-minute climb, a 90-minuts cruise, a
20-minute descent, and a single landing load. The number of loads per flight and the number of
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leads in each of the segments were modeled after the reference I load sequenc_ However. the
loads were randomized such that all the loads expected to occur in 10,060 flights were include_
Since the 90-minute cruise was scheduled to include only about eight loads per flight, the mean
load was held for 44 minutes before and after the imposition of a two-minute cruise loading
period. The climb and descent loads were distributed over the entire climb and descent time.
To simulate the mission thermal profile for a Mach 3 cruise, an elevated temperature b applied
to the specimens. From room temperature at the beginning of climb, the tsmpersture is
increased uniformly to the maximum use temperatm'e for each material Once the random load
spectrum has been generated, the magnitude of the loads and the nn_imum use temperature
or cruise temperature can be adjusted to suit each of the composite systems being studied.
Both the load magnitudes and cruise temperatures were set using data from the baseline meas-
urements and test data obtained by using the load spectrum at an accelerated ret_ The lead-
ing rate was increased so that the loads normally occurring during a twa-hoar flight
occur in one m/nute. These accelerated tests are run at the cru/se temperature and are referred
to as short-term tests.
12.4.1 SPECTRUM G_NERAIION FOR THE LONG-II_M TESTS. The segment exceedance curves
from reference I are shown in Figures 12-12, 12-13, and 12-14. The Gauseian process line
needed for the random simulation is shown in each figure. The mapping function data are
shown in Table 12-I.
The N Ovalues for each segment were art/red at by the following argument. The long, term test
simulation of reference I considered IO,000 fligi,ts. In this simulation it was desired to main-
rain the number of load values at 80 per flighL Since 20 dwell signek were r_.quired per flight
to maintain the mean cruise load during heating and one landing load was included in each
flight, there were 101 loads per fi/ght for e total of 1.01 m/lh'on loads for the 10,000 flights, For
th/s work these 1.01 m/Ilion loads are appl/ed in 25.000 flights, thus requiring about 40 loads
per fUghL Since there are actually only 32 minutes of loading per tw@hour flight, the overall
cyclic frequency, Np, of load values is calculated as:
Np "- 40 cycles/32 minutes : 1.25 cpm
• , 75,000 cyclesJ1000 hours
The average number of mean crossings per unit time, N o is defined as the product of the irreg-
ularity factor (R = 0.9) and Np, giving:.
N O = (0.9)Np =, 67,500 cycle_1000 hours
The 10-minute climb, 90-minute cruise, and 20-minute descent segments represent 31%.
6.25%. and 62.5% of the total loading time, respeatively. For this program spectrum, the
climb, cruise, and descent segments contain 70%, 12%, and 18% o/the total number of loads.
The N O values for each segment were calculated as:
N O(Climb) = N o (0.7)/(0.31) ffi 152,000 cyc/kseg hr
N O (Cruise) - N O (0.12}/(0.0625) = 129,600 cyc/kseg hr
N O (Descent) = N O(0.18)/(0.625) - 19,440 cyc/kseg hi-
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Figure 12-12 Climb F,xceodance Curve
These values along with the other mission parameters were input to the General Dynamics
Simulated History of Aircraft Missions (SHAM) computer procedure, which generated the
load history (ref. 39). A typical mission is shown in Figure 12-15.
12.4.2 SPECTRUM FOR THE SHORT-TERM TESTS. To set the magnitudes of the ion&term loads for
each composite system some accelerated testing had to be done. This was done by increasing
the frequency of loading to the point where a half of a lifetime of loads could he appl/ed to speci-
mens of each composite system in 200 hours. These groups of specimens were held at constant
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temperaCures. The temperatures chosen were their maximum use temperatures. Thee tests.
which were run for 100 hours and 200 hours, are referred to as the short-term tests. The ob]eo
cive of the short-term tests was to apply as many mission loads as possible to the specimens in
a short time. The random character of the loads, the flight-by-flight sequence, and the landing
load were all maintained in the accelerated spectrum.
Itcan be shown that the minimum periods ofthe long,term testclimb,cruise,and descent seg-
ments are 8.5.10.and 66.25 sec/Ioad,respectively.To obtaina maximum cyclicrateof50 cpm,
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the minimum periodforeach segment shouldbe 0.6see'load.The accelerationfactorswere
thuscalculatedas:
(AF) climb : 8.5/0.6 : 14.167
(AF} cruise : 10/0.6 : 16.67
(AF) descent ffi 66.25/0.6 = 110.417
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Table 12-1. Mapping Function D4_ -
Crossing/ ( GQusslan 1' 1_11' Gcnmslan Reel N{k segment hr) Load toad Load o {¢pr_)
Climb Segment
152,000 0 0 0 0 0.224 2.53
103,000 0.04 0.04 0.2 0.2
10,030 .27 .095 .520 .308
1,003 .50 .256 .707 .463
103 .73 .375 .854 .612
10 96 .6SS 980 _q
5 1.03 .79 1.015 .889
2 1.13 1.05 1.063 1.025
1 1.2 1.43 1.095 1.196
Cruise Segment
130,000 0 0 0 0 .130 2.16
100,030 0.01 0.01 0.1 0.1
10,030 .09 .045 .3 .212
1,000 .165 .130 .406 .361
: I00 .245 .225 .495 .474
10 .32 .325 .576 .570
1 .4 .425 .632 .652
Descent Segment
19,000 0 0 0 0 .142 0.324
8,500 .035 .035 .187 .187
1,000 .12 .06 .$46 .245
103 .215 .12 .464 .346
10 .305 .18 .552 .424
3 .355 .24 .596 .490
1 .4 .34 .632 .583
0.5 .43 .44 .656 .663
These acceleration factors and the long-term test mission data were input to the SHAM proce-
dure to produce the short-term test history. A flight lasts about 60 seconds and is d_v/ded into
approx/mately 25 climb loads in 42 seconds, six cruise loads in seven seconds, and seven des-
cent loads and one landing load in II seconds. A typical load sequence is shown in Figure
12-16. The accelerated spectrum results in an overall rate of one minute per flight, so that in
100 hours of testing, about one fourth of a cruise aircraft lifetime |6000/25,000} can be imposed.
12.5 WEAROUT MODEL
At the time these tests were starteda wearout model had been developed and used on epoxy
matrix composite systems. The fatigueand residualstrength data from the short-termservice
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h/story tests on two of the four composite systems, i.e., G/E and B/E specimens, were analyzed
using the wearout model developed in references 3 and 40 and previously used in references 41
and 42.
The wesrout or fatigue model is reviewed here and examples of its use will be given for the
epoxy system in the section on short-term test results. This model is based on four assump-
tions (three physical and one mathematical form).
a. Materials fail because of the pr_ence of preexisting flaws.
b. Flaws grow in a deterministic manner. The manner b determined by material properties.
state, and magnitude of the stresses at the flaw perimeter, history of applied stress; and
the thermal and mechanical history.
c. The critical load for a structure is a function of instantaneous flaw state, and the distribu-
tion of residual strengths defmes the flaw field statistics.
d, Damage rate accumulation is of the functional form:
_C =M • C r, (I)
at
where C isthe flaw length and r isthe flaw growth rateexponent,
The residual strength function FRIt)can be shown to have the form
1
FR(Uffi [FRIto 91rl,- Aq(r-1}A1S{t-to)l 2(r-l)
where:
(2)
A 1 ffi F_/Frd "with Fins x being the truncaticn load a measure of tins stress and Frdbeing
a reference rms stress level
The term A 4 is related to the history-dependent constant (M) in Equation {I).
The term r isthe exponent of the flaw state(C)inEquation (I).
The term - l/s is the slope of the in Fmax-in t curve and is related to r.
The term t refers to time and to is a reference time conditio_
Ifthe initialassumptions are correct,the resultsofvarying stresshistory,environmental con-
ditions, and geometry are contained in A 4.
Note that Equation {2) is a strictly monotonic decreasing function of time. Therefore. time t
must be measured after the initial stress relaxation occurs. If this point in time is considered to
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be the time origin, t -- o, Equation (2) may be considerbd applicable for all positive values of t_
F It ffi o} is the initial static s_ength of the component possessing a Weibull (extreme value)
distribution"
where a o and _ are the shape and sca!e parameters, respectively, for the Weibull distn_ution
Introducing the Weilmll flaw distribution, Equation (3). into Equation (2} gives the time-
yarying rest, dual strength dietribution of the fonm
ao
P(F.(t) > FR)fexP-- [F_r-_+(r'I)A4A1St]2(-T_n..,• (4)
for FR > Fmax _r-_
P(0 < F R (t) < Fmax) -- 0
and
P (FR(t) ---- 0) ---- 1 -- P(FR(t) > Fro. x)
The probabilistic Equat_m (4) does not involve the reference time t_, which appears in Equa-
tion (2), and agrees with Equation (3) when t ffi o. For fixed time t. it follows from Equation (4)
that the transformed variable Fa(t) 2(_1) has a truncated threeparameter W'eFoull distribution,
The distribution depend in Equation (4) has a limiting form for (F_o)2(r-l) << I, which gives
the lifetime distribution as:
af
P_T > t) -- P [ FR(t) > Fmx ] -- exp -(t/B_ (5)
where:
Ofo
af = 2(r-I) (6)
Bf -- (r-l) A 4 A S (7}
If specimen behavior is found to he consistent with the model, the following responses would
be expected.
So
b.
The lifetime shape parameter would be independent of rms stress, temperature, and
humidity.
Both the truncation load-endurance data and initial shape parameter to fatigue shape
parameter relationship will yield consistent values of r.
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c. Characteristicstrengthsand enduranceswills;hLftlog-linearly.
The program used to fit the wearout model to the experimental data sample is based on
_ing the"error"between theprediction{model)and thedata.The modelparametersac_
8c, and to and the experimental data are available as "known" values for input. The program
uses an iteration procedure t_ minimize the error (variance). The iterative solution may be
accomplishedby determiningeitherthe valueof"r"orof"A4" thatgivesa minimum error.
............ _ the value of r is t_ be "4sed in iteration, a value of A 4 must first be determinecL The prob-
abilistic model may be written in the forn_
1 2{r-l)
1 a'_ (t)}{80 !in_:] - FR
A_r(r-l)
ffiA4 {t-to)
where:
P ffiP (FR(t)>FR)
and
A_r = 1
This equation is represented functionally as
f(P,FI_ ffiA4t
Therefore, the constant A 4 is the slope of the linear regression equation fitted to the empirical
data. The iteration sequence is begun with an assumed value of "r" and repeated until the error
term, Le., the probabilistic squared difference betweem the model and the observed data,
becomes a minimun_
The application of this model to the short-term test data will be shown in Section 12.6. At that
time it will become clear how the parameters A4, s, and A 1, are determinea during the calcula-
tious.
a, 8 WeibuU shape and scale parameters for the distribution of the tensile
data.
ao, 8o -- Weibull parameters at time zero.
a O _o2{r-l}
af, _f -- '2(r--l) (r-I)A4AIS
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_T, _T --
_RT
_MLE
-- We_ull parameters at a temperature, T.
m
O
e
aT
A 1
A4 o
C
f_ N
fT w
F
FR(t)
g
M
NO
Np --
Room temperature value.
Calculated using pooled a by formula
n 1
n
for long term test. -_
Relates to slope of Gauasian process :_ue. Slope -
See Figure 12-13.
1
2o2
Load for exceedance curves expressed in number of g's.
_T, ratio of _ at temperature to _ at room temperature.
_RT
Fmax , where Fma x is the truncation load, a measure of rms stress,
Frd and Frd is a reference ram stress level
This term is related to the history dependent constant (M) in Equation (I).
Flaw length.
1
(3)-- ao is the p_nalty for least of three as a 5ruction of the shape
parameter, _w
1
(I00)-- a is the risk factor obtained from failure statistics by assum-
ing a 1% static failure rate is acceptable.
Strength retention factor at elevated temperature obtained from the
In aT versus T curve.
Static strength
Residual strength functio_
Acceleration due to gravity.
Proportionality constant in Equation (1).
R Np is the average number of mean crossings per unit time.
Overallcyclicfrequencyof loads.
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P{FR(t)> FR) Probability function
-- Flaw growth rate exponent.
R
s
-- Irregularity factor.
-- The term - 1 is the slope of the In Fmax versus In t curve and is
related to r.
t
T
Time. to is a reference time condition.
Temperature.
12.6 SHORT-TERMFLIGHTSIMULATION
The short-termtestswereintendedtoprovide thedatanecessarytosetreasonableloadlevels
forthelong-termtests.These loadlevelswere extremelyimportanttothesuccessofthelong-
term tests.A selectionthatwas toohigh couldresultinfailureofallthespecimenspriorto
completionof 50,000hours of exposure.Conversely,a very low loadlevelmight resultin
neitherspecimenfailuresnormeasureablechangesinresidualstrengthafter50,000hours.The
short-term tests were accomplished by accelerating the loading rate such that half a lifetime of
loads was applied in 200 hours. During loading the specimens were exposed to the maximum
use temperature for each composite material systen_ The loads for the short-term tests were
set to induce some fatigue failures. Specimens that did not fail were tested for residual
strength. These fatigue life and residual strength data were _n Used with the static baseline
data to fit the wearout model and set the loads for the long-term tests.
The short-term tests were additionally intended to check out the flight simulation apparatus
and to provide the modes and statistics of failure.
12.&.! TESTPLAN AND _[_$. For each material system a total of 40 specimens, in
groups of 10, were subjected to the short-term flight simulation exposure tests. For B/AI, both
unidirectional and [0 ° _ 45°]s crossplied materlale were tested while only [0 ° ± 45o]s cr,_u-
plied material was tested for the resin matrix systems. The unidirectional B/AI was included
because its significantly higher transverse streng_ and transve_e and shear modulii, than
those of the resin systems, offer a much greater potential for structural applications. The
originally scheduled unidirectional resin matrix specimens were changed to a notched
[0 o ± 45 °]s crossply configuration. Tests were conducted for time periods of 100 and 200 hours.
At the accelerated rate of loading that was used, this represented onefourth and one-half
lifetimesrespectively.Alltestson any one system were conductedatthe same temperhture
and loadlevel
Following the 100- and 20_hour exposures, all unfailed specimens were tested for residual te_
sile strength at the same temperature as used for the short-term tests.
12.6.1.1 Temperalure Selection. Selection of the short-term test temperatures was to be based
on the results of the baseline tensile tests. It was planned to select a temperature in the region
justbelow thatwhere adistinctchangeintheslopeofthestrengthversustemperaturecurve
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occurred. Generally. however, no distinct fall_ff in strength was observed out to the maximum
tensile test temperatures used for any of the materials. At the time that the short-term tests
were ready to begin, the _hermal aging exposures had not been running long enough to provide
data for selection of the flight shnulation temperatures. Data from the literature for use in
selecting the maximum use temperatures for 50.000-hour service was also lacking. However. at
the time that the long, term tests were expected to start it was thought that sufficient thermal
aging data would then be available and that a rational sebction of exposure temperatures
could be made st that t_ime. Therefore, the temperatures selected for the short-term tests were
in the region covered by the thermal aging tests. For the epoxy systems 422 K {300 ° F) and for
B/A] 505 K {450 ° F) were choserL These temperatures were midway between those at which
thermal aging exposures were currently in progress. To obtain a better comparison between
the B/A1 and the GIPI systems, 505 K {450 ° F) was also chosen for G/PI even though the mid-
way temperature of the thermal aging tests was 533 K {500 ° F).
12.6.1.2 $.IKtton id Short Twin toads. The loads for the short-term tests were set as high as
possible to produce early fatigue failure and provide a basis for subsequent stress variations.
The room temperature static ulthnate strength is reduced by two independent factors to arrive
at the desired load. One of these factors is strength retention at elevated temperature, fT. It
was obtained from a retention curve as descr/bed below. The other factor/s a risk factor, fr- and
was obtained from failure statistics by assuming that a 1% static failure rate is acceptable.
Because no baseline tests were performed on B/E, its reduction factors were obtained from
existing data. The procedure for the reduction of the G/E, G/PI. and B/AI data is described
here.
The baseline data provides a starting point, for setting the peak loads to be used during the
short-term tests. The raw failure load data for a given material, notch condition, and tempera-
ture were fit with a Weibull distribution by linear regression to obtain the scale parameter. _,
and the shape parameter, a. The temperature retention curve was plotted in the form of In aT
versus temperature, where aT is the ratio of _ at a _ven temperature to _ at room temperature.
The portion of this curve that exhibits Unearity perm/ts statistical pooling of the data over
that temperature range. The pool/rig was accomplished by scaling each data point {load vaiue)
to its raw _ estimate and using this ratio as the random variable. The resulting a was the pooled
for that material and notch condition over the temperature range of interesL Using maximum
likelihood estimation techniques, a better es_ts of the _ for each temperature was obtained
from the original load data and the pooled a. These new _ estimates were used to refme the In aT
v_sus T curve so that the temperature factor, fT. _ be obtained dh_ctly from the ploL The
risk factor, fr was ¢'dculated from the pooled a *-_ t;-.c _etrst failure of I00 samples, or
-!
Of
f, = (10o)
The permissible peak load was then th._ product:
peak load ffi frf_RT
Ir
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The procedure for load selection is demonstrated below using the baseline tensile data for
unnotched [0° ___45°], GFE in a typical calculation:
I. Fit a Weibull dism_ution to each set of raw load data (a distribution for each temperature,
material, and notch condition).
2. Plot temperature retention in the form of a In aT versus T curve, where aT is _RT"
3. From Step 2, determine which sets of ds _ may be pooled (based on linear part of In aTver-
......... sus T curve).
.
.
p
7.
8.
Poolseveraltemperaturesby usingX]/_T as therandom variable.Obtainapooleda forthat
materialand notchcondition.
Recompute _1' based on pooled _ and original load data (use maximum likelihood
estimator). Refine aT versus T with _MLE.
--1
Compute risk factor based on 1% failure rate fr = (1O0) "_"
Find temperature retention factor (fT) from refined aT versus T.
Calculate peak load equal to frfT_RT.
Using the35 tensilestrengthvaluesinTable 12-2,theprocedureisfollowedtocalculatethe
peak short-termloadforG/E.
I. The _ and a columns of the tablelistthe value calculatedfrom the data at each
temperature.
2. Figure 12-17 shows a plot of In aT versus temperature using the values listed in the aT --
_/_RT co[umn-
3. From Figure 12-17, it was determined to pool all the data.
4. All temperatures weze used and the data shown in the Load/_ column was ordered and used
to find a pooled a. The computer makes this calculation. However, for clarity the nature of
this calculation is shown in Table 12-2 and the WeibuU plot in Figure 12-18. The pooled a
for this case is 12.71.
5. Recompute _T based on a -- 12.71 and o"rq_ualload data for each temperature. The max-
imum lik_ estimator formula is
n
Resultsofthiscalculationate shown inTable12-2inthe_MLE and _/_RT columns.Now use
thisdatatorefineInaT versusT plotusing_MLE. ThesepoIntsleaveFigureI2-17essentially
unchsnged.
i L-
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Table 12-2. Baseline Tens!le Data -- Unnotched [0 ° ± 4So]u G/E
T.m_NrutwQ Led _ _ _....
No. K ('f) N (Ik) N ("-) N (l_) a _;,8m, L...I/S N (Ik) _/_
BC01-1
............ --2 .....
-3
BCOI_
-7
BC01-4
-16
-22
-24
BC01-9
-10
-17
BC01-II
-18
-19
BC01-12
-13
.20
BC01-14
-15
-21
-29
-30
-31
-32
-33
-34
-35
218 -67 3870 870 4034 907 4190 942 11.79 0.89 0.96 4114 9245 0.88
3879 872 .93
4.189 960 ..... 1.04
297 75 5031 1131 4444 999 4702 1067 7.40 1.0 L07 _ 10r_ 1.00
39O5 878 .83,
4377 984 .lk_
394 250 4257 957 4644 1044 48'75 1096 9.61 1.04 .8"/ 4991 1122 1.07
4101 922 .84
3914 88O .80
4871 1095 1.00
4448 I000 .91
,5782 1300 1,19
4804 1060 .99
4848 1090 .99
4870 lObO .M
4724 1062 ._l
408 275 4492 1010 4537 1020 4750 1068 9.34 1.01 .96 4710 IM9 1.01
4O97 921
5026 1130 1.06 "
422 300 4919 1106 4635 1042 4790 1077 13.16 1.02 1.03 4715 I0_0 1.01
436
4.50
4270 96O .89
4715 1060 .96
325 4657 1047 4662 1048 4786 1076 17.09 1.02 .07 4715 1060 1.01
5249 1180 1.03
4404 990 .92
3,50 4008 901 4644 1044 4853 1091 10.49 1.03 .83 4862 1093 1.04
4884 1098 1.01
4670 1050 _M
4715 1060 .97
1042
3941 886 .81
4270 960 M
$293 1190 1.09
4670 1060 .M
$338 1200 l.lO
J
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6. Risk factor based on 1% failure rate was then calculated as fr = (I00) = 0.70.
7. The temperature retention factor was considered to be 1.0 for this case.
8. The peak load is equal to:
0.70 × 1.0 × [4684 N (1053 Ib) ] = 3278 N (737 Ib)
Because the tensile speehnens were 0.013 m (0.5 in.) wide, the peak load per inch is 6557 N
(1474 ]b).
In a similar manner the baseline test data for the other composite systems were analyzed for
both the notched and unuotched cases. The B/A] data were calculat_ for unidirectional and
crossplied materials. The reduction factors and calculated peak loads are given in Table 12-3.
s-
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Table12-3.SummaryofReductionFactors.Loads.andStressesforShort-TermTests
*Peekloed bLanc/MS LNd Peek Stress Lending Sereu cone g Serooe
Mo/m4el Cmedl_4m f !T N (Ib) N (riD) MN/m :t (ksi) MN/m s (kid) /IN/m s (ksi)
B;E Unnotched 0.79 0.80 6218 1398 -1557 -350 321 46.6 - 80 -11.7 161 23.3
Notched .79 .80 3483 783 - 672 -196 248 36.0 - 62 - 9.0 124 18.0
G,E Unnotched .70 1.0 6567 1474 -1637 -368 338 49.1 - 86 -12.3 169 24.6
No,bed .68 1.0 3616 813 - 903 -203 249 36.1 - 62 - 9.0 125 18.1
I_'AJ [0"_ .77 .91 2531 5690 -63._.5 "1422 956 138.8 -239 -34.7 478 69.4
{0" _ 46°], .71 .82 8451 1900 --2117 -- 476 345 50.0 - 86 --12.5 177 25.0
G_PI Unnotched .68 1.0 4946 1112 -1237 - 278 207 30.1 - 62 - 7.6 104 15.1
Notc_._ .68 1.0 2593 383 - 649 - 146 141 20.5 - 35 - 5.1 71 10.3
Note: Stresm bB_.d on the followin8 tklcknesm:
_E, Unnotched:
B/E. Notched:
G/E. Um_otch,_E
G;E. Notche_
G/PI. Unnotched:
GIPI. No_hec_
B_AL10"!6:
BJA].[o"± 45"I:
0.00076 m {0.030 isL)
.00074 m (.029 in.)
.00076 m (.030 in.)
.00076 m (.030 in.)
.00004 m 1.038 ;,,1
.00089 m 1.635 in.)
.00104 m (.Oil in.)
.00007 ,-, t.038 ;-)
• Peak load = f,fl.tlrr
b Landing load is defined as negative 25% of peak load
¢One g .,,trt-as _ ok,fined as 50% of peak st.z_-,ss
12.6.1.3 Test Procedure. Before installing the short-term specimens in the flight simulation
apparatus, width and thickness measurements were determined, and the average cross-sectional
areas were cak-ula_l for each set of 10. These areas were used to obtaia the flight simulation
stresses and, for specimens that did not fail to calculate the residual tensile strengths after
post-exposure testing. The specimens were then installed in the test machine, thermocouples
were attached, the compression stiffening grids were bolted in place, and all resin-matrix speci-
mens were heated to 422 K (300 ° F) for 24 hours to remove any absorbed moisture. Before
starting the tests, each set of 10 specimens was proof loaded to the maximum load value that it
would experience during the 100- or 200-hcur, short-term exposure.
Once started, the short-term testing of any one set continued uninterrupted until completion
unless specimen failure or equipment malfunction occurred. If the test was halted for 24 hours
or more, an additional moisture bakeout of four hours was performed on all except the BIAI
specimens.
At the completion of the 100- or 200-hour flight simulation exposures, the specimens were
removed from the simulator and visually examined with a stereo microscope to check for
changes in appearance or the presence of surface flaws such as cracks or delaminations. Aiter
the visual examination, the short-term specimens were tensile tested at the same temperatures
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atwhich theyhad been exposed.Testingwas performedina Tinius_IsonUniversaltesting
machineata head rateof0.00_3m {0.05i_)perminute.Heatingoftlmspecimenswas accom-
plishedwith two ringfurnacesthatencircledthe specimenat the two areasthathad been
heatedduringthe simulationexposures.Thistechniquewas used ratherthanan environmen-
talchamber topreventtheposs_ilityofprematurefailuresinthe doubleradhesive.The two
ring furnaceswere independentlycontrolledby manually adjusl_agtwo power supplies.
Temperature was monitored with thermocouples attached to the two test sections. The
specimens were heated to the desired test temperature in app_ 10 minutes and then
held at temperature for an additional 10 minutes befor_ testing. Temr_rature was held to ± 3
K (5 • F) during both the hold period and while tes" '-_g. Figure 12-19 shows a specimen in the
testing machine witl_the two ring furnaces in place. If the resin matrix specimens wea'enot ten-
s_ tested within 48 hcurs of completion of the flight simulatiam exposure, they were given a
bakeout treatment at 394 K (250 o F) for at Ib_t 24 hours to rmnove any absorbed mo/sture.
12.6.1.4 Problem Areas. In addition to providing the data necessary to set the load levels for
the long-term tests, the shorbterm test program was also intended to check out tim loading
facih'ty and the suitability of specimen design and fabrication. Numerous deficiencies in the
flight simulation apparatus were detected and corrective measures were take- Some of the
equipment problems included: malfunctioning of solid-state power control switches, voltage
transients that interfered with the temperature control circuits, lack of proper safety valves in
the hydraulic system, improperly positioned lamps and thermoccmples, and intermittent shut-
downs of the entire system caused by both electronic and meclmnical difficulties with the pro-
gramming systems. Because of the complexity of the flight simulation apparatus and the
extremely long run times involved in the test program, it was not unexpected that equipment
malftmcfions and component wearouts would occur from time to t/me.
One problem involving support equipment rather than the simulator was caused by movement
of the compression stiffeners {steel grids bolted to the specimens to prevent buckling), see
Figure 12-7, during fatigue cycling. These fixtures tended to rotate slightly and/or ride too low
on the specimens, leaving an unsupported colum of composite approximately 0.0025 m {0.1
in.) long at the top. During the compressive loading portion of the cye_ some buckling or bend-
ing could occur. It was most noticeable for the unidirectional B/AI whm_ the compressive leads
were considerably greater. Spacers were prepared that when inserted between the lower grips
and the stiffeners, supported the stiffener, assured that they were centered about the
specimen, and greatly reduced the unsupported column of composite materiaL The spacers
also reduced rotation of the stiffeners during fatigue loading. One _ problem caused by the
compression fixtures was abrasion of the soft B/A] specimens during fatigue cycling (a form of
frett._ corrosion). The addition of the spacers reduced the relative movement between the
stiffener and specimen and, thereby, eliminated much of the wearing. Further reduction in the
abrasion of the aluminum surface of the B/AI specimens was accomplished by application of a
stratified Teflon coating to the compression stiffeners. By the time these modifications were
completed, however, considerable surface abrasion had occurred on the B/AI short-term
$pecin_ns.
A problemencounteredearlyinthetestingoftheB/AI short-termspecimenswas premature
failureatthe edgeofthe end doublerscausedby undercuttingoftheB/A1 duringremovalof
excessadhesivewhen fittingthe compressionstiffeners.The problem was eliminatedinthe
long-term tests by modifying the fabrication procedures. Another problem was a bond failure
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Figure 12-19 Test Setup for Residual Strength Dotermlnations After 100-hr and 200-hr Short-Torm
Simulation Exposures
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Jat the titanium doublers of the crossply specimens. A solution to this problem was found by
installing a Ti-6AI-4V rivet on each end of the specimens through th-e titanium doublers and
the B/AI material. A more difficult problem was the attachment of end doublers to the
unidirectional specimens. For these specimens, the test loads were much higher than used for
the crossply specimens with correspondingly higher shear stresses at the doublers. For
unidirectional specimens, rivets did not solve the problem. Failures occurred in the doublers by
shearout of the B/AI behind the rivets. Other techniques that were considered were brazing,
diffusion bonding, diffusion braze bonding, spot welding, and mechanical clamping. The
method selected was a clamping device on each end of th¢ B/AI unidirectional short-term
specimens. The clamp was placed near the tip of the doublers in the tapered portion. To assure
uniform contact betweezrthe clamps and the doublers, fiats were milled on each side at the con-
tact areas. The purpose of the clamps was to increase the normal force.• reacting on the
specimen and to decrease the tendency of the doublers to peel during flight cycle loading. An
overall view of a B/AI specimen is shown in Figure 12-20 with a closeup x6ew of the tapered sec-
tion of the doubler shown in Figure 12-21. This technique proved to be successful for the short-
term tests and was also used for the long-term testing of both the crossplied and unidirectional
B/AI. Figure 12-7 shows the clamps in use during the long-term tests.
12.6.2 SHORT-I'ERM TEST RESULTS. Following the short-term flight simulation exposures, all
specimens were removed from the test apparatus, examined visually, and then tensile tested
for residual strength at the same temperature as was used for the flight simulation tests. The
following sections describe the results of these examinations and tensile tests.
12.6.2.1 Post S!mulation Examinations
B/E. [0 ° +_ 45°]b. unnotched. I00 hours. After I00 hours the major change in the specimens was
a distinct discoloring in the two heated zones of each specimen. These color changes were very
I
Figure 12-20
65321 ?-220
Overall View of ll/AI Short-Term Specln_n with Flats Milled in Tltanlum Doublers for
Clamps
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Figure12-21
653317-221!
Closeup-View of Tapered Section of Titanium Doublm"Showing Flat Area for Attaching
Clamp
_f
similarto those observed during the thermal aging testsat 450K (350° F) and, hence, were
considered normal for these exposure conditions.A slightamount of surface damage in the
areas where the compression stiffenerssupported the specimens was visible.No fiberswere
damaged, however, and the effecton the residual tensilepropertieswas considered to be
negligible.
S/E, [0° d- _o],, unso_hod, 200 ))our).The added 100 hours offlightsimulation exposure did
not change the appearance of these specimens from that descnl)edabove.
B/E [0° ± 45°] s, notched 100 hours and 200 hours. The overall appearance of the notched
specimens was identicalto the tmnotched samples previouslydiscussed.In the vich_ty o( the
notches. 0.0064 m (0.25 in.}diameter holes in the center of the heated areas, no apparent
damage was visible.In machining these notches, by drillingw/th a diamond tool,a very small
amount ofchipping occurred on the back sideofeach hole.Small portionsofsome of the boron
filaments were broken off,and severalof the filamentswere exposed where the epoxy matrix
had been removed. No degradation of eitherthe exposed filamentsor the matrix was visible
afterthe 100-or 200-hour exposures.
G/E, f0_ -)-_o],, unm))c_, 1_ hours. Seven of the I0 specimens in thisgroup survived the
100 hours of exposure. Discoloration in the heated areas was not as noticeableas for the B/E
specimens and, again, was quite similar to that found during _ermal aging of G/E at 450 K
{350 ° FI. Only one of the seven specimens (BC84-7} experienced any visible damage. In this
specimen, a small crack was found in the outer 0 ° ply in one of the heated areas. This crack and
OI¢I,.;INAL PAGE IS
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delamination of the outer ply is.. shown in Figure 12-22, an edge view of the specimen. Also visi-
ble in the photo is a crack that passes through the second, third, and fourth plies and extends
for several mm between the fourth and fifth plies. The effect of this flaw on the residual tensile
strength, however, was minor (see Section 12.6.2.2, Table 12_).
Three of the specimens in this set failed during the flight simulation exposure, one in 10.6
hours and the other two both at 54.2 hours. The first, BC84_, is shown in Figure 12-23. While
three breaks occurred along the length of the specimen, it is thought that the failure initiated
in the heated zone. Multiple fractures of this type are common to these long specimens. This is
especially true when failed in a "sort':test machine with the sudden release of a large amount
of stored en_gy. The s_ond specimen {BC84-2, 54.2 hours) also failed in one of the heated
areas and was also a fatigue failure.
This specimen was of interest in that a crack had also formed at the other heated area but did
not propagate sufficiently to fail the specimen at that location. An edge view of this crack is
shown in Figure 12-24. The crack, while not deep, has extended through all six plies. Some
delamination of the outer layers is also evident.
The third specimen (BC84-1, 54.2 hours), which was in the same set of two as BC84-2, failed in
the doubler. Although it has been established that no transfer of load from a failed specimen to
an adjacent one occurs, the failure of BC84-2 is thought to have been respons_le in some
unknown way for the apparently simultaneous failure of BC84-1. The time of failure and loca-
tion of fracture make it improbable that this was a true random fatigue failure. Hence, this
specimen was discounted in the data analysis.
65321 ?-222
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Figur_ 12-22 Edge Crack and Delaminaflon In Specimen IIC84-7, G/E, Unnotched, After 100-hrSimulation
Exposure at 422 K (300° F)
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INITIAL FAILURE BELIEVED TO HAVE INrrlATED
IN THE HEATED ZONE (ARROWS.
653217-223
Figure 12-2:1 Specimen BCI4.4, G/E, Unnc_ched
EDGE VIEW OF A CRACKED REGION. SPECIMEN" "
EVENTUALLY FAILED IN ANOTHER AREA AFTER
54.2 HOURS OF SIMULATION EXPOSURE AT 422 K 13()O°F).
5X
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Figure 12-24 Specimen BC84-2, G/E, Unnoh:hed
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G/E [0 ° + 450],, unnotched0 200 hour. These 10 specimens completed 200 hours with no
faiiures. The specimens experienced color changes similar to the others of this system and
minor abrasion from the compression stiffeners. No edge cracks were found except for some
slight splintering cf the outer plies in several of the specimens. These effects were small and
were observed only at the edges.
G/E [0 ° ± 45o],, notched, 100 hours. These 10 specimens completed 100 hours with no failures.
The specimens experienced color changes sim_r to the unnotched specimens and minor abra-
sion from the compression stiffeners. Minor cracking of the inner surface of several of the holes
was visible. With the exception of one specimen, these cracks were ver_, shallow and did not
appear to be very significant. The exception was specimen BF84-8, which contained a crack in
the outer one or two plies extending from one of the holes for approximately 0.0025 m (0.1 in.).
FiXture 12-25 shows the location and extent of the crack on the surface of the specimen while
Figure 12-26 shows the cruck extending into the inner surface of the hole. Smaller branch
cracks are also visible in the two middle plies. An overall view of .this specimen is shown in
1_igure 12-27.
G/E, [0 ° ± 45o]., notched, 200 hours. These specimens, all of which completed 200 hours, were
very slmilAr in appearance to the previous group. The only difference was at the inner surface
of the holes. After 200 hours, the number of fine cracks was increased over that observed for
the 100 hour specimens. These cracks were still small and quite shallow, however. These
cracks, which were found in about .h_:f of the specimens, did not seem to influence the residual
tensile properties.
Figure 12-25 Specimen BIF84-|, G/E, Notched, After 100-hr Simulation Exposure at 422 K (300° F)
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Figure 12-2& View of Main Crack and Severd ibranch _ at Edge a/H°le in S_meR IIMI4"8' G/IE'
_, After 100-hr Simulation Exposure at 422 K (SO0° F)
Figure 12-27
CRACK SHOWN Ill FIGURES 12- 25 AND 12- 28
LOCATED AT ARROW.
f_21"_.227
Overall View of Specimen 8F84..8, G/E, Notched AIFter 100-hr Sinwlaflon _ at 422 K
(_oo F)
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|/AI. [0 ° :f: 45°].. unemkls_l, 100 hours. Examination of these specimens with a stereo micro-
scope revealed the presence of numerous transverse cracks in the BIAI in the regions adjacent
to the et_d doublers. These cracks were found in seven of the I0 specimens of this group. Figure
12-28 is an enlargement of the flawed area in one of these specimens. All of the transverse
cracks were located in regions that had been undercut during the process of removing excess
adhesive that had flowed from under the titanium end doublers during bonding. It was
necessary to remove this adhesive so that the compression fixtures would fit securely to the
test section between the doublers. The combination of a very hard adhesive and soft annealed
aluminum led to the problem. Also, only about 0.00001 m {0.0004 in.) of aluminum covers the
fwst layer of boron filaments, so that very little abrasion was required before exposing the
boron fikments. The consequences of the u_ndercutting of the specimenswith the attendant
transverse cracking were twofold. Examination of the spechnen 1EC84-9} that broke after 65.4
hours of exposure suggests that failure was premature and was caused by the growth of these
_xansverse cracks in an abraded region. This is readily apparent from a comparison of the failed
edge of specimen EC84-9 (Figure 12-29| with the transverse cracks shown in F'_ure 12-28. The
second consequence of these transverse cracks was that residual strength testing of the exposed
specinwns in thek present condition would probably be of little value because of the likelihood of
premature failure of at least seven of the samples (those that were cracked). Therefore, rather
than test the full size specimens, subsize coupons 0.013 m {0.5 in.) by 0.15 m (6 in.) were cut
from an area adjacent to the end doublers, one from each short-term specimen. Figure 12-30 is
a sketch showing the details of how the subsize specimens were prepared. Note that half of the
heated test section is covered by one of the doublers on the subsize specimen. Cutting of the
residual strength coupons in this manner had the advantage that they could he taken from
undamaged areas of the short.term specimens. Several specimens showed surface damage
where the compression stiffeners had been clamped. Again it was the low abrasion resistance
of the soft alumindin that contributed to this surface damage.
CRACKS
s
Figure 12-211 Specimen EC84-4. litAI. Oossply. After 100..hf Simulation Exposure m 5415g (4SO• F)
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12-29 S11_lmen [4214-9. B/AI. Crosmply. Which Failed Alter 65.4 hr of Simulation Expolum at 5M K
(_o o F)
II/AI, [0° + 45°]s, unnotched, 200 hours, During the first 100 hours of exposure, doubler bond
-failures were experienced on five of the specimens. At the end of 100 hours, all specimens were
removed from the apparatus, new doublers were attached where bond failures had occurred,
and rivets were installed in the doublers of all I0 specimens. No more bond failures were
observed during the remainder of the test. Four specimens did fail in the B/AL however, before
completing 200 hours of exposure. All four failed at the same time (one with 105 hours of test
time and three with 136 hours). Three failed in the heated zones, and the fourth specimen failed
about 0.008 m (0.3 in) from a _._mbler. Failure undoubtedly occurred during a very high load
portion of the random load spectrum, but the probability of four true fatigue failures occurring
simultaneously is quite small. All four specimens had abraded regions at the site of the frac-
tures. Of these, three appeared to have been severe enough to possibly have initiated the frac-
ture. Figure 12-31 shows one of these specimens. Fracture occurred 45 ° to the length of the
specimen except in the region of the abrasion. Test coupons were cut from the heated areas of
these specimens at the ends away from the fractures.
-The remaining six specimens completed 200 hours without failures. Examination of these
specimens with a stereo microscope revealed the wear marks caused by the relative motion of
the specimens and compression stiffeners. This is a type of fretting corrosion that in aluminum
is generally accompanied by a black powdery, residue of aluminum oxide. The effect is clearly
visible in Figure 12-3 I. Also noticeable on the specimens were numerous surface cracks located
in the heated zones. An example of these cracks is shown in Figure 12-32. In all cases, these
longitudinal cracks extend from regions where one or more of the outer layer boron fibers have
fractured. Although not observed during the original examination, a recheck of the 100-hour,
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Figure 12-31 Enlarged View of Failed End of Specimen EC82-7, B/AI, Crossply, Which Failed Alter 135.8
hr of Simulation Exposure at 505 K (450 ° F)
8X 653217-232
Figure 12-32 Enlarged View of Surface Cracks Found in Heated Zones of II/AI Crossply Specimens Afar
200 hr of Simulation Exposure at 505 K (450 ° F), Specimen Ec12-3
short-term specimens also revealed cracks of thistype. For the 10 specimens, however, only
two very small cracks were found. Apparently, the approx/mate time period requiredto form
these cracks was between 100 and 200 hours. Similarsurfacecracking was observed during
constant amplitude fatiguetestingof B/AI at 56i K {550° F).The surfaceroughness se_n on
the fatiguespecimens was not present on the short term specimens, however. For the few con-
stant amplitude fatiguetestsperformed at 505 K 1450°F) {same temperature as used forshort-
term tests},surface roughness was also not observed.
S/AI,[0°],,unnotched0 100 and 200 hours.Considerable difficultywas experiencedduring short-
term testingof the unidirectionalB/AI specimens. The major problem involved shear failures
inthe doubler bonds. These failuresgenerallyoccurred atthe upper bonds where testtempera- -
turesreached slightlyhighervalues {406 K {2"/0°F)maximum versus 372 K (210° F)maximum
at the lower band}. The doubler bond failureswere the resultof the considerablyhigher loads
required for the unidirectionalmaterial than were required forthe crosspliedB/AI specimens.
These high loads,incombination with severalotherfactors,alsoledtonumerous failuresinthe
B/AI. These included:
ao
h.
Co
do
Failuresinthe B/AI very closeto the edge ofthe doublers.At thebottom end. the_e failures
were initiatedby the stiffeninggrids gouging intothe softaluminum during the compres-
sion load.Additional failuresoccurred at regionsthat had been undercut during the proc-
ess ofremoving excess adhesive that had flowed from under the titanium end doublers dur-
ing bonding. These failuresoccurred during the high tensileloads.
The compression stiffeninggr/ds could ride too low on the specimens, leaving an unsup-
ported column ofB/AI approximately 0.0025 m (0.Iin.}long.During the compressive load.
some buckling could occur.In severe cases,longitudinalsplittingand/or failureoccurred.
Specimens that were r/veted to increase doubler reliabilityallfailedin the doublers by
shearout of the B/AI behind the rivets.
Abrasion of the soft aluminum surface of the specimens with eventual breakage of the
underlying boron fiberswas caused by movement of the stiffeninggrids during fatigue
cycling.These damaged regions could ultimatelyinitiatefailure.
One of the objectivesof the short-term testswas touncover thesetestingproblems and devise
solutionspriorto the startof the 50,000-hour,long-term testprogram. The mechanical clamp-
ing technique discussed earlierprovided a very noticeableimprovement in doubler bond
reliability.Spacers inserted between the lower grips and compression stiffenersgreatly
decreased the unsupported column of B/AI and inturn reduced the incidenceof compressive
buckling failures.The combination of these spacers and the Teflon coating on the stiffeners
significantlyreduced the frettingfatigueabrasion of the softaluminum surfaceof the B/AI
specimens.
Because of these testing difficulties, the number of specimens that survived the 100- and
200-hour short-term exposures was less than originally planned. Nine specimens with 100
hours and six with 200 hours were available for residual strength testing. Several of the
specimens were closeto failureat one end as a resultof small buckles.Many specimens also
exhibited damage in the form of wear marks from stiffenerabrasion and surfacecracks and
edge delaminations, itwas possible,however, tocut subsizecoupons. 0.013 m {0.5inJ by 0.15
r
m {6 in.), from good areas of each of the short-term specimens as shown previously in Figure
1 2-30. The surface cracks were much less pronounced in the unidirectional specimens than
observed in the 200-hour crossply specimens. Again no surface roughening similar to that
found after fatigue testing at 516 K (550 ° F) was seen on the unidirectional short-term
specimens.
G/PI, [0 ° 4- 45O]s ' unnotched, 100 hours. In like manner to the unidirectional B/AI, the number
of unnotched G/PI short-term specimens was somewhat less than originally plannecL The
reasons for this were twofold:
a. During proof loading f the G/PI system, nine of the unnotche_i specimens failed. These
specimens, however, tailed in a manner similar in appearance to the baseline tensile
specimens. The reason for the premature failures was thought to be either. 1) an error in the
applied load, or 2) lower than expected material strength. The first reason seemed unlikely
as three independent strain measuring systems were used to monitor the loads. However,
as a further check, 10 strain gaged dummy specimens of aluminum were installed in the
flight simulation apparatus. Load checks in the region of interest indicated that the total
applied load and the I0 individual loads were in agreement for all the measuring systems.
To check the tensile properties of the panel (LRC-59) from which the short-term specimens
were cut, two specimens were obtained from the small piece remaining from the panel.
Several additional tensiles were also cut from the failed short-term specimens. These were
then tensile tested at 505 K (450 ° F) using both a normal loading rate, 0.0013 m (0.05 in.}
per minute, and a rate similar to that used during the proof test. The results, which were
independent of load rate, showed the short-term panel to have an average tensile strength
about 69 MN/m 2 (10 ksi) lower than the panel from which the baseline data were obtained.
This same 69 MN/m 2 (10 ksi) lower value was found for the panel (LRC430) that supplied
the notched short-term specimens. Using the data from panels LRC-59 and 60 and that
from additional specimens cut from the short-term specimens that had failed during the
proof test, revised short-term loads were determined and testing was begun. However.
because of the loss of the specimens during the f'u-st proof test, only seven specimens each
were available for the 100-hour and 200-hour unnotched short-term exposures. No notched
short-term specimens had failed so that full sets of 10 were available for the 100-hour and
200-hour time periods.
b. During the short-term testing of the G/PI specimens, almost all the 200-hour unnotched
specimens were failed during a compressive overload. The accident occurred as the result of
an operator error when an incorrect hydraulic valve was opened. Testing was interrupted
while seven additional specimens were fabricated from spare material. Again a full set of
specimens could not be prepared because of a lack of extra material Just before completing
the short-term tests, another compressive overload occurred. This incident resulted in four
additional--specimen failures, three unnotched and one notched. The cause of the overload
was traced to the load programmer. The malfunction, which could have occurred later dur-
ing long-term testing, was corrected. Again. one objective of the short-term test program
was to uncover the problems and equipment deficiencies that. if not found, could be very
costly during the long-term test program.
The five unnotched specimens of this group completed the 100 hours of exposure with almost
no change in color or surface texture. There was a slight amount of surface damage on four of
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the specimens from the stiffeninggrids,but thiswas not believed tohave had any effecton
residualtensileproperties.All ol the specimens showed slightedge cracking,generally inthe
bested regions or near the doublers. A typicalexample can be seen in Figure 12-33.Again,
these edge cracks probably did not affectthe residualtensilestrength, although ina compres-
s-ionor shear test they likelywould have been important.
GN1, [0 ° ± d5°]s, unnotched, 200 hours. The added 100 hours of flight simulation exposure did
not change the appearance of these specimens from that described above.
GNL [0 ° ± d5o],, notched, 100 hours and 200 hours. The overall appearance of the notched
specimens was identical to the unnotched specimens previouslydiscussed. Slight Surface
damage from the stiffening grids and shallow edge cracks were visible on most of the
specimens. Figure 12-34._hows an edge view of one of the edge cracked specimens. During
residual strength testing, failure occurred at the hole in this notched specimen approximately
0".004 m (1.6 in.) from the edge crack. Two of the 200-hour specimens also showed slight cracks
at the holes. The cracks were small and were not thought to have been a factor during residual
strength testing.
1_.2 Residual Tensile Strength Data. Following the examination of the 100-hour and
200-hour short-term flight simulation specimens, residual tensfle strength tests were con-
ducted. These tensile tests were made at the same temperatures as the simulation exposures.
422 K {300 ° F} for the B/E and G/E systems and 505 K (450 ° F} for both the G/PI and B/AI
materials. Full sets of residual strength data were obtained for the epoxies except for the
9X
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Figure 12-,33 Edge Cracking (arrow) In Specimen DC82-S, G/PI, Unnolcked. After 100-hr Simulation
Exposure at 505 K (4,S0 ° F)
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Figure 12-34 Edge Cracking (arrow) in Specimen DF81-5, G/PI, Nob:heal, After 100-hr Simulation
Exposure at 505 K (450° F)
100-hour unnotched G/E where three simulation failures occurred. Only partial sets of data
were available from the G/PI and B/AI systems because of the numerous testing and material
problems previously discussed in Section 12.6.2.1. The test results, both tensile strengths and
failure loads, are given in Tables 12-4 and 12-5 for B/E. Tables 12_ and 12-7 for G/E, Tables
12-8 and 12-9 for G/PI, and Tables 12-10 and 12-11 for B/AI. The widths of the unnotched resin
matrix specimens were 0.025 m (I.0 in.). The notched specimens were also 0.025 m I1.0 in.) wide
but with 0.0064 m (0.25 in.) diameter holes. All the B/AI residual strength specimens were
0.013 m (0.50 in.) in width.
t-"
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Table 12-4. Short-Term Residual Strength Data. [0 ° ± 45°]s. B/E, Unnotched, Exposed at 422 K (300 ° F) and
Tensile Tasted at 422 K (300 ° F)
Load Tensile Strength
Specimen Exposure Time
Number (hr) kN (kip) MN/m 2 (ksi)
. - -- . -............. -- - -. .
AC82-1 109 10.7 2.415 541 78.4
-2 100 10.7 2.405 553 86.2
-3 100 10.7 2.410 552 80.1
-4 100 8.94 2.010 474 68.8
-5 100 9.83 2.210 523 75.9
-6 100 9.65 2.170 502 72.8
-7 100 10.2 2.300 539 78.2
-8 100 9.92 2.230 516 74.8
-9 100 9.90 2.225 518 75.2
• -10 100 10.0 2.250 533 77.3
- ave 10.1 2.260 525 76.2
AC83-1 200 9.54 2.145 483 70.1
-2 200 8.01 1.800 405 58.$
- -3 200 8.72 1.960 456 66.2
4 200 9.83 2.210 516 74.9
-5 200 9.65 2.170 502 72.8
-6 200 9.90 2.225 512 74.2
-7 200 9.30 2.090 487 70.6
-8 200 8.45 1.900 443 64.2
-9 200 9.59 2.155 501 72.6
-10 200 8.67 1.950 462 67.0
ave 9.17 2.060 477 69.1
_--_- 12-50
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rab_ _2-S. Shod.Term f_id_ $tr_h 0_, [0 o ± _o_s, |_, _. _ _ _ _ (SO0o F) o,d
Tensile Tested at d22 K (300° F)
Notched
Load Tensile StrengthSpecimen r=p_ure nine ......
AF84-1 I00 6.12 1.377 416 (a) 60.4
-2 I00 6.41 1.440 452 65.5
-3 I00 6.32 1.420 445 64.6
-4 100 6.23 1.400 433 62.8
-5 I00 6.85 1.540 485 70.3
-6 100 6.04 1.357 42"/ 62.0
-7 100 6.05 1.360 423 61.3
,8 100 5.38 1.210 379 55.0
-9 100 6.36 1.430 446 64.7
-10 100 6.61 1.485 487 67.8
ave 6.24 1.400 437 63.4
AF82-1 . 200 5.96 1.340 420 60.9
-2 200 6.49 1.458 451 6,5.4
-3 200 5.98 1.345 430 62.3
-4 200 4.98 1.120 354 51.4
-5 200 6.32 1.420 471 68.3
-6 200 6.41 1.440 475 68.9
-7 200 5.78 1.300 419 60.7
,8 200 5.78 1.300 419 60.7
-9 200 5.69 1.280 403 58.4
-10 200 5.56 1.250 412 59.8
ave 5.90 1.330 425 61.7
• Net sect/on strength, Le., based on total w/dth less hole (/_mm_.
7'
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Table 12-6. Short-Term Residual Strength Data, [0° ± dSO]s.G/E, _, _ at 422 K (300 ° F) and
Ten,lie Tested at d22 K (300 ° F)
Load Tqmsile StrengthSpecJme. ExposureTime
Number (hr) .1 ' kN (kip) MN/n_- (Ir_)-
1i- _/
BC84-I a54.2 ....
-2 _o4.2 ....
-3 I00 7.09 1.595 426 61.8
-4 IU] 8.09 1.818 445 64.5
-5 100 9.34 2-100 492 71.4
-6 "10.6 ....
-7 100 8.94 2.010 b4&5 b67.4
-8 100 ILl 2.499 565 81.9
-9 100 8.45 1.900 460 66.7
-10 100 9.96 2.240 501 72.7
ave 9.00 2020 479 69.5
BCSI-1 200 10.3 _ 2325 547 79.4
-2- 200 8.27 1.860 405 58.7
BC82-3 200 10.0 2.250 552 80.1
-4 200 9.74 2A90 523 75.8
-5 200 7.34 1-6,50 381 55.2
-6 200 6.56 1.475 365 52.9
-7 200 9.67 2.175 484 70.2
-8 200 8.10 1.820 420 60.9
-9 200 10.1 2.260 516 74.8
-10 200 9_56 2-150 501 72.6
ave 8.96 _ 469 68.1
• These specimens failed during flight simuktion expomre testi_
b This specimen had a small crack in the test section after the 100k-sinmlation exlmmm_. Failure during
tens_e testing occurred at this location.
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Table 12-7. Short-Term Residual Strength D_a, [0° :1: 4S°]s, G/E. Notched. Exposedat 422 K (3_ ° F) and
Tensile Tested at 422 K (300° F)
Lend
Specimen Exposure 11me
Number (hr) * kN (kip) MN/m= (ksl)
Notched
Tensile Strength
BF84.-1 100 5.69 1.280
-2 100 5.36 1////205
-3 100 6.05 1.360
-4 100 5.60 1.260
-5 100 6.29 1.415
-6 100 6.65 1.360
-7 100 6.29 1.415
-9 100 5.78 1_00
-10 100 6.00 1.350
ave 5.90 1.330
BF82-1 200 5.69 1.280
-2 200 4.98 1.120
-3 200 5.20 1.170
-4 200 5_7 1.320
-5 200 6.16 1.385
-6 200 5.65 1.270
-7 200 5.43 1.220
-8 200 5.69 1.280
.9 200 5.38 1.210
-10 200 4.17 .937
ave 5.42 1.220
• Net section strength, Le.. based on total width less hole diameter.
(a)
403 58.4
405 58.8
439 63.6
412 59.7
434 62.9
424 61.5
436 63.2
425 61.6
450 65.2
425 61.7
392 5_9
367 53.3
414 60.0
444 64.4
452 65.6
438 63,5
429 62.2
465 67.4
394 57.1
343 49.8
414 60.0
- 1=-53
Table 12-11. Short-Term Residual Strength Data. [0° :h 45°] I. G/PI. Unnatched. Exposed at 505 K (450 ° F) and
Tensile Test_! at 505 K (450 ° F)
" " Load + - Tensile Strength ...............
Specimen Exposure Time
Number (hr) kN (kip _, MN/m 2 (ksi)
DC81-12 I00 8.12 1.825 402 58.3
DC82-5 100 7.83 1.760 395 57.3
-9 100 7.41 1.665 425 (;1.7
-10 100 7.34 1.650 388 56.3
-12 100 8.32 1.870 393 57.0
ave 7.80 1.750 401 58.1
DC85-2 200 7.03 1.580 316 45.9
-4 200 7.34 1.650 339 49.1
-5 200 7.58 1.705 384 55.7
-7 200 7.0_ 1.580 348 50.5
L
-9 200 7.90 - 1.775 426 61.S
-10 200 7.72 1.735 368 53.4
ave 7.43 1.670 364 52.7
12-5,4
Toide 12-9. Short-Term Residual Strength Ooto. [0° "4-4S°]s, G/llq. Notched, Expaed at 506 K (4N ° F)
Tensile Tested at S05 K (450° IF)
Loml T,m_ Smq_
Sl_dmen ExposureTime
Number (hr) kH (kip) MN/,_ (ksl)
/
(a)
DFSI-I I00 4.11 0.925 241 34.9
-2 I00 4.83 1.085 301 43.Y
-3 I00 4.89 I.I00 295 42.8
-4 I00 4.0'7 .915 240 34.8
-5 I00 5.38 1.210 325 47.1
-6 I00 4.'/1 1.060 294 42.6
-7 100 4.29 .965 266 38.6
-8 I00 4.56 1.025 285 41.3
-9 I00 4.67 1.060 286 41.5
-I0 I00 3.83 .860 234 34.0
ave 4.53 1.020 277 40.1
DF82-1 200
-2 200
-3 200
-4 200
-5 2OO
-7 2OO
-8 2OO
-9 2OO
-10 200
&VQ
5.11 1.148 319 48.3
3.91 .880 236 342
5.60 1.260 328 47.6
4.20 .948 24/ 35.8
4.91 1.104 306 44.2
4.50 1.012 265 38.5
4.92 1.105 308 44.6
4.78 1.075 295 42.8
5.27 1.185 311 45.1
4.80 1.080 290 42.1
• Net section strength, Le..based on totalwidth lessholediameter.
. _f"
I*
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EC84-1 100 _7.56 1.700 604 87,6
-2 100 7.12 1.600 5_ 82.1
-3 100 7,34 1,650 574 83,3
-4 100 7.21 1.620 561 81,4
-5 100 5.78 1.300 457 66.3
-6 100 7.29 1.640 580 84.1
-7 100 6.56 1.475 519 75.3
-8 100 6.14 1.380 471 68,3
-9 _5.4 ....
-10 100 7.07 1.590 556 80.7
ave 6.90 1.550 543 76.8
EC82-I e!05 6.20 1.395 509 73,8
_-2 "136 5.27 1.185 415 60.2
-3 200 5.12 1,150 401 58.1
-4 200 5,43 1.220 423 61.3
-5 200 5.72 1.285 434 63.0
-6 200 6.5g 1.4_5 507 73.6
-7 Sl36 4.94 1.110 383 55.5
-8 200 44.25 .955 323 46.8
-9 200 4,49 1.010 348 50,5
-10 "136 6.83 1.535 521 75.6
ave 5.48 1.230 4_6 61.8
• These specimms tailed durin8 fli_bL simul:_tims expomme testing.
)2.S&
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Teilde 12.11. S&ort-Term Residual Sh_Mth Oata. [0o]6 ll/Ai, _, Exposed at _ K (4SIP F) and
Tensile Tem_ at SIM K (450° F)
Temile StrNipltS_dm,m F=_:mre T_e
_) _ (k_) am/,_ (k_)
EU85-1 100 17.6 3.950 1480
-3 100 19.0 4.280 1610
-6 I00 17.8 4.010 I490
-9 I00 1"/.3 3.900 - 1410
EU86-3 100 17_ 3.900 1390
-6 150 LB.0 4.050 1550
EU87-11 I00 21.8 4.910 1560
-12 100 21.7 4.880 1560
-14 I00 12.5 2.820 882
ave 18.1 4.080 1430
211
233
216
201
225
226
22/
2O8
EU87-1 200 21.1 4.750 1460 211
-2 200 21.5 4.850 1520 221
-5 200 20.8 4.600 1450 210
-8 200 21.3 4.780 1520 221
-7 200 23.0 5.180 1630 235
-8 200 20.9 4.700 1480 214
ave 21.4 4.810 1510 219
-_J-
12.&.3 SHO_-T_.M ANALYSIS. Usir_ the residual s_ measurements from Section 17.6.2
and the baseline data from Section 7.1_, the peek loads for the long-ten_ reel-time flight
simulat/ou tests were calcular_,d. The wearout model equat/oM discussed prevlmudy in Section
IY,5 were _ into a desk tin9 comlmter (HP9830} to calculate the psramete_ r, A4, _ f,
ami _f starting with eq_ _0, and the short-term resklual strength dam. The results for G/E and
B/E are listed in Table 12-12. For G/PI ami B/AI the mmrout model was not succesMul ito be
dbcussed bier). Since the lo_-t_'m _ were three _mes u w_leu the
specimens th_ were expected to exhibit a reduced static strengtlL This e_ctation was _
on the increase in complexity (least of _ identi¢_ specimens). The strength reduction can
also be fl_m_ht of as a scaling effect s/me the _ specimens have three times the
stressed vobm_ of the short-term spec/menL The expected strength of the long-term specimen
-_I
/S_L T _---fc__.rwhere_escalingfactor ' fc_(3) ao isthepennltyforleastofChreeuafuac-
tion of the shape parameter, a_ The values of fc are listed in Table 12-12.
!
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A few other assumptions are necessary Co predict the loads applied in the long_term tests to
achieve the desired results. The problem is Co apply loads high enough to produce measureable
effects without fa/ling all specimens in fatigue. A reliability of 0.80 at one lifetime was the
des/red goal. In other words, one out of five specimens used for the long-term tests would be
expected to fa/l in fatigue psdor Co the completion of the 50,000 hours of expmmre.
One remaining parameter of the wearout model, s, must also be determinecL The parameter, s,
is the exponent on the stress or load ratio that defines the power law time response Co chan_
loads. This parameter is obtained by subject/ng specimens to various maF_/'-_ations of the
random spectrum Co obtain a random S-N curve. The slope of the random _N curve is - 1_. .......
s
Since no such tests were performed for the current pro_Iml, s has been estimated from data in
reference 41 and 42 to be 11.0. The assumption of s is not felt to be too serious in this case
because the loads required for the desired long-term response are not very different from the
loads applied in the short-term tests.
To calculate the appropriate A I for the desired results. Equations (5) and (7) (Section 12.5) are
combined by elhninating 13fto arrive at_
[ ]iAI == |r--l) A 4 t
The results of this calculation are also listed in Table 12-12. Using the model parameters of
Table 12-12 and the wearout model equations of Section 12.5 the peak long-term loads were
obtained by an iteration process to giv e 80% survi'val at one lifethns (50,000 hours). These
values are given in Table 12-12.
The computer was used to plot the wearout model curves shown in Figures 12-35 through
12-38 for the unnotched and notched G/E and B/E systems. The horizontal peak load lines have
been set for 80% survival at one Ufethns.
Wearout model curves could not be plotted for the G/PI and BIAI systems because the wearout
model did not work for these materisls. In some cases the short-term residual strength value,
8, and the shape parameter, a, increased with time. The 200-hour or half lifetime residual
strength values were actually higher than the 100-hour or quarter tifetime values, and the
spread in the data was decreased. One method is_tially considered for determining the long-
term peak loads for G/PI and B/AI was Co take two-th/rds of the "A" basis allowable tensile
strength value for the part/cuba" composite considere_L However, it was thought that this
method did not place sufficient importance on the shape parameter, a, which for B/AI was
higher than for G/PI. The method that was used was to essentially respply the risk factor,
-I
fr --- (100J , CO the short-term peak load using the worst case a as determined from the
baseline. 100-hour. or 20_hour strength data. This amounted to setting the long-term loads for
these two systems by applying the square of the risk factor, fr, times the complexity factor, fo
to the baseline _ for each system at the temperature at which the long-term simulation was to
be performed. The results of these calculations for G/PI and B/AI are given in Table 12-13.
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TIMe 12-1,1. IAql-Term Peck Loads lot O/Ff ned I/AI
Molwkll
"Bt
Camdllkm kN/m (klp/in) a T f, f_
_'eek
Ic kN/m (kip/ia)
GIPI UnnoCched 366 2.09 10.7 0.65 0.42
Notr.bed 233 1.33 10.0 .63 .40
BIA[ [0°]6 1566 8.94 14.7 .73 .53
[0° ± 45°]s 427 2.44 13.6 .71 .51
• _+r = f'r_aT whe_- T : 505 K (450 ° F)
b Peak Load : fr2fc_T
0.90 140 0.800
,90 83.4 0.476
.93 778 4.44
.92 200 1.144
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The peak long-term Loads for the four materials. Tables 12-12 and 12-13, were used to calculate
the peak, landing, and one g stresses presented in Table 12-14.
Table 12-14. Long-Term Peak Loads end Stresses
Me_dd r._mlnine
Tetd PNk Lud
tmq-Tmm _ O.ll_6 n
PNk teed CS.0in) Stm4mm, eeek Swam tm,dlq S,mw Ow g S,e=m
kNlm (kIptln) kN (kip) /aN/m s (ks) MN/ms (Iksl) JiAN/ms (ksi)
B,E Unnotched
Notched
G E Unno¢clwd
Notched
G. P! Unnotched
Notched
n ._,l lO%
IO" _ 45°1,
230 1.314 17.5 3.94 302 43.8 -75.5 -10.9 151 219
132 .752 10.1 2.26 239 34.6 -60.0 -8.7 1,40 17.3
2.32 1.325 17.7 3.98 306 44.2 -76.5 --11,1 153 22-1
132 .756 10.1 2.27 232 33.6 -57.9 -B.4 116 16.8
140 .800 10.7 2.40 153 _.2 -38.6 -5.6 76.5 11.1
_3.4 .476 6.36 1.43 125 lt_.2 -31.7 -4.6 63 9.1
77_ 4.44 59.3 13.32 747 108.3 -1_7 -27.1 374 54.2
.'N)O 1.144 15.3 3.43 _ 30.1 -51.7 -7 $ 104 15.1
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13.7 LONG-TIHIM FLIGHT SIMULATION
The main emphasis of the entire program was on the long-term tests and that is why they were
appro_hed so carefully. The objective of the long-term test program was to determine the
behavior of advanced composites in the operating environment of supersonic cruise aircraft.
Specimens will be exposed for real-time periods of 10.000, 25,000. and 50.000 hours. The tests
will be unsuccessful if the environmental conditions (loads or temperao,u'es) are set either too
high or too low. If the conditions can be set so that a given number fail by the end of the
required 50,000 hours of exposure, not only will the behavior of the composites be determined
but also a predictive capability will be demonstrated.
12.7.1 TEST PLAN AND PRO¢I_UIIES. For each material system, a total of 20 long-term speci-
mens was installed in the flight simulation apparatus. The resin matrix specimens. B/E. G/E.
and G, PI. were all fabricated from 6 ply panels havin.; a [0 ° _ 45°]s crossptied orientation. Ten
were unnotched and 10 were notched (see Figures 12-9 and 12-10 for specimen configurations).
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The BIAI specimens, all of which were unnotched, were fabricated, half from 6 ply unidirec-
t/mud and half from 6 ply [0 ° _ 45 °], crossply panels. Five specimens from each material/orien-
tation/configurat3on set were to be exposed for I0.000 hours (equivalent to 5000 of the two-
hour flights) for the Phase I evaluation- The other five specimens of each set win rema/n in the
simulation apparatus until ,50,0"_ hours (25,000 flights) of exposure have been completed
(Phase IIL A modification to the Phase II test plan was the addition of three unnotched long-
term specimens to each material/orientationset. These specimens were installedinthe flight
simulation apparatus after the 10,000-hour specimens were removed. The added specimens will
be exposed for 25,000 hours to provide additional residual strength data between the o 'nginally
scheduled 10,000- and 50,000-hour time periods.
The flight simulation cycle, shown earlier in Figure 12-1, is two hours in length and consists of
three parts: climb, cruise, and descent. The time-temperature-load history of a typical flight is
shown in Table 12-15. Each flight is concluded with one compressive load cycle. The load spec-
trum is applied in a random manner.
Table 12-15. Tirn_Temperature-tood Hlsto_ for Typical Long-Term Flll_ Simulation Cycle
Climb Cruise Descent
{_.rnt) {N_d at _ T,m_-otvm) (Co_n_)
Time 10 m/nut.es 44 minut_ 2 mi_u_s 44 minutes 20 minutes
aLoad 25 cycles constant 6 cyc.les constant 7 cycles
IOne additional compressive load per two-hour flight.
/
The cruise portion of the simulation cycle was conducted at a constant temperature for each
material system- The intent of the progr_aan was to select the temperature that was considered
to be the max/mum use _empera_are for each composite for long-time (50,O00-hour) service. For
the G/PI and B/AI materials, the short-t_m results and data from the thermal aging studies
then in progress indicated that 505 K (450 ° F) was probably a good upper limit, and this teml_
erature was selected. For the two epoxy systems, the short-term results obtained at 422 K
1300 ° F) gave no reason to change the exposure temperature, and lO00-hour thermal _dn8
data at 394 K (250 o F) and 450 K (350 o F). which was then available, also indicated no problem
with the 422 K (300 ° F) Cempex'ature. Therefore. the long-term flight simulation exposures were
begun using these temperatures for the cruise portions of the cycle. Shortly after starting the
tests, the 5000-hour thermal a_ng resultsfor the epoxy systems became available. The dat_
indicated that severe degradation of the epoxy matrix with significant decreases in tensile
strength had occurred at 450 K (350" F). No effects were observed at 394 K (250)" F). Primarily
because of the thermal as_.ng daCa, buC also ms a remslc of di_ussions with various lndividua/s
who were well versed in composite usage and research and development_ the maximum expo-
sure temperature forthe epoxy long-term testswas lowered to408 K (275°F).At the time that
the temperature was changed, the _oxy specimens had receivedonly approximately I000
hours of exposure.
Selection cf the maximum load levels for the lon_term flight simulation exposure tests has
been discussed earlier in the short-t_.rm test results analysis sectio_ A summary of the types
and numbers of long-term specimens wit_ the test conditions for each is given in Table I2-16.
Before installingthe long-term specimens in the flightsimulation apparatus, width and
thickness measurements were made at severallocat/ons/nthe testsectionsof allspecimens,
and average cross-sectional areas were calculated for each set of specimens. These measure-
ments were usecltoobtain the flightsimulationstressesshown inTable 12-16and could be used
for the residualstrength determinations for specimens that experiencedsurfacedegradation
during t_e long-term exposure tests. The specimens were then insta/led in the test n_chine, ther-
mocouples were attached, the compression stiffeninggridswere boltedinplace,and allresin-
matrix specimens were heated to theirrespectivecruisetemperatures and held for24 hours to
remove any absorbed moisture.Before startingthe tests,each set of I0 specimens was proof
loaded tothe maximum value that would be exper/encedduring the 50.000hours ofexposure to
the random load spectrun_.
12-_4
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Table 12-16. Summery of Loag-Term Test Program
Cndse
Materiel Numberof Specbmms Temp4wa_tw Peak S4hrmm _
System O_ Co.ration IQ,(140hr :Ui,1Ohr mJINhr K (oF) MN/nr_ (kid)
8/E [0 o _+ 45°I, Unno_hed 5 3 S 408 _S 802 4S.8
Notched 5 -- 5 408 275 239 34.6
G/E [0 ° + 45e]= Unnotched 6 3 5 408 275 306 44.2
Notched 5 -- _ 408 2'75 232 33.6
GfPI [0° -4-45"]. Unnotched 5 3 5 505 450 153 22.2
Notched S -- 5 508 450. l_ 18.2
8/AI [0 • _+ 450]. U_ 5 3 5 505 450 208 30.1
10°]s Unnot.ched 5 3 5 505 450 '747 108.3
J
At the completion of 10,000 hours of flight simulation tssting, all unfailed Phase I specimens
were removed from the simulator and visually examined with a stereo microscope to check for
changes in appearance or the presence of surface flaws such as loose or bare fibers, cracks, or
delaminations. Photographs were made of typical specimens and of those with s_snt
changes in appearance as a result of the 10,000 hours of exposure, The large, 0.076 m (3 m.} by
0.46 m (I 8 hL), IonK-term specimens were then cut into smaller pieces, which were fabricated
into various types of specimens and tested for determination of residual strength values.
12.7.2 LONG-TERM 1TSTING. Once started,-the long-term testswere intended to continue unin-
terrupted 24 hours a day, _','_n days a week except for brief shutdowns to change the program
tapes, retighten the B/AI doubler clamps, remove fa/]ed specimens, and provide equipment
maintenance. Some unexpected problems did occur from time to t/me, however, and these
often required extended amounts of downtime to correct. The monitoring and safety devices
were also responsible for numerous shutdowns when test conditions tended to stray slightly
from the allowable ranges. Any shutdown during nonworking hours could not be corrected
until the next working day and could result in losses of (me to sixteen hours of exposure (up to
62 hours on a weekend) depending on the time of shutdow_ If the tests were halted for 24
hours or more an additional four hours were lost because of the moisture bakeout of the resin
matrix specimen_ At the completion of the short-term tests and at regular intervals during
the long-term tests, the fl/6ht simulation apparatus was given an overhaul, which, as a mini-
mum consisted of changing the p/ston rod seals in the hydraulic cylinders and replacing the
quartz heat lamps. Any worn bearings or bushings in mechanical systmns and any ques-
tionable electronk components were replaced as necessary.
The short-term test program was very successful in checking out the flight simulation appa-
ratus, the su/tability of the test specimen des/gn, and the test procedures requ/red to ensure
long-time rel/able operation during the long-term exposures. Many problems were uncovered
and corrected. Some additional problems were encountered, however, after the long-term tests
were begun. One problem that occurred with the compression stiffening grids affected only the
long-term specimens. If the grids rotated slightly during testing, the attachment screws, see
Figure 12-39, could bear against the specimen edges and in time could wear away a portion of
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the material forming an edge notch. This could not occur with the short-term specimens
because of the much narrower widths involved.Severallong-term specimens were found where
the grid screws had begun to bear agains_ the edges, but, with the exception of one G/E
specimen, the effectswere very slight.The G/E specimen failedpriorto 10,000 hours with the
failurelocationnear one of the end doublers away from the heated zone.There was some edge
damage in the vicinityof the fracture site,and thisdamage was believed to have been the
cause of failure.The problem ofthe screws bearing againstthe specimen edges was eliminated
by adding aluminum stripsbetween the edges of the specimens and the attachment screws,
Figure 12-39.During the short-term testinga problem ofabrasion o. ,hesoftB/AI specimens
during fatiguecyclingwas identified.This was caused by the relativemotion ofthe specimens
and compression stiffenersand led toa form offrettingcorrosion.Inan atte_pt toreduce this
abrasion,the B/AI compression stiffenerswere covered with a stratifiedTeflon coating.The
technique helped to reduce the wearing of the surface,but at the completion of short-tm'm
testing the Teflon coating had worn away in severallocations.It was also noted that the
uncoated stiffenergrids used on the short-term resinmatrix specimens had alsocaused some
abrasion of these specimens. Consequently, allof the grids were coated with new layersof
Teflon forthe long-term tests.However, because ofthe high cost ofstratifiedTeflon coatingan
adhesive backed fiberglass/Teflontape was usecLThis reduced, but did not eliminate,the sur-
face wearing problem. One other problem has occurred with the unidirectionalB/AI long-term
specimens. From time to time specimens exhibitfailuresin the adhesive bonds between the
B/AI and the titanium doublers. The adhesive,HT-424, which isquite porous, slowly oxidizes
and eventually failsunder the much largerloadsused forthe unidirectionalB/AL No damage is
done to the specimens: buttesting time islostwhile the specimens are removed and new end
doublers are attached. It isexpected that thisproblem willcontinue throughout the testpro-
grar_ The remainder ofthe problems have been with the equipment and have involved periodic
failureorerraticbehavior of mechanical, electronic,or hydraulic components as a remlt ofthe
rathersevere servicerequirements of the flightsimulation apparatus.
Periodicallyduring the 10,000 hours ofexposure inPhase I,the testspecimens were examined
in the testapparatus for changes in appearance ordamage as a resultof the simulationcycles.
During two of these examinations allof the compression stiffeninggridswere removed so that
the specimens could be studiedmore closelyand, where desired,photographs could be made. It
was during the firstof these examinations that the problem of the grid screws bearing against
the specimen edges was found. Figure 12-40 shows the most severe example of this edge
damage. This specimen, BC92-4, later failed at 9669 hours but not at the edge notche_ At the
time of the first examination, the two epoxy systems had accumulated approximately 4500
hours of exposure and the G/PI and B/AI systems approximately 1700 hours. The results of
the examination of the four composite systems were as follows:
a° B/E--The two heated zoneb on each specimen were discolored and on sevet_ of the
unnotched specimens exposed and broken boron fiberswere visible.Severalspecimen also
had shallow edge notches from the stiffenergrid screws.
b° G/E--Some slight discoloring of the heated zones was visible and several specimens were
edge notched from the stiffener screws. At the time of this examination several of the
unnotched specimens had already failed. The unfailed ones, however, appeared to be in
good condition. None of the notched specimens had fai_e_i, but three of the 10 showed con-
siderable damage in the fJrm of cracks and delaminations at the edges and at the holes.
Figure 12-41 shows the specimen with thc most extensive damage {BF91-4!. This specimen
was removed because failure appeared imminent.
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Figure 12-40
653217-240
G/E Long-Term Specimen 60)2-4 Showing Edge Damage (arrows) from Compression_
Stiffener Screws
L
Delaminations (arrows)
Figure 12 -41m'_/E Long-Term Specimen BF91-4 Showing Cracks and
at Edges and Holes
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G/E--After 1700 hours of exposure the only visible changes were very slight wear marks
on the edges of one of the unnotched specimens.
BIAl--These spedmen had also been exposed for only 1700 hours and were in good condi-
t/on. Three specimens had slight edge notching from the stiffener screws and there was
some surface abrasion from the stiffeners.
The next thorough exam/nat/on was made just before the completion of I0,000 hours on the
epoxy specimens (app_tely 9000 hours for the epoxies and 6000 for the G/PI and B/AI
specimens). The results of the examination of the four composite systems was as follows: " -
a.
ho
C.
B/E--These specimens showed the most damage as a result of the flight simt0at/on expo-
sures even though, in contrast to the G/E system, none had failed. The two heated _nes on
each specimen were discolored and in several instances showed exposed and broken fibers
where portions of the epoxy resin had fallen away. In the notched B/E specimens some
longitudinal surface cracks tangent to the h, ies were observed.
G/E--At the time of this examination 11 of the 20 G/E specimens had failed or had been
removed from the exposure apparatus because of showing significant damage. Of the
remaining specimens the only visible effects were color changes in the heated zones at the
top and bottom of each specimen and some small longitudinal cracks tangent to the holes
in the notched specimana These cracks were believed to extend only through the outer 0 °
ply in both the B/E and G/E specimens.
G/PI--These specimens appeared to be in excellent condition with only slight color changes
in the heated zones.
¢L B/AI--The only visible effects were longitudinal stripes on the surface where some of the
Teflon tape from the stiffeninggrids had adhered.
Figures 12-42 through 12-45 are photographs of typical specimens of each composite material
that were made during this examination with the specimens installed in the flight simulation
apparatus. Only the B/E specimens, Figure 12-42, show any visible damage.
In setting the load levels for the long-term flight simulation tests, the expectation was for 80%
of the specimens of each system to complete 50,000 hours of exposure. The 20% failure rate
would amount to, on average, four specimens for each composite material system In general
these failures would be expected to occur during Phase II of the test program. For the G/E
system a much higher failure rate was observed. Twelve of the 20 G/E specimens either failed
outright or were removed from test because of severe damage. Some of the badly damaged
specimens were removed for further inspect/on and because of the likelihood of imminent
failure were not returned. The others were in such poor condition that when a specimen in the
same setup failed the damaged one was also removed to decrease the amount of equipment
downtime. Table 12-17 lists the G/E specimens that did not survive the 10,000 hours of flight
simulation and also shows the amount of exposure time logged when removed because of
fed]me or significant degradation
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Figure 1242 8/| Long-Term Sp4Kimens Af_er Approximately 9000-hr of Exposure Showing Broken and
Exposed lk)ron Fibers
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Figure 12-43 G/E Lc_l-Term Specin_ns After Approximately 9g00-h¢ c_ Ezposure
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Figure 12-44 G/LP| Long-Term Specimens After Approximately 6000-hr o_ Exposure -
/ t
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Figure12-45B/AILong-TermSpeci.mensAfterApproximately6000-hrofExposure
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Table 12-17 G/E Long-Term Specimens Removed Because of Failure or Significant Degradation
Specimen Exposure Failure or Damage
No. Type (hr) Location
BC91-1 Unnotched 4515
BC91-2 Unnotched 6683
BC91-3 Unnotched 6683
BC91-4 Unnotched 4524
BC91-5 Unnotched 2696
BC92-3 Unnotched 4053
BC92-4 Unnotched 9669
BC92-5 Unnotched 4524
BF91-2 Notched 7520
BF91-3 Notched 7520
BF91-4 Notched 4549
BF91-5 Notched 4549
Heated zone: failed
Heated zone; not failed
Heated zone; failed
Heated zone; not failed
Heated zone; failed
Heated zone; failed
Heated. zone; failed
Near doubler;, failed
Heated zone; failed
Heated zone; not failed
Heated zone; not failed
Heated zone; not failed
All of the specimens except one failed in either the upper or lower heated zones. The specimens,
which are 0.46 m (18 in.) long, are heated in two zones that are 0.11 m (4.5 in.) on either side of
the centerline. Figure 12-46 shows three of the specimens, all of which failed in one of the
heated sections. The two specimens with over 4000 hours of exposure also showed considerable
damage in the heated zones opposite the failures in the form of edge delaminations. This can be
seen in Figure 12-47. The 2669-hour specimen, BC91-5, did not show delamination in the
unfailed heated zone. Another difference between the 2669-hour specimen and the two
4000-hour specimens of Figure 12-46 is the appearance of the fracture. The 266_hour specimen
has failed in a manner similar to the unexposed baseline specimens with little loss of the epoxy
resin Lom around the graphite tows. After 4000 hours of expcsure, however, the epoxy resin
matrix has begun to crumble during failure leaving many bare graphite tows. Similar effects
were observed during tensile testing of the 450 K (350* F) thermal age specimens after 5000 or
more hours of exposure. Closeup views of the two different fracture appearances are shown in
Figure 12-48 and Figure 12-49. The failure mechanism that was responsible for these early fail-
ures of the G/E specimens appeared to be a combination of several factors. Based on earlier
thermal aging data the time at temperature, 4000 hours at 408 K (275 ° F), itself, is not suff'_
cient to explain the brittle nature of the epoxy matrix. Added to this, however, are the effects
of the thermal expansion stress during the 2000 thermal cycles and the tensile and compres-
sive loads. As the matrix becomes embrittled as a result of oxidation the thermal and mech-
anical stresses act to produce microcracking and eventual loss of the outer epoxy layer. This
can lead to accelerated oxidation as the filaments in the outer layers fail, thereby exposing the
underlying resin to the oxidizing environment. The compressive load which occurs once per
flight cycle is also important because of the lowered compressive resistance of the graphite
J
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Figure 12-46
65321 ?-246
G/E Long-Term Specimens That Failed During Flight Simulation Testing Before Completion
of 10,000-hr of Exposure
G53217-247
|C92-3 Showing Edge Delamlnations in Heated Zone. (Specimen
!2-47 G/E Long-Term Specimenfigure had failed at opposite heated zone after _53-hr of exposure)
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Figure12-48
653217-248
G/E ..opg-Term Specimen BC91-S Showing Fracture Appearance Alter Failure in 2669-hr
(No significant loss of resin from around the graphite tows has occurred)
Figure 12-49 G/E L¢,sg.lerm Specimen BC91-1 Showing Fracture Appeara-nco AltO--Faille In kS15-hr
(Loss of resin from around graphite tows is readily apparent)
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tows as the matrix is degrading. It isthese compressive loads that are responsible for the
numerous delaminations observed inthe heated zones ofmany ofthe specimens. A good exam-
ple of a specimen that was about to fail_,y thismechanism isshown on the right in Figure
12-50.The edge view of the same specimen, Figure 12-51,shows clearlythe loss of matrix on
both surfaces with the exposed and broken graphite filamentsand the extensive delamination
caused by the compressive loading.This specimen would undoubtedly have failedvery soon if
ithad not been removed from test.
The specimen on the left in Figure 12-50 was the only G/E specimen that did not fail in the
heated zone. A closeup view of the fracture is shown in Figure 12-52. The arrows in the figure
point to locations where stiffener grid screws could bear against the specimen edges if the
grids rotated slightly. It appears likely that it was edge notches of this type that caused the
early failure vf specimen BC92-5. The fracture location and appearance were also quite dif-
ferent from the other failures.
One other specimen failure occured during the long-term testing prior to completion of 10.000
hours. This was unidirectional B/AI specimen EU91-I which failed out of the heated zone after
2454 hours. The specimen, shown in Figure 12-53. apparently failed because of a misaligned
bearing in one branch of the whiffletree used to apply the fatigue loads. This caused the com-
pressive loads to be misaligned with the axis of the specimen and resulted in the stiffening grid
being pushed into the specimen at one end. Figure 12-54. a closeup of the fracture, shows where
the four bearing surfaces of the stiffener were forced into the B/AI at the edge of the end
doubler and initiated the failure.
..'q.
..'_
Figure 12-50
J
653217-250!
G/E Long-Term Specimens that were Removed from Test Before Comp|etiof,
of 10,000-hr of Exposure
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Figure 12-51
i .. 6s32_7-2sl
Edge View of G/E Long-T;fm Specimen BC91-4 Showing Exposed and Broken Graphite
Filaments and Extensive Dvlamination. (Specimen was removed from test offer 4524-hr)
b
\
Figure 12-52 G/E Long-Term Specimen BC92-S Showing Fracture Appearance After Failure in _S24-hr
(Failure was probably the result of edge notches Cat locations shown) caused by rotation
of the compression stiffener grids)
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Figure 12-53
,_i 653217-253
DIAl Long-Term Specimen that Failed During Flight Simulation Testing Before Completion of
10,000-hr of Exposure
j,
Figure 12-54
653217-254
B/AI Long-Ter._ Specimen EU91-1 Showing Fracture Appearance AFter Failur6 in 2_h-r
(Failure was initiated at locations (arrows) where stiffener grid was forced into the S/AI)
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\None of the B/E or G/PI long-term specimens failed during the 10,000 hour_a of flight sin-_ula-
tion exposure in Phase I.
12.7.3LONG-_ TEST RBULTS. At the completion of I0,000 hours of flightsimulation expo-
sure the Phase I long-term specimens were removed from the test apparatus. In addition,
because of the high failurerate ofthe G/E and the extensive surfacedamage visibleon the B/E,
allremaining Phase II epoxy specimens were alsoremoved. The revised flightsimualtiontest
plan for the B/E and G/E systems isdescribedinSeetion 12.7.4.The specimens were examined
visuallywith the aid of a stereomicroscope and photographed. Based on the number and con-
dition of the specimens and information gained during the overalltest program, a residual
strength testing plan was prepared. As will be discussed later, the test plan was somewhat dif-
ferent from the one originally scheduled. Cutting plans were prepared and the long-term speci-
mens were machined into residual strength specimens, which were then tested. The results of
the specimen examinations and residual strength tests are presented in the following sections.
12.7.3. ! Post Simulation Examinations
B/E, [0 ° 4" _$°]s, unno_hed ond notched. All of the B/E specimens survived 10,000 hours of
flight simulation exposure without fracture. The specimens did, however, experience consider-
able surface damage in the heated areas. The outer portions of the epoxy matrix had crumbled
away in numerous places revealing the boron fibers, many of which had failed. In contrast to
the G/E specimens no edge delaminations were observed at either the outside edges or at the
holes in thenotched specimens.Photographs showing both sides of three unn0tched and three
notched specimens are presented in Figures 12:55 to 12-58. The B/E laminates have a glass
[
Figure 12-5S
65321?-255
B/E tong-Term Specimens After 10.0A)0-hrof Flight Simulation Exposure
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Figure 12-56
653217-256
B/E Long*Term Specimens After 10,000-hr of Flight Slmmlatlon Exposure
(Glass scrim cloth side)
=
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Figure 12-57
t
65321 ?-257
B/E Notched Long-Term Specimens After 10,000-hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
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Figure 12-58
- (GlOsS scrim cloth side)
653217-258
B/E Notched Long-Term Specimens Aher 10,000-hr of Flight Slmulstion Exposure
scrim cloth as the outer layer on one side.This side shows distinctcolor changes (toa light
brown) in the heated zones. On the other side the epoxy resin has darkened somewhat, par-
ticularlyin the heated zones. The effectof shieldingof the surfaceby the compression stiffen-
ing grids isvery evident. A few loosened and broken boron fibersare visiblein Figure 12-55
and 12-57,the non scrim-clothsides.A better view of these exposed boron fibersisshowr, in
Figure 12-59 for an unnotched specimen and in Figure 12-60 for a notched specimen. These
regionswhere the matrix has broken away at the surfaceand exposed the fiberswere observed
only in the heated zones in the areas not covered by the stiffeninggrids.Exposed fiberswere
also found in the heated areas on the scrim-clothside of the B/E specimens, but these were
generally hidden under the glass cloth.Figure 12-61 shows a closeup view of the heated zone on
the scrim-clothside.The divturbed areas ofthe glassclothare caused by loosened and broken
boron fibersbeneath the cloth.
G/E, [0o 2:45oJ,,unnotched and notched. Only two unnotched and six notched G/E specimens
from the original20 Phase I and Phase II specimens survived the I0,000 hours of exposure.
The two unnotched specimens are shown in Figure 12-62 and 12-63. Unlike the failed
specimens these ,ppeared to be in reasonably good condition.No surface or edge cracks or
delaminations were found. The heated zones had undergone some color changes particularly
between the stiffeninggrids.These areas had a worn or erroded looking appearance and, in
severalplaces,the graphite tows were very closetobeing exposed as a resultof the lossof the
12.82
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F'Njure 12-59 II/E Long-Term Spe<[men AC?I-S AHer 10.000-hr of Flight S;muk_ti_ _ $1he_m D
L_Ndr44_led _ Broken Boron P'_r_
_'.:.r : ":
Figure 12-60 II,'E Notched Long.Term Spe<_me_ AF91-5 After 10.000 hr of Flight Simuh=ti_ Expoture
Showing Loosened ond Broken _oron F;bers
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6532_?-."62
G,E Long-Term Sp4Kimens ATter 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
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653217-_3
Figure 12-63 G ,E Loaf.Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation. ExPosure (Opposite sides of
Specimens in Figure 12-62)
epoxy matrix on the outer surface. The notched specimens that survived the 10.000 hours of
flight simulation exposure were similar in appearance to the unnotched specimens except for
_me damage at the holes. Four of the specimens had longitudinal cracks near the holes and
_me delaminations at the edges of the holes. Two of the notched specimens that completed
I(,.000 hours are shown in Figure 12-64 and 12-65. Specimen BF92-3 is one with cracks at the
holes but they are not readily visible in this photograph. The material on the surface of the
specimens at onp end is residue of the adhesive used to attach the thermocouples.
One of the specimens that appeared "_obe in good condition during the second inspection with
the grids removed _9404 hours of exposurep is shown in Figure 12-66. Compressive failure in
one of the heated zones occurred soon after the inspection. 9669 hours. No evidence of the
impending failure was seen during the examination after 9404 hours. A higher magnification
view of this specimen and two others that were removed from test prior to 10.000 hours
because of _vere damage is shown in Figure 12-67. The damage level in these specimens
increases from left to right in the photograph. Inspection of the specimens suggests a failure
mechanism slightly different from that proposed ea:iy in the test program and described in
Section 12.7.2. In these specimens and also those in F;gure 12-68. initial failure is thought to
occur by delamination of the outer [0 °] plies in the heated zones between the stiffening grids.
The combination of thermal cycl/ng stresses and the mechanical fatigue stresses acting at the
ply interface overcomes the relatively low interlaminar strength, ar.:l delamination occurs. The
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653217-26,11
Figure 12-64 G/E Notched Long-Term Specimens AFter 10.000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
/
Figure 12-65
653217-265
G/E Notched Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure (Opposite
sides of specimens in Figure 12-64)
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Figure12-66
653217-266
G/E Long-Term Specimen BC92-4 After 91_9 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure. (Specimen
failed (arrows) in compression at heated zone)
653_17-_67
Figure 12-67 GJE Long-Term Specimens that were Removed from Test Before Completion of 10.000 hr of
Exposure. (Increasing levels of domage in the specimens are visible in moving from left to
right)
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FtSlUre12-68 G/E Notched Long-Term Specimens that were Removed from Test Before Completion of
Ig,OOOhr of Exposure. (Increasing |eveis of damage in the specimens are visible in
moving from left to right)
outer plies retain their strength during the ter.sile loads, but during the one compressive load
per cycle all the load is carried by the low strength +45 ° plies. At this point two effects occur.
The _+45 ° plies begin to fail from the tensile and compressive fatigue loads, and oxidation with
accompanying breaking uP of the matrix of the outer plies is accelerated. The first specimen in
Figure 12-63, BC91-2, was removed _from test shortly after delamination of the outer plies
occurred in the regions between the grids. Some damage to the inner ___45 ° plies was visible but
the amount was small. The specimen still maintained its rigidity. In the regions that were
beneath the .00318 m (0.125 in.} wide grids, transverse cracks can be seen. The second
specimen, BC92-4, had sustained an increased amount of damage before being removed from
test. Delamination and transverse cracking of the outer plies was much more extensive and the
inner + 45 ° plies were badly broken. The specimen was no longer rigid and could easily be bent
at the damaged heated zone. Some bare graphite fibers were also visible at the edges of the
cracks and delaminations. These fibers were typical of those found in badly oxidized thermal
aging test specimens, i.e., rather fuzzy appearing with no resin adhering to them. "l_e final
specimen in Figure 12-67, BC91-4, shows the greatest degree of degradation of the three. In
addition to delamination of the outer pries and considerable inner ply damage, the surface has
also experienced a great deal of tensile failure of the graphite fibers. Much of the epoxy :_sin
matrix from the outer plies has oxidized and crumbled away, leaving bare graphite fibers
exposed. This specimen had the least rigidity of the three. For these three specimens total time
of flight simulation exposure was apparently not a factor in the onset of initial failure.
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A similar set of the notched specimens showing varying degrees of damage is pictured in
. Figure 12-68. The first, BF91-5, shows the onset of delamination of the outer 0 ° plies, some
longitudinal cracking near the holes, and some slight damage to the inner {+__45°1 plies. The
degree of delamination varies from one side of the specimen to the other. This can be seen from
the closeup photographs of Figure 12-69. Severe delamination has occurred at one edge, a
lesser amount in the center as shown at the three hc" .s, and none at ai[ at the opposite edge.
The second specimen, BF91-4, had deiaminated throughout the heated zone and shows
increased longitudinal cracking and the onset of transverse cracking in the regions under the
stiffening grids. The ridigity or resistance to bending at the heated zone has decreased
somewhat. The third specimen, BF91-3, is very close to fracture with severe cracking of all the
......... plies. Theepoxy suHace is heavily oxidized with many graphite fibers exposed. The specimen
has almost no bending resistance across the notched region. The final specimen of the set,
BFgl-2. has fractured with considerable damage throughout the heated zone. In like manner to
the 5000-and 10,000-hour 450 K (350 ° F) thermal aging specimens, many of the graphite fibers
are _'isible as a result of the loss of the brittle oxidized epoxy resin.
Figure 12-70 shows the effect of exposure time on the fracture appearance with respect to loss
of resin from the graphite fibers. In 2669 hours, oxidation has not embrittled the matrix suffi-
ciently to cause the resin to break away from the fibers during failure. The second specimen,
BC91-1. after exposure of 4515 hours begins to show the bare graphite fibers caused by the
crumbling away of the oxidized matrix. The effect increases with exposure time as can be seen
in the other two specimens in Figure 12-70.
G/Pl, [0° 4- _o]l, unnotched and notched. All of the Phase I G/PI long-term specimens com-
pleted 10.000 hours of flight simulation exposure. Photographs showing bothsides of typical
unnotched and notched specimens are presented in Figures 12-71 to 12-74. All of the specimens
were discolored in the regions between the stiffening grids in the heated zones. All of the
specimens also had exposed graphite fibers in these same areas. Generally the exposed fibers
were found oil the side of the specimen that faced the quartz heating lamps. However. for three
specimens loose surface fibers were observed on both surfaces. Typically, these regions of
exposed graphite fibers were approximately 0.025 m {1 in.) in length in the center of the heated
zones. Figure 12-75 shows a closeup view of these damaged areas on an unnotched specimen
and Figure 12-76 the same for a notched specimen. The amount of exposed fibers on the
notched specimens was less than that found on the unnotched specimens. Some slight edge
cracks were found in the heated zones of a few of the specimens. An example is shown in Figure
12-77. At 10,000 hours of exposure the edge cracks did not appear to be a serious problem. The
appearance of the holes in the notched specimens was generally quite good. Slight hori_::_l
cracks tangent to the holes were observed in three of the specimens. These were reD" short and
appeared to extend only through the outer ply. Some slight delaminations or cracks were pre-
sent in some of the holes, but, again, these also appeared to be very shallow and not a serious
problem at this time.
B/AI, [0 ° 4- _$o]s and [00]6 . unnotched. All of the [0 ° ± 45°]s crossplied specimens and four of
the five unidirectional B/AI long-term specimens completed 10,000 hours of exposure. Front
and back views of typical specimens are shown in Figures 12-78 and 12-79 for crossply material
and in Figures 12-80 and 12-81 for unidirectional material. The heated zones on the sides facing
the quartz heat lamps have been coated with flat black, heat resistant paint to reduce reflec-
tion from the aluminum surface and thereby increase the efficiency of the heaters. The only
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Figure 12-70
z66,,.I
653217-270
G/E Long-Term Specimens that Failed During Flight Simulation Testing 14_ore Completion
of 10,000 lit of Exposure. (Specimens show progressive Iol$ of resin from the graphite
fibers with exposureflme)
F;gure 12-71
mDCq| . _. i_,4)|. 3
, :.. , 653217-271
G/PI tong-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
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Figure +2-72
653217-272
G/PI Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure (Opposite sides of
specimens in Figure 12-71)
i
+
Figure 12-73
_ _53217-273
G/PI Notched Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
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Figure 12-74
!
i..p..A. 16,op.,._
GIPI Notched Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure (Opposite
sides of specimen s in Figure 12-73)
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Figure 12-75 G/PI Long-Term Specimen DC91-3 After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure Showing
Exposed Graphite Fibers in Heated Zone
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Figure 12-76
653217-276
G/PI Notched Long-Term Specimen DFgl.2 After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
Showing Exposed Graphite Fibers in Heated Zone
Figure 12-;7
9X
L _ 653217-277
G/PI Long-Term Specimen DC91-1 Showing Slight Edge Cracks in Heated Zone Aher 10,0_)
hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
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!Figure 12-78
653217-,)78
Crossply 8/AI Long-Term Specimens After I0._0 hr of Night Simulation Exposure
Figure 12.79
653217-279
Crossply B/AI Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure (Opposite
sides of specimens in Figure 12-78)
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Figure 12-80
653217-280
Unidirectional B/AI Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
i:
• /
Figure 12-81
653217-281
Unidirectional B/AI Long-Term Specimens After 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
(Opposite sides of specimens in Figure 12-80)
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noticeable effects on these photographs are the vertical stripes where the stiffener grids were
attached. These markings are residue from the Teflon coating on the grids, and in some areas.
regions of wear where the soft aluminum surface has been erroded by the rubbing action of the
.qiffener during fatigue cycling. Careful examination of the surface in the heated zones reveals
a roughened surface and some small shallow cracks. The effect is similar to, but not as exten-
sive as. that observed in the specimens that were fatiE_,p tested in air at 561 K {550 ° F). The
surface roughening occurred on both sides but was more difficult to see on the painted side. A
magnified view of the heated zone on the unpainted side of a crossplied specimen is shown in
Figure 12-82. A photograph taken from the unheated center section of the same specimen is
also shown in Figure 12-82 for comparison. The roughened surface was found on both the
crossplied and the vnidirectlonal specimens. One other observation was made on ti_e unidirec-
tional sl/ecimens. The specimens wereflat except in the heated zoneswhere the surface was
very irregular {wavy} in the transverse direction. Edge cracks and delaminations were found in
two of the crossplied specimens, generally in the heated zones. Figure 12_83 is an enlarged view
of the worst area found on these two specimens. An ultrasonic C-scan of the same specimen is
shown in Figure 12-84. The regions marked on the C-scan are the areas of the specimen where
edge cracks were observed with a stereo microscope. The correlation was quite good. The
C-scan indicates the craci's to extend _*pproximately 0.006 m (0.25 in.) into the specimen.
12.7.3.2 Residual Strength Dn;a. The original test plan for residual strength determinations
assumed that all five specimens of each set would complete 10,000 hours of exposure and that
all of the specimen width would be available for cutting into subsize specimens. For two of the
materials, G/E and unidirectional B/AI. all of the Phase I specimens did not survive 10,000
hours. Also, ear _er tests on material from the unfailed end of a G/E specimen, BC92-3, that had
failed in 4053 hours showed cot,siderable variation in tensile properties across the width of the
specimen. Specimens that were shielded by the stiffening grids gave tensile values of 55I
MN/m 2 _79.9 ksi) and 545 MN/m 2 (79.0 ksi) while a specimen that was cut from between the
grids gave 163 MN/m 2 {23.5 ksi_. Because of these results the decision was made to cut the
specimens from the unr.otched long-term specimens from the material between the grids. This
reduced the number oi 0.(}13 m {0.5 in.) wide residual strength specimens that could be
obtained from one long-term specimen from 10 to six. For the notched long-term specimens the
entire width was used ias was originally planned1 so that the number of residual strength
specimens remained the same (six per specimen}. During the course of the test program, par-
ticularly for the thermal aging and the flight simulation tests, it became apparent that com-
pressive and shear properties of the composites were of considerable importance in addition to
the tensile characteristics toward which the study was primarily directed. The combination of
the3e three factors 1) less than 100% survival, 2) loss of material _rom under grids, and 3)
increased importance of residual compressive and shear properties resutted in a change in the
residual strength test plan. Table 12-18 shows both the original and the revised plans for the
G/E and B/E systems. Similar information for the G/PI and B/AI systems is listed in Table
12-19. The number of tests from the G/E unnotched long-term specimens was limited by the
amount of material available {two and one-half specimensh Two specimens survived 10,000
hours and the unfailed end of BC92-4, which failed in 9GG9 hours, was undamaged and con-
sidered usable. The number of tests from the G/E notched, B/E unnotched, and B/E notched
long-term specimens was intentionally kept small because the poor condition of the specimens
12-97
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Figure 12-83 !1 AI Long-Term Specimen £¢91-1 After 10.000 hr of Flight Simulation lmposu0"e Showing
Edge Cracking in Heated Zone
did n_;[ ;Ippe_srI_ w;.Irr_.In[;ifullse:il_,r_,sidU_llslretll_lhIesI pro_r_inl.The I0.000 hour f|ii:hl
simul_sI ion exposure _,fthe _,poxy systems will [_,t_,pe;si_d using less were lest ¢ondit iOll.,_;is
described in ,"ie_'lion12.';..I.'rlw revisl,d It,slphins h_r the t; PI _md II AI system:: w,,'re
developed to derive _Ismuch useful d_si_s_sspo.ssiblefrom _Ilimited :imount of iesi nlaieri,l|.;I[1
_f which w_is llsed.
All of the 0.013 m (0.5 in.I wide unn_lched tensile :lnd f_ltigue lind II AI nlltcht,d tensile _lnd
she_tr spet'inlt, ns were ctll from the 0.0[ m (0.T in.I wide portions of the flight simttlation
st_'einlens I_,lwt,en tile stiffening i_wit|s. The _iltllrlixini_lle h_':ilions of these Sl_'einiens Isix per
lllng-lernl spet'inienl i'iin ill, _t_l,i! iri l"il_,'tire 12-S ! where t he residlie of the Teflon lilpe hlls tit|l-
lined I he los'ill ion llccupied !_)" I he l,n'ill dllring flight Sillllllill ion ! esl in_. llondinl_" of ittllibler.,_
was regtiired tin only llne elld llf each llf tilt, resit|tllil tensile _lnd flliil_nie ,'_pt'cimens |is the
Iilllniiinl i|tllillll, r from Ihe flil_hi shlllllliliili_ sp_,i'hllen w_is siill Itlllwhed to the other end.
The nolcl_ed resin inlitrix flight sinluliltion specimens were 0.07:1 m I;I in.I wide with three
elltililly sp_il'ed i).l)l)l;.l i!1 II).'_'l in.i ilia|nit,let hides _lt'rllss [he widl h. Sheliring of I he si_,cinlens
wllu Id produt'e I hree idenl i¢Ii! ().02P_ ill ( ! i ll.I wiltt, residtliil st rellgl h slll_'iilleils wit h Ii cent r;illy
hies|led hllle. For i'onlpi_.'_ile nl_ileri_il, hllwevi,r. 1he sl_et'inlens nllisi be t'lil wil h il sliw hllvin_ ;i
finiil' bl_ld_, width. _illl_mxiln_liely ll.lii)lf_ nl Ill.till ill.I. Ctlnseqtienlly, the nolcked lensile :ind
f_il il.,"lie :_llel';.nlen._ i'otihi he cut front I he t'lit_hi sin_ulllii,_n spel'hl_en in :il legist lhrt,s, different
w_iv._: t'llll_ll widih._ with _ff._et hides: linelltl_ii widths with centered hl_les: lind eqll:ll wittihs
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Table I1-11l. Iloolduol $tro_ith Test Man for Phase I II, E ond G, | After I0,000 hr cAFlight Slmulotk_ Testing
..... Number of Sg_cime_
Martial Flight Simulation Test Temperature Original Revised
Syste_ Spesimen Type Type K (°F) Plan Plato
B,E
G E
10 o 4. 45O]s Unnotched
10° 4. 40 Is Notched
10 o 4- 45ols Unnotched
l0 o 4- 45o[s Notched
Tensile -'9. 75 I0 6
Notched Tensile "97 75 10 0
Fatigue -'97 75 10 9
Compres.qive "97 75 0 7
Tensile....... _50 .....350 5 -0
Notched Tensile 450 350 5 0
Notched Tensile L'97 75 10 6
Notched Fatigue -*97 75 I0 9
Notched Tensile 450 350 5 0
Tensile -'97 75 10 4
Notched Tensile 297 75 10 0
Fatigue 297 75 10 7
Compressive 297 75 0 "2
Tensile 450 350 5 0
Notched Tensile 450 350 5 0
Notched Tensile 297 75 I0 6
Notched Fatigue "97 75 10 9
Notched Tensile 450 350 5 0
with centered holes. A check of reference 23 showed that the various configurations had very
Little difference in K t factors. The one selected was specimens of equal widths with offset holes
'L.._
in the two outer specimens. The difference in _ values for the specimen with a centered
hole and one with an offset hole was negligible (3.28 versus 3.30). Again. bonding of doublers
was required on only one end.
The residual compressive tests were performed using the specimen and test procedures
described in Section 7. To get a sufficiently thick specimen for compressive testing from the 6
ply flight simulation specimens it was necessaD" to bond three or four layers together. From
these 18 or 24 ply panels the 0.0064 m 10.25 in.) wide compressive specimens could be cut. Two
specimens, made by laminating three or four 0.01 m t0.75 in.) wide pieces together, used the
entixe width of one end of a flight simulation specimen. Four compressive specimens, using one
entire flight simulation specimen, were made for the crossplied B/E. G/PI. B;AL and the unidi-
rectional B/AI materials. The limitt, d amount of G/E available allowed ,rely two compressive
specimens of this material. Since there were no failures of the BE flight simulation specimens
and the number of residual strength specimens was already reduced, sufficient material was
12-101
Tdde 12-19. Residual Strength Test Plan for Phase I G/PI and II/AI _ 10.000 hr of Flig&t Simulation
Testing
d Speclmees
Right Sinwdatlon Test Temperogv_ O_linal Ihwised
System Specimen Type Type K (°F) PI_
GJPI
B/AI
[0 ° _+ 45°]s Unnotched Tensile 297 75 I0 5
Notched Tensile 297 75 I0 5
Fatigue 297 75 I0 9
.... Compressive .... 297 .... 75 -0 4 - * -
TemPe 5O5 450 5 5
- Notched Tensile 505 450 5 0
[0 ° _+ 45°]s Notched Notched Tensile 297 75 10 10
Notched Fatigue 297 75 I0 10
Shear 297 75 0 4
Notched Tensile 505 450 5 5
[0 ° ± 45°]s Unno_hed Tensile 297 75 10 4
Notched Tensile 297 75 10 4
Fatigue 297 75 10 8
Compressive 297 75 0 4
Tensile 505 450 5 4
Notched Tensile 505 450 5 4
[0°]6 Urmotched Tensile 297 75 10 4
Notched Tensile 297 75 10 4
Fatigue _"97 75 I0 7
Shear 297 75 5 3
Compr_cive 297 75 0 4
Tensile 5O5 45O 5 0
Notched TenSe 505 450 5 0
Shear 505 45O 5 0
available for another type of laminated compressive specimen. These were mad.- by bonding
four pieces together that were cut from the areas between the grids. Two flight simulation
specimens provided enough material for three of the 0.0064 m {0.25 in.) wide compressive
specimens. These two types of B/E compressive specimens were intended to show the effect of
the stiffening grids on shielding the composite material during flight simulation exposure.
Residual interfiber shear strength tests were performed on the unidirectionalB/AI materiaL
No unidirectionalresinmatrix specimens were included in the flightsimulation testprogram.
however, and. therefore,no residualshear strength testswere originallyscheduled.Examina-
tion of the failedG/E flightsimulation specimens indicatedtb_t interlaminsrshear strength
played an important role in the premature failuresand obtaining residualshear properties
would be very useful.There was one halfof a 10.000-hournotched G/PI simulation specimen
that was not used forresidualstrength testing,and a method was devised touse thismaterial
to fabricatefour short beam shear specimens. As shown in Figure 12-85three stripswere cut
12-102
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from between the grid marks in the heated zone and bonded together to make an 18 ply
laminate. The four short beam shear specimens, 0.015 m i0.60 in.} by 0.0064 m 10.25 in.). were
cut from materialjustabove and below the boles.As the heatedzone in the simulation
specimen was 0.OS m {2 i_ long and the holes 0.0064 m {0.25 i_} in diameter, there was suW_
cient room for cutting the spec/mens above and below the holes. The layout of the specimens
was as shown in Figure 12-85.
ll/E, [0o ± ao],. unmatched end notched. Residual _ensile. notched tensile, and compressive
data for B/E after I0,000 hours of flight simulation exposure are listed in Table 12-20. Elastic
modulus values are included for all unnotched tensile and compressive tests. Compressive data
are shown for the two methods of test specimen fabrication descrfoed earlier. Baseline tensile,
notched tensi_._ compressive values are also included in Table 12-20. Residual axial fatigue
data at room temperature and a stress ratio, It, of 0.1 for unnotched and notched specimens are
presented in Table 19-21. and S-N curves are plotted in Figures 12-86 and 12-87. Also included
on the graphs are S-N curves (no data points) for unexposed material tested under the same
conditions {presented earlier in Section 11, Baseline Fatigue Testing).
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Figure 12-86 Axial Fatigue Properties of [0 ° _ 4,So]s B/1EBefore and After10.000 hr Flight Simulation
Exposure, 297 K {75° F), It = O.I, Unnotched
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TcdMe 12-20. Strength end Modulus Properties of [0° 4- 4So], II/IE at 297 K (75o F).lkgf0m _ After 10.000 hr
o/Flight Simulation Exposure
SlmcJmN Flti_ Simulatim Strength Modulw
Number Specimen Number MN/nI_ (ks_) GN/n_ {Msi)
Unnvtched Tensile: I0,000 hr
A912-I AC91-2 392 56.8 68.9 I0.0
-2 - -2 - 373 54.1 ...... 73.8 ..... 10.7
A913-I -3 498 72.2 86.2 12.5
-2 -3 400 58.0 76.5 I I. I
A914-1 -4 362 52.5 71.7 10.4
-2 -4 337 48.9 60.0 8.7
av 394 57.1 72.8 10.6
Baseline av 61.8 89.7 94.5 13.7
Notched Tensile: 10.000 hr
AFgI_I AFgl-3 452 65.6
-2 -3 411 59.6
-3 -3 412 59.7
AFgI_I -5 315 45.7
-2 -5 366 53.1
-3 -5 424 61.5
av 397 57.5
Baseline av 461 64.2
Compressive:. 10.000 hr {entire specimen width used}
A9C-1 AC91-1 834 120.9
-2 -1 934 135.4
-3 -I 834 120.9
-4 -1 1086 154.9
av 918 133.0
Compressive I0.000 hr {cut from between grids)
A9C-5 AC91-5 741 107.5
-6 -5 & AC92-5 709 102.9
-7 - AC92-5 754 109.3
av 735 106.6
Baseline av 1540 223.4
84.1
82.0
86.2
82.7
83.8
12.2
11.9
12.5
12.0
12.2
79.3
72.4
82.0
77.9
102
11.5
10.5
11.9
11.3
14.8
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Tdde 12-21. e, mclud Axkd Fat_ Data for [0o ± 4Sol, S/1EIt _ K (TSo F) Af_ 10,000 _ of m_t
Sinwlatlon Exposure, It - 0.1
_ Stress
Specimee Fligin Simulation Specimen
Number S_cJn,,m Number Type MN/nP (k_) Crdes Comments
A912-3 AC91-2 Unnotched 310 45 < 1,000
A913-3 -3 276 40 7,975.000
-4 -3 293 42.5 47,000
-5 -3 .... 276 40 _ 5,872,000 ......
-6 -3 310 45 < 1,000
A914-3 -4 293 42.5 600,000
-4 -4 241 35 15,234,000 Did not faQ
-5 -4 259 37.5 10,245.000 Did not faQ
-6 -4 293 42.5 1,000
AF913.4 AF91-3 Notched 345 50 I0,000,000 Did not faQ
-5 -3 414 60 1,000
-6 -3 379 5,5 < 1,000
AFgI4-1 -4 362 52.5 < 1,000
-2 -4 345 50 < 1,000
-3 .4 328 47.5 < 1,000
AF915-4 -5 310 45 149,000
-5 -5 293 42.5 1,213,000
-6 -5 276 40 12.729.000 Did not f...1
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p
The unnotched tensile strength was considerably lowered as a result of the 10,000 hours of flight
simulation exposure while the notched strength was lowered only 10%. The notched properties
of the resin matrix systems have generally shown smaller decreases than the unnotched after
exposure. This may, in part, result from tht method of specimen cutting where portions of the
notched specimens had been shielded by the stiffening grids, whereas the uano_bed specimens
were cut from material between the _ Compres_e strength was degraded slightly more
than the unnotcbed tensile strength. The residual compressive data also show the effect of the
stiffening grid in protecting the underlying material Specimens cut from the entire width had a
compressive strength approximately o_ greater than specimens cut from between the
grids, As shown in Figures 12_86 and 12_87, the fatigue properties were considerably lowered by
the long-term exposure cyclin&
G/':. [0 ° ± _o].. unnotehed and notched. Residual uensile, notched tenstqe, compressive, and
elastic modulus values for G/Eltfter 10,000 hours of flight simulation exposure are listed in
Table 12-22. Data for unexposed material are also included in the table. Residual axial fatigue
ToMe 12-'J9. Strength and Modulus Properties of [0o :t: 45o]. G/E at 297K (75° F}_ and Abw 10,000 hr
of Flight Simulation fraq_mare
Specimen Hight Simulation Streni_ AmJdulu,
Number SIl_nma Nundxw MN/n_ 0ud) GN/n_ (JIM)
=
Unnotched Tensile:. I0,000 hr
B921-1 - BC92-1 429 62.2 39 5.7
-2 -I 427 62.0 46 6.7
B922-I -2 410 59.5 46 6.6
-2 -2 411 59.6 50 7.2
av 419 60.8 4,5 6.6
Baseline av 496 71.9 57 8.3
Notched Tensile: 10,000 hr
BF911-1 BFgl-1 413 59.9
-2 -1 445 64.6
-3 -1 377 54.7
BF923-1 BF92-3 _ 50.3
-2 -3 470 68.2
-3 -3 362 52.5
av 409 59.4
Baseline av 412 59.7
Compressive. I0,000 hr {entire specimea width used)
Bgc-I BC92-I 316 45.8
-2 - I 293 42.5
av 304 44.2
Baseline av 570 82.7
46
47
46
46
6.6
6.8
6.7
6.6
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data at room temperature and a stress ratio, R, of 0.1 for unnotched and notched specimens are
presented in Table 12-23, and S-N curves are plotted in Figures 12_88 and 12-89. S-N curves for
unexposed material are shown on the fatigue plots for comparison.
Eight unnotched and four notched long-term specimens of G/E did not complete 10.000 hours
of exposure, either because of complete failure or significant damage in the heated zones. In
spite of this the residual tensile proverties, varticularly for the unnotched specimens, were not
severely degrade_ The compressive strength was, however, greatly affected. After 10,000
hours of flight simulation the compressive strength was reduced by approximately on,half.
This decrease would be anticipated if the failure mechanism proposed for the specimens that
did not survive the flight simulation exposures was correct. The residual fatigue properties
were significantly lowered with the unnotched material again experiencing a greater decrease
than the notched.
G/PI. [0° ± _So],. unnotched and notched. Results of the 297 K (75 ° F) and 505 K (450 ° F) ten-
sile tests on unnotcbed and notched G/PI after 10,000 hours of flight simulation exposure are
presented in Tables 12-24 and 12-25. Also included are the base'he data for comparison pur-
poses. Two types of notched tensile specimens were tested. The first, Table 12-24, was cut from
unnotched flight simulation specimens and was notched after exposure. The second. Table
12-25, was cut from the notched flight simulation specimens after being exposed in the notched
condition. Table 12-26 gives the compressive and short beam shear data for G/PI before and
after flight simulation exposure of 10,000 hours. Results of the residual fatigue tests on the
unnotched and notched G/PI material at 297 K (75 ° F) and a stress ratio, R, of 0.1 are _sted in
Table 12-27 and plotted as S-N curves in Figures 12-90 and 12-91. Data for unexposed G/PI
tested under the same conditions are shown on the fatigue plots for comparison.
Table 12-23. Residual Axial Fatigue Data for [0° _ 45o]s G/E at 297 K (75° F) After 10,000 hr of Flight
Simulation Exposuce,R = 0.1
Maximum Stress
Specimen Flight Simulation Specimen
Number Specimen Nund_r Type MN/n_ (ksi) Clrdes Comments
B922-3 BC92-2 Unnotched 379 55 < 1.000
-4 -2 345 50 6.968.000
-5 -2 362 52.5 3.000
-6 -2 328 47.5 1.000
B924-1 BC92-4 310 45 4.000
-2 -4 276 40 18.000
-3 -4 - 224 32.5 10.466.000
BF925-1 BF92-5 Notched 276 40 1.829.000
-2 -5 310 45 L143,060
-3 -5 345 50 2,000
-4 -5 328 47.5 2,571,000
-5 -5 362 52.5 112,000
-6 -5 379 55 1,000
BF923-4 -3 328 47.5 630.000
-5 -3 362 52.5 1.662.000
-6 -3 241 35 5.778.000
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Table12-24.StrengthandModulusPropertiesof[0° 4- 45o]s G/PI Before and After 10,000 hr of Flight
Simulation Exposure. (Unnotched flight simulation specimen)
Specimen
Number
Flight Simulation Temperature Strength Modulus
Specimen Number K (°F) MN/n_ (ksi) GN/m 2 (Msi)
Unnor, ched Tensile: I0,000 hr
D912-1 DC91-2 297 75 405 58.8 47 6.8
-2 -2 331 48.0 46 6.6
-3 -2- 225 32.7 41 5.9
-4 -2 323 46.8 46 6.7
-5 -2 510 74.0 -- --
I)914-6 -4 423 61.4 48 6.9
1)915-i -5 372 54.0 46 6.7
av 370 53.7 46 6.6
Baseline av 519 75.3 53 7.7
I)912-6 DC91-2 505 450 334 48.5 36 5.2
-I -3 411 59.6 54 7.8
-2 -3 303 43.9 42 6.1
-3 -3 225 32.7 37 5.4
-4 -3 296 43.0 41 6.0
av 314 45.5 42 6.1
Baseline av 470 68.2 47 6.8
Not, the= "%n._il_ 10,000 hr
D915-2 DC91-5 297 75 385 55.8
-3 -5 198 28.7
-4 -5 336 48.8
-5 -5 346 50.2
-6 -5 199 28.8
av 293 42.5
av 357 51.8Baseline
12-110
Table12-25.NotchedTensileStrengthof[0° -- _15°|s G/PI Before and After 10.000 hr of Flight Simulation
=xpo|ure. (Notched flight simulation specimen) .......
Temperature Strength
Specimen Flight Simulation
Number Specimen Number K (OF) MN/m 2 (ksi)
Notched Tensile: I0,000 hr
DF911-1 DF91-1
-2 .1
-3 -1
-4 -i
-5 -1
-6 -1
DFgI2-1 .2
-2 .2
-3 -2
DFgI4-1 -4
Baseline
DF914-3 DFgl-4
-4 -4
-5 .4
_ -6 .4
DF915-1 -5
Baseline
29_ 75
5O5 450
av
av
av
av
348 50.5
427 61.9
_34_ .... -49.6 ..........
315 45.7
355 M.5
247 35.8
261 37.8
323 46.9
376 54.5
271 39.3
326 47.4
357 51.8
256 37.2
294 42.7
377 54.7
397 57.6
336 48.7
332 48.2
336 48.8
j/
While no G/PI specimens failed during the 10,000 hours of flight simulation exposure, the
unnotched tensile strength at both room and elevated temperatures decreased by about one-
third. The residual notched tensile data appear to indicate a difference in the average amount
of degradation depending on whether the notch was machined in the specimen before or after
exposure. Those specimens that were notched after exposure showed a greater average
decrease in strength. Further analysis of the data. however, indicates that the location from
which the residual notched tensile specimen was cut from the flight simulation specimen may
be more important. Six notched tensile specimens are cut from a flight simulation specimen.
two from the center and four from the outer edges (see Figure 12-10 for cutting plan}. The
center specimens are shielded during exposure by two metal strips of the compressive stiffen-
ing grids while the outer specimens are each shielded by only one. The locations of these strips
with respect to where the six residual strength specimens are cut can be seen in Figure 12-65.
In addition to having two, presumably, higher strength portions, the center specimens are
12-111
Table 12-26. Compressive and Short Beam Shear Strength Properties d [0° ± 45o], G/Pl at 297 K {75 ° F)
Before and After 10.000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure ..........
Specimen Flight Simulation Strength Modulus
Number Specimen Number MN/n_ (ksi) GN/n_ (Msi)
Compressive: 10.000 hr
D9C-1 DC91.1 326 47.3
-2 -I . _ 299 43.3.
-3 -I 264 38.3
-4 -1 274 39.7
av 291 42.2
Baseline av 377 54.7
Short Beam Shear:. 10,000 hr
D9S-I DFgl-5 18 2.6
-2 -5 18 2.6
-3 -5 16 Z3
-4 -5 17 2.4
- 17 2.5
37 5.4Baseline
av
av
41 5.9
41 6.0
39 5.6
41 5.9
40 5.8
46 6.7
Table 12,27. Ruslducd Axial Fatigue Data for [0o -t- 45o], G/PI at 297 K (75 o F) After 10,0N hr of Hight
Simulation Exposure. It = 0.1
Maximum Stress
Specimen FIIglst Simulatiml Specimen
Number Specimen Nundb4w Type MN/m 2 (ksi) Cycles Comments
D913-5 DC91.3 Unnotched 293 42.5 < 1,000
-6 -3 241 35 < 1,000
D914-1 -4 207 30 < 1,000
-2 -4 172 25 12,262,000
-3 -4 190 27.5 10,256,000
-4 -4 198 28.75 < 1,000
-5 -4 190 27.5 10,269,000
DF912.4 DFgl-2 Notched 276 40 1,099,000
-5 -2 270 39.1 15,405,000
-6 -2 283 41.1 10,219,000
DF913-1 -3 345 50 < 1,000
-2 -3 310 45 4,000
-3 -3 310 45 1,000
-4 -3 293 42.5 53,000
-5 -3 293 42.5 2,424.000
-6 -3 293 42.5 < 1,000
DF914-2 -4 293 42.5 6.000
Did not fail
Did not fall
Did not fail
Did not fag
Did not fail
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f
\symmetric with respect to these shielded portions. The outer specimens have a shielded por-
tion on only one side of the center hole, and consequently, may experience uneven loading ....
which could initiate premature failure. To check out these effects the outer specimen {dash
numbers 1, 3, 4, and 6) and center specimen {dash numbers 2 and 5) notched tensile strengths
are compared in Table 12-28. The data are listed by temperature, without regard to whether
the notches were intr(xiuced before or after flight simulation. For the room temperature tests,
where sufficient data are available there is a distinct difference in the two types of specimens.
The more heavily shielded center specimens were approximately 25% higher in notched tensile
strengtl_ In like manner to the G/E material, the G/PI experienced a significant reduction in
compressive strength after 10,000 hours of exposure. The decrease was not as great as that for
G/E, however, approximately 25% as compared to 50%. It is interesting to note that the loss in
tensile strength was greater than that for compressive strength. Again, however_ Sp_imen ........
location may be playing a role as the compressive specimens were prepared from the entire
width of the specimens while the tensile specimens were cut from the unshielded areas. The
residual short beam shear data indicate an apparent major reduction in interlaminar shear
strength has occurred as a result of the 10,000 hours of flight simulation exposure. This
degradation, if real, correlates well with the failure mechanism proposed earlier for the G/E
specimens. The data, however, are limited, and the effect of bonding 6 ply laminates together
to form 18 ply short beam shear specimens requires additional study to determine the useful-
ness of the results. The unnotched fatigue properties were greatly affected with a lowering of
the S-N curve of approximately 40% over the entire range from 103 to 107 cycles. The notched
fatigue strength, on the other hand, was just slightly lowered by the 10,000 hours of exposure.
Toble 12-28. Effect of Specimen Location on Residual Notched Tensile Strength d [0° _" _LSO]sG/FI After
10,000 hr c_ Flight Simulation Exposure
- - - Outer Specimen Cesta' _cinwa
Flight Simulation Temperature Streng_ Strength
Specimen Number X (of) MN/m 2 (ksi) MN/m 'I (ksl)
DC91-5
-5
-5
DF91-1
-1
-1
-1
-2
-2
-4
DF91-4
-4
-4
-5
_7 75
5C5 450
av
av
198 28.7 385 55.8
336 48.8 346 50.2
199 28.8
348 50.5 427 61.9
342 49.6 355 51.5
315 45.7
247 35.8
261 37.8 323 46.9
376 54.5
271 39.3
289 41.9 367 53.2
256 37.2 377 54.7
294 42.7
397 57.6
336 48.7
321 46.6 377 54.7
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B/AI. [0 ° -t- 450], and [0°],. unnotched. Results of the room and elevated temperature tensile ._
- tests On-unnotched and notched B/AI before and after 10,000 hours of flight simulation exla_ ....
sure are presented in Tables 12-29 and 12-30. Residual compressive data for both crossply and
unidirectional B/AI are presented in Table 12-31. No baseline compressive tests were con-
ducted on either of the B/AI layups. Also included in Table 12-31 are interfiber shear strength
data from unidirectional B/AI before and after flight simulation exposure. Results of the
residual fatigue tests on the unnotched crossply and unidirectional B/AI material at 297 K
(75 ° F} and a stress ratio. R. of 0.1 are listed in Table 12-32 and plotted as S-N curves in Figures
12-92 and 12-93. Fatigue curves for unexposed B/AI tested under the same conditions are also
included in Figures 12-92 and 12-93 for comparison.
Table 12-29. Unnotched and Notched Tensile Properties of [0° + diS°I, B/AI 8afore and Afar lg,000 hr of
Flight Simulation Exposure
Specimen
Number
Flight SImulaflo.. Temperature Strength Modulus
SpKImen Number K (OF) AAN/n_ {ksl) GN/m 2 (Msi}
Unnotched Tensile: 10.000 hr
EC911-1 EC91-1
-2 -1
-3 -I
-4 -I
Baseline -
EC9L 1-5 ECgl-I
-6 -1
EC912-1 -2
-2 -2
Baseline
Notched Tensile: I0,000 hr
EC912-3 EC91-2
-4 -2
-5 -2
-6 -2
Baseline
EC913-1 EC91-3
-2 -3
-3 -3
-4 -3
Baseline
297 75 409 59.3 103 15.0
399 57.9 134 19.4 /
406 58.9 160 23.2
301 43.7 159 23.1
av 379 55.0 139 20.2
- " av 516 74.8 154 2_4
505 450 264 38.3 -- --
415 60.2 143 20.7
404 56.6 -- --
359 52.1 -- --
av 360 52.3
av 452 65.6 121 17.6
297 75
561 550
303 44.0
478 69.4
478 69.3
364 52.8
av 406 58.9
av 479 69.5
283 41.4
303 44.0
381 55.3
354 51.3
av 330 47.9
av 443 64.3
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Table12-30.UnnotchedandNotchedTensilePropertiesof[00]6B/AIat297K(7$° F)BeforeandAfter10,000
hrof Flight Simulation Exposure
Specimen Flight S/mulatlon Strength Modulus
Number Specimen Number MN/n_ (ksi) GH/n_ (/_i)
Unnotched Tensile: I0,000 hr
EU913-1 EU91-3 1070-
-2 -3 972
-3 -3 1000
-4 -3 1290
av 1080
Baseline av 1450
Notched Tensile: 10,000 hr
EU913-5 EU91-3 869 126
-6 -3 1080 - 157
EU914-1 -4 896 130
-2 -4 924 134
av 942 137
av -1220'- i77aBasel/ne
155 231 33.5
141 240 34.8
145 170 24.6
187 172 25.0
157 203 29.5
210 198 28.7
*Estimated from notched tensile strength versus temperature curve for [00]6 B/AL
Figure 7-20.
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Table12-31.CompressiveandInterfiberShearStrengthPropertiesof|IAI at297K_7.c° F) ll_ore and After
10.000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure
Specimen Flight Simulation Strength Y_lulus
Number Specimen Number Orientation MN/n_ (ksi) GN/nv I (Idsl)
Compressive: I0,000 hr
ECgC-I ECXJ1-5
-2 -5
-3 -5
-4 -5
EU9C.I EU92-4
-2 -4
-3 -4
-4 -4
Interfiber shea_. 10.000 hr
EU915-4 EU91-5
-5 -5
-6 -5
Baseline
[0 ° _+ 45°]g
[0°Is
[0*]6
s --910 a>132 143 20.8
u.1250 s>182 147 21.3
a >I 420 • --206 117 17.0
• >1020 • >148 112 16.3
av 130 18.8
212 30.7
1550 225 197 28.5
{a) (a) 207 30.0
1870 271 207 30.0
av 1570 227 206 29.8
69.6 10.i
72.4 10.5
70.3 10.2
av 70.8 10.3
av 93.1 13.5
•Doubler bond shear failure.
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Table12-32.ResidualUnnotchedAxialFatigueDataforD/AIat 297 K (75 ° F) After 10.000 hr of Flight
Simulation Exposure. R -- 0.1
Maximum Stress
Specimen Right Simulation
Number Specimen Number Orientation MN/n_ (ksi) Cycles Comments
EC913-5 EC91-3 [0 o ± 45°]s 345 50
-6 -3 379 55
EC914-1 -4 310 45 •
-2 -4 396 57.5
-3 -4 2"16 40
-4 -4 362 52.,_
-5 -4 414 60
-6 -4 293 42.5
EU914-3 EU91-4 [0°]6 827 120
-4 -4 689 100
-5 -4 827 1_
-6 -4 862 125
Eug15-1 -5 965 140
-2 -5 1000 145
-3 -5 1070 155
824,000
130,000
1,789.000 -
7.000
13,704,000
190.000
38,000
2,986,000
16,022,000
2,953,000
2,377,000
27,000
- 133,000
28,000
Did not fail
Equipment
Malfunction
Did not fail
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The B/AI system exhibited a loss in mechanical properties of approximately one-fourth after
10.000 hours of flight simulation exposure. This loss was generally observed for both unnotched
and notched tensile strength of both crossplied and unidirectional lay'ups and for interfiber shear
strength of the unidirectional material Tests conducted at both room and elevated temper-
atures gave similar results. Doubler bond shear failures were a problem with the B/AI compres-
sive specimens. The crossply specimens were particularly bad with all failing prematurely in
the doubler bonds. The failure loads were quite high, however, equal to a compressive stress in
one of the crosspLy specimens of 1420 MN/m 2 (206 ksi). The residual fatigue results for the
crossplied material showed a decrease of. again, approximately one-fourth in the runout stress
{107 cycles) after 10,000 hours of exposure. The unidirectional B/AI. on the other hand. showed
very little change from the baseline fatigue data.
Talkie 12-33 summarizes the 10.000-hour. long-term flight simulation residual strength data
obtained from the four composite system_ The percentage decrease in the various mechanical
properties is listed for each material. The fatigue data are summarized in Table I2-34. In this
table the fatigue strength at 107 cycles, expressed as a percentage of the unexposed tensile
strength, is compared for unexposed material and for that which has survived 10.000 hours of
flight simulation exposure.
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Table 12-33. SummarY of 10,000-hr Right SirnuloflcmResidual Strength Data
Material . Temperahsre Property Loss
System Prow,try K (oF) (%)
BfE F_
[o ° ± 45°].
E_
"Notched Fm
F_
Ec
G/E F_
[0 ° ± 45°]s
Et
aNotched F_
Ec
GIPI Ftu
. [0 ° _+ 45°1s
-- Et
F_
Et
cNot_b_ Fm
another1 F_
• Notched F m
Fcu
Ec
B/AI F m
[0 ° _ 45°l,
Et
Ftu
CNotched F m
eNotched Ftu
BIAI Fcu
[0 °l_ E t
297 75 36
297 75
29"/ 75
297 75
297 75
297 75
297
297
297
297
5O5
5O5
297
297
5O5
297
297
297
297
297
5O5
297
561
297
297
75
75
75
75
75
75
45O
4,5O
75
75
450
75
75
75
75
75
45O
75
550
75
75
23
10
b40-52
b18-24
15
2O
1
47
0
29
14
33
10
18
8
1
23
13
54
26
10
20
15
26
25
0
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Table 12-33. Summary Of 10,000-hr Flight Simulation Residual StrengthData -- Concluded
Material Temperature Properly Loss
System Properly K (OF) (%)
CNotehed Ftu 297 75 23
Fsu 297 75 24
aNotched flightsimulationspecimens
bLoss greaterformaterialcut from betweengrids
cUnnotched flightsimulationspecimens
Table 12-34. Strength at Fatigue Limit or 107Cycles Expressedas Percentage of Ultimate Tensile Strength
Before and A/fer 10,000 hr of Flight Simulation Exposure, II : 0.1,297 K {'/S° F)
Material Speclrnea Fatigue Strenglk at 107Cycles
System Codlguration Condition (% of Unexposed F_)
B/E Unnotched Unexposed 52
[0° ± 45°]s
........ Exposed
Notched Unexposed 92
Exposed 62
Unexposed -9OG/E Unnotched
[0 o +_ 45o]s
G/PI
[0° ± 45°]s
B/A]
[0° ± 45°]s
Exposed 49
Notched Unexposed 92
Exposed
Unnotched Unexposed 60
Exposed 37
Notched Unexposed __ 84
Exposed 78
Unnotched Unexposed 74
B/AI Unnotched
[0°!6
Exposed 54
Unexposed 57
Exposed 53
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12.7.4. PHASE II TEST PLAN. The test plan, as originally proposed, for the long-term flight
simulation program was to expose I0 specimens of each material system for I0,000 hours in
Phase I and I0 additional specimens for 50,000 hours in Phase II. The resin matrix specimens
were all crossplied layups, half unnotched and half notched. The metal matrix specimens, B/AL
were equally divided between unidirectionaland crosspliedand were allunnotched. A modifi-
cation was made to the testplan for Phase IIby adding threemore unnotched specimens of
each material/orientationcombination that would be exposed for 25,000 hours.
Because of the high failure rate of the GfE specimens and the extensive visual degradation of
the B/E specimens, it became necessary to further medify the Phase II plan. All of the original
BfE and G/E flight simulation specimens were removed, and new specimens were fabricated _o
replace them. These specimens, which were all unnotched, were installed in the simulator as
follows:
Bay 5 5 B/E,
5 G/E,
Bay 6 3 B/E,
3 G/E,
Bay 7 5 B/E,
5 G/E,
10,000-hrspecimens
10,000-hr specimens
25,000-hrspecimens
25,000 hr specimens
50,000-hr sl_ecimens
50,000-hr specimens
The random load spectrum remained unchanged except that the load levelsare now the
average of those appliedpreviously for the two epoxy materials.The change {shown below for
the maximum tensileloads)isquite small,lessthan I%.
Previous B/E load: 17.53 MN {3942 lb)
Previous G/E load: 17.68 MN {3975 Ib)
Revised load: 17.60 MN {3958 Ib)
An increase in testing efficiency will be possible by intermixing the two systems as the flight
simulation exposures can be performed in thrse bays rather than the four required if the systems
were run separately. This also frees a bay for poss_le new material additions in the future.
The maximum test temperature during flight simulation testing of B/E and G/E was reduced
from 408 K (275 ° F) to 373 K {212 ° F). This temperature was determined from a log time versus
1/T plot of G/E thermal aging data obtained earlier in the progran_ The curve represents the
time/temperature combinations at which significant degradation of the epoxy matrix begins.
Extrapolation of the curve to 50,000 hours gave the new test temperature.
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SECTION 13
THERMAL EXPOSURE TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY
f
Thissectionpresentsan overviewofthethermalexposuretestprograms withemphasison
trendsobservedforeachofthematerials.Specifictestsincludedinthesummary arethebase-
linetensile,compressive,and sheartests;thethermalaging tests;the short-termtests;the
long,term test;and the baselineand post-flightsimulationconstantamplitudefatigustests._......
The thermalagingtestsareincludedinthesummary eventhough theygenerallyshowed that
significantagingeffectsoccurattemperatureshlgherthantheselectedmaximum u_etemper-
ature.In the combined load/environmentests,some ofthe thermalagingeffectswere trig-
geredat lowertemperaturesby the combinationofloadcycles,thermalcycles,and timeat
temperature
Testdata arepresentedintwo ways. To aidthe observationoftrends,strength{stress)has
beenplottedas a f_nctionofthevarioustestsperformed,where thetestsareorderede/therin
increasingtestt/meor testsequence.Selectedindividualdatahave been plottedtoobserve
datascatter.For theconstantamplitudefatiguetests,thecyclicstressatI07cycles{¢107)has
beenplottedtoindicatetherelativeseverityoftheeffectoffatiguecycling.Ten millioncycles
werechoseninkeepingwithsunmmry chartspresentedpreviouslyinbothSections11and 12.
When fatigueeffectsareindicatedby thissimplifiedplottingmethod, theactualS-N curves
shouldbe referredtoforint_ insightintotherelativeffects.Inaddition,_ show theeffects
of the thermalexposuresor,specificpropert/es,residualst:VengthsImve bern compared to
baselinestrengthsby means ofbarcharts.The barchartshavebeenpreparedforcrossplyB/E,
G/E,G/PI,and B/AI and unidirectionalB/AIas thesewerethelayupsand materialsforwhich
f]_htsimulationdata were availableFor the resinmatrixcomposites,the residualnotched
tensileand notchedfatiguevalueswere obtainedfrom notchedflightsimulationspecimens.
The residualnotchedtensiledataforB/AIwereobtainedfrommaterialthatw_ notchedafter
flightsimulatio_The fatiguestrengthsshown on the bar chartswere alsofor107cyclesin
keepingwithsummary chartspre_ previouslyinboth Sections11 and 12.
B/E, [0o d- 45o],, unnotchml. Figures 13-1 and 13-2 summarize the available tests for the un-
notched B/E. As no baseline tensile testing was performed {except for three tests at room
temperature),themean strengthat422 K (300°F)was estimatedtobe 545 MNIm _-(79ks/)and
the Weibullshape parameter,a, was obtainedfrom reference35 as 19.5.This valueof a
translatesto a coefficientofvariationofabout 6%, and indicatesthatB/5505 B/E isa well-
controlledrepeatablecompositesystem
The short-termtestswitha peak stressof321 MN/m 2{46.6ksi),ataconstant422 K {300°F),
showed thetypicalreductioninmean strengthand increaseinscatterwith time.No fatigue
failuresoccurred,and the residualstrengthfailuremode wa3 the same as thatfortheroom
temperaturebaselinetests.
Wearout analysis was performed to select the peak stress of 302 MN/m 2 (43.8 ks_ for the long-
term tests.
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After the firstI000 hours,the cruisetemperature was lowered from 422 K (300° F) to 408 K
{275° F).No fatiguefailuresoccurred in the lO,000hours ofPhase I.Residual tensilestrength
testsshowt_lmore scatterthan expected, with fivespecimens between 338 MN/m'-'{49ksi)and
400 MN/m _ 158 ksi}and _ne at 496 MN/m 2 (72ksi}.The average decrease atroom temperature
was approximately 35%. The residualcompressive testsshowed even greaterreductions in
propertieswith a decrease of slightlymore than 50%. Although the residualstrength failure
mode was the same as the baseline,the specimens were severelyoxidizedinthe heated zones.
Recallthat the wearout analysishad assumed that no thermal aging effectswould be experi-
enced below the apparent maximum use temperature. This assumption was violatedby the
long_term chemical and physicalchanges experienced by the epoxy resin.In the Phase IItests
the cruisetemperature has been chanb-_l to373 K {212°F) forthe epoxy systems. The thermal
aging results{Figure 13-2}have shown that with no appliedloadsor temperature cyclingno
degradation oftensileproperties,and probably none forcompressive propertiesas w_lL occurs
during 10,000 hours exposure at 394 K {250'F).However, at450 K {350°F}significantensile
and severe compressive property degradation was observed. No thermal aging data were
obtained at the fl/ght s/mulation temperature of 422 K {300 ° F_ or 408 K (275 ° FL The post
long-term fatigue tests at R = 0.I and 297 K 175 ° F) indicated a o107 value of 276 MN/m 2 {40 ks_
compared to the baseline value of 324 MN/m 2 (47 ksi}.
The combination of load, temperature, and thermal cycling has severlydegraded the un-
notched B/E specimens at a temperature at which thermal aging alone would probably not
cause extensive damage.
$/E. [0° ± _0],, notdmd. Figure 13-3 s,trnnmrizesthe trend data for the notched B/E. The
residualpropert|esafterflightsimulation exposure are summarized in Figure !3-2.
The 422 K {300° F) baselinemean strength was calculatedtobe about 462 MN/m :!{67ksi)net
stressand the same a value of 19.5was assumed. The short.termspecimens were cycled toa
peak stressof248 MNIm 2(36 ksi}at 422 K (300oF}and exhibitedthe typicalwearout effectsof
reduced mean and increasedscatter.Failuremodes were net tension.
Wearout analysiswas used to selectthe long-term peak stressof 239 MN/m 2 (34 ksiL The
temperature of the cruiseleg was reduced from 422 K (300° F}to 408 K (275° F} afterabout
I000 hours.No fatiguefailuresoccurred in 10,000hours.The residualstrength specimens also
failedinnet tensionwith the values scatteredbetween 317 MNIm 2{46 ksi)and 455 MN/m'-'{66
ksi}and having an average value of 400 MN/m" (58 ksi).Again the epoxy re3insustained
severe chemical and physical damage in the heated zones from the combination of load.
temperature, and oxidation.
The R = 0.I fatigue strengths for 107 cycles at 297 K 175 ° F) before andafter the long-term
tests were 407 M N/re'-"{59 ksil and 276 MN/m" {40 ksi). substantiating the degrading effects of
flight simulation exposure.
G/E. [0 ° ± _lS°]s. unaotcha, d. The baseline mean strength of the G/E unnotched specimens at
408 K {275 ° F} to 436 K (325 ° F} (Figure 13-4} was about 496 MN/m'-' {72 ksi) with a calculated
Weibu[l ,_ of 12.7. This low value of shape parameter indicates p_lr reproducibility that
impedes the clear interpretation of test trends.
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The short-term specimens were cycled to a peak stress of 338 MN/m 2 (49.1 ksi) at 422 K
(300 o F), and typical wearout was observed, including two early fatigue failures. Failure mode
was net tension, the same as the baseline tests. "
The wearout analysis was used to select the peak long, term stress of 30._ MNIm 2 (44.2 ksg, and
after 1000 hours, the cruise temperature was reduced to 408 K (275 • F). Multiple fatigue
failures occurred, principally by progressive delaminatinn The few residual strength results
(Figures 13-4 and 13-5) showed only a slight reduction in the mean tensile strength but a
drastic reduction in the mean compressive strength- The combination of severe oxidation and
delamination growth during flight simulation exposure was a major impact to the progran_
In like manner to the B/E system, thermal exposure without load at 450 K (350 o F) produced
severe degradation of the matrix and a very large decrease in tensile strength. No compressive -
tests were performed, but the appearance of the failed specimens indicated that compressive
properties would also be poor. Thermal aging at 394 K (250 ° F) and at 450 K (350 ° F) at
reduced pressure, however, gave no degradation in properties after at least 10,000 hours of
exposure.
The post long-term test value of _107after R -- 0.1 fatigue at room temperature was down to
241 MN/m 2 (35 ksi) from the 448 MN/m 2 (65 ksi) haselin_ The low value of the baseline OLO7,
386 MN/m 2 (56 kis), after R --- -1 fatigue at 450 K (3500 F) is probably attributable mostly to
material variability. Constant amplitude fatigue at R -- 0.1 during baseline testing was shown
to produce severe reductions in strangtl_ Compressive failure are suspected for these tests
that produced _107 values of 172 MN/m 2 (25 ksi) at 297 K (75 ° F) and 172 MN/m 2 (25 ks_ at
450 K (350 ° F). In hindsight, the test program, especially for the graphite systems, should
have emphasized compressive effects.
G/E, [0° ± 4$°],, n_chod. Broad scatter was again evident in the baseline notched G/E with an
_, value of 12.0 and a mean strength of about 41.4 MN/m 2 (60 ksi) (Figures 13-5 and 13_).
The short-termtests,cycledto a peak stressof 249 MN/m 2(36.1ksi)at422 K (300°F),pro-
duced no fatiguefailures,but showed decreasingstrengthand increasingscatter.The residual
strengthfailuremode was net tensio_
After wearout analysis, the long-term specimens were cycled to a peak stress of 232 MN/m 2
(33.6 ksi). The temps_attu-e was again reduced from 422 K (300 ° F) to 408 K (275 ° F) after
about 1000 hours. The badly oxidized residual tensile strength specimens retained a surprising
amount of their orib-,inal notched strength, exhibiting values from 358 MNIm 2 (52 ks_ to
469 MN/m 2 (68 ksi).
Again tensile fatigue testing did not discrimm"ate the effects too well, with the p_st long-term
test _10_value (R ffi 0.1) at 297 K {75 ° F) being 283 MN/m 2 (41 ksi), compared to the baseline
values of 379 MN/m 2 (55 ksi) and 345 MN/m 2 (50 ksi) at 297 K (75 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F).
The stress ratio of R ffi -1 showed the much more severe effects of compresssion with olO7
values of 124 MN/m 2 {18 ksi) and 152 MN/m 2 (22 ksi) at 297 K {75 ° F) and 450 K (350 ° F)
respectively, for the baseline tests.
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G/Pl, [0° ± 45°],, unnotched. The G/PI data is summarized in Figures 13-7 and 13-8. Baseline
testingshowed poor reproducibility,as exhibitedby a mean strengthat 505 K {450°F) of
469 MN/m 2 {68ksi)and an a valueof 12.15.Noticethatone ofthe baselinespecimensonly
reached296 MNIm 2 {43ks_.These panelshad measured void contentsup to 13%, so that
defectsensitivefailuresmodes couldbe greatlyinfluencedby individualspecimenquality.
The 505 K (450 ° F) short-term peak stress was o"ngL,mlly selected to be 331 MN/m 2 (48 ksi), but
nine out of i0 specimens failed the proof load at 283 MN/m 2 (41 ksi); consequently the stresses
were reduced to a peak 207 MN/m 2 (30.I ksi). Tests of the short-term panels showed that they
were about 69 MN/m 2 (10 ksi} weaker than the baseline panel Eventually. the short-term
specimens exhibited typical wearout indications of decreasing strength and increasing scatter
with test time.
The long-term test peak stress was reduced to 149 MN/m 2 (21.6 ks_, and at 505 K (450 ° F)
maximum cruisetemperatureallspecimensachievedI0,000hours. Residualtensilestrengths
at505 K {450°F)rangedfrom228 MN/m 2 (33ksi)to414 MN/m 2{60ksB and at297 K {75°F)
ranged from 228 MN/m 2 (33 ksi)to MN/m 2 (74ksi).Reproducibilitywas quitepoor,even
thoughthefailuremode remainedtensile,and no agingordelaminationaffectswereobserved.
Residualcompressivestrengthwas reducedby approximatelythe same degreeas thetensile
strengtl_Thiswas incontrasttotheepoxy systemswerecompressivestrengthwas consider-
ablymore affectedby flightsimulationexposurethanthetensilestrength.The shearstrength
exhibitedthegreatestdecreasewitha lossofmore_thn50% after10,000hoursofflightcycling.
Thismay be an indicationthatG/PI flightsimulationfailuresmay occurearlyinthePhase II
testprogram ifthe failuremechanism proposed forthe epoxy systems isoperativeforthe
polymide system as well . ....
The results of the 10.000-hour thermal aging exposures, Figure 13-8, clearly show the effect of
aging temperature, with very little decrease in tensile strength when aged at 505 K (450 o F)
and almost a 50% reduction at 561 K (550 ° F).
The post long-term fatigue tests at R ffi 0.1 and 297 K (75 ° F) produced a _lw value of only
193 MNIm 2 (28 kin3as compared to the baseline values of 310 MN/m 2 (45 ksi) at 297 K (75 o F)
and 269 MN/m 2 (39 ksi) at 505 K {450 o F). Panel-t_panel scatter may be influencing these
results.
Again the effect of compressive stresses was demonstrated by the baseline fatigue tests at
R = -1. Values of o107were 152 MN/m 2 (22 ks0 at 297 K (75 ° F) and 124 MN/m 2 (18 ksi) at
505 K (450 ° F).
G/PI, [0° ± 45°]., notched, Even these notched s_imens suffered from voids, porosity, and
panel-to panel variability. As shown in Figure 13-9, their mean strength at 505 K {450 ° F) was
about338 MN/m 2(49ksi).The Weibulla was 12.15.
The short-termpeakstresswas 141 MN/m 2{20.5ksi)at505 K (450°F),and allspecimenshad
about thesame strengthafter100 and 200 hours.Net tensionfailureswereobtainedfrom all
specimens.The long-termpeak stresswas 125 MN/m 2(18.1ksi).Allspecimenssurvivedthis
re[ativelyow stresslevelResidualnotchedtensilestrengthsat 505 K (450oF) rangedfrom
255 MN/m 2{37ksi)to400 MN/m 2{58ksi),and at297 K (75oF) theyrangedfrom 248 MN/m 2
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(36 ksi) to 428 MN/m 2 (62 ks_. No particular strength shift was seen, but the scatter was dearly
increased. The decrease in the average notched tensile strength after 10,000 bom_ of flight
simulation exposure was quite small compared with that observed for unnotched specimens
(Figure 138). Similar differences in _ _perties of notched and unnotched specimens of both
B/E and G/E wre also observed after 10,000 hours of flight simulation
The post long-term notched fatigue test at R -- 0.i and 297 K (75 ° F) produced a oxo" of
276 MN/m 2 (40 ksi) as compared to a baseline value of 303 MN/m 2 (44 ksi) at 297 K (75 ° F) and
345 MNIm 2 (50 ksi) at 505 K (450 o F). Panel variability is evidently operating here to confuse
the trends.
The baseline reversed loading tests at R - -1 produced much lower elO_values of 83 MN/m 2
{12 ksi) at 297 K (75 ° F) and 90 MN/m 2 (13 ksi) at 505 K (450 ° F), indicating the severe effect of
compressive loading.
SIAl. [0° d: aSo],. Trend conclusions for B/A/were somewhat hampered by panel variab/litT.
Figures 13-10 and 13-11 summar/ze the data for the cros._ply hyup. Static strength at 505 K
(450 ° F) was about 455 MN/m 2 (66 ksi} with an a of 13.7.
The short-term specimens were cycled to a peak stress of 345 MNIm 2 (50 ksi) at 505 K (450" F).
Fatigue failures occurred in both sets of specimens, and the two had quite different mean
strengths. Note the one residual strength value of 323 MNIm 2 {46.8 ksi', which was below the
peak cyclic stress.
The long-term _imens were cTcled to only 208 MN/m 2 (30.1 ks_, andno fatigue failures were
observed. The 505 K {450 ° F) residual tensile strengths were scaCtered from 262 MN/m 2
(38 ksi) to 414 MN/m 2 (60 ksi), and the 297 K (75 ° F) residuals scattered from 303 MN/m 2
{44 ksi) to 407 MN/m 2 (59 ks_. The aluminum surface appeared rough, and the fibers had been
degraded by the 10,000 hours at 505 K (450 ° F). Residual compressive tests were not success-
ful because of premature shear failures In the doubler bonds. However, the specimens did sus-
tain quite high compressive stresses (well in excess of the tensile strength) before the doubler
bond failure
A significant portion of the degradation experienced by the BIAI during flight simulation
sure appears to be directly related to thermal aging effects and probably not a consequence of
the fatigue loading and thermal cycling. While no 505 K (450 ° F) thermal aging data were avail-
able, interpolation of the 450 K (350 ° F) and 561 K (550 ° F) data, Figure !3-11, indicates that
tensile strengthlossesequivalentothosedeterminedafterflightsimulationcouldalsohave
occurredduringthermalaging at 505 K (450°F) for10,000hours.Similareffectswere not
observedforthe resinmatrixsystems.
The post long-term fatigue at R ffi 0.1 and 297 K {75 _ F) produced a ¢1o_ value of 276 MN/m 2
{40 ksi) as compared to the baseline values of 379 MN/m 2 (55 ksi) and 221 MN/m 2 (32 ks9 at
297 K (75 ° F) and 561 K (550 ° F) respectively. Again, the baseline reversed loading fatigue
tests at R ffi -- 1 produced reductions in performance. The ex0_values were 200 MN/m 2 (29 ksi)
and 173 MN/m 2 (25 ksi) at 297 K (75 ° F) and 505 K (450 ° F) respectively.
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S/_, [00]6.Figure 13-12 summarizes the trend data for the unidirectionalB/AI. The residual
properties afterflightsimulation and thermal aging exposures are summarized in Figure
13-13.
As no baselinetensiletestswere conducted at505 K (450°F),the 561 K {550° F)baselinedata.
shown inFigure 13-12.were used forselectionofthe short-termloads.A mean strength of 1300
MNIm 2 {188 ksi)was accompanied by a Weibuil a of 17.55.Panel variabilitywas again
observed. The short-termspecimens, cycled to a peak stressof956 MN/m'-'{138.8ksi)at 505 K
(450" F), seemed to get stronger with time. One exception was an individual specimen reaching
only 882 MNIm 2 (128 ksi) after I00 hours.
The long-term spedmens were cycled to a peak stress of 747 MN/m 2 {108.3 ksi). The residual
tensile, notched tensile, and shear strengths were degraded approximately 25% by the 10,000
hours at 505 K {450* F}. Again surface roughness 4nd fiber damage were apparent.
Again. as observed for the crossply B/AL the decrease inunnotched tensilestrength during
I0,000 hours offlightsimulationcould be accounted forby thermal aging effects.In fact.this
lossin strength was somewhat lessthan would be predictedfor a 10,000 hour age at 505 K
(450° F3.The efffectof thermal aging on matrix dominated properties,transversetensileand
interfibershear,was nilexcept at700 K (800•F} where oxidationofthe boron fibersresultedin
a 60% reductionof the interfibershear strength.
Post long-term fatigue at R = 0.1 and 297 K {75 ° F) achieved a oi07 value of 772 MN/m 2 {112
ks_ compared with ths 827 MN/m 2 (120 ksi} baseline value at 297 K (75 ° F) and the 455 MN/m 2
(66 ksi) baseline at 561 K (550 ° FL Scatter is again operating. The R -- - 1 baseline fatigue data
again demonstrated compression degradation effects. The #10: values were 552 MN/m 2 {80 ksi)
at 297 K 175 ° F} and 441 MN/m 2164 ksi) at 505 K (450 ° F).
y
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SECTION 14
CONCLUSIONS
This report describes a program to characterize the properties of several types of advanced
filamentary reinforced composite material systems before and after exposure to simulated
supersonic cruise environments for real times of up to 50,000 hours. Because usage of the com-
posites was intended for the lower wing surface of a supersonic aircraft, exposure loads and
subsequent residmd property measurements were largely tensile. Moisture effects were
generally avoided by utilizing careful bakeout and storage procedures. Material behavior dur-
ing these exposures and post exposure residual property tests provide exposure effects and
reveal material failure modes and degradation mechanisms. In addition to the flight simulation
exposures, the program provides extensive thermal and ambient aging data for times out to
50,000 hours. This Phase I report has presented considerable baseline fatigue, creep, fracture,
and tensile data for all the systems and the flight simulation and thermal and ambient aging
results for the first 10,000 hours of the 50,000-hour study. The observations and conclusions
relating to these baseline measurements and the environmental exposure tests are summar-
ized briefly below.
A-S/3501 G/E and B/5505 B/E should be limited to temperatures lowe than 373 K {212 ° F) for
cumulative exposures greater than 10,000 hours because of:
1. Earlyflightsimulationtestfailures(duetocompressiveloadingand thermalcyclingcorn:
binedwithoxidationinducedmatrixdegradation).
2. Loss of residual strength during flight simulation and thermal aging exposures {due to
oxidation induced matrix degradation).
3. Moisture effects on elevated temperature strength {due to matrix degradation).
HT-SJ710 G/PI shouldbe limitedto505 K 1450°F) forexposuresgreaterthan 10,000hours
because of:
1. Loss of residual tensile strength during thermal aging {due to oxidation induced matrix
degradation).
, Loss of residual strength, primarily matrix dominated, during flight simulation exposure
(due to combined compressive and thermal stressing in conjunction with oxidation induced
matrix degradation).
B/6061 BIAI shouldbe limitedto 505 K (450° F) forexposuresgreaterthan I0,000hours
because of:
° Loss of residual tensile strength during thermal aging (due to interface diffusion induced
fiber degradation). Some loss in strength can occur at temperatures as low as 450 K
(350o F).
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2. High temperature fatigue effects {matrix surface cracking and oxidation).
3. Loss of residual strength during flight simulation exposure (due to interface diffusion
induced fiber degradation, matrix surface cracking, and oxidation).
B/P 105 AC B/PI is not suitable for this application because of severe matrix degradation dur-
ing thermal aging and short-term flight simulation exposures at 505 K (450 ° F).
For the two epoxy systems the baselineand short-term flightsimulationresultswere used in a
wearout model toestablishthe long-term loading conditions.For the G/PI and B/AI msterials,
however, the wearout theory could not be applied because ofinconsistentshort-term data.The
wearout model was based on a tensilefailuremode and made no considerationfor thermal
effects.Phase Iresultsforthe epoxy systems indicatedthat a more comprehensive model was
needed. This new model would be required to account forfailuremechanism changes and ther-
mal degradation during the course ofthe flightsimulationexposures inordertomore accurate-
ly predictcomplex real time exposure effects.
For the resin matrix systems, matrix degradation by oxidation was shown to be the primary
cause of mechanical property losses during thermal aging. For G/E the extent of oxidation
could readily be detected by metallographic techniques, especially with the SEM. Similar
studies of G/PI revealed increased porosity and fiber-matrix separation accompanied by
numerous f'me cracks at the fiber-matrix interface. For the B/AI metal matrix system thermal
aging strength decreases were primarily fiber related rather than caused by degradation of the
aluminum matrix by oxidation.
Fatigue strength was found to be dependent on the stress ratio used in testing. Results for
tension-compressive loading {R _- -1) were considerably lower than those obtained for
tension-tension loading (R - 0.1L The effect of a notch was generally to reduce the fatigue
strength. However, some exceptions were observed at elevated temperature and additional
studies are warranted. Severe degradation of the aluminum matrix was found after fatigue
testing at 561 K (550 ° F). Testing in an argon or nitrogen atmosphere or lowering the
temperature to 505 K (450 ° F) significantly decreases the matrix degradatiorL
Absorption of moisture by the epoxy systems caused a significant decrease in short time ele-
vated temperature strength. Moisture effects were generally less damaging for the G/PI
system, particularly for the ambient environment exposures.
Uncoated, B/AI issubject to pitting and subsequent intergranularcorrosioncracking when
exposed for long periods in an industrial-seacoastenvironment. These corrosioncracks can
seriouslydegrade the matrix controlledpropertiesby actingas crack starters.
Boron or graphite reinforced composite materials with 0 ° plies aligned in the direction of load-
ing undergo very little creep even at stress levels, which result in fracture in short exposure
times. Because of the low creep strains observed in these materials it is suggested that stress
rupture tests be substituted for creep measurements.
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APPENDIX A
AN ANALYSIS OF THE B/PI05AC BORON POLYIMIDE SYSTEM
Approximately midway through Phase I of the program the decision was made to cancel all
testing of the B/P105AC horcn/polyimide sy_en_ The removal of the B/PI was based on very
....... .lowte_fie properties found for the majority of the panels and extensive thermal degradation
observed during thermal aging and short-term flight simulation testing. The following is a
brief description of the problems experienced with this material system, and what are believed
to have been the reasons for the poor results.
In mid 1973, 28 kg (62 Ib) of BEPI05AC prepreg was ordered from AVCO Corporation with
delivery expected in one to two montl_ Because of difficulties encountered by AVCO in
obtaining the polyimide resin from the manufacturer, Cl_L-Geigy, delivery was delayed until
the end of 1973. Upon receipt of the prepreg, quality assurance testing was performed. The
material was found to be acceptable. Two quality assurance panels were then fabricated.
Before quality assurance testing could be completed, however, Ciba-Geigy informed us that
they would no longer produce the PI05AC resin (see letter on Page A-2), and as they were the
only source of this material testing was put on hold.
After a four,month delay, permission was received from NASA to resume fabrication and test-
ing as it was thought that AVCO Corporation would obtain a license to produce the res_ The
qual/ty assurance panel2 were ultrasonically C-scanned, specific _--avity and resin, fiber, and
void contents were detrain/ned, and quality assurance mechanical property data were
obtained. The results (see Tables 6-8 and 6-9) indicated the materials to be acceptable. Only the
room temperature shear strength of the unidirectional mate.,-ial was on the low side. 55 MNIm _-
(8 ksi), compared to an expected value of a_ut 69 to 83 MN/m 2 (10 to 12 ir_. Based on the
quality assurance tests, the required nu_._ber of full size panels were fabricated.
At about this ti_.e in the program, mid 1974, the start of short-term testing of B/PI had fallen
well behind schedule. Since only crossplied sp_s were to be used in the short-term tests,
the main effort in haselfue testing was, therefore, on the crossplied material. Baseline tensi/e
and notched tensile tests were performed. Results are given in Tables A-1 and A-Y. The data
were typical of good material; consequently short-term specimens were prepared and installed
in the flight simulation apparatus.
Baseline testing of _he unidirec_onai material, which previously had been given low priority,
was now started. Also during this time period, the end of 1974, results from the thermal aging
tests were becoming available, and proof testing of the short-term specimens was begu_ All
three of these tests gave indications of a potential problem with the B/PI material system.
Unidirectional tensile strengths, Table A-3, were only half of what was considered normal The
notched unidirectional tensile strength, Table A-4, were somewhat higher but still unaccept-
able. The three notched specimens tested at room temperature gave particularly low values.
These specimens and all of the unnotched specimens were cut from panel LRC_32. The remain-
ing notched specimens were cut from panel LRC-34.
A-!
r--_ _ .... _. -_ -
PIIstics Operations
CIBA-GEfGY C_lx_rat,on
Ardsley, NewYo_k 10502
914 4783131
ClBA-GEIGY
/
f
November 15, 1973
.f
/
/
Dear Customer,
It is necessary for us to discontinue one of our polyimide
products, PIO5AC, when present stocks are exhausted. This
is occasioned by the unanticipated withdrawal from commerce
of one of the monomers required, thiodianiline. PI05A, an
earlier version, was replaced by PI05AC early in 1973. The
former product also was based on this monomer and cannot be
re-introduced. Adhesive composition, LSU-II06, also contain-
ing thiodianiline is similarly affected.
Our PI3N polyimide family contains no thiodianiline and is
not affected. We encourage use of PI3N in your applications.
If changes in processing are reauired due to different flow
characteristics, our Development & Applications Laboratory
stands ready to render necessary assistance.
We are sorry for any inconvenience that this reluctant but
unavoidable decision may have caused. CIBA-GEIGY appreciates
your valued business and looks forward to providing continuing
requirements for high quality engineering resins.
Very truly yours,
Manager, Business Development
SSH:jk
A.2
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Table A-I. Basetlne Tensile Pmperlles [P -1-dSo]sB/llq
Specimen
Number
Temperature Temile Strength
(oF) .w_/,,d 0-0
CC01-1
-2
-3
............ -T ......
CC01-4
-5
CC_1.7
-9
.22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
-'29
.30
.31
-32
-33
.34
.3,5
CCOI-IO
-U
-12
CC01-13
-14
-15
CC01-16
-17
-18
CC01-19
-20
-21
218 -67
297
505 450
533 500
561 550
589 60O
616 650
a Strain gage measurement
75
45O 65.3
478 69.4
513 74.4
av 480 69.7-
510 74.0
505 739
565 81.9
av 527 76.4
490 71.1
464 70_
547 79.4
539 78.2
518 75.2
478 6_.4
538 78.1
565 81.9
549 79.6
494 71.6
443 64.2
544 78.9
525 76.2
555 80.5
562 81.5
522 75.7
494 71.7
av 5_ 75_
air
817
501 72.6
466 67.5
483 70.1
446 64.7
437 63.4
447 64.8
443 64.3
415 60.2
452 65.6
463 67.1
443 64,3
444 64.4
468 67.9
432 69.9
av 465 67.4
88 12.7
79 11.5
84 12.2
64 12.1
a105 a15.3
a110 a16.0
a 91 a13.2
102
a66 a9.5
a66 i9.5
a 62 a 9.0
6,5 9.3
as8 a8.4
a56 s 8.0
a56 aS. 1
56 8.2
m
u w
w
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Table A-2. Baseline Notched Tensile Properties _ [0° "4"
_°]s |/Pt
Notched Tensile Sh-_ngth
/
Y.
CC02-1
-2
-3
218
5
297
CC02-7 505
-8
-9
-22
-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28
-29
-30
-31
-32
-3_
-34
-35
CC02-10
-11
-12
-67
CC02-13
-14
-15
75-"
CC02-16
-17
-18
45O
CC02-19
-20
-21
533 500
561 550
589 60O
616 650
444 (a) 64.4
432 62.7
458 66.4
av 445 64.5
503 73.0
424 61.5
58.6
av _ 444 64.4
396 57.5
379 54.9
377 54.7
383 55.5
380 55.1
342 49.6
381 55.2
379 54.9
399 57.8
372 54.0
387 .. 53.3
372 54.0
358 52.0
369 53.5
361 52.4
356 51.6
372 54.0
av 373 54.1
416 60.4
395 57.3
423 61.3
av 41i 59.7
392 56.9
398 57.7
381 55.3
av 390 56.6
396 57.5
388 56.3
388 56.3
8V 391 56.7
437 63.4
425 61.7
459 66.5
av 440 63.9
a Net section strength. Le., based on total width less hole diameter.
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ToMe A-3. Baseline ",'ensile Properties [0°](, B/P!
Specimen
Number
Temperature
m (oF)
CU01-22
-23
-24
.............. 25
-26
-27
-28
-29
-30
CUOI-IO
-11
-12
CU01-16
-17
-18
CUOI-19
.20
-21
505 450
533 50O
8v
8v
561 550
flv
589 6OO
8v
848 123
765 Ili
717 104
800 116
772 112
779 113
945 137
572 8_9
657 95.3
761 110
630 91.4
627 91.0
910 132
722 105
510 74.0
606 87.9
331 48.0
482
421 61.0
690 100
745 108
s19
Results of thermal aging exposures at 505 K (450 ° F) and 561 K (550 ° F) for times to 1000
hours were also very poor. Tensile testing of specimens aged for 500 hours gave low strength
values with the specimens literally falling apart during the tests. Specimens aged 1000 hours
failed by de.lamination during the doubler bonding operation and could not even be tested.
The third indication of unsatisfactory material came _uring the short-term tests. At 75% of
the proof load used for the short-term _s, four of the specimens faile_ The stress levels
were approximately 350 MN/m 2 (50 ksi), wen below the average Ftu Gf 520 MN/m 2 (76 ksi)
obtained from the baseline tests. The appearance of the failed specimens, which prior to proof
loading had been baked out for 72 hours at 478 K (400 o F) to remove any absorbed moisture,
was sim/lar to those from the thermal aging tests. The resin had crumbled away in tile region
of the failures leaving bare boron filaments.
At the beginning of the short-term testing of the G/PI system, a few of the B/PI specimens
that had survived the proof test were included in with the G/PI specimens. One of these failed
after only seven hours, while the remaining ones were badly damaged and about to fail. The
appearance was similar to those described above with the resin breaking away from the boron
filaments. Figure A-1 shows the heated area of one of the unfailed specimens. It is held
together by the boron filaments with only a small amount of resin ren-,_/ving.
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Table A4. Ikwe/ine Notched Tensile Properties d [0o]6 B/PI
Specimen
Number
Temperature _ Tensile Stre_lth
X (OF) MN/m 2 (ks/)
CU02-4
-5
-6
CU02-7
.8
-9
-22
.23
.24
-25
.26
-27
.28
.29
.30
-31
-32
.33
.34
-35
297 75
5o5 450
BV
AV
CU02-10 533 500
-11
-]2
CU02-13 561 550
-14
-15
av
CU02-16 589 600
-17
-18
8%"
CU02-19 616 650
-20
-21
sv
a Net section strength, i.e.,based on total width lesshole diameter.
717 (_ I_
_7 _
469 _.0
581 84.3
669 97.1
896 130
862 125
1250 181
1320 191
1190 173
703 102
1230 179
1080 156
1100 159
1110 161
1120 162
903 131
910 132
882 128
827 120
862 125
995 144
1240 180
1200 174
1070 155
1170 170
1190 173
1130 164
952 138
1090 158
979 142
1110 161
I040 151
1040 151
910 132
1010 146
979 142
966 140
_f
/
r
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Figure A-I Heat_ Area of B/PI Short-Term Specimen Aher Only 7 hr of Flight Simulation Exl_sure at "
To checktheextentofthematerialproblem and determinethecause,thefollowingtaskswere
performed:
a. Measured tensile properties of the remaining panels.
b. Measured specific gravity, resin content, and fiber content of all tested panels.
c. Conducted metallographic and SEM evaluations.
The results of the tensile tests are listed in Table A-5. Only two panels had acceptable tensile
propertie_ LRC-33 and LRC-35. It was from LRC-33 that the crossplied baseline tensile
specimens were cut.
Values of specific gravity, resin content, fiber content, and percent voids are listed in Table
A-6. Thee appears to be no correlation between these values and the tensile data of Table A43.
Two specimenswere submittedformetallographicexamination,one thathad been thermal
aged at 561 K 1550° F) for1000 hours,and a baselinetensilespecimen.The aged specimen
couldnotbe sectionedormounted as theresinmatrixcrumbledaway duringpreparation.The
tensilespecimen,shown at 100X magnificationinFigureA-2.revealedseveralpointsofinter-
estand offeredpossiblexplanationsforthepoorbehaviorofthematerial.First.thespacingof
thefdaments withintheplieswas very nonuniformwithmany ofthefilamentstouchingeach
A-7
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Table A-S. Tensile Dam for B/PI Panels Tested at 297 K (75° F)
ronal
Numbs" Orientation
Tensile Strength
MN/m 2 (ksi)
intended
Use
(a)
LRC-32
LRC-33
LRC-34
LRC-35
LRC-36
LRC-37
LRC-38
LRC-39
LRC-40
LRC-41
[0°]6
[0 ° +_ 45°]s
[o°le
[0" -*- 4501s
[0" ± 45°1s
|0 ° _ 45°]s
[0 ° -'*-45 °]s
IO°16
[0 ° ± 45°1s
[0 o 4-_ 450]s
1100 159
.... 965 140
896 130
av 987 143
510 74.0
505 73.2
565 81.9
av _ 76.--'-_
1360 198
1190 172
1160 169
530 76.8
512 74.2
512 74.2
av _ 75.--'7-
415 60.2
410 59.4
av _ 59.--"_-
461 66.8
486 70.5
387 56.2
389 56.4
av _ 56.--'-3-
917 133
917 133
876 127
av _ 13--T
412 59.7
415 60.2
432 62.6
360 52.2
395 57.3
0
0,7
0,7
8
8
1,5
0,5
/
A4
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Table A-5. Tensile Oata for 6/PI Panels Tested at 297 K (75° F) -- Concluded
Intended
Panel Tensile Strength Use
Number Orientation MN/m 2 (ksi) (o)
LRC-42 [0 ° + 45°]s
LRC-43 .... {0 ° _+ 45"1s
a 0 Baseline
I Thermal Aging
2 Ambient Aging
5 Creep
7 Fatigue
8 Sliort-termExposure
9 Long-term Exposure
av
av
436 63.2 9
437 63.4
436 63.3
398 57.7 9
412 59,7
405 58.7
Table A-6. Specific Gcavlties and Resin, Fibe r. and Void Contents of 6/Pl Panels
Fiber Content
Panel Specific Resin Content (wt %)
Number Orientation Gravity (wt %) (a)
Void Content
(,_. '_)
LRC-32 [0 o]6 1.98 28.4 71.6
LRC-33 [0 ° _ 45"]s 1.97 32.5 67.5
LRC-34 [0 °]6 1.93 26.9 73.1
LRC-35 [0 ° ± 45°)s 1.94 30.6 69.4
LRC.37 [0 ° ± 45°]s 1.91 33.5 66.5
LRC-38 [0 ° ± 45 °Is 1.98 26.3 73.7
LRC-39 [(3°!6 1.98 27.0 73.0
LRC-40 [0 ° ± 450]s 1.90 37.2 62.8
LRC-41 [0° ± 45°]s 1.91 31.0 69.0
a Includes approximately 9% glass fiber from scrim cloth.
3.6
0.8
7.0
3.8
3.4
4.7
4.2
1.0
4.9
A-9
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Figure A-2 Photomicrograph of a Transverse Section of [0°]6 B/Pi Showing Nonuniform Filament Spacing
and an Indication of Poor Bonding of the Resin to the Boron Filaments
other.For example, inthisphotomicrograph, as many as sixtouching filamentsina row can be
seen.Efficientdistributionof stresseswithin a composite and, hence,high strength,particu-
laxlyin the transverse directions,requiresgood bonding ofthe matrix tothe filamentswith a
minimum of filament-to-filamentcontact. The second, and more important feature of the
photomicrograph, was the apparent lack ofcontact or bonding between the fibersand the resin
matrix. This isdifficult o show conclusivelywith a lightmicroscope with itspoor depth of
field.Because of the significanceof this apparent lack of bonding, additionalexaminations
were made using a scanning electronmicroscope {SEM), an instrument with excellentdepth of
field.
The photomicrographs in Figures A-3 and A-4 clearlyshow examples of the separation
between filamentsand the matrix inboth unidirectionaland crossplledspecimens.Further evi-
dence of poor bonding of the resinto the boron isshown inFigures A-5 and A-6 by the pullout
of the filaments from the matrix and the fact that the filaments axe smooth with almost no
resinadhering to the surface.
Itisthislack ofbonding ofthe resintothe filaments that isbelievedtohave been responsible
forthe poor tensilebeha_dor ofthe BIPI05AC system_ Whether the problem was caused by the
filaments{dirtyor contaminated surface,forexample) orby the resinisnot known. There had
been reported during thistime period,however, instancesof the P105AC resingoing bad in
storage, and this may well have been the case for the batch of material evaluated on this
program.
The reason for the unsatisfactory performance of the specimens during thermal aging and
short-term flightsimulation was apparently a combination of two effects.These were the poor
bonding ofthe matrix to the filamentsdiscussed above combined with a resinmatrix material
that was not capable ofextended serviceat 505 K 1450° F).
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Figure A-3 Fracture Surface of [0°]6 g/Pl Tensile Specimen Showing (arrow) Poor Bonding Between Boron
Fiiamant and Resin Matrix
Figure A-4 Fracture Surface of [0 ° _" _5°]s B/P! Tensile Speclmen Showing (arrows) Poor Ioncling
Between Filaments and Resin Matrix
A-11
FigureA-5FractureSurfaceof [00]6B/PITensileSpecimenShowingPulloutoftheBoronFilamentsfrom
theMatrix(anindicationofpoormatrix-to-filamentbo d)
Figure A-6 |/PI [0o]6 Specimen Tensile Tested at 505 K (4S0 o F) After a S00-hr Thermal Age at 505 K
- (dS0 ° F). (Most of the resin has broken away, leaving bare boron filaments and scrim cloth)
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APPENDIX B
QUALITY ASSURANCE TEST PROCEDURES
ILl PREPREG VOLATILE CONTENT
Cut three specimens of the material, each approximately 0.051 by 0.051 m (2.0 by 2.0 in.), from
from the edgeSl;
an area of the sample away he specimen may be any shape that will fit into a
preweighed and fired crucible _r _!_ aluminum dish but may not be rolled up or more
than one ply. Weigh each crucible on an analytical balance to the nearest 0.I mg (W2). Place the
test specimen in the crucible and record the total weight to the nearest 0.I mg iWl). Place the
crucible containing the specimen in a preheated air circulating oven (for epoxy resin use
436 K(325 ° F) for 15+_ minutes and for polyindde resin use 450 K (350 ° F) for 20+oI minutes),
cool to room temperature, and weigh to the nearest 0.I mg (W3). The mean value of the three
volatile deWrminations calculated as follows was reporte_
w -w3
Volatile Content, weight percent : × I00
W t = Weight of crucible plus specimen before volatile removal
W2 : Weight of crucible
W 3 : Weight of crucible plus specimen after volatile removal
B.2 PRIEPREGRESIN SOLIDS AND RIIER CONTENT
Cm three specimens of the material, each approximately 0.051 by 0.051 m (2.0 by 2.0 in.}, from
an area of the sample away from the edges. Weigh a specimen to the nearest 0.1 mg {WIL place
in a 300 mi tall-form beaker, and add 25 ml of dimethyl formamide {DMF) technical grade.
the beaker on a hot plate and heat to boiling for 10 to 15 minutes. Remove the beaker
from the hot plate and allow to cool to room temperature, Pour off the DMF, being careful not
to lose any fibers. Rinse the fiber residue two or three times in acetone_ After removing most of
the acetone, place the fibers in a tared aluminum cup {throwaway type) and dry for 30 minutes
minimum in an oven at 436 K (325 ° F). Determine the weight of fibers (W2) to the nearest 0.1
mg and record, The mean value of three fiber and resin solids content determinations
calculated as follows was reporte_
W2
Fiber Content, weight percent = _ × I00
W:
Resin plus volatiles, weight percent = I00 --
W2
Wl
X 100
Resin Solids Content. weight percent = I00 -- --
W2
W!
× 100 - Volatile Content
u-I
where
Wx = weight of specimen
W2 --- weight of fibers
Volatile Content ffi See Section B.1
8.3 PREPREGRESINFLOW
Cut six pieces of S*,yle !81 glum_lab_tic , 9.1_0 by 0.10 m (4.0 by 4.0 i_) square, for bleeder and
two squares of Teflon coated glass fabric of the same size, for separator. Weigh to the nearest
0.1 mg (Wx) on an analytical balance. Cut two pieces of the material to be tested 0.051 by 0.051 m
(2.0 by 2.0 i_) and weigh with the separator and bleeder to the nearest 0.1 mg (W2). Cross ply
the two specimens and sandwich them between the separator and the bleeder with the bleeder
on the outside. Place in a preheated press and cure for 15_+oI minutes under 0.69 MN/m 2 (100
psig) at 436 K (325 ° F) for the epoxy system and at 450 K (350 ° F) for the polyimide systen_
Remove the crossply test specimen from the separator and bleeder. Weigh the separator plus
bleeder to the nearest 0.1 mg (Ws). The mean value of three flow determinations calculated as
follows was reporte_
W3-w 1
Percent Flow = × 100
w -wx
where.-
Wx = Weight of glass fabric plus Teflon coated glass fabric
W2 = Weight of glass fabric, Teflon coated glass fabric, and specimens
W3 = Weight of glass fabric plus Teflon coated glass fal_ric after cure
B.4 LAMINATE SPECIFICGRAVITY
The method used for determining the specific gravity of the laminates was Ly displacement of
water. The test procedure was in accordance with Federal Test Method Standard No. 406,
Method 5011. Cut th_e pieces of the laminate to be tested 0.013 by 0.013 m (0.5 by 0.5 in.).
Using av. analytical balance and a s_wcific gravity bridge, weigh the specim_ in air (Wi) and in
distilled water (W2) at 296 ± t.1 K (73.5 ± 2 ° F). The mean value of th:ee specific gravity
determinations calculated as follows was reporte&
Specific Gravity =
Wl
W I -W 2
whe_.
Wt = weight of specimen in air
W 2 = weight of specimen in water
B-2
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B.$ LAMINATE RESIN AND FLEER CONTENT ._
The testspecimenwas approximately0.013by 0.013m (0.5by 0.5in)by laminatethickness.
The curedresinand fibercontentwas determinedby acid/peroxideigestionas follows:
I. Weigh thetestspecimentothenearest0.Img {Wi),placeina300 ml tall-formbeaker,
and add 20 ml ofconcentratedsulfuricackLPlacethebeakeron ahotplateand heatthe
aciduntilvigorousfumingoccurs.
When thecompositeisvisiblyd/sintegratedand resinparticlesand fibersaredispersed
throughoutthe sulfurlcsoIfit_od,--carefullyadd the hydrogenperoxide(50% strength}
dropwise down the s/de of the beaker. Rubber gloves and a fume hood w/th appropriate
safety ghms shield shall be used throughout the addition, and precautions shall be
taken as recommended by the applicable safety regulations and procedures for
handl_g hydrogen peroxide.
3. The reaction is considered complete when the hot sulfuric acid solution below the fibers
becomes clear and colorless. At this point add two more ml of hydrogen peroxide to the
solution, and heat the solution to fumes for another I0 minutes to ensure complete
decomposition of the polymer. Remove the beaker from the hot plate, and allow to cool
to 294 to 300 K (70 ° to 80 ° F) and then place in an ice bath.
4. Collect fibers by vacuum filtration t.hro_h a medium-porosity, sintered-glass cruc1_ole
that has been weighed to nearest 0.I mg lW2). After the sulfuric acid has been filtered
off, wash the fibers in the crucible thor qmgh]y with 600 ml ofdistilled water, adding a
few _ters at a time. Verify removal of sulfuric acid traces by checking pH of the
fdtratedrops.
5. Remove thecruciblefrom thefilteringsystemand placeinan openbeakerinan ovenat
422 K 1300°F}for45 m/nute& Afterdrying,coolthecruc_1_leinadesiccatorand weigh
tothenearest0.Inag(W3).
The resin and fiber content were calculated according to the following equations:
ResinContent,weightpercent=
wx-(w3-w J
Wl
X 100
Fiber Content,weightperc_t --
W 3-W 2
WI
X 100
where:.
W I = Weight oftestspecimen
W 2 = Weight of crucible
W 3 = Weight of crucible plus fibers after aci@peroxide digestion
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B.6 B/AI LAMINATE FIBER VOLUME
._
The test specimen was approximately 0.013 by 0.013 m (0J by 0.5 i_) by ]ammar_ thickness.
The fiber volume was determined as follows:
1. Wash. dry. and weigh the test specimen w the nearest 0.1 mg (Wl).
2. Leach the fibers from the samples in a 50% solution of sodium hydroxide at appro._ -
imately 339 K (150 ° F).
3. Wash, dry, and weigh the collected fibers to the nearest 0.1 mg Iw2).
Assuming a density of 2700 kg/m 3 fee"the aluminum and a density of 2510 kg/m 3 for the 5.6 mR
boron, the volume percentages of fibers were cakulated according to the following equatiore
where:
Fiber Volume, volume percent =
W 1 - Weight of test specimen
W2
OF
Wx-W2 + W2
@A OF
X 100
W2 ffi Weight of fibers
QF ----Density of fibers
OA ="Density of aluminum
B.7 LONGITUDINAL FLF.XURAL STRENGIH
The test method used for determining logitudimd flexural strength was generally in Kcord-
ance with ANSI/ASTM D 790-71 and Federal Test Method Standard No. 406, Method 1031.
S_ were cut with the fibers aligned paralkl to tl_ lmgitudin_ _ The specimm con-
figuration with the loading geometry is shown in Figure B-1. Testing was done with three
point loading using a span to thickness ratio of 32 to 1. The specimens, with the smooth side
up, were loaded to failure at 0.0025 m (0.10 i_) per minute erosshead speed in standard test
machines Ilnstren, Tinius431sen, or Baldwin). The longitudinal fiexural strengths were
calculated according to the following formula:
5PL
F L ---_2 bd2
where:.
FL = Ultimate longitudinal fiexural strength
P = Maximum load carried by the specimen
lb4
f
J
j"
J
.. J
!
! r-----I
Specimen Dimensions
Length (1} --- 0.076 m (3.0 i_)
Width (b) = 0.01270 m (0.500 in.)
Thickness (d) = Approximately 0.0015 m 10.060 i_)
Ratio (L) -- 32 to 1
m
Spanfrldckness
Loading head and reaction supports are 0.00635 m (0.250 in.) diameter steel rod
Overhang must be the same over each end
653217-313
Figure B-I. LongitudinalFlexuml Specimen
/
/
L : Support span
b : Specimen width
d = Specimen thickness
B.8 SHORT BEAM SHEAR STRENGTH
The test method used for determining short beam shear strength was generally in accordance
with ANSI/ASTM D2344-76. Specinmas were cut with the fibers aligned parallel to the
longitudinal axis. The specimen configuration with the loading geometry is shown in Figure
B-2. Testing was done with three point loading using a span to thickness ratio of 4 to 1. The
specimens, with the smooth side up. were loaded to failure at 0.0025 m {0.10 ;.) per minute
crosshead speed in standard test machines (Instron. _rmius¢lsen. or Baldwin). The short beam
shear strengths were calculated according to the following formul_
3P
4bd
B.5
I ° 'I
,/
where
Spechnen Dimensions-
"Length (1)
Width (b)
== 0.0152 m (0.60 in.)
== 0.00635 m (0.250 in.)
Thickness (d) - Approximately 0.0015 m (0.060 in.)
Ratio (L) _ 4 to 1Spanfrhiekness
Loading head and reaction supports are 0.00318 m {0.125:,I_)diameter steelrod
Overhang must be the same over each end
Figure 13-2.Short Beam Shear Specimen
65321_31_
r - Ultimate short beam shear strength
P ffi Maximum load carried by the specimen
b -- Specimen width
d ffi Specimen thickness
i
r
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